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In the' Matter of- )

)
CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY- ) Docket Nos. 50-329A

) 50-330A
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)

Mr. C. Forrest Bannan argued the cause for the Attorney
General of the United States, appellant; with him on
the briefs were Assistant Attorney General Kauper,
Miss Judy L. Goldstein, and Messrs. Jonathan C. Rose,
Joseph J. Saunders, Milton J. Grossman, David A. Leckie,
and1 Mark M. Levin.

Mr. Robert A. Jablon, Washington, D.C., argued the cause
for the intervening Michigan municipalities and coop-
eratives, appellants; with him on the briefs was

i Mr. Daniel I. Davidson, Washington, D.C.

$ Mr. Robert J. Verdisco argued the cause for the Nuclear
| Regulatory Commission-staff; with him on the briefs

were Messrs. Joseph Rutberg and Andrew F. Popcor.

Mr. Wm. Warfield Ross, Washington, D.C., argued the cause
for the applicant, Consumers Power Company, appellee;
with him on the brief were Messrs. Keith S. Watson,
Thomas W. Brunner, Mark Schattner, and Gerald B. Wettaufer,
Washington, D.C., and James B. Falahee and Wayne A. Kirkby,
Jackson, Michigan.

DECISION-

December 30, 1977

(ALAB-4s2)
;

- Opinion:of the Board by Mr. Salzman, in which Messrs. Rosenthal

and Farrar ' join : 1

The. quest' ion in this case _is whether licensing Consumers
4

Power Companyfto build and operate a commercial nuclear power

.
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plant at Midland, Michigan, would " create or maintain a
i

i situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws" within the
meaning of section 105c of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954,
42 U.S.C. 52135(c). The Licensing Board held that it would.

r.ot and therefore declined to place antitrust restrictions

on the Midland " construction permit", Consumers' license

from the Commission 1! to build the plant. LBP-75-39,

- 2 NRC .19. This appeal is taken by the three parties who

prosecuted the section 105c proceeding -- the Commission's

antiirust staff, the intervening Michigan municipalities
and cooperatives, and the Attorney General of the United
States. It brings before us the first full-fledged anti-

trust decision on the merits rendered by a licensing board.

,

NATURE OF THE CASE

A. Introductory

The antitrust laws embody fundamental national economic

policy. ! It is a "now settled axiom that after Otteri

Tail Power Co. v. United States, 410 U.S. 366, 'there can

1/ The Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 abolished the--

Atomic Energy Commission on January 19, 1975, and trans-
ferred its regulatory responsibilities to the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission. See 42 U.S.C. 965814 and 5841.
In this opinion, " Commission" refers either to the AEC
or the'NRC as the context requires.

2/ FMC v. Seatrain Lines, Inc., 411 U.S. 726, 733 (1973);'--

Gulf States Utilities Co. v. FPC, 411 U.S. 747, 759 (1973);
Otter Tail Power Co. v. United States, 410'U.S. 366,
372-75 (1973); United States v. Topco Associates, 405
U.S. 596, 610 (1972); Carnation Co. v. Pacific Westbound
Conference, 383 U.S. 213, 218-19 ( 1966).

. -
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be no doubt about.the proposition that the federal antitrust

laws.are~ applicable.to electric utilities.'" city of

Mishawaka v. Indiana & Michigan Electric Co., 560 F.2d-1314, 1321

(7th Cir.1977) , quoting from Cantor v. Detroit Edison Co., {

428 U.S. 579, 596 n. 35 (1976)..<

- Congress has given the Commission specific antitrust

responsibilities. 3/ Under section 105c of the Atomic Energy

Act, it must review applications for permits to construct ;
;

commercial nuclear power facilities to determine if the !

,

activities sought to be licensed would create or maintain

.
situations inconsistent with the antitrust laws or their

underlying policies. Where.such a result would follow, the

Cuntuission may refuse a license (or rescind one previously

issued) or attempt to rectify the anticompetitive consequences

} .by attaching appropriate conditions to the license. A/ As
4

the Commission has reiterated, the Atomic Energy Act's anti-

trust provisions reflect a basic Congressional concern over"

access tofpower produced by nuclear facilities" and represent
;

legislative recognition "that the nuclear industry originated

.

f _3/ Even without express statutory obligation to do so,
federal regulatory agencies must structure their deci-
sions to ameliorate if not avoid anticompetitive conse-
quences. Gulf States Utilities Co. v. FPC, supra, 411
U.S. at 759-61; Denver and Rio Grande W.-RR. Co. v.
United States, 387 U.S. 485 (1967) ; California v. FPC,
369 U.S. 482, 484-85 (1962). See also, Cities of States-
villefv. AEC,J411 F.2d'962 (D.C. Cir. 1969); Municipal
' Electric' Assoc. v. SEC,~413 F.2d 1052 and 419 F.2d 757'

-

_(D.C. Cir. ~ 1969) .
- 4/ ' Section 105c (6) , 42 U.S.C. s2135(c) (6) ; see Kansas Gas

~~~ ' and' Electric Co. (Wolf Creek Generating Station, Unit
'No. 1), ALAB-279, 1 NRC 559, 564 .(1965) (Wolf Creek I)'.

_ -
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as a Government monopoly and is in great measure the
'

product of public funds (which] should not be permitted to

; develop into a private monopoly via the [NRC] licensing
process, * * *." b[

B. The Attorney General's recommendation.

We have previously described the procedures under section

105c in some detail. 5/ For purposes of this appeal it is

sufficient to note that in due course the Commission referred
3

Consumers' application tc build the Midland facility to the

Attorney General of the United States for advice about its

possible antitrust ramifications. 2/ That official responded /

with a critique of Consumers' relationships with neighboring

smaller utilities, mostly competing municipally-owned systems

~~-5/ Louisi.aa Power & Light Company (Waterford Steam Electric
Gene'.ating Station, Unit 3), CLI-73-7, 6 AEC 48-49 (1973)
(Waterford I), and CLI-73-25, 6 AEC 619,.620 (1973)
(Waterford II).

_6/ See ALAB-279, Wolf Creek I, supra, fn. 4.

_1/ section 105c was amended in 1970 to impose prelicensing
antitrust review. Consumers had applied for permission,

to construct Midland in 1969. Because a construction ,,

permit was not issued before the effectivo date of the
amendment, antitrust review of its application was nec-
essary. Under a " grandfather cl'use" in the amending
legislation, however, it was not necessary to complete
that review before a construction permit could issue.
See Toledo Edison Co. (Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station,
Unit 1), ALAB-323, 3 NRC 331 (1976). Construction of
Midland is currently underway.

8/ The letter of advice to the Commission over the signature~~

of Richard McLaren, then Assistant Attorney General in
charge of the Antitrust Division, appears at 26 Fed. Reg.
17881.

. -
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or rural electric cooperatives. The Attorney General

stressed that Consumers is one of Michigan's largest util-

ities, that its service area extends over the state's

" lower peninsula" save for its southwest corner and areas

in and around metropolitan Detroit, and that it dominates

the generation and transmission of' electricity in its area

of operations. The Attorney General's concern was the

likelihood that the utility had impermissibly used its

" substantial market power vis-a-vis its smaller compet-

itors" to preserve its market position and to foreclose

competition. The letter raised the possibility that

Consumers' actions had violated antimonopoly provisions

of section 2 of the Sherman Act, 15 U.S.C. 82. E! The

Attorney General advised the Commission that granting

Consumers' application for the Midland facility might

well serve to " maintain a situation inconsistent with the
antitrust laws". Accordingly, he recommended "that a

hearing be held pursuant to Section 105 of the Atomic

Energy Act to provide a factual basis upon which the Com-

mission may appropriately determine those cuestions."

--9/ The Sherman Act ("'An Act to protect trade and commerce
against unlawful restraints and monopolies', approved i

July second, eighteen hundred and ninety") is among
the antitrust laws the Commission must apply under j
section 105 of the Atomic Energy Act. -

i

I
!

_J
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C. The proceedings below.

'The Atomic Energy Act makes the Attorney General's, ,,

" recommendation" for a section 105c antitrust hearing in !

,

connection.with.a construction permit application binding

I on the Commission.10/ This being so, the Commission con-

vened a Licensing Board 11/ comprised of two lawyers and an;

economist to hear and decide the antitrust allegations.12/

Four separate parties took active roles at the antitrusti

%j trial before'that Board: the Attorney General (represented

by attorneys from the Antitrust Division of the Department
'

of Justice) exercising his statutory right under section

105c(5) "to participate as a party in the proceedings";

Joint Intervenors (the Michigan Municipal Electric Associa-

tion; the muni'cipalities of Coldwater, Grand Haven, Holland,

Traverse City and Zeeland, Michigan; and Northern Michigan
and Wolverine rural electric cooperatives) ;13/ the antitrust

staff of this commission; and the applicant, Consumers

Power Company..
,

4

M/ Wolf Creek I, suprg, ALAB-279, 1 NRC at 565.
---11/ The antitrust aspects of an application to build a

nuclear power plant are reviewed by a separate licens-
'ing board and not referred to the one convened to con-
sider its' health, safety and environmental features.
Public Service'Co. of Indiana (Marble Hill, Units 1 &

* 2), ALAB-316, 3 NRC 107 (1976).
i 12/ One of.the-lawyer-members died after the record closed

~-~

but before the decision was rendered. The parties
agreed to have the surviving Board members decide the
matter rather than retry the case. -See 2 NRC at 40 fn. 3.

, ; 13/~The intervening municipalities and cooperatives generate
I or distribute electricity within-or adjacent to areas
| served by Consumers Power Company.
J

t

' "
., , ,, - '-. . , -
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The three complaining parties sought to establish a

case against Consumers along the lines of the federal

government's successful civil antitrust action against

another electric utility. Otter Tail Power Co. v. United

States, 410 U.S. 366 (1973). The Supreme Court there

affirmed a district court decisionbd/ that a regulated

electric utility violates the antitrust laws by acting

unjustifiably to foreclose competition, to gain competi-

tive advantages or to destroy competitors. The Court

held, among other things, that Otter Tail's use of its
"

" strategic dominance" over the power transmission network

to prevent municipalities from reaching other sources of

electricity and forming competing power systems was an

exercise of monopoly power that violated the Sherman Act.

410 U.S. at 317.

,

4

14/ United States v. Otter Tail Power Co., 331 F. Supp. 54
(D.Minn. 1971).

- . _.
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t In this case the complaining parties led by the
9- . Department of Justice attempted to demonstrate, first, that

Consumers Power possessed " strategic dominance" not only1

over the transmission but also over the generation of

electric power in its service area by virtue of its control

over key transmission lines and the number and size of its

power plants and, second, that Consumers had used its dom-

inance to foreclose the possibility of competition from
; smciler cooperative and municipal systems in its service

In particular, they introduced evidence purportingarea.

to demonstrate that Consumers had consistently and unjusti-
fiably refused to " wheel" (i.e., transmit from sources out-

side Consumers' system)15/ power to the municipalities and

the cooperatives, or to " coordinate" (plan and operate

their power plants jointly to achieve reliability and effi-
ciency not otherwise attainable)b5/ with those smaller

systems on any reasonable basis, although consumers both

transmitted power for.and regularly coordinated with other,
4

15/ " Wheeling" is a term of art in the electric power industry;
it refers to the " transfer by direct transmission or dis-
placement of electric power from one utility to another
over the facilities of an intermediate utility." Otter
Tail Power Co. v. United States, supra, 410 U.S. at 368..

16/ " Coordination" has been defined by the Federal Power--

Commission as " joint planning and operation of bulk power
facilities by two or more electric systems for improved
reliability and increased efficiency which would not be
attainable if each system acted independently". FPC
1970 National Power Survey, Part 1, p. I-17-1.

i
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larger utilities close by. .These and other anticompetitive
acts on Consumers' part,12/ the smaller companies said,3

blocke'd their access to cheaper sources of power, prevented
s

them from using;their own generating capacity most effi-
<

ciently, and kept~them dependent on purchases of wholesale
i
1 . power from Consumers, thereby preventing them from competingt'

effectively against that larger company and preserving its
dominant market position. It was also contended that Con-

,

sumers' conduct violated section 5 of the Federal Tradea

Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 545 (a) (1) , which makes unlawful
j " unfair. methods of competition" and " unfair or deceptive
} ' acts or practices in commerce."11/
;

i

17/ The other anticompetitive acts charged were that--~~

Consumers had (1) prevented the small utilities from
.joining'the coordination agreement between it and the !; Detroit Edison Company; (2) acted to preclude coordi-p . nation among the smaller utilities; (3) forestalledi

competition with nearby larger utilities for the sale
of wholesale power to small utilities by entering whole-,

1 sale territerial agreements with these larger utilities;
(4) acted to acquire certain of the small utilities;
(5) limited the right of small utilities to interconnect

,

.with third parties by inserting a provision to that.

effect in its. wholesale and coordination contractswith~the small utilities; and (6) prohibited the use
of~its:old hydroelectric facilities for electric power,

generation by inserting restrictive covenants to that1

effect in their-deeds of sale.,

18/- TheLFederal, Trade Commission Act (" ' An Act to create ~
'a Federal Trade Commission, to define its power and
duties,-and for other purposes' approved September
twenty-six, nineteen hundred and fourteen") is another'

of the antitrust laws the Commission must apply undersection 105.

|

4

1

4

<, ., _ y , -, ._ . - , . , , _ . . , , . , _ . , . . . ._ _ .. ,, . , . - . , . _ -#... --- .-
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According to the complaining parties, this anticom -

petitive situation would be " maintained" in violation of,

section 105c of the Atomic Energy Act by allowing Consumers

to build and operate the Midland facility. This situation
'

would.not be cured, the complaining parties contended, by

acceptance of Consumers' offer to sell the intervening

utilities power from the nuclear plant. They pointed out
'

that the' offer to sell is at rates based on the averaae

wholesale cost .of power on Consumers' entire system. This,,

they asserted, retains the cost advantages of the nuclear

facility for Consumers, thus enhancing its monopolistic

dominance over the available sources of cheaper power.

Consumers denied all the charges against it, assert-

ing either their untruth or their justification as accepted
practices in sound public utility management. Consumers

also defended on the ground that even were it guilty of

those accusations they were unrelated to its operation of

the nuclear plant. Without such a " nexus" with the nuclear
*

facility, Consumers argued, as a matter of law relief under

section 105c is not available. Consumers accordingly

insisted that the placement of anticompetitive restrictions

on its license was not in order.

-

._
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D. :The decision below..
.

~ 1. Section 105c analysis. Authority under section -!

105c of-the Atomic Energy Act to condition an applicant's<

,

,.

license to alleviate antitrust problems is keyed to the

existence of~a " situation inconsistent with the antitrust
,

laws" or the likelihood of one arising as the result of
.

granting the license. That critical provision, however,

is not further defined in the Act. The Licensing Board

therefore began its decision by analyzing what it deemed ,

.

" basic legal concepts" in an effort to elucidate what Congress

Starting ' rom the premise that the antitrustfintended.
'

laws' goal is to promote and to preserve competition, the

I Board below reached the conclusion "that a ' situation incon-

sistent with the antitrust laws' must mean anticompetitive

. conduct." (2 NRC at 49, emphasis in original) . It declined
:

.to' limit such conduct to practices which either the federal

courts or the Federal Trade Commission had previously held

to be antitrust violations. Rather, the Board ruled that I

-Congress intended section 105c to reach as well conduct

(M. ' at 50) :
,

(1) which offends.public policy as it has-been
established by statutes, the common law, or
otherwise, or, in other words, is within at
least the penumbra of some law, statutory,
or other established concept of unfairness;

l
i

:-
F

--- -. - ._. __ . . - ,. .- .- .- -
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(2) which is immoral, unethical, oppressive
or unscrupulous; and (3) which causes sub-
stantial injury to consumers or competitors
or other businessmen.

The Board did state that anticompetitive conduct alone
i

does not justify invoking the sanctions of section 105c.

It rested this ruling on the Commission's statement in

Waterford II, supra, that there is "an overriding require-
ment that there be a reasonable nexus between the alleged,

! anticompetitive practices and the activities under the
.

particular nuclear license." 6 AEC at 621. The Board
'

therefore went on to consider the kind of connection between
the proscribed conduct and a nuclear facility which must

be demonstrated in order to justify placing antitrust con-
ditions on an applicant's license. After sketching the

use of the term by authorities ancient and modern, the

Board held that (2 NRC at 55) :

[n]exus exists between otherwise lawful
activities under a license or proposed license
and a situation inconsistent with the antitrust
laws if, and only if, the said activities are-

misused so as to be a material element and a,

substantial factor in a scheme or consoiracy,
the purpose of which is to cause the creation
of maintenance of said situation.

This distinction between the "use" and the " misuse" of
licensed activities the Board derived from patent and
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labor cases cited in its opinion. It read these as laying

down a rule of law that (M. at 60) :

-the use of activities under a Federal grant
within the scope and for the very purpose
contemplated by the grant is immunized from
the antitrust laws.

'

It deduced therefrom the proposition that activities licensed

by the Commission cannot " create or maintain a situation

inconsistent with the antitrust laws" unless " misused".

Ibid.

.

2. Antitrust analysis. The Licensing Board required

the complaining parties to bear the burden of proving their

accusations against Consumers. These the Board understood

as amounting to charges, first, that Consumers had engaged

in "anticompetitive conduct" vis-a-vis the smaller utilities

in the relevant geographic and product markets and, second,

that licensing Consumers to build Midland would maintain

that anticompetitive situation unless the license were

freighted with appropriate antitrust restrictions. The

Board found_the geographic market to be "all of the lower*

peninsula of Michigan except the eastern section served by

the-Detroit Edison Company and the southwest section served

by * * * subsidiaries of American Electric Power Company",

the areas where consumers is franchised to sell power or into

-

__
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which it could reasonably extend its service (2 NRC at 45).

Based on.its interpretation of representations made

by Justice and assertedly accepted by the other parties

regarding the scope of the matters in controversy, the
Board determined the product market to be one for "coordi-

nation services" (ibidl. " Coordination" refers to the

elecric power utilities' practice of interchanging power

and sharing responsibility for building new generating

facilities to achieve economic benefits unattainable by an
individual utility acting alone.1E! The practice encompasses,

both " operational coordination," which is the unified control

of generation and transmission facilities,2S/ and the sharing

!.9/ The Licensing Board defined " coordination" as "the--

interchange of beneficial services between cooperating
electric utilities through an agreement which confers
on each party a net benefit not attainable by such
electric utilities operating independently". 2 NRC at
34-35. See also fn. 16, supra.

20/ " Unified control or economic dispatch of generation-~

or transmission facilities" means the control of the
generation or transmissiion facilities of each of two
or more utilities by one central control authority.
2 NRC at 35.

!
i

,
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of one or more of reserve,Z1! emergency, maintenance,

economy, dump, seasonal and time diversity pcwer

or energy, and " developmental coordination", which includes the

cooperative planning of new facilities to allow their construction
as joint ventures or on staggered time schedules (2 NRC at 34-35).

21/ " Reserves" means extra generating capacity maintained
to generate power in the event of unexpected demand
for power or loss of a generating facility or unit or
scheduled outage of a generating facility er unit. Ibid.

22/ " Emergency Energy or Power" means energy or power needed,
supplied, or received in an emergency situation, i.e.,
an unscheduled outage. Ibid.

23/ " Maintenance energy or power" means energy or power
supplied or received to replace needed energy or power
which is unavailable because a generating unit or trans-
mission unit is out for scheduled maintenance. Ibid.

24/ " Economy Energy or Power" means energy or power supplied
to or received by a utility from another utility which
power costs less than the receiving utility's current
production cost. Ibid.

25/ " Dump Energy or Power" is energy or power available from
a utility and which energy or power must be produced
anyway. (An example is a hydroelectric plant which must
be run to monitor river flow or lake level and the pro-
duction of energy or power is in excess of needs of the
utility owning the pland . Ibid.

26/ " Diversity" means the difference in electric loads on
--

two different utilities resulting from noncoincident
maximum load demands of two different utilities.
" Seasonal Diversity" means diversity caused by differ-
ences in load demand during different seasons of the
year. " Time Diversity" means diversity caused by
differences in load demand during the day. (Usually
occurs between two time zones and if so, is called
" time zone diversity".) Ibid.

,
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The Board also believed that certain additional legal

; concepts governed the decision it was being called upon to

f make. Foremost among these was what it denominated the

" net benefit rule." Purportedly derived from strictures
!

- { against wasting corporate or utility assets, in the Board's

understanding the rule permits coordination between util-
,

ities only if each receives a " net benefit" from the
,

arrangement because (2 NRC at 66):

| To coordinate with a competitor without any net
benefit would either injure the public served or,

the stockholders or both and would be a wastei

of the assets of the corporation. The offices'

and directors are obligated to do just the opposite.

From the above, we conclude as a matter of law,
that the management of Applicant is forbidden

*
from entering into alleged coordination agreements
which said management believes will result in a
net detriment to Applicant.

Another rule the Board thought applicable was one it

analogized to the parable of the Good Samaritan. In the

Board's view, a large utility has no legal duty to come to

4 the " aid" of a smaller competitor -- either by entering into
.
I

a coordination agreement or otherwise -- where the former
|

did not cause the latter's distress. Only where the refusal

is part of an "anticompetitive scheme," the Board held, may

t
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an 'otherwise lawful refusal to coordinate * * * give rise

to a situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws."

2-NRC at 73.

The Licensing Board also ruled that a utility's

refusal to wheel power for a comoetitor is not ner se anti-
t

competitive conduct but must be shown to be part of a

scheme to violate the antitrust laws. In that Board's

judgment, this remained true even where the utility con-

trols the high voltage lines necessary to transmit the

power and its refusal to cooperate blocks the transaction.

In reaching this conclusion, the Board noted but declined

to apply the " bottleneck theory" of monopolization. Under

that theory, those with strategic dominance over an essen-

tial facility which is impractical to duplicate may be

obliged to allow competitors to use the " bottleneck" on

reasonable terms. In the judgment of the Board below,

however, "all of the bottleneck cases involve conspiracies"

and, therefore, "as a matter of law, the bottleneck situa-

tion applies only to conspiracies and hence is inapplicable

' to a unilateral refusal to wheel." 2 NRC at 76-78.

!

l
|

|
. - - _ . -
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1

Finally, the Board below held that a finding of anti-

competitive conduct may not rest simply on a utility's

unilateral refusal to grant access to a nuclear facility..

As in its " nexus" analysis, supra pp. 12-13, the Board !

reasoned that (2 NRC at 79) :

the use of activities under a grant authorized
-by Congress is immune from the reach of the
antitrust laws. Only if it can be shown that
the activities under the license will be
misused as a material element and substantial
factor in an anticompetitive scheme or con-
spiracy is it possible to deem refusal of
access by joint ownership or unit power to
be unlawful..

This led it to the legal conclusion that (id. at 80) :

if an Applicant for a license intends to
construct and operate a nuclear power-

facility solely for the purpose of supply-
ing power to its customers, unilateral
refusal to provide its competitors with
access to such facilities is not anticom-
petitive :onduct and is not a scheme or
conspiracy the purpose or effect of which

| is to cause the creation or maintenance of
a situation inconsistent with the antitrust
laws.

|

!

|

I
!

,

|

-
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The Licensing' Board then examined the evidence under-

lying the charges against Consumers Power Company in light

of the foregoing legal principles. It viewed the charges

as falling ~ naturally into eight " situations," but, having

held the contested issues to be limited to " coordination

activities,"2]/ ruled only five of them properly before

it.SE/ These were (using the numbers assigned by the Board

below) whether to deprive the smaller utilities of the

advantages of coordination, Consumers (1) inserted pro-

visions in its contracts with them limiting their right

to coordinate with each other or with nearby larger util-

ities absent Consumers' consent, (2) refused to coordinate

its own operations with them on reasonable terms, (3) excluded

them from the Michigan Power Pool,SA! (4) refused to wheel

power among them and (5) refused them access to power from

the Midland nuclear facility on reasonable terms.

1

--27/ "The relevant matters in controversy in this proceeding I
Iall deal with ' coordination' activities." 2 NRC at 64;

see also id. at 40-45; 105; and p. 14, supra.

28/ See 2 NRC at 92-102..

29/ A " power pool" in the electric utility industry "is two
or more interconnected electric systems planned and
operated to supply power in the most reliable and eco- |

nomical manner for their combined load requirements and |
maintenance program." Edison Electric Institute, |

Glossary of-Electric Utility Terms (1970 ed.) p. 64
(hereafter "EEI glossary"). The Michigan Power Pool
is comprised of Consumers Power Company and the Detroit
Edison Company,which serves the city of Detroit and
environs. D. J. Exh. No. 67.

-. -
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:

The Board reviewed these five situations separately without

determining whether Consumers had monopoly power in the

relevant market. In each instance the Board exonerated

Consumers of the charges of anticompetitive conduct and,
i

i additionally, ;aund no " nexus" between the utility's. con-

duct and activities under the Midland license. 2 NRC at

92-102.

3. Matters outside the " issues in controversy."

Evidence suggestive of anticompetitive actions on Consumers',

i part was noted by the Licensing Board in two of the three

slutations it had held beyond the issues in controversy.

(The Board evaluated these "for the sake of completeness.")

With respect to " situation ( 6) ," the Board below found

that consumers had specifically sought to monopolize relevant

retail and wholesale power markets by acquiring neighboring

smaller utilities, thereby " destroying competition from a

group of healthy, growing, effective and aggressive com-

petitors". 2 NRC at 104. The Board determined that

Consumers had acquired three such competitors and "found

as a fact" that these,together with a larger number of

unsuccessful attempted acquisitions,were part of an " anti-

competitive scheme to monopolize" on Consumer's part, and

that,.in the Board's words, "the scheme still exists." Ibid.

-
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The Board concluded, however, that this course of conduct

did not run afoul of the Sherman Act, but only because

Consumers lacked the " power to carry out the scheme," and

that in any event.there was no " nexus" between the " scheme"

and activities under the Midland license. 2 NRC at 102-05.

Situation (7) involved allegations of " gentlemen's j

agreements" not to compete between Consumers and its large

neighboring utilities. Although labelled " Conspiracies to l
1

Limit Retail Competition," this section of the Board's

opinion covered evidence relating to restrictive
~

wholesale practices as well. It characterized the evidence

in the record bearing on these allegations as having "no

substance," although it did discern evidence of an informal

" boundary agreement" between Consumers and the Detroit Edison

Company. On investigation, the Board decided that, rather

than precluding the right of a customer ~near a service

area boundary to choose which utility will serve it,

the arrangement merely called for the utilities "to accept

the customer's decision as final." The Board concluded that

this fairly implemented Michigan Public Utility Commission-

policy. 2 NRC at 105-07.

The last " situation," number (8), concerned Consumers'

obligation to wheel power tc the smaller utilities from |

|

|

|

_ _
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the " regional power exchange market," i.e., from' utilities

other than Consumers itself. The Board found that the

smaller. utilities were, as a practical matter, too remotely

situated to obtain power economically from those outside

sources unless Consumers wheeled it to them (2 NRC at 108) ,

that Consumers, however, had evidenced "a general refusal

to wheel" for them (jki. at 99), and, consequently, that

the smaller utilities were left dependent on Consumers for

bulk power except to the extent they could afford to build

. or operate their own generating plants (jgi. at 108). The

Board expressed the opinion that "[i] f as a matter law the

smaller utilities have a right to exchange wholesale power

with utilities outside the relevant geographic market

using [ Consumers'] transmission facilities * * * then we

cannot excuse [ Consumers] on the plea that the smaller

utilities can build their own * * *" The Board added,.

however, that in its judgment they "have no such right",
! that even if they did an NRC antitrust proceeding "is the
!

| wrong forum for enforcement thereof", that "the alleged

right to such wheeling * * * is not within the scope of

~this proceeding", and that even if it were, no nexus exists

between Consumers' refusal to wheel and its activities
under the Midland license. Id. at 108-09.
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4. Matters not dealt with below.

The complaining part/ al.ao attacked two other actions

undertaken by Consumers. First was a charge of " pre-
'

emptive coordination," i.e., that Consumers had entered

into anticompetitive agreements with two smaller systems,

that effectively precluded their coordinating with other

30small~ systems.- / The other was an allegation that

consumers had inserted restrictive covenants in the deeds

for its old hydroelectric facilities to prevent the

purchasers from selling electric power to the smaller

utilities .~ 31/ The opinion below discusses neither.-

*

5. The result.

The Licensing Board found no " situation incon-

sistent with the antitrust laws" which would be " main- -

tained" by the activities under the Midland license within-

the-meaning of section 105c of the Atomic Energy Act.

Accordingly, it allowed Consumers Power Company to retain

its permits to construct the Midland nuclear plant "as

issued * * *.without the imposition of any antitrust

conditions." 2 NRC at 114.

.

, --30/ See Justice's Prehearing Brief, pp. 48-50, and Brief
and Proposed Findings of Fact, p. 160.

j3L/ See Justice's Prehearing Brief, pp. 51-52, and BriefJ_
and Proposed Findings of Fact, p. 121.

,. - - - _ _ . _ . - - _ - _ .
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II.

THE APPLICATION OF SECTION 105c7

As we mentioned, this is the first antitrust case

under section 105c in which a comprehensive decision on the
,

merits has been rendered by a licensing board. Appreciating

this, the Board below rendered a lengthy o inion seekinge

j to explain fully the reasons for the course it chose and

the result it reached.

Appellants have launched a broad-gauged attack on that
,

decision, asserting that the Board below misconstrued key

principles under both section 105c and the antitrust laws

it calls into play. Those misconceptions, say appellants,

distorted the Board's view of the facts, causing it to

overlook well recognized patterns of anticompetitive

conduct. Consumers Power Company, on the other hand with-,

f

out endorsing every ruling of the Board below, urges that

we uphold its facision as permissible in approach, correct

in result and supported by the record.
.

In light of the precedential nature of this case and
.

the profound legal and factual disagreements between the

parties, our discussion will follow a format similar to

that used'in the Licensing Board's opinion. We will examine

s

- - _ _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ . . - . .
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here (part II) what we perceive as the governing legal
.

principles in section 105c proceedings. In the next part

(III) we discuss certain antitrust law concepts that are

key to evaluating this case. In part IV we paint the

background against which the charges against the company
,

are based. The succeeding parts evaluate those charges.,

A. Situations inconsistent with the antitrust laws.

1. Violation of antitrust policies. Under

section 105, antitrust conditions are added to construction
,

permits where the licensed activities would create or maintain
i

a " situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws," The
'

circumstances intended to be included thereby are not further

explained in the Act. The Board below held such a " situation"

to embrace more than actual violations of the antitrust laws

and to reach activities running counter to the "public policy"

embodied in such legislation as well.- 2 NRC at 47-49. It

ruled that there may be considered in determining whether an

inconsistent situation exists (2 NRC at 50):

(a) conduct which is a violation of the antitrust
| laws enumerated in Section 105a of the Atomic

Energy Act, including conduct heretofore determined
to be unfair by the FTC pursuant to Section 5 of
the FTC Act; and (b) conduct, without necessarily
having been previously considered unlawful, (1) which
offends public policy as it has been established
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by statutes, the common law, or otherwise, or in.

other words,. is within at least the penumbra of
some common law, statutory, or other established
concept of unfairness; (2) which is immoral,
unethical, oppressive or unscrupulous; and
(3) which causes substantial injury to consumers
or competitors or other businessmen. The term
" violations of the antitrust laws" as used in

1 this Board opinion means practices which have
been determined to be violations of the antitrust
laws in authoritative' Federal court opinions.

The Licensing Board was correct in holding that proof

of an actual violation of the antitrust laws is not required
,

to show the existence of a situation " inconsistent with"
'

them for section 105c purposes. The Congressional framers

of the section (the members of the Joint Congressional

Committee on Atomic Energy) were originally divided between

those who favored proof of an antitrust violation before

allowing section 105c remedies to be imposed and those who

thought a showing of circumstances merely " tending" to such

a violation should suffice to allow that relief. An accom-

modation between the two views was eventually reached. The

members of the Joint Committee agreed that proof of condi-

tions which ran counter to the policies underlying those

laws, even where no actual violation of statute was made

out, would warrant remedial license conditions under section
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'105c. --32/We need not linger over the matter; this compromise is
33/

expressly manifested in the report of the Joint Committee--
34/

and is reflected in the Commission's decisions.
4

32/ S.-Rep. No. 91-1247 and H. R. Rep. No. 91-1470, 91st4

Cong., 2nd Sess., 14-15-(1970). (Reports of the Joint
Committee on Atomic Energy on Amending the Atomic Energy
Act of 1954 to Provide for Prelicensing Antitrust Review
of Production and Utilization Facilities, inter alla.)

-

(Hereafter the " Joint Committee Report"). An earlier
draft report had been issued wherein arguably a majority
of the committee intended that a situation inconsistent
with the antitrust laws be tantamount to one in violation
of those statutes. See, Joint Committee on Atomic Energy,
Draft' Report on H. R. 18679, 14-15 (July 1970) . Senator
Aiken, a strong proponent of prelicensing antitrust review,
wrote a vigorous dissent urging defeat of the amendments
to section 105c unless the Joint Committee's report were
revised. See Senator Aiken's Dissenting views on H. R.
18679, September' 14, 1970, in particular pp. 11-12.
The committee's report was rewritten to Senator Aiken's
satisfaction and accordingly he supported passage of i
amended section 105c. 116 Cong. Rec. 19254 (Daily ed. |
December 2, 1970).4

!

~~33/ Joint Committee Report at 14-15: "The legislation proposed i

by the committee provides for a finding by.the Commission |
'as to whether the activities under the license would i

create or maintain a situation inconsistent with the anti-
trurc laws as specified in subsection 105a.' The concept
of certainty of contravention of the antitrust laws or
the policies clearly underlying these laws is not intended
to be implicit in this standard; nor-is mere possibility
of inconsistency. It is intended that the finding be
based on reasonable probability of contravention of-the
antitrust laws or the policies clearly underlying thesee

laws. It is- intended that , - in effer , the Commission will
conclude whether, in its judgment, it is reasonably prob-4

| able that the activities under the license would, when
the. license is issued or thereafter, be inconsistent with

i
any of the antitrust-laws or the-policies clearly under-
lying these laws." (Emphasis supplied.)

34/ See,'e.g., Waterford I, supra, 6 AEC at 49: "The specific
standard which Congress intended the Commission to use in
such' reviews--- 'whether the activities under the license'

would create or maintain a situation inconsistent with the
antitrust laws as specified in subsection 105a' -- is a
limited one. ~ The standard requires that: (1) the alle-
gations raised by petitioners describe a situation incon-

- sistent with the antitrust laws or the policies clearly
-underlying those-laws,1* (emphasis supplied).**

. - -- - - --. -- - . . . , . .
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[ We have touched this point because the Justice

Department raises it to counter what it perceives as a con-

tention by Consumers that only proof of violation of the

antitrust laws authorizes the triggering of section 105c
,

relief. 5 / We think Justice has misconstrued the company's
3

-

position on this question. In its brief on appeal, Consumers

acknowledges that it told the Licensing Board that an "incon-
i

sistent situation" could be found "by showing that the Company
,

I

| had violated the antitrust laws or the policies thereunder," 3F/-

37a position which it reiterates for our benefit.- / In light;

of this, Consumers' brief can not be fairly read as asserting

that a " situation inconsistent with'the antitrust laws" can

exist only in the presence of an actual statutory violation;

on the contrary, it recognizes unqualifiedly that relief under

section 105c is also available if needed to remedy a situation

in conflict with antitrust policies.38 / (Of course the--

company asserts that no such situation exists here.) As we

discuss next, the company's dissatisfaction with the standards

announced by the Board below is focused elsewhere.

35/ Compare p. 34 of consuners' Anneal Brief with p. 38.

3{/ Consumers' Apneal Prief, p. 33 (enphasis supplied) .

37/ See, e.a., id. at pp. 34-35, 38.

38/- Let there be no doubt about our own position. If Consurers
is indeed insistine that a situation contrary to anti-
trust policy, albeit not an actual violation of law, is
-insufficient to allow remedial conditions under section
105c, we reject that position. See pp. 33-36, infra.

- _ _ - _ ___ - - -__ _--_ _ _ _ _ ---
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2. FTC Act jurisprudence as a guide in section 105c

cases. Consumers Power Company does object to certain

criteria which the Licensing Board said were appropriate

for determining.whether section 105c had been violated (see pp.,

1

-i 25-26, supra). In the company's view, the Board improperly
read section 105c as reaching conduct that " offends public

policy" generally or is " immoral" in a broad sense. These
# "open ended" criteria, Consumers urges, are inapposite

under section 105c. It argues that the provision is directed

Hat actions that transgress antitrust law and antitrust

policy only. The company therefore contends that assessments

of " contemporary mores, traditional ethical and religious

standards and the public weal", divorced from an antitrust

setting,.have no place in Commission proceedings and "cannot

be reconciled with the language and legislative history of
section 105c." 9 /3

-

Consumers has missed the point which the Licensing Board
wasLmaking. Its reasoning does not meander in realms of ab-

stract morality. On the contrary, the passages that Consumers

finds objectionable were explicitly addressed by the Board

32/ C,onsumers' Appeal Brief, y. 3"..
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to." guidelines for construing section 5 of the FTC Act."--

'The Federal Trade Commission Act is of course one of the laws

which Congress expressly commanded the Commission to apply
41/

in section 105c' proceedings.-- Section 5 of that Act, 15

U.S.C. 345 (a) (1) , forbids " unfair methods of competition in
* commerce,-and unfair or deceptive acts or practices in commerce."

The criteria recited by the Board below with which Consumers firf.s

fault are none other than those adopted by the Trade Commission

itself as an aid in determining whether given business practices

40 / 2 NRC at 50. The quoted passage is in the paragraph
--

of the Board's opinion immediately preceeding the one
containing the standards to which the company objects.
Indeed, the paragraph containing those guidelines
itself refers to " practices determined to be unfair
by the use of the criteria quoted in Heater v. FTC."
Heater in turn quotes-from FTC v. Sperry & Hutchinson
Co., 405 U.S.233(1972), a Supreme Court decision
Talso' cited by the Board below) commenting favorably
on the use of those criteria for judging whether business
practices are deceptive. Although Consumers devotes 6 pages
of its brief on appeal to the proposition that the Board's
standards are overly broad and open-ended, it nowhere
mentions, much less discusses, the cited cases or section
5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. The company

'

evidently overlooked these points.

41/ See fn.3 , supra.

-

;.
.

!

i
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are deceptive or tinfair within the meaning of section 5. It
,

was, of course,' entirely. appropriate for the Licensing

. Board to " apply [ antitrust] principles developed by the

* * * Federal Trade Commission." 42/ Indeed, these partic---

ular criteria have been cited with approval by the Supreme
' 43

Court of the United States. /

That Congress intended FTC jurisprudence to be used

in Commission antitrust proceedings under section 105c is

scarcely debatable.' The FTC Act is expressly included
,

among the laws this Commission must apply under section

105c and che Joint Committee's final report on the amend-.

ments to section 105c stressed that its inclusion among

them was quite deliberate.

It is important to note that the antitrust laws
within the ambit of subsection 105c of the bill
are all the laws specified in subsection 105a.
These include the statutory provisions pertaining
to the Federal Trade Commission, which normally

^

are not identified as antitrust law. Accord-
ingly, the focus for the-Commission's finding
will, for example, include consideration of the
admonition in section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act, as amended, that " Unfair methods
of competition in commerce, and unfair and
deceptive acts in commerce, are declared unlaw-

ful."4_4/

42_/ Houston Lighting and Power Co. (South Texas Project,
Units Nos. 1& 2) , CLI-7 7-13, 5 NRC 1305, 1316 (1977).'

43 / See FTC v. Sperry'& Hutchinson Co., 405 U.S. 233, 244
~-

n. 5 Tf972) .
44/ Joint Committee Report, p. 14 (emphasis supplied).

:

,

, , . , - . - - r- . , _ - - - - - - , __ . . - . . . , - , .
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To the extent that consumers wishes its cond.uct judaed

" established antitrust law and policy" standardon some,

which ignores the Federal Trade Commission Act in general

(or section 5 in particular), we can not he accommodating.
The corpany's desire cores too late and is pressed in the

'

forun; Conaress has decided otherwise.wrono,

Acain, we need not give this point more space than it
deserves. It is true that section 5 permits proscription
- of unfair or deceptive business oractices that infrinae

'

neither the letter nor the spirit of what consumers calls
45/,

the "est.ablished" antitruct laws , ~~ 1.e., the Shernan and
Clayton Acts. But no accusations of this

35/ FTC v. Sperry & Hutchinson Co., supra, 405 U.S. at 239:

"The Commission presented two questions in
its petition for certiorari, the first being
[w]hether Section 5 of the Federal Trade CommissionAct, which directs the Commission to prevent ' unfair
methods of competition ... and unfair or deceptive
acts or practices,' is limited to conduct which
violates the_ letter or spirit of the antitrust laws.

***

"In reality, the question is a double one:
First, does a 5 empower the Commission to define
and proscribe an unfair competitive practice,,

even_though the practice does not infringe either
the letter or the spirit of the antitrust laws?
Second, does E 5 empower the Commission to pro-
scribe practices as unfair or deceptive in their
effect upon consumers regardless of their nature
or quality as competitive practices or their
effect on competition? We think the statute
its legislative history, and prior cases comp,el
an affirmative answer to both questions."

!
l
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nature are levelled in this proceeding. The " unfair con-

duct" charges against consumers relate strictly to sesertedly

anticompetitive actions on its part akin to those proscribed
^

by the Sherman Act.- / And in evaluating such charges,
; 46
<

the FTC itself looks to Sherman (and Clayton) Act prece-*

dents for guidance in judging whether conduct is " unfair"

within the meaning of section 5.47/ Thus, though the--

broadly phrased criteria articulated by the Board below

may be. appropriate in other section 105c proceedings, they
48did not and do not come into play in this case.- /

We do not mean that decisions rendered under section
5 are irrelevant here. It is to be recalled that in section
5 proceedings proof of a full-blown violation of the Sherman

or Clayton Acts is not required; there need only be

[ shown a " conflict with the basic policies of [those]
|

4.6 / See App. Tr. 82-83.j

47 / Atlantic Refining Co. v. FTC, 381 U.S. 357 at 369-70
-- _ (196 5) , and other cases cited in fn. 49, infra.

4_8 / There will be time enough to deal with allegations
of unfair competitive practices that violate neither
the letter nor the spirit of the " traditional" anti-
trust laws when, as and if such charges come before
us.

.
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Acts"-- because, as has been explained, "the Federal

Trade Commission Act was designed to supplement and bolster
;

the Sherman Act and the Clayton Act...to stop in their

incipiency acts and practices which, when full blown, would

violate those Acts ... as well as to condemn as ' unfair
methods of competition' existir violations of them."

'
FTC v. Brown Shoe Co., 384 U.S. 316, 322 (1966), quoting

FTC v. Motion Picture Adv. Co., 344 U.S. 392, 394-95 (1953).

Jection 105c similarly applies to situations in

! conflict with the policies underlying the antitrust laws.

Like section 5 of the FTC Act, section 105c was also designed'
,

by Congress to " nip in the bud any incipient antitrust situ-

ation," albeit vic the NRC prelicensing review process. Wolf

Creek I, supra, ALAB-279, 1 NRC at 572 (quoting the Joint
Committee Report, p. 14). This similarity in purpose and

standards leads us to agree with the staff /50
that section

5 precedents may be helpful guides to determining whether

a situation not violative of the antitrust laws is,

49 / FTC v. Brown Shoe Co., 384 U.S. 316, 321 (1966);
~~

Atlantic Refining Co. v.'FTC, supra fn. 47;
FTC v. Texaco, Inc., 393 U.S. 223 (19 6 8 ) ; L.-G.
Balfour Co. v. FTC, 442 F.2d 1, 9 (7th Cir. 1971).

~

Sp/ See Staff Opening Brief, p. 38.

__
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51/
.nevertheless, inconsistent with their underlying policies.

3. "Anticompetitive conduct" as the basis of situations

inconsistent with the antitrust ~1aws. Starting from the

; premise that "the purpose of the antitrust law is to promote

and preserve competition" (2 NRC at 49), the Licensing Board
.

reasoned that a " situation inconsistent with the antitrust

laws" within the meaning of section 105 amounts to "anticom-

petitive conduct", presumably on the part of an applicant

for a Commission permit or license. Ibid. The Department

of Justice is highly critical of this analysis, arguing in

its opening brief (p. 15) that

A situation is, by definition, a state or condition
at a given point in time -- as opposed to conduct.
We would characterize the " situation inconsistent
with the antitrust laws" in this case as a highly
concentratedi anticompetitive market structure which,

is the result of exclusionary conduct engaged in by
the dominant firm in the market. It is readily
apparent that a focus solely upon conduct would
ignore essential elements in such a situation.

!

!

51/ Obviously we do not share the Licensing Board's |~~

view (2 NRC at 49) that cases dealing with violations
of the Sherman or Clayton Acts provide little guidance i

regarding their underlying policies. |

|

|

|

|

--- .. "" t Y
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The Department contends that by working from this " false

premise" -- 1 g. , that the focus of a section 105c inquiry

is ponduct -- the Board below was led to a distorted under-

standing of the law of monopolization, an inappropriate

antitrust analysis, and an isolated, abstract evaluation+

of the. allegations of anticompetitive conduct instead of

one undertaken in the context of relevant market realities.

We do not agree that the Licensing Board's determi-

nation to concentrate on the applicant's conduct necessarily

caused it to go astray in the manner suggested by the

Department. What an inquiry is labelled is of lesser moment

than how it is carried out. In our judgment, evaluation of

business " conduct" in a case like this one, exploring charges

essentially botto:ued on section 2 of the Sherman Act and

its underlying policies, requires the application of the

same monopolization and policy concepts as an investigation

of an anticompetitive " situation". This is so because,

as with other statutes, actions permissible under the

antitrust laws in one situation may be proscribed in

. ___._. _ _ _
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another. 52/ An antitrust analysis of an applicant's-

conduct must therefore be undertaken in the context

of the " situation" in which that conduct occurred --

in other words, against the background structure of the

relevant market.- /53
Of course that analysis of a utility's

fT / JE. Schine Chain Theatres v. United States, 334 U.S..,
--

11u, 119 (1948) (citations omitted) : "Even an otherwise
lawful device may be used as a weapon in restraint of trade
or in an effort to monopolize a part of trade or commerce.
Agreements not to compete have at times been used for
that unlawful purpose. If we had nere only agreements
not to compete, the inferences drawn by the District
Court might not be warranted. But in the setting of
this record and against the background of Schine's
other monopolistic practices, it seems to us that the
District Court might infer that the requisite purpose
was present and that these agreements were additional
weapons in Schine's arsenal of power through use of
which its monopoly was sought to he extended."

,

See also,' United States v. United Shoe Machinery
C jor ., 110 F. Supp. 295, 344-45 (D. Mass. 1953),
affirmed per curiam, 347 U.S. 521 (1954); United
States v. IBM, Trade Cases (CCH) par. 60,495 (at p.67,176) (STD'.N.Y 1975)..

-7 "To establish monopolization or attempt to monopolize53
a part of trade or commerce under 5 2 of the Sherman
Act, it would then be necessary to appraise the ex-
clusionary power of the [ challenged conduct] in terms
of the relevant market for the product involved. With-
out a definition of the relevant market there is no
way to measure [a defendant's] ability to lessen or
destroy competition." Walker Process Equipment, Inc.i

ve, Food Mach. & Chem. Corp.,382 U.S. 172,.177 (1965).

|
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conduct must (among other things) be sensitive to judicial

and FTC antitrust rulings that the actions of a dominant

business enterprise have to be tested against a more stringent

standard than applies to actions of smaller concerns in
54. highly competitive markets,- / and must also take account of;

the general rule that electric utilities are not exempt

from the federal antitrust laws, particularly where they

voluntarily enter into commercial relationships governed in

the first instance by business judgment and not regulatory

coercion.55/' '

Finally, on this point, it should hardly be necessary

to add that.where a series of anticompetitive actions are

alleged, the entire course of conduct must be reviewed for a

54/ United States v. Aluminum Co. of America, 148 F.2d
--

Il6 (2nd Cir.Ef945); American Tobacco Co. v. United
States, 328 U.S. 781, 812-14 (1946); United States
v. United Shoe Machinery Corp., 110 F. Supp. 295
342-46 (D. Mass. 1953), affirmed per curiam, 347
U.S. 521 (1954); cf. U.S. Steel Corp. v. Fortner
Enterprises, U.57 , 51 L.Ed 2d 80, 85 fn. 1 (1977).

'55/ Otter Tail Power Co. v. United States, supra, 410
--

_U.S. at 373-75 (Sherman Act) ; Cantor v. Detroit
Edison Co., supra, 428 U.S. at 594-98 (Sherman Act) ;
International Tel.'& Tel. Corg. v. General Telephone
and Electronic Corp. , 518 F'.2d 913, 935-36 (9th Cir.
1975) (Clayten Act) ; Almeda Mall, Inc. v. Houston Lighting
~and Power Co., F. Supp. Trade Reg. Rep . par.,

61,485 at p. 71 780 (S.D. Tel. 19 7 7) .

I
|

|

|
t
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monopolistic pattern. The courts have stressed

the importance of viewing the evidence as a
whole to give the antitrust plaintiff the full
benefit of his proof, rather than tightly com-
partmentalizing the cace and wiping the slate
clean after considering each piece of evidence.56 /---

We have ourselves observed in a related context that the

Commission's task under section 105c necessarily obligates

it to consider an applicant's activities in context, ' lot

in isolated segments. Wolf Creek I, supra, 1 NRC at 572.

As the Commission's delegate, that obligation devolves on

us and the other adjudicatory boards assigned to hear these

cases.

~~56/ United States v. Empire Gas Corp., 537 F.2d 296, 299
(8th Cir. 1976), certiorari denied, U.S. (1977).
See also, United States v. IBM, Trade Cases (CCH) par.
60,495'(S.D.N.Y. 1975), where the court explained that
(p. 67,176): "The government in a monopolization case
under 15 U.S.C. 52 need not prove that each practice
of the defendant is in itself illegal. 'Even an other-
wise lawful device may be used as a weapon in restraint
of trade or in an effort to monopolize a part of trade
or commerce.' Schine Chain Theatres v. United States, '

334 U.S. 110, 119 (1948). When a practice concededly
not in and of itself 1.llegal is alleged to have been
used in violation of the Sherman Act, ' facts and circum-
stances must be adduced to show that it was in purpose
or effect employed as an instrument of monopoly power'.
Schine Theatres, supra, 334 U.S. at 120-21. Though the
constituent elements of the alleged scheme * * * may be
lawful if examined separately, 'they are bound together
as pai s of single plan. The plan may make the parts
unlawful' Swift & Co. v. United States, 196 U.S. 375, 396
(1905)". See also, continental ore Co. v. Union Carbide
and Carbon Co., 370 U.S. 690, 699 (1962).
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In sum, for antitrust purposes, whether an applicant's

tonduct" was impermissibly anticompetitive usually depends

on the " situation" in which the actions took place; in most

instances proper consideration of one factor requires evalua-
,

'

57tion of the other.- 7 A review of the decison below indi-

cates that the Licensing Board at least purported to measure

Consumers' conduct against the background of the electric

power generation and distribution situation in lower

Michigan, discussed relevant market considerations, and

touched on allegations of applicant's monopoly power. See

2 NRC at.45, 84-91, 102-03 and 112-13. (Whether its

analysis was correct is a discrete question which we address
in Part VII, below.) We therefore reject the Department's

criticism of the Licensing Board for electing to approach
this case by focusing on the applicant's conduct. This

does not strike us as an inherently unreasonable way to
begin an antitrust review under section 105c.

i

--57/ Exceptions would involve activities of the kind held
to be "per se" violations of the antitrust laws. E.g.,
Otter Tail Power Co. v. United States, supra, 410 U.S.
at 378; United States v. Topco Associates, supra, 405
U.S. at 608; Northern Pacific Ry. Co. v. United States,
356 U.S. 1, 5-(1958).

1

-_ ___. .___-
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B. " Nexus."

Proof of a situation inconsistent with antitrust law
I

or policy is only one of the basic prerequisites for relief

under section 105c. .The second is a showing that "the
', activities under the (NRC] license would create or maintain"
1
'

the anticompetitive situation. The Commission has char-

acterized the latter as "the overriding requirement that

there be a reasonable nexus between the alleged anticom-

petitive practices and the activities under the particular

nuclear license." Waterford II, supra, 6 AEC at 621

(emphasis supplied).

The Licensing Board devoted a considerable portion of

its opinion to analyzing the meaning of " nexus" and to dis-

cussing its application in section 105c cases. After

reasoning by analogy to patent and labor law decisions

(among other authorities), the Board concluded in essence

that (1) nuclear activities licensed by the Commission are

" immunized" from the antitrust laws; (2) therefore, any

"nexut" between licensed activities and an anticompetitive
situation must entail some " misuse" of the license;

(3) accordingly, such a connection would exist "if, and
only if," the licensed activities were " misused" so as to

.- . ,
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be a material' element and a substantial factor in a scheme

or conspiracy the purpose or effect of which [was] to cause

the creation or maintenance" of a situation inconsistent

with the antitrust laws. 2 NRC at 60-61. The staff, inter-
4

venors'and Justice challenge this analysis and Consumers

Power Company does not defend it.55! We agree that it is

mistaken.

To begin with, " nexus" is not a term of art; the Atomic

Energy Act and Commission regulations assign it no special

meaning. Similarly, neither of the Commission's Waterford

decisions -- whence use of the term stems -- suggests that

the word was employed in some sense other than that ordi-

narily ascribed to it.55! On the contrary, Waterford II,

for example, uses " nexus" interchangeably with and as the

equivalent of phrases such as " meaningful tie," " substantial

connection," and " relationship," essentially the word's

dictionary definitions.5S[ See 6 AEC at 620-621.

'

--58/ See the Staff's Opening Appeal Brief, p. 43; Intervenors'
Opening Appeal Brief, pp. 35-38; Justice's Opening
Appeal Brief, pp. 172-73; and Consumers' Appeal Brief,
pp. 342-52.

'59/ See Waterford I, supra, 6 AEC at 51; Waterford II, supra,
6 AEC at 620-21.

~~60/ E. The American College Dictionary (Random House Ed..,

9 0) at 818 (" Nexus * * * 1. a tie or link; a means
of connection. 2. a' connected series.")

_ - _ - .
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It appears that the motivating force behind the Board's

analysis was an axiomatic belief that activities authorized,

by a federal license, so long as within the bounds of the

| grant, are beyond antitrust purview. We need not decide

if that concept is valid for the purposes of the patent and

labor law cases relied on by the Board below. Be that as

it may, the proposition runs counter to generally accepted

antitrust canons. The cases teach that legislative grants

of antitrust immunity are to be strictly construed and

that repeals of those statutes by implication are "strongly

disfavored and have only been found in cases of plain

repugnancy between the antitrust and regulatory provision."

Federal Maritime Commission v. Seatrain Lines, Inc., supra,

411 U.S. at 733, quoting from United States v. Philadelchia

National Bank, 374 U.S. 321, 350-51 (1963); accord, Silver

v. New York Stock Exchange, 373 U.S. 341 (1963); Pan American

World Airways,-Inc. v. United States, 371 U.S. 296 (1963);

California v. Federal Power Commission, 369 U.S. 482 (1962);

United States v. Radio Corporation of America, 358 U.S.

334,350-52 (1959) ; United States v. McKesson & Robbins, Inc.,

351 U.S. 305, 316 (1956); United States v. Borden Co., 308

U.S. 188 (1939). Certainly since Otter Tail was handed down

by the Court four years ago, it has been settled that

|

l

_. _ .
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electric power utilities are normally subject to the anti-
; trust laws.- 410 U.S. 366; accord, Cantor v. Detroit Edison

' Co., supra, 428 U.S. at 596 fn. 35. And Congress made
! plain that there is no " repugnance" between the Atomic

'I Energy Act and the antitrust laws. It did so, of course,i

by inserting at the very cutset of section 105 the provision

that "[n]othing contained in this Act shall relieve any'

, ,

"

; person from the operation of the [ antitrust laws] . " 42
.

| U.S.C. E2135(a).51/
l

I ! 61/ The Licensing Board voiced the belief that it " stretches
credulity to the breakinc point" to argue "that activ-
iti.es under and within the scope of a license granted
pursuant to. federal statute can, in and of themselves,

j create or maintain a situation inconsistent with the

| antitrust laws * * *". 2 NRC at 79.

| We would have thought that notion was dispelled by
' Otter Tail.- The Supreme Court there reiterated that

(410 U.S. at 372-73)

[alctivities which come under the jurisdiction of
a regulatory agency nevertheless may be subject to
scrutiny under the antitrust laws.

In California v. FPC, 369 U.S. 482, 498, the Court
held that approval of an acquisition of the assets
of a natural gas company by the Federal Power Commis-
sion pursuant to 87 of the Natural Gas Act "would
be no bar to [an] antitrust suit." Under 87, the
standard for approving such acquisitions is "public
convenience and necessity." Although the impact on
competition is relevant to the Commission's deter-
mination, the Court noted that there was "no 'per-
vasive regulatory scheme' including the antitrust
laws that ha[d] been entrusted to the Commission."
Id., at 485. Similarly, in United States v. Radio
corp.-of America, 358 U.S. 334, the Court held that
an exchange of radio stations that had been approved
by the Federal Communications Commission as in the
"public interest" was subject to attack in an anti-
trust proceeding.

See also South Texas, supra, CLI-77-13, 5 NRC at 1312, fn. 8.

s
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f

The_ Licensing Board's concept of licenr2 " misuse"

falls with our rejection of its holding (on which that
.

concept d6 pends) that an NRC license conveys antitrust

immunity of any sort. Honest industrial transactions as
'

|

; well as illegal maneuvers may serve to maintain monopoly

power in violation of the antitrust laws. Hanover Shoe v.

United Shoe Machinery Corp., 392 U.S. 481, 496H9 9 (1968);

; American Tobacco do. v. United States, suora, 328 U.S. at
| 1

809 (1946); United States v. Aluminum comoany of America,
.t

supra, 148 F.2d at 431-32; see also Poller v. Columbia
'

Broadcasting System, Inc., 768 U.S. 464, 468-49 (1962).

In short, the Licensing Board misapprehended the appli-
cation of the " nexus" requirement. For reasons elaborated

la Wolf Creek I, the appropriate test is whether "anticom-
l
'

petitive situations [are] intertwined with or exacerbated

by the award of (the] license to construct or operate a
nuclear facility."5 ! Accordingly, we must reexamine the

anticompetitive situations alleged here to determine whether,
i

| properly evaluated, the requisite connection -- nexus --
l

is present. We do so in Part VIII, infra.
i-

|
1;

i 62/ Wolf Creek I, supra, 1 NRC at 569; see also, 114 Cong.
Rec. H9446 (daily ed. Sept. 30, 1970) (remarks of
Rep. Hosmer).

|

|

-.
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III.

KEY ANTITRUST CONSIDERATIOMS
,

The ultimate question here is whether, without appro-
t priate remedial conditions in the company's licenses,
i

allowing Consumers Power Company.to build and operate the
i

Midland nuclear facility would maintain a "rituation incon-
i sistent with the antitrust laws" contrary to section 105c
; of the Atomic Energy Act.bb! Those who urge that the ques-

tion must be answered in the affirmative -- and who there-
} fore seek the addition of such remedial conditions -- contend

that consumers has " monopolized" the generation and distri-

bution of electricity in violation of section 2 of the

Sherman Act, section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission 3.ct,

and policies underlying those two provisions. The opin.'.on

of the Board below offers little general guidance about
the requirements of those laws. Evidently the Board

assumed ~that (in contrast to section 105c) those long-
'

standing antitrust statutes are well understood. Perhaps
!

63/ We find no charge before us that the issuance of an--

unconditioned license would " create" rather than " main-,

tain" an anticompetitive situation. The case has beentried on the theory that to award such a license would
assist the company to continue or to expand its monopoly
position. See Justice's Opening Appeal Brief, pp. 6-8
and Staff Opening Appeal Brief, p. 25; and Intervenors'
representations to the Licensing Board at Tr. 46-47
(July 12, 1972); but cf. Intervenors' Opening Appeal
Brief, pp. 185-86.

!

.
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so; nonetheless, a brief review may aid in appreciating

their application to this case.

.

A. The Sherman Act.

'

l. Section 2 of the Sherman Act, 15 U.S.C. 82, makes

it a crime to " monopolize" any part of interstate trade or

commerce. The elements of that offense were defined by

the Supreme Court in Grinnell5 ! as'

4

,
(1) the possession of monopoly power in the

' relevant market and

(2) the willful acquisition or maintenance of
that power as distinguished from growth or
development as a consequence of a superior
product, business acumen, or historic

| accident.

Defining monopolization is easier than recognizing

it, each of its constituents having developed a gloss of

its own. The meaning of " monopoly power" is relatively

straiohtforward, having been characterized as the ability

to control prices or exclude competition when it is desired

to do so.55/ Stated another way, the " cases determine

that a party has monopoly power if it has, over 'any part

of the trade or commerce among the several states', a
l
|

!

64/ United States v. Grinnell Corp. , 384 U.S. 563, 570-71 |

|
(1966).

I
65/ Id. at 571.'

, -. _
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' power of controlling prices or unreasonably restricting
competition." ! We have also-been instructed "that the

material consideration in determining whether a moncpoly
exists" for purposes of section 2 of the Sherman Act "is, ,

4 not that prices are raised and that competition actually
is excluded but that power exists to raise prices or to
exclude competition when it is desired to do so." American

i

- Tobacco Co. v. United States, supra, 328 U.S. at 811.
.

Where aspects of an industry's operations are subject
| to government regulation, the determination whether a

business enterprise has monopoly power requires assessment

of the effects of the public controls. Even where (as in

this case) the statutes do not exempt those subject to

regulation from the antitrust laws, official action pur-
suant to that legislation may dictate prices, exclude

competitors and restrict competition wholly apart from
any instigation by the regulated entity itself.52/

,

66/ United States v. du Pont, 351 U.S. 377, 389 (1956),~~

quoting Standard Oil Co. v. United States, supra,
221 U.S. at 58.

67,/ See Otter Tail' Power Co. v. U'ited States, suora;n
Cantor v.. Detroit Edison Co., supra,

s

g
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Because a regulated utility may " enjoy" (in all senses of

the word) the protection thus afforded does not necessarily

'

make it an illegal monopolist; monopoly power may have

j been " thrust upon it."5S! Indeed, in the United Shoe

i
i Machinery case, supra, Judge Wyzanski included among

possible examples of such circumstances the power conferred

upon a utility in " franchises granted directly to the enter-
4
'

prise by a public authority." 110 F. Supo. at 342.

| The extent of the protection afforded by government

I regulation is not self-evident; neither is it coincident

with the scope of the regulatory agency's authority. To

avail itself of this defense, a company charged with mon-

ocolization must demonstrate that the anticompetitive
t

conduct which is sought to be laid at its doorstep was

dictated in the first instance by " regulatory coercion"

and not by private business judgments in which the

68/ See United States v. Aluminum Co. of America, supra,
148 F.2d at 429. Possession of nonopoly power is not
. automatically unlawful. United States v. Standard Oil
Co., 221 U.S. 1, 62 (1911). Assuming that consumers
does have monopoly power, the allegation that the power
was accuired initially in violation of the antitrust
laws was neither put in issue nor actually tried. See
2 NRC at 112-13; Justice's Opening Brief on Apoeal
pp. 6-7, 80; Staff Opening Brief on Acceal, pp. 21-23,
51; Intervenors' opening Brief on Appeal, pp. 73-85.
See also, Tr. 60-61 and fn. 63, supra.

, -._
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regulators later acquiesced. S! As the Ni.ith Circuit
1

i
; put it:

*

!

This is not to say that the nature and extent
*

of regulation is, in the absence of an exemption,
irrelevant from a factual perspective. The
impact of regulation on pricing and other com-

~

petitive factors is too obvious to be ignored.'

In the absence of an exemption claim, the fact,

of regulation'is significant but not because
it embodies a doctrinal scheme different from.

the antitrust law; the sole legal perspective1

is that afforded by the antitrust law. Rather,i
,
'

i the impact of regulation must be assessed
1 simply as another fact of market life.70/
l

j Accordingly, we must also determine whether that assessment1

; I

was made in this case and, if it was, whether made correctly.
|

|

.

69,/ Otter Tail, supra; Cantor, supra. For recent applica-
tions of the rule that a regulator's leave to engage
in given practices does not prevent those same practices
from forming the basis of-an antitrust violation, see
Wolfson v. Artisans Savings Bank, No. 76-179 (D. Del.,,

filed March 24, 1977) (slip opinion, pp. 16-17) ;
*

Litton Systems, Inc. v. Southwestern Bell Tel. Co.,
539 F.2d 418 (5th Cir. 1976).

'

_70/ International Tel. & Tel. Corp. v. General Tel. & Elec.-

_

Corp., supra, 518 F.2d at 935-36. See, also, United,

States v. Marine Bancorporation, 418 U.S. 602 (1974).
While these are cases under the Clayton Act, these
' considerations are also relevant in Sherman Act proceed-
ings. See United States v. Citizens National Bank,

| e 422 U.S. 86 (1975) ; Mullis v. Arco Petroleum Corporation,
502 F.2d 290, 298 n. 23 (7th Cir. 1974) (per Stevens,
C.J.).

i 1
,

.

i

l

-. . --. - - -. - -
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1

2. The existence vel non of monopoly power is not

an abstract question. Such power is by definition a measure

of a company's control over the competitive arena, or the,

?

" relevant market." For antitrust purposes, therefore,.the-

i

| evaluation of a company's market power and the anticompeti-
!

tive consequences of its conduct must be made against the'

backdrop of that market.11/
i

f It is now hornbook law that delineation of the bound-
| aries of any relevant market is a " question of fact, heavily
J l dependent upon the special characteristics of the industry

,

involved" ,72 / that " turns on discovering patterns of---
,

trade which are followed in practice"11/ and " correspond [s],

to the commercial realities."1b/ In addition, the relevant
~

market is a two dimensional concept:
,

a

71/ Walker Process Equip. v. Food Mach. & Chem. Corp.,~~

supra, 382 U.S. at 177-78; Sulmeyer v. Coca Cola Company,,

515 F.2d 835, 849 (5th Cir. 1975); Mullis v. Arco
Petroleum Corp., supra, 502 F.2d at 295 and notes 14
and 15; Kansas Gas and Electric Co. (Wolf Creek Gener-
ating. Station, Unit No. 1) , ALAB-2 9 9, 2 NRC 740, 747
(1975) (" Wolf Creek II").

72/ Sulmeyer. v. Coca Cola Company, supra, 515 F.2d at 849.~~

' Accord, Telex Corp. v. International Business Mach.
Corp., 519 F.2d 894, 915 (10th Cir. 1975) ; Acme Pre-
cision Products, Inc. v. American Alloys Corp.', 484

L
F.2d 1237, 1241-42 (8th Cir. 1973).

7_3/ United States v. United Shoe Machinery Corp., supra,
110 F. Supp. at 303.

74/ Brown Shoe Co. v. United States, supra, 370 U.S. at 336.

:

i

. . _. _ _ . . . _ . , . . _ _ _ _ , , _ _ , . _ , . , . . _ , , _ .
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.!

j it requires consideration not only of the goods or services i

! being provided -- the " product market" -- but also of the j

territory within which actual or potential competition

exists to provide them -- the " geographic market."15/
;1

j Each of these markets may in turn encompass "submarksts",

the monopolization of any of which may also be an antitrust

violation.76/--

| Finally, we have been cautioned not to expect bright

lines separating the various markets. For example, the
i

cluster of products and services generally denoted by the

term " commercial banking," though by no means uniformly

offered by all competing institutions, has been held to be

a product market in terms of trade realities.77/ The--

75/ Brown Shoe Co. v. United States, 370 U.S. at 324; Indiana
Farmer's Guide Publishing Co. v. Prairie Farmer Publish-
ing. Co., 293 U.S. 268, 279 (1934); United States v.
Dupont, 351 U.S. 377, 395 (1956); Morton Bldgs. of
Nearaska, Inc. v. Morton Bldgs. Inc., 531 F.2d 910; 918
(8th Cir. 1976) ; Mullis v. Arco Petroleum Corp. , supra,
502 F.2d at 295.

76/ See Brown Shoe Co. v. United States, supra, 370 U.S.
_

at 329; United States v. Grinnell, supra, 384 U.S.
at 572; Heatransfer Corp. v. Volkswagenwerk, A. G.,

F.2d , Trade Reg. Rep. I 61,473; Cass Student
Adv., Inc. v. National Adv. Serv. Inc., 516 F.2d 1092,
1099-1100 (7th Cir. 1975); Whitten v. Paddock Pool
Bldrs., Inc.; 508 F.2d 547, 553-54 (1st Cir. 1974),
certiorari denied, 421 U.S. 1004 (1975) ; L. G. Balfour Co.
v. FTC, supra, 442 F.2d at 9-11.

77/ United States v. Philadelphia National Bank, supra,
__

374 U.S. at 356; see also Crown Zellerbach Corp. v.
FTC, 296 F.2d 800, 811 (9th Cir. 1961).

.
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geographic market similarly need not be precisely defined;;

.
literal " metes and bounds" are not required to be shown. 78/--

i
*

Such markets, we are told, probably cannot be outlined with

; scientific precision, but the complaining parties do have

-i
; . the burden to come forward with a " rough approximation" of

the localized market in question. 79/-

! Not surprisingly then, a number of different product
-i

and geographic markets have been found in the electric

i

,

power generation and distribution industry. In Otter Tail,
1

for example, the retail distribution of electric power and

! the utility's service area were respectively held to be the

product and geographic markets. 410 U.S. at 368-69. In two

other section 105c cases before this agency, one licensing

board found product markets in the industry to include

the provision of " bulk power services [and] regional power

exchange transactions",80/ and another, " wholesale bulk-

78/ United States v. Pabst Breving Co., 384 U.S. 546, 549
(1966); United States v. Philadelphia National Bank,
supra, 374 U.S..at 360-61.

--79/ United States v. ' Connecticut National Bank, 418 U.S.
656, 669-70 (1974).

~~80/ Toledo Edison Co. (Davis Besse Nuclear Power Station),
LBP-77-1, 5 NRC 133,160 (1977) (appeal pending).

<

rw - - , , , . ,v.- -e--v-,w
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i
'

power" supplies.81/ The relevant market' findings in those-

,

! cases turned, of course, on the particular facts developed I

. } in the respective litigations.

!

i In the instant case, however, the Licensing Board's
!

; { relevant product market delineation does not rest on its
i
, analysis of the evidence. The Board's determination is
i

based instead entirely on its understanding of the " relevant
,

i
i matters in controversy" set out in that Board's first pre-
!

i
,

hearing conference order, which reads in pertinent part
82that- /

|

The basic thrust of Justice's case is that
(a) applicant has the power to grant or deny
access to coordination; (b) applicant has used

| this power in an anticompetitive fashion against
| the smaller utility systems; (c) applicant's
; said use of its power has brought into existence
| a situation inconsistent with the antitrust
j laws, which situation would be maintained by
| activities under the licenses that applicant
! seeks. Neither the intervening parties nor
| the Atomic Energy Commission's regulatory staff

enlarge this scope. Hence, the scope of the
relevant matters in controversy is as herein
outlined.

_-

~~81/ Alabama Power Company (Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant) ,
LBP-77-24, 5 NRC 804, 890 (April 8, 1977) (appeal pend-
ing). See also, Meeks, Concentration in the Electric
Power Industry: the Imoact of Antitrust Policy, 72; ;

i Colum L. Rev. 64, 81-100 (1972). Meeks suggests the
existence of four submarkets in the wholesale product
market: " base load power, peaking power, reserve power
and economy: power." Id. at 83. See pp. 14-15, supra,

| for definitions of these terms.
I

82/ Prehearing Conference Order of August 7, 1972, p. 3.
!
,

!
|

_ _ ._
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During-the course of the trial the Board had admitted

; documentary evidence, heard witnesses and accepted trial
'

briefs about the wholesale bulk power and retail power

markets (as well as about various submarkets).83/ Nonethe--

4

; less, when deciding the case, the Board held that the

parties' acquiescence in the prehearing order was the

equivalent of a stipulation to the effect that the only
#

relevant product market in the case was that for "coordina-

tion services."$d/ 2 NRC at 40 and 45.
i

j With respect to the relevant geographic market, the

Board below said it had perused "the entire record" in

finding it to be the area of Michigan's lower peninsula

where Consumers "is now franchised to [ serve]" and where
it "could reasonably and feasibly extend service." 2 NRC

at 45. The Board's opinion, howeveri offers no elucidation

of either the reasoning or the facts underlying that deter-
mination.

The correctness of the relevant market determinations
made by the Board below is challenged by Justice and

Consumers Power Company. We review those determinations

83/ See, e.g., Wein, fol. Tr. 3979, and Pace, fol. Tr. 7239'.

84/ The nature of such services are discussed infra, PP. 121-30.

i

,
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'5 /
'

in Part " of this noinier, infra.

3. " Mere nonopolv nouer in a relevant rarket, bow-,

ever, is not sufficient in itsel# to constitute a violation
R6/

o# section 2 [of the Fherran Act] . "-- t*e are concerned* >

!

here t3ith "renonolination " -- the use of nonopolv nouer to>

|
rreserve or extend an eristing r.onopolv, to foreclose

actual or potential conpetition, to cain conretitive advan-

| tape, or to destroy corpetitors. --07/ This is illustrated
!

! hv Otter Tail Power Co. v. I'nited States , supra, where the
|

| Supreme Court found that Otter Tail had violated section 2
:

of the Sherman Act through "anticorretitive uses.o# its

85/ Some of the cases cited for relevant market principles
--

are decisions under the Clayton Act, 15 U.S.C. 918,
rather than the Sherman Act. For most purposes, how-
ever, the considerations under both statutes are
similar. United States v. Grinnell, supra, 384 U.S.
at 572-73; United States v. Empire Gas Corp., supra,
537 F.2d at 303-04; Cass Student Adv. Inc. v. National
Ed. Adv. Serv., Inc., supri, 516 F.2d 1092; Twin City
Sportservice, Inc. v. Charles O. Finley, 512 F.2d 1264,
1270-71 (9th Cir. 1975); L.G. Balfour Co. v. FTC,
supra, 442 F.2d at 11; Woods Exploration & Producing
Co. v. Aluminum Co. of America, 438 F.2d 1286, 1304-07
T5'th Cir. 1971), certiorari denied, 404 U.S. 1041 (1972).

86/ Woods Exploration & Producing Co. v. Aluminum Co. of
America, 438 F.2d 1286, 1307 (5th Cir. 1971); see fn.
68 supra, and Wolf Creek II, supra, ALAB-299, 2 NRC,

at 749 and cases there cited.

97/ United States v. Griffith, supra, 334 U.S. at 107._
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. dominant cconomic pover"'over retail electric never

distribution in'a nunher o# runicipalities, rather than*

??/
simplyL thrcuch possession of that power.-

! 83/ 410 U.S. at 380 (ernhasis.added). Soecifically, the
|

-- Court concluded tha't Otter Tail had endeavored to prevent
sone c# -the-connunities fren formine inderendent com-
petinc retail power distributien svstenc.

:

Censurers contends that the Suprene Court did not find,

1 the Otter Tail Pcwer cercanv cuiltu o# "conopolination"
'

but o# an " attempt to monopolice.'' Consuners' Anpeal
Brief, p. 66; app. tr. 120 .70. Fection .' o# the Sherren
Act-rakes an attenpt to'ronopoline a separate offense,

'

discrete fron that o# rononclination. "o prove the
~

former, a "speci#ic intent to ronopoline" (i . e . , "an
intent which coes hevond the nere. intent to do the act",

,

United States v. A]uninun Co. of Anerica, supra, 1/3
F.2d at A31-32) and a "dancerous probaPility o#
success" nust be shown. Swift & Cc. v. United States,
196 U.S. 375, 39F (1905) (!:olnes , c. ) ; Irerican mobacco
Co. v. United States, suora, 329 U.S. at 735. .Monopoli-
zation, on.the other band, recuires proo# of onlv
nonopoly percr and a general intent to de the act

'

charced. See fns. 91-92, infra, and the accompanyinc
text.

ail possessed nonopolvConsumers concedes that Otter m
power (as both courts held). See App. Tr. 127-28
Its point.is that the Supreme court found Otter Tail's
conduct suf#icientiv predatorv to constitute evidence
of the. specific intent recuired to prove an atterpt

~ to nonopolice and.did not reach the nuestion of ronopo-
-lization.

We.do not acree. In Otter Tail, the Court was revieuing-

a decision-restina alrost entirolv en #indinas that
the utility-had "monopolined" the retail never rarhet.
See 331 F. Supp. at 58-59. The trial court had discussed'

(FCOTNCTE CONTISTED OU UEXT PACP)

i

-, , , --- ,_, _,.
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t

: Otter Tail's actions exhibited a willful maintenance

| of nonopolv power -- an intent to nononolize. Intent is
i

the seccnd requisite element of "nonopolization", but only

a general intent need be shown. Further, because a monopolist

i is chargeable with the probable and natural consecuences of
i 89/

its actions,-- the recuisite intent may be inferred if

the probable result of the firm's actions is the furtherance
1

or maintenance of its dominant position in the relevant

90/
market.-- As we have indicated, the actions need not be

!

!

--88/ (TOOTMOTE COMTIMUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE)the company's attempt to nonopolize only in passino,
and then merely to find the connany cuilty of that
offense too. Id. at 63 and 65. Before the Fuprene
Court, the Governnent successfully defended the lower
court's decision as correct on both grounds (see 35 L.Fd.
2nd at 810). Fith resnect to the "nononolization"
charce, the Court specifically stated that (410 U.S.
at 377) "the record nakes abundantiv clear that Otter
Tail used its nonopoly power in the cities in its ser-
vice area to foreclose competition or cain a competitive
advantage, or destrov a competitor, all in violation
of the antitrust laws. See United States v. Griffith,

333 U.S. 100, 107." This is, of course, the offense
of "nonopolization" and, as Consuners' counsel acknowl-
edged to us (App. tr. 124), Griffith is a "mononolization"
case.

89/ United States v. Griffith, sunra, 334 U.S. at 105,

In order to fall within 52, the monopolist must have20/ "

both the power to monopolize, and the' intent to mono-
polize. To read this passage as demanding any ' specific
intent' makes nonsense of it, for no monopolist mono-
-polizes unconscious of what he is doing." American

L

Tobacco Co. v. United States, supra, 328 U.S. at 814,

quoting from United States v. Aluminum Co. of America,
' supra, 148 F.2d at 432.

l
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91/ 92/
illeaal-- or prefatery-- in thenselves; rather, their

anticompetitive effects are tied to the firn's nonopolv
93/

position.-~

Che Licensinc Board divided this case into eicht
I

" situations" and deternined that Consumers conduct in each

was not inconsistent with the antitrust laws. Appellants-

attach that approach, contendina that the Board failed to

iudce Consumers' conduct in the licht of its dorinant
rarket position and nealected to consider the monopolistic,

)
' effects of Consumers' overall course of conduct. In

Justice's view, the Poard below iudned consunern' conducP

under an "illecal eer se" standard, i.e., one "recuirinc

each eierent of [ Consumers ' ] nonopoli=ation to he a per rc
94/

violation o# the antitrust laws."-- Fe consider those

criticisms in Part VII below.

91/ See pp. 37 and 45, supra, and cases there cited.
22/ Hanover Shoe v. United Shoe Mach. Corp., supra, 392

U.S. at 498-99 and fn. 14. Consumers argues that in
a " natural monopoly" setting -- such as the electric
utility industry -- proof of predatory intent is
required. See Consumers' Appeal Brief at 186-96.
We deal with this argument below at pp. 263 ff.

93__/ United States v. Aluminum Co. of America, supra,148
F.2d at 431-32; United States v. United Shoe

,

Machinery Corp., supra, 110 F. Supp. at 344-45;
Cass Student Adv. v. National Ed. Adv. Service, 407
F. Supp. 520, 522-24 (N . D . Ill.), affirmed, 537 F. 2d
282 (7th Cir. 1976); Mullis v. Arco Petroleum, supra,
502 F.2d at 296 fn. 19.

94/ Justice's Opening Brief on Appeal, page 21.
|
,

;

!

|
l
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'B. The Federal Trade Commission Act.;

The staff reminds us that section 5 of the FTC Act
t
i

authorizes the invalidation of trade practices that conflict

with Sherman Act policies,E1/ and points to instances where

the FTC has branded illegal under section 5 conduct that
.

would have passed muster under the Sherman Act standing

alone.~6'' Building on these, the staff argues that section
o
-

,

! 5 authorizes us to hold a situation inconsistent with Sherman
Act policies without the need to decide whether Consumers

<

has monopoly power in the relevant market, a finding necessary
; to sustain monopolization charges brought directly unc'.er section

'

2 of the Act.- /97

93/ FTC v. Brown Shoe Co., supra, 384 U.S. at 321, and see
pp. 32-35, supra.

96/ Compare FTC v. Cement Institute, 333 U.S. 683 (1947),
~~ with Cement Manufacturers Ass'n. v. United States,

268.U.S. 588 (1925) (absence of combination or con-
spiracy needed for violation of Sherman Act al does
not foreclose finding of violation of FTC Act 85) ;
Atlantic Refining Co. v. FTC, 381 U.S. 357 (1965), and
FTC v. Texaco, 393 U.S. 223 (1968) (actual tying arrange-
ment needed to establish Sherman Act 81 violation unnec-
essary under FTC Act 85 where the central competitive
characteristics of the agreement in question are similar
to those of a tyin7 arrangement).

97/ See pp. 47-55, supra.
_

.

e

e -
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In essence, the staff reasons that even if the

evidence does not establish that Consumers has rencpoly

power, it does show (1) that the company controls the

bulk of the electric power generation and transmission

!
facilities in its service area, giving it " dominance" over

,

the market, and (2) that the company used its dominant

economic power to maintain its market position. Accepting

arcuendo this rccdirq cf the evidence, according to ti.e

staff it follows that a situatien inconsistent with the
antitrust laws has been established. The rationale is

that (1) such use of dorinant market power contravenes

the policies underlpir:g Esction 2 of the Fherman Act, (2)

Consumers' actions are therefore tantamount to an unfair
method of competition in violation of section 5 of the

FTC Act, and (3) as such, they constitute an " inconsistent

situation" under section 105c to be remedied by the inser-
tion of appropriate antitrust conditions in Consuners'

98/
licenses.--

In response, Consumers asserts that

In assessing monopolization charges brought
against a single entity under Section 5, the
Federal Trade Commission has required the same
substantive showing that is necessary to sustain
monopolization complaints brought under Section
2 of the Sherman Act, i.e., the showing set forth
in the Grinnell case * * * relating to relevant
markets, monopoly power, and the willful mainten--
ance of- that power. 99/

98/ See Staff opening Brief on Appeal, pp.14-19 and 25
(summary of argument).

99/ Consumers' Appeal Brief at 71, fn. 2 (citations omitted).
|
i

- .-
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In other words, for purposes of the monopolization charges
1

| being pressed in this proceeding, the company argues that
i
I the same antitrust analysis "is applicable whether reliance

is placed on Section 2 of the Sherman Act or Section 5 of

' of the Federal Trade Cormission Act."

The staff disagrecs; in its judgment, we may find

violations of section 5 in circumstances which the Trade,

i Commission has not yet addressed. Neither in its reply

' brief nor in its oral argument, however, does the staff

challenge Consumers' characterization of actual FTC practice

in monopolization cases.

We are in agreement with Consumers on this poli.t. True,

as the staff says, in enacting section 5 Congress gave the

Federal Trade Commission wide authority to proscribe business

practices as " unfair" whether or not they viclate other

antitrust laws. And the FTC has done so, rendering illegal

practices otherwise permissible under the Sherman Act. Never-

theless, we have found no case (and have been cited to none)

100/ Ibid.

101/ See,-Sta'f Reply Brief on Appeal, pp. 1-5, and
App. Tr 105-07.

.

.
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where the FTC has held conduct to be "monopoli:ation"

under section 5 without first having shown that the respon-

dont possessed monopoly power in a relevant market. Golden

Grain ~ Macaroni Co., 78 FTC 157 (1971), affirmed sub nom.
!

Golden Grain Macroni Co. v. FTC, 472 F.2d 882 (9th Cir.

1972), .certiorari denied, 412 U.S. 918 (1973); L.G. Balfour

Co., 74 FTC 494, 497-506 (1968), affirmed sub nom. L. G.
,

l

Balfour Co. v. FTC, 442 F.2d 1, 12-14 (7th Cir. 1971).

Congress gave the task of defining unfair methods of

competition within the reaning of section 5 to the Federal

Trade Commission. That bcdy -- not the NRC -- is charged

with the duty in the first-instance of applying "the rule

enacted by Congress to particular business situations, so

as to eradicate evils, with the least risk of interfering with
legitimate business operations." FTC v. Texaco, supra, 343

U.S. at 225-26. Just as the federal courts defer to the
expertise developed by the FTC precisely because it is

charged with (and experienced in) the practical administration

of the statute (id. at 226), so too it is appropriate that-

we respect that agency's decisions on matters in its primary
102/

jurisdiction.

102/ See, e.g., Safir v. Gibson, 432 F.2d 137, 143 (2nd
Cir.), certiorari 6enied, 400 U.S. 942 (1970).

I

t
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~

We need not decide whether we must always defer

to our " sister agency" when charges cognizable under the

FTC Act are in issue. Neither must we wait for an FTC

,1 decision involving electric utility practices before section

5 nay be invoked in our proceedings. But the Trade Commis-
.

sion has been administering the FCC Act since the days of

President Wilson. And it is_ settled FTC jurisprudence in

section 5 cases that under a charge of monopolization one

element to be proven is the respondent's possession of
103/

nonopoly power. In the circumstances, the appropriate

(and wiser) course calls 'or us .o take the same approach.

103/ It may also be possible to. attack such conduct under
section 5 in terms of Clayton Act or Robinson-Patman
Act violations. 'See Golden Grain Macaroni Co., supra,
and L.G. Balfour Co., supra. But no such charges
are levied here.

4

0

4

7

I

V

i
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,

one further point remains for clarification. It con-i

| cerns the degree of proof of monopoly power needed to sus-
,

tain monopolization charges in a section 5 proceeding. At
?

~

least one court of appeals has indicated that a lesser.

level'of evidence will uphold monopolization charges under,

section 5 than might be needed to sustain similar charges
'

in a court proceeding under section 2 of the Sherman Act.

442 F.2d at 13-14.104/L. G. Balfour Co. v. FTC, supra,
f

Be that as it may, the quantum of proof needed toe

prevail in proceedings under section 105c was specifically

fixed by the framers of that section themselves. The Joint
'

Committee Report (at p. 15) states explicitly that in deter-

i mining whether a situation inconsistent with the antitrust

?

.

104/ The Seventh Circuit there commented:
While we believe that it was error for the Com-,

mission to conclude that the petitioners controlled
86.9% of the market, without evidence of the sales
of all the firms in the market, we hold that peti-
tioners' exclusive dealing contracts with over 90%
of the fraternities supports a finding of monopoly
power. The most effective proof, we admit, would
be a total sales figure which included all competi-
tors in the market. Absent this, however, the other
evidence which revealed that the petitioners were4

under exclusive dealing contracts with nearly all
of the national fraternities, satisfies us that
petitioners possessed illegal monopoly power. The
case'before us,.we repeat, is not a Section 2
monopolization case, but one under Section 5, a
flexible and remedial law. See Rader v. Balfour,
440 F.2d 469 (7th Cir., March 22, 1971).

,

5

L.__ __._6
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\

j laws exists, we are to apply the standard of " reasonable

$!probability"' applicable in cases under the Clayton Act.
,

Accordingly (id at 14) :
i The concept of certainty of contravention of'

the antitrust laws or the policies clearly
underlying these laws is not intended to be,

implicit in this standard; nor is mere possi-'

; bility of inconsistency. It is intended that
| the finding be based on reasonable probability i

of contravention of the antitrust laws or the
policies clearly underlying.these laws. It is
intended that, in effect,.the Commission will

'

conclude whether, in its judgment, it is reason-
ably probable that the activities under the
license would, when the license is issued or,

thereafter, be inconsistent with any of the
antitrust laws or the policies clearly under- i

; lying these laws.

i Whether (as may well be true) this " reasonable probability"

test is also the standard of proof applied by the FTC
t

ij generally,or corresponds to the one approved by the
Balfour court, is immaterial. In antitrust cases before

this agency, the Commission and its boards are governed i
'

'

by section 105c and must apply the evidentiary standards
!incorporated by'that provision.106/

4

:

1

105'"The committee is well aware of the phrases 'may be'
. and ' tend to'-in the Clayton Act, and of the meaning
they have been given by virtue of decisons of the '

i Supreme Court and the will of. Congress -- namely,
reasonable probability. The committee has -- very
deliberately - .also chosen the touchstone of reason-
' able probability for the standard to be considered by
the Commission under the revised subsection 105c of

, . the bill."- Joint Committee Report at 15. See, Brown-
Shoe Co. v. United States, supra, 370 U.S. at 323,

. fn.- 39, for a discussion of proof under.the Clayton Act.
'

106/ See also, wolf creek I, supra, 1 NRC at 570.

.
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IV

BACKGROUND

A. The setting.

! Consumers Power Company serves Michigan's lower penin-

sula together with four other investor-owned electric

utilities, 29 municipally-owned electric systems, 2 genera-

tion and transmission ("G and T") rural electric coopera-
,

tives and 10 distribution rural electric cooperatives.

i Consumers has common service area boundaries with the

investor-owned utilities and with all 12 cooperatives. Of

the 29 municipal systems, 23 are also located within or

adjacent to Consumers' service area.107/

107/ Justice Department's Exhibit No. 19. Also see Stein-
brecher, Tr. 1110; Keen, Tr. 4463-8; and Paul, Tr. 7805-06.

Hereinafter Justice's exhibits will be cited as "D.J.
Exh. No. , Consumers' as "C.P. Exh. No. , and" "

intervenors' as " Int. Exh. No. The staTY intro-"
.

duced no exhibits.

Throughout the opinion transcript references will
include the names of the witness whose testimony is
being cited. We list here alphabetically the principal
witnesses along with a brief background description.
More complete descriptions appear where deemed neces-
sary to the opinion.

Alphonse Aymond, Chairman of the Board and President
of Consumers Power Company; Earl Brush, General Manager
of the Lansing Municipal Electric System; Janjai Chavavad-
hanangkur, Electric Engineer with Southern Engineering
Company of Georgia (Intervenors' expert witness on bulk
power supply); Kenneth Croy, employed by the Michigan
Public Service Commission; Stephen Fletcher, President of
Alpena Power Company; Peter Gutman, Professor of Economics
at the Bernard M. Baruch College of the City University
of 'New York ~ (Intervenors ' expert economic witness) ;
(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)

.
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1. Consumers' service area. Consumers distributes

electric power in 61 of the 68 counties in Michigan's lower,

. 107/ (FOOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE)
- --1 Samuel Helfman, consulting engineer (Justice's expert

| witness on bulk power planning) ; William Jefferson,
i Consumers Executive Director in charge of wholesale
j and retail electric rates; John Keen, General Manager
1 of Wolverine Electric Cooperative; Robert Kline, Vice

Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Edison Sault
Electric Company; Jack Lundberg, Principal Engineer
with the analytical and consulting engineering firm
of R. W. Beck and Associates (Justice's expert witness

: on power pooling principles); William Mayben, partner
4 in the firm of R. W. Beck & Associates, analytical

consulting engineers (Justica's expert witness on power
pooling principles); Jack Mosley, Vice President of
Consumers in charge of electric planning; Dr. Frederick
W. Muller, former Chief for Power Marketing for one of
the Bureau of Reclamation's Regional Offices (Staff's

| expert economic witness); Harold Munn, President of
l the Board for the Coldwater Municipal Electric System;

Joe Pace, Economist and Vice-President of National
Economic Research Associates (Consumers' expert eco-
nomic witness); Robert Paul, Consumers' General Super-
visor of commercial electric sales; Ronald Rainson,
General Manager of the Holland Municipal Electric
System; O. Franklin Rogers, member of the Southern
Engineering Company of Georgia (Intervenors' expert
witness on wholesale power and power pooling) ;
Wilbur Slemmer, Consulting Engineer (Consumers' expert
witness on power pooling principles) ; David Lapinski,
Senior Supervisor and General Engineer of Consumers
Power Resources Planning Section; Arthur Steinbrecher,
General Manager of the Northern Michigan Electric
Cooperative; Irwin Stelzer, Ec^onomist and President

j of National Economic Research Associates (Consumers'
expert economic witness); Warren Sundstrand, Attorney!

| associated with the Village of Paw Paw's Municipal
| Electric System; Harold Wein, Professor of Economics
; at Michigan State University (Justice's expert economic

witness); Roger Westenbroek, General Manager of the
Top O' Michigan Rural Electric Company; Joseph Wolfe,
former General Manager of Traverse City Municipal
Electric System, 1966-1972, currently with the Lansing

i Municipal Electric System.

.
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!peninsula. The company does not serve the Detroit metro-

politan area, however. That City and all or part of the

thirteen counties in the " eastern thumb" of the lower peninsula

are served by the Detroit Edison Company. In terms of

electrical load, Detroit Edison is fifty percent larger

'!than Consumers. Two American Electric Power subsidaries,

Indiana & Michigan Electric Company and the Michigan Power

Company, serve all or part of five counties in the lower

!peninsula's southwest corner. Consumers' general service

i drea spreads over the remainder, the bulk of the lower peninsula.

_

108/ D.J. Exh. No. 21A, page 12. (Consumers Power Company
1973 Annual Report to its shareholders) The Company's
1973 annual report to the Federal Power Commission and
its 1973 Uniform Statistical Report (filed with Edison
Electric Institute, among others) were filed with the
Licensing Board pursuant to its June 12, 1974 order
with the understanding of all the parties that the
Board would take official notice of these documents.
Tr. 9278-81. (Also see order of June 20, 1974 acknowledging
receipt). The parties and the Licensing Board have
referred to these documents respectively as D. J.
Exh. No. 21A, C.P. Exh. No. 12,022 and D.J. Exh. No.
228A. We will do likewise.

109/ D. J. Exh. No. 19; Mosley, Tr. 8493.

110/ D. J. Exh. No. 19; Westenbroek, Tr. 928. The major
portion of Indiana & Michigan Electric Company's
service area is in Indiana. See Westenbroek, Tr. 931;
D. J. Exh. No. 1.
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). *

It extends from Lake Erie and the Michigan-Ohio / Indiana

border in the east and south, to Lake Michigan in the west
*

! and north and Lake Huron in the north and east.111/ Consumers
!

does not serve every square mile of this territory. Therea
.

are rural areas in the north and west central part of the

peninsula where the company is not franchised that are served

exclusively by electric cooperatives.ll2/ The company also is

not franchised in most of those municipalities lying within
i

Consumers' overall service area that operate their own inde-
*

pendent power systems.113/ or does the company serve the City;
-

N
i

Iof Alpena and its rural surroundings; these are covered by

a small investor-owned system, Alpena Power Company.114/
|

|

| 111/ D. J. Exh. No. 19; D. J. Exh. No. 204 A & B.
j There is some minimal overlap of Consumers' service

area with that of other. investor-owned utilities. For
example, in 1968 there were only 8 townships in which'

both Consumers and Detroit Edison were franchised to
to serve. D. J. Exh. No. 110. Also see Paul,
Tr. 7862-66; Aymond, Tr. 6558.

112/ 0. J. Exh. No. 19; Paul, Tr. 7844-45.1

i
; 113/ D. J. Exh. No. 19; Paul, Tr. 7818-19.

114/ D..J. Exh.-No. 19; Fletcher, Tr. 4255. 'Alpena is on
'the shores of Lake Huron in the northeastern part of
the lower peninsula.

I

;

-- , - , * -_~. . . , _ . . - - . . _ , . . . - _
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In 1973, Consumers served seme 27,846 scuare miles or

approximately 70 percent of lower Michigan.1 5/

2. Municipal systems. Twenty three cities within

or adjacent to Consumers' general service area operate

their own electric systems, 19 of which (including the

intervening cities of Grand Haven, Traverse City, Holland,

Zeeland and Coldwater) are entirely inside that area.116/

Each of the 23 municipal systems serves its particular

city and immediately adjacent areas. The typical

municipal system extends only o.. nile beyond its city

limits; the maximum is approximately ten miles.117/ In

twelve of these 23 cities, retail customers are also

l!served by Consumers Power Company. However, in only

two - say City and Traverse City -- is there vigorous,

-.

115/ D. J. Exh. No. 228A, page 3.
~

116/ D. J. Exh. No. 19. The other 14 municipal systems
operating within Consumers' general service area are
Harbor Springs, Petosky, Charlevoix, Bay City, Hart,
St. Louis, Lowell, Portland, Lansing, Eaton Rapids,
Chelsea, Marshall, Union City, and Hillsdale. Those
adjacent to Consumers' general service area are
Clinton, Paw Paw, South Haven and Sturgis. See
D. J. Exh. No. 19; C. P. Exh. No. 11,302.

117/ Paul, Tr. 7813; also see D. J. Exh. No. 19; C. P. Exh.
No. 11,302.

,

118/ C. P. Exh. No. 11,302.

-
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' citywide, door-to-door competition between Consumers and

the municipal system.b1E/ In the other ten, Consumers serves*

;

3 a restricted number of retail customers within the city

limits .12 y In addition, both Consumers and the municipals--

1

serve the areas bordering the 19 municipalities with
,

their own power systems that lie within Consumers' service
,

! area.- p12

3. Cooperatives. The two G and T rural electric
t

cooperatives operating in the lower peninsula are inter-:

venors Northern Michigan and Wolverine Electric. ! 'These

117' Pau'1, Tr. 7806, 7874-75. Consumers in 1972 served--

7,400 customers in Bay City and 1578 in Traverse City.
The municipal systems served respectively 11,343 (Bay
City) and 4993 (Traverse City) customers within the
city limits. C. P. Exh. No. 11,302.

l29 Consumers served 186, 115, and 56 respectively in the_

intervening cities of Holland, Zeeland, and Coldwater.
In the remaining seVen, it served sixty customers.
C. P..Exh. No. 11,302.

| Consumers, with one exception, does not have a general
| right to serve in these 10 cities. Paul, Tr. 7818.
| For example, in Holland and Coldwater Consumers is
| restricted to serving annexed areas in which it had

been franchised before annexation The municipal systems,
howevar, can extend service into these areas in competi-
tion with Consumers. In Zeeland, where Consumers was
at one time the sole supplier of electric energy,
Consumers may continue to serve existing customers
only. -Paul, Tr. 7812-18.

123/ Paul, Tr. 7821, 8011-12; C. P. Exh. No. 11,302.|

l2p Steinbrecher, Tr. 1110; Keen, Tr. 4468.
_

I
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sell wholesale firm bulk power to distribution coooeratives

for retail distribution. Northern Michigan supplies whole-

sale power to three distribution cooperatives which operate

in 19 northern counties of the lower peninsula; Wolverine-

'

Electric supplies four that operate in 23 west-central

23/counties. Except in a few areas, these. distribution

cooperatives are not the sole available suppliers of retail

electrical power where they operate. Consumers Power Company

is also-franchised to serve roughly 80 percent of the coop-
,

eratives' service territory.124/.

'

Three additional distribution cooperatives (beyond
'

those described above as associated with Northern

IT?/ Westenbroek, Tr. 958-59; D. J. Exh. No. 19. The distri-
-- bution cooperatives served by Northern Michigan are

Cherryland Rural, Top O' Michigan Rural and Presque Isle
Electric; the four served by Wolverine Electric are
Western Michigan, Oceana, O&A and Tri County. Ibid.

l2f D. J.-Exh. No. 19. Approximately one-third of Presque,

__

Isle electric cooperative's service area, the greater
~ portion (more than 50%) of Top O' Michigan, Western

Michigan and Oceana electric cooperatives service areas;
the' substantial part (greater than 90 percent) of

I Cherryland and O&A electrical cooperatives and all of
.Tri-County electric cooperative's service area, overlap
areas where Consumers is also franchised to serve.
Paul,-Tr. 7844-45; also'see D. J. Exh . 1k) . 19.

' ' Consumers does not actually distribute retail power in
*

'all~the rural areas where it is franchised. Westenbroek,
Tr. '94 8-51;- Paul, Thr. 7845. Areas definitely exist,

- 'however, where there is. duplication of service by the
c,ooperatives and Consumers. -Ibid. .
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Michigan and Wolverine Electric) operate in lower Michigan.
Their service areas also partly overlap Consumers ' .125/-- In,

!

total, distribution cooperatives operate in somewhere
'

between one-quarter and one-third of Consumers' franchised
territories .12y--

4. Interconnections , a. Consumers' transmission
'

network consists of nearly nine thousand (9,000) miles of
.

transmission lines. These carry current at voltages varying,

12 7/
-i from 46 to 345 kilovolts (kv) . -- See p. as infra.

.

12 7 These three distribution cooperatives are Fruit Eelt,--

South Eastern Michigan and Thumb Electric. Thumb
Electric operates in four counties between Saginaw Bay
and Lake Huron; its service area, except for a minute
overlap with Consumers, coincides with areas where
Detroit Edison also operates. Fruit Belt Electric
operates in seven southwestern counties; about one-third
of its service area overlaps portions of Consumers'

' franchised area; the remaining two-thirds overlaps;

areas where Indiana & Michigan Company and Michigan
Power Company operate. Southeastern Michigan Electric
operates in Lenawee County, Michigan, and in northern!

Ohio; all of its service area in Michigan overlaps
areas where Consumers is franchised to serve, but it
is at several points adjacent to Detroit Edison's
service area. D. J. Exh. No. 19; Paul, Tr. 7844-45.

lj2f See D. J. Exh. No. 19..

_

{j2 f/ The amount of power that a transmission line can carry
efficiently depends _on a combination of factors. One
major limiting factor on that-efficiency is the power

i loss caused by the line's resistance. Essentially such
I power losses' vary inversely as the square of the oper-
| ating voltage. In other words, for a given amount of

(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)
|
|

!

|
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Consumers has interconnected its transmission grid with

those of the major nearby utilities. The company's most

extensive physical tie is with Detroit Edison; there are

six 345 kv connections and several 138 kv connections

between these two utilities.12 8/ Consumers also has 345 kv--

ties with the Indiana & Michigan Electric Company and the

12 7/ (FOOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE)
power to be transmitted, the power loss caused by line
resistance decreases significantly as the operating

! voltage increases. See FPC, 1964 National Power Survey,
p. 151; 1970 National Power Survey, pp. I-13-5 to 8.

Thus high voltage lines transmit power with substan-
tially less power losses per mile than low voltage
lines. Accordingly, it is much more economical to use
high voltage transmission lines when transporting large
blocks of power over long distances. For example, it i

-

is not economical to use 69 kv transmission lines to '

carry "20 megawatts more than 25 miles, or 30 miles" .
Wolfe Tr. 1712, 1727-29. Also see Mayben Tr. 2566.

Another advantage of high voltage lines is that the I

additional cost of construction compared to lines of
lower voltages does not eat up the economic gains
available by reason of the greater efficiency of the
former. Thus, for example, "a 230 kv line with a wire
size of 795 MCM can carry approximately 235,000 kilo-
watts of load and its construction cost is approximately
$55,000 per mile. A 115 kv line with a wire size of
477 MCM can carry approximately 95,000 kilowatts of I

load and its construction cost is approximately $34,200 |

per mile. The 230 kv line can carry approximately 2.5
times more than the 115 kv line; however, the construc-
tion cost of the 230 kv line is only approximately 1.6
times the construction cost of the 115 kv line."
Chayavadhanangkur, Tr. fol. 5090 at 26.

lj2 f See D. J. Exh. No. 21A, p. 2.j

- .- . . . _ . --
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Toledo Edison Company, which serves Toledo and surrounding

environs .127 Detroit Edison in turn has 345 kv ties with
-

--

the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario; Indiana
,

i
and Michigan Electric Company has 345 kv ties with Common-

wealth Edison Company (which serves Chicago and surrounding,

1

environs) , Northern Indiana Public Service Company and Ohio

Power Company (another subsidiary of American Electric

Power) ; and Toledo Edison Company is also connected to

Ohio Power Company and Ohio Edison Company.130/-- These util-
i

ities are further interconnected with other major utilities

13 1operating in the east-central region of the United States.- /

As a consequence of these interconnections, Consumers is

able to -- and does -- undertake coordination transactions
with its large neighbors and, as well, with large utilities

beyond them to which it is not directly connected. See

pp. 100-02, infra.

In addition to its ties with these major utilities,

Consumers is directly connected with most of the small util-

ities operating within or adjacent to its general service

12)/ S ee D. J . Exh. No. 74, No. 75 and No. 21A, p. 2.,_

130/ See D. J. Exh. No. 1, No. 20, No. 73, No. 75, No. 76
and No. 237.

l3 / dee D. J. Exh. No. 1, No. 77 and No. 237._]

..
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area. The company has electrical ties to 14 of the 23

$ municipal systems (including the intervenors Coldwater

and Holland) ! with three of the cooperatives (inter-

venors Northern Michigan and Wolverine Electric plus South

Eastern Michigan Cooperative) ! and with two small
investor-owned systems, Alpena Power Companyl34/ and

Edison Sault Electric Co. (which operates in Michigan's

upper peninsula just across the Mackinac Straits) .135/

These interconnections are currently used for the most

j part to transmit wholesale power sold by consumers to the

6/small utilities.

b. In contrast, the small utilities' transmission

facilities are limited in size and scope. The only ones

of consecuence are 1,182 miles of 69 kv and 46 kv trans-

mission lines operated by intervenors Northern Michigan

132/ Other municipal systems to which Consumers is directly
connected are Harbor Springs, Petosky, Charlevoix, Bay
City, St. Louis, Lansing, Eaton Rapids, Chelsea,
Marshall, Union City, Portland and Hillsdale. See
D. J. Exh. No. 91, No. 92, and No. 100; C. P. Exh.
No. 11,307; Mosley, Tr. 8458.

133/_ Keen, Tr. 4499-4500; Paul, Tr. 7897; Mosley, Tr. 8458.

134/ Fletcher, Tr. 4285.

135/ Kline, Tr. 4377.
]
I136/ See C. P. Exh. No. 11,307.

l

l

1
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and Wolverine Electric cooperatives. See p. 93, infra.

In addition to the distribution cooperatives which they
serve, the G.and T. cooperatives are also interconnected

with the municipal systems of Traverse City, Grand Haven,,

Zeeland, Hart, Lowell and Portland.137/-- The only major

utility to which the network is tied, however, is Consumers
.

Power Company. Other major utilities in the area are

reachable only via Consumers' lines. Consequently, all the

foregoing utilities are isolated from any major outside

source of electric power other than that company.13a/ And,

I as the Board below found, it is not economically feasible

for those small utilities Dr for the others similarly isolated

within Consumers' general service ared to interconnect

with other large nearby utilities by building or extending
their own transmission networks. 2 NRC .t 108,

337/ Steinbrecher, Tr. 1138, 1289-90; also see D. J. Exh.~~

No. 18, No. 109, No. 181 and No. 240.

13 S/ This is not the case with those small utilities--'

located adjacent to but south of Consumers' general
service area. Most of these are connected to Detroit
Edison (Clinton, Thumb Electric and Southeastern cooperatives)
or to Indiana & Michigan Electric Company or Michigan
Power Company (Fruit Belt Electric Cooperatives, Sturgis,Paw Paw, and South Haven). See Paul, Tr. 7897; D. J.
Exh. No. 14, No. 18 and No. 109.

.
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B. The electric utilities.

l.- Consumers Power Companv. Consumers is a combined

gas an'd electric utility the seventh or eighth largest,

in the United States.u v In 1972, Consumers had outstanding

26,233,838 shares of common stock and 2,179,338 shares of

preferred stock with a total capitalization (including long
of more than two billion dollars.14L/ The companyterm debt) --

in that year had more than 1.6 billion dollars invested in
electrical plant (original cost) to serve over one million

retail customers.kd- These customers bought 21,352,570

megawatt hours (Mwh) of electric energy. This, combined

with 725,904 Mwh of electric energy sold at wholesale, gave

the company a total electric sales revenue of $416,994,066

and a 1972 net income for electrical operations of $69,405,227.
1 /

system for 1972 was 4080 Mr.41The peak load demand on Consumers

a. Consumers' franchises. Before Consumers may

distribute electric power at retail in a city or township,

under Michigan law it must have a franchise either from the

13 7 C.J. Exh. No. 21.
--

140/ Tr. 94.

14%/ D.J. Exh. No. 21.
__

ljiy Ibid.j

[4/ D. J. Exh. No. 21. Peak load is the maximum demand forj
power that a utility experiences within a specified period
of time.
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State-under the "Foote Act"144/ or one granted by the
municipality or township served. The company serves 45

percent of its retail customers under 53 Foote Act fran-
,

chises.145/ This Act, on the Michigan Statute books only
m

- from 1905 to 1909, granted utilities the right to construct
distribution-lines and to sell power at retail without

' first obtaining permission from the local government.146/

Foote Act franchises are of indefinite duration but confer
no exclusive rights.147/ Another utility may be franchised

1, in such areas by the local government. And if that govern-
'

ment is a municipality,148/ it may establish its own com-
peting power system.149/

Where Consumers' right to serve does not stem from the

Foote Act it holds franchises from the local governments.150/

. 144/ Michigan Public Acts 1905, No. 264. See D. J. Exh. No. 6.
145/ Pace, Tr. fol. 7239 at 10; Paul, Tr. 7866-67; C. P.

Exh. No. 11,306.

146/ Pace, Tr. fol. 7239 at 14.

147/ See' City of Lansing v. Michigan Power Co., 183 Mich.
400, 150 N.W. 250 (1914) ; Michigan Public Service Co.
v. City of Cheboygan, 324 Mich. 309, 37 N.W. 2d 116,
122-(1949).

148/ The Michigan Constitution, Article VII, section 24,
allows municipalities to-establish their own electric
systems; no similar constitutional grant exists for
townships.

149/ Consumers has Foote Act franchises in Bay City and
Traverse-City where it is in vigorous door-to-door
competition with municipal electric systems. Aymond,
Tr. 6542; Paul Tr. 7808, 7866.

150/ Michigan Constitution, Article VII, Section 29.

i
|
f

m -
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These are limited by the Michigan State Constitution to a

maximum period of 30 years 5V and are not exclusive.152/1 -

A city or township is not legally precluded from granting
a franchise to a second utility or, in the case of a city, from

a

establishing its own electric system before the 30 year

period expires.

Consumers has 965 current franchise agreements with

cities and townships. Under them it serves the remaining

55 percent of its customers. All but four are for the

maximum 30 year period and may not be revoked within that

period.153/ Of these, however, 215 will expire by the

end of 1985.154/ Consumers must then have them renewed if

it wishes to continue to serve those municipalities.'

b. State and Federal regulation of Consumers.

Consumers is subject to the jurisdiction of

the Michigan Public Service Commission (PSC), which regulates

the retail rates of private utilities operating in the

lj[V Michigan Constitution, Article VII, Section 30.

15 7 Paul,Tr. 7872. The Michigan Attorney General has ruled
that municipalities lack authority to grant exclusive

--

franchises. See Opinion, Attorney General, 62 (1928)
(D.J. Exh. No. 2).

15 7 Pace, Tr. fol. 7239 at 10; Paul, Tr. 7868; C.P. Exh.
~~

No. 11,306. For a franchise granted by a municipality
to be irrevocable, it must be approved by 60 percent
of the electors voting on such a proposal. Michigan
Constitution, Article VIII, Section 25. For a frenchise
granted by a township to be irrevocable, it must be

i

approved by a majority. Michigan Constitution, ArticleI

VII, Section 19.

l5f C.P. Exh. No. 11,306.
__
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state. A private utility must file its retail rates

with the PSC. Those rates are effective only when approved
by that body,156/ which after review may adjust them to

a level it deems reasonable. ! Rates thus approved may

not be altered or amended without the PSC's leave. !

The Michigan PSC also limits retail competition among
private utilities. Under Michigan law, a private utility
must obtain a certificate of public convenience and neces-

.

sity from the PSC before it can extend service to an area.

already served by another private utility.159/ Moreover,
.

where two or more private utilities operate in the same

general area, PSC regulations restrict aspects of retail
competition among them. 0/

In particular, the PSC prohibits

competition-for existing single phase (residential and small

155/ Michigan Statute Annotated, Section 22.13 (6) [ cited
as M.S.A. a2 2.13 ( 6) ] .

156/ M.S.A. E22.152.,

157/ M.S.A. 322.4; Jefferson, Tr. 8297-98.

158/ M.S.A. E22.13(6a).
. 159/ M.S.A. E22.142.

160/ See' Adoption of Rules Governing Extension of Single
Phase Electric Service in Areas Served by tuo or more

i Utilities, M.P.S.C. case U-2291 (1966) (D.J. Exh. No. 9).Also See Westenbroek, Tr. 964 ff.

|

i
|

|

i
!
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commercial) customers and limits competition for new ones. 61/

At the close of the record the PSC had under consideration
similar restrictions for application to three phase (industrial
and large commercial) customers with loads under 75 kw.162/

In 1970, Consumers interconnected with Toledo Edison

Company and Indiana & Michigan Electric Company. By doing so,

it came under the jurisdiction of the Federal Power Commis-

sion, now the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. See

P.L. 95-91, 91 Stat. 565, 42 U.S.C. 99710lff. For convenience,

in this opinion we continue to refer to that agency as the
!FPC.

161/ The restrictions placed on competition for new single
phase customers are the following:

" Prospective customers for single-phase service
located within 300 feet of the distribution facil-
ities of two or more utilities shall have the
service of their choice."

" Prospective customers for single-phase service
located at a distance greater than 300 feet and
within 2,640 feet from the distribution facilities
of two or more utilities shall be served by the
closest utility.">

" Prospective customers for single-phase service
located more than 2,640 feet from the distribution
facilities of any utility shall have the service
of their choice * * *,"

D.J. Exh. No. 9 at Exhibit "A", page 1..

162/ D.J. Exh. No. 11; Westenbroek, Tr. 970. !

163/ FPC jurisdiction extends over the transmission and sale i

of electric energy at wholesale in interstate commerce.
16 U.S.C. 9824. See Federal Power Commission v. Southern
California Edison Co., 376 U.S. 205 (1964). In 1965 the
Commission began an investigation of possible jurisdiction
over Consumers Power and Detroit Edison. Starting in
1966, Consumers filed its wholesale and coordination
contracts with the FPC without conceding its jurisdiction.
After interconnecting with Indiana & Michigan Electric
and Toledo Edison in 1970, however, Consumers acquiescedin the Commission's' jurisdiction. See D.J. Exh. No. 172.

|
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The Federal Power Act, 16 U.S.C. 5824 et sea., recuires

utilities to file with the Power Commission all " rates

and charges" for the " transmission of electric energy in

,
interstate commerce" and "the sale of electric energy at

wholesale in interstate commerce."164/ On an initial
2

filing rates are immediately effective, but where the

filing vould change existing rates, the new rates are not

effective for 30 days.165/ In either situation the FPC

may hold a hearing to determine whether the rates filed

66/are "just and reasonable". If the FPC decides they

are not, it may adjust them to that level.167/ Consumers'

coordination contracts and its wholesale service tariffs
!are on file with the FPC.

...

1 164/ 16 U.S.C. 58824d(c) and 824.
165/ 16 U.S.C. ES24d(d).
166/ 16 U.'S.C. EE824d(e), 824e(a).

167/ 16 U.S.C. E824e(a).
168/ Jefferson, Tr. 8410, 8439-40. A utility-may

file with the FPC either individual contracts with
attached rate schedules or a general tariff. The
latter is a compilation of the utility's rate schedules
and terms of service under which it is willing to con-
tract to supply wholesale or transmission services.
See 18 C.F.R. E35.2 (b) ; Municipal Electric Utility

~

Ass'n of Alabama v. Federal Power Commission, 485
F.2d 967, 969 (D.C. Cir. 1973).

.
.
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c. Consumers' bulk power facilities. Bulk power

in the electric utility lexicon denotes large blocks of
power generated and then transmitted at high voltages
to distribution points where it is transformed to lower

voltages for distribution and delivery to the ultimate

user. Beyond the distribution point the power is no

longer considered bulk power by the industry.16Y-- A

utility's bulk power facilities are thus comprised of
the generating units which produce that rewer and the

!

high voltage transmission lines which carry it to the
i

distribution points. Transmission lines can thus be
c'.istinguished from distribution (or "subtransmission")
lines. The former connect the utility's generating plants

-with distribution points; the latter carry the power
at lower voltages to the ultimate retail users. Transmission i

!lines are designed for operation from 34.5 KV to 765 Kv;
{

distribution lines are usually designed to operate at
17013.2 Kv or less.- /

,

)

167 Wolfe, Tr. 1708-09; Brush, Tr. 2326-29.

177 Steinbrecher, Tr. 1273-74; Brush Tr. 2326. Also see--

FPC, 1970 National Power Survey, pp. I-13-1 to 4.
(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE) '
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Consumers operates a mix of generating units located

throughout its service area.ElI In 1972, the company had

on line seven fossil-fueled steam stations capable of gen->

; _erating 2974 Mw,'two nuclear power plants with a 656 Mw

capacity, seven gas turbine stations with a 522 Mw capacity,

and 14. hydroelectric plants with a 133.6 Mw capacity, for

a total generating capacity of 4285.6 Mw.lU2! In addition,
,

in 1973 Consumers and Detroit Edison jointly brought on

i

170/ (FOOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE)
'

Based upon usage, the industry further divides trans-
mission lines into two categories: bulk power supply
lines and subtransmission lines. Normally bulk power
supply lines carry power from generating sources to
load centers from which the subtransmission lines carry
it to the various distribution points. Subtransmission
voltages are usually 69 KV or less. Bulk power supply

"~

lines usually employ above 69 Kv. Steinbrecher, Tr.
1272-76. See United States v. Otter Tail Power Company,
supra, 331 F. Supp. at 59, affirmed, 410 U.S. 366 (1973).

171/ See fn. 272, infra, for a description of the different
types of generating units.

'

172/ D. J. Exh. No. 228, page E-18. A generating station or
~~

plant may be comprised of more than one generating unit.
Generating capacity is either stated in terms of its
nameplate capacity, i.e.,.the expected generating
capacity of the plant or the plant's " demonstrated
capability," i.e., the generating capacity the plant is
actually capable of delivering. Mosley, Tr. 8706. The
figures given here are the latter. Normally, variations
between the two are slight and we will not specify which
standard is being used.

-

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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line the Ludington pump storage station which is to supply
peaking power. Consumers' share of generating capacity

from this plant is 983 Mw.

At the close of the record in June 1974, Consumers'

largest operating generating unit was the Palisades Nuclear

Power Plant, Unit No. 1. Palisades has a name plate capac-

ity of 812 Mw but the maximum generation available from
176/it in mid-1974 was 700 Mw. The next largest generating

unit operated by Consumers at that time was a conventional

fossil fueled stean unit of 375 Mw. Units 1 and

2 of the Midland facility, which were expected to be on

line by 1980, will have generating capabilities of 485 Mw

and 815 Mw respectively. In addition, according to the

company's 1973 annual report, Consumers planned to have in

173/ Mosley, Tr. 8708.

174/ D. J. Exh. No. 228A.
y / See fn.l 172, supra.

176/ Mosley, Tr. 8531.

177_/ Mosley, Tr. 8590; C.P. Exh. 12,022.

178 / The generating capacity of the two units differ because
Consumers has sold part of the energy produced by unit i1 as processed steam to the Dow Company rather than use

|
it to generate electricity. See Mosley, Tr. 8507. !

1

|

|

!

|

l
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'

operation by 1974, 1975 and.1977 respectively three addi-

179/
tional fossil fuel units of 644 Mw, 663 Mw, and 800 Mw.

As we mentioned earlier, Consumers in 1973 operated

8985 miles of transmission lines, comprised of L422 miles,

of 345 Kv lines, 3,339 miles of 138 KV lines, 24 miles of

120 KV lines, 4,205 miles of 46 KV lines and 89 miles of

180/
lines of 41.6 KV or-less.

As the foregoing reveals, Consumers power operates an

181/
extensive, vertically integrated power system. The

company generates and transmits firm bulk power to distri-

bution points; from there, Consumers, or a utility that

has' bought the power at wholesale, distributes the power

to the ultimate retail user.

172/ D. J. Exh. No. 21A, p. 11.
180/ D. J. Exh. No. 228A, p. E-21. These statistics include
-~ underground lines; also they are in circuit miles, not

pole miles. (Consumers in 1973 operated 47,039 miles
of distribution lines. Ibid.)

j 181/ _ See Wein, Tr. fol. 3979 at 45; also fn. 352 infra.
!

i

'

|

; .
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2. The small utilities. Intervenors are some of

the small electric utilities operating within Consumers'

service area together with the Michigan Municipal Electric

Association, an organization comprised of officials of

182/
the municipal electric systems. Understanding of the

.

full. situation before us requires a general awareness of

the small utilities' operations, with a focus on the

; operations of those who have intervened.

a. The cooperatives. The electric cooperatives

operating in lower Michigan have financed construction of
'

their electrical plants in part with low interest loans under
the Rural Electrification Act of 1936, 7 U.S.C. E901 et sea.

.

182/ "The Michigan Municipal Electric Association * * * is
an organization comprised of officials of thirty-four
(34) municipal electric departments or utility boards
in the State of Michigan [whose objective is to assist]
member utilities in the production, distribution and
use of electricity for public service and [to resist]
any pressures brought that are harmful to its members'
mutual well being or that encourage the sale of muni-
cipal utility systems." Intervenors' Joint Petition
to Intervene, page 2.

18 3/ Most currently REA loans are at five percent interest
(originally they were 2 percent). Usually, REA finances
about 50 percent of the cost of new ele.ctrical plant;
the rest is financed by the Cooperative Financing
Corporation, an organization of most of the cooperatives
in the United States whose purpose is to obtain money
from private markets. Steinbrecher, Tr. 1277-83.

!

l

._ _ . _ .
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.

This means that they are precluded from extending service
184/

to towns of_more than 1500 population. The ten distri-

bution cooperatives in lower Michigan accordingly operate

only in rural areas. In 1972 they served more than 110,000
1

customers whose total demand for electric energy was 938,576 Mwh,

somewhat less than 5 percent of Consumers' retail sales in
185/

the same period.

Like investor-owned utilities, cooperatives must be
franchised by communities they serve.86/1

The record
,

does not, however, reveal the total number of franchises

they hold. Cooperatives are also subject to the jurisdiction

of the Michigan PSC. That body did not elect to exercise

its jurisdiction over them until 1965, when urged to do so

by the cooperatives themselves.187/ Since that time the

cooperatives have filed and received PSC approval of their

retail rates . The cooperatives are also

184 / 7 U.S.C. E8904, 913; Westenbroek, Tr. 963.

Lgg/ D. J. Exh. No. 106; C. P. Exh. tio. 11,307; D. J. Exh.
No. 21.~

igg,/ Michigan Constitution, Article III, Section 29;
Westenbroek, Tr. 951.

187/ D. J. Exh. No. 8.
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subject to the PSC's regulations limiting retail
competition among private utilities for single phase cus-

tomers.188/ Competition between Consumers and the distri-

bution cooperatives in areas served by both is therefore

governed by those PSC rules.89/1

Each individual distribution cooperative may install

generating and transmission facilities to supply its bulk
.

power needs or it may elect to band with others and form

a joint G.and T. cooperative. The Rural Electrification

Administration, however, will approve loans for the initial

construction of a bulk power plant only if there is no ade-

quate or dependable source of bulk power available to the

188/ The Co1miss'_on's issuance of the single phase rules
(see fn. lod governing competition among private util-
ities was within four months of the Commission's
exercise of jurisdiction over the cooperatives. Before
these two events there was competition in certain areas
between Consumers and the distribution cooperatives for
existing single phase customers, competition which the
cooperatives apparently were losing because their retail
rates were higher than Consumers'. Westenbrook, Tr.
982-83. It was to avoid this loss of customers that
several of the cooperatives sought Commission juris-
diction and its subsequent protection in the form of
the single phase rules. Westenbroek, Tr. 988-91;
Keen, Tr. 4507-08; Paul, Tr. 8117-21.

189/ Cooperatives are not subject to the Federal Power Com-
mission's jurisdiction. Salt River Project Agr. Dist.
v. FPC, 391 F.2d 470 (D.C. Cir.), certiorari denied,
393 U.S. 857 (1968).

i

|

|

,-
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J

distribution cooperatives, or if such power is significantly,

more expensive than power that could be generated and trans-
i

mitted by the proposed REA financed facilities. The REA

; criteria for approving loans for expansion of existing bulk

power facilities, however,are less restrictive. All that need

be shown in such instances is that the proposed additional

facilities constitute "the most effective and economical
arrangement" for meeting increased power demanu.190/.

As we mentioned earlier, seven distribution cooper-
1

atives in lower Michigan formed the two G.and T. cooper-

atives which have intervened here: Northern Michigan and

Wolverine Electric. The member distribution coopera-

tives are bound by long term contracts to obtain all their

' bulk power requirements from these two generation and trans-

mission cooperatives. The three remaining distribution

cooperatives in the 1.wer peninsula buy bulk power at whole-
193/

sale from investor-owned utilities.

19 0/ D. J. Exh. No. 7, revised Bulletin 20-6 of the Rural
-- Electrification Administration issued May 7, 1969.
191/ See fn. 123, supra, and accompanying text.

1,92/ Westenbroek, Tr. 958-59, 1060. The Board of directors
of Northern Michigan and Wolverine Electric are composed
of two representatives from each of their member distri-

; bution cooperatives. Keen, Tr. 4637; Westenbroek, Tr. 958,

123/ Thumb Electric, except for the 10% which it generates
itself, buys its bulk power requirements at wholesale
from Detroit Edison; Fruit Belt Electric buys all its
bulk power at wholesale from Indiana & Michigan Electric;

; Southeastern Micaigan buys wholesale from both Consumers
[ and Detroit Edisc n. Steinbrecher, Tr. 1259-61.
|
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The 1970 peak load for Northern Michigan and Wolverine

was 55 Mw each.194/ To meet that load these cooperatives

had facilities capable of generating 61 Mw and 57 Mw;

respectively, comprised in the main of diesel fueled, gas
,

195/
turbine and steam turbine units. At the close of this

record, Northern Michigan's largest unit was a 23.5 Mw steam
196/ '

turbine; Wolverine's a 23 Mw " combined cycle" gas and
i 197/

steam-powered generator.
1

.To supply power from their generating plants to the
i

distribution cooperatives they serve, both Northern Michigan

and Wolverine Electric operate transmission networks. The<

two networks are interconnected and, combined, total'1182

miles of 69 Kv and 46 KV transmission lines. Of the 1182,

Wolverine Electric operates 696 miles and Northern Michigan
,

198/*

486. These cooperatives are contemplating reinforcing

their existing transmission network with approximately 525
199/

miles of 138 KV transmission lines.

194/ D. J. Exh. No. 109.

195/ D. J. Exh. No. 106 and No. 109; Steinbrecher, Tr. 1114-
--

1117; Keen, Tr. 4494-95. (These are 1971 statistics).
199/ C. P. Exh. No. 12001; D. J. Exh. No. 106 and No. 109.
,

If/ Keen, Tr. 4495.

198/ Steinbrecher, Tr. 1285-86; D. J. Exh. No. 18 and No. 20.
199/ Steinbrecher, Tr. 1135; D. J. Exh. No. 20 (map scale
-- was'used). About 40 miles of the cooperatives' present

transmission net work is designed for 138 107 voltages
i but currently it is being operated at only 69107. Ibid.

:

i

-- . - _ . . . . , . . . _ , _ _ ,_ , . , _ - - . . - , . - . , , . ,
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b. The municipalities. As noted, under the Michigan

Constitution a municipality may own and operate an electric
,

power system, and such municipal systems are explicitly

exempted by statute from the Michigan PSC's jurisdiction.00/2

The'municipals' retail rates are therefore not subject to

PSC scrutiny and its regulations governing retail competi-

tion d9 not apply to competition between municipal and

private systems.

State law, however, does restrict a municipal system's-

4 sale of electric energy outside the limits of the city

which owns it. Before 1974, Michigan limited such sales
202/

to 25 percent of the municipal's urban sales. The law

was amended in 1974, and now allows a municipal system to

sell an unlimited amount of energy at retail in "any city,

village or township which is continguous" to its boundaries,

200/ M.S.A. 522.13(6). Municipal electric systems are also
-~~ excluded by section 201(f) of the Federal Power Act,

16 U.S.C. 8824(f), from the jurisdiction of the Federal
Power Commission.

201/ Brush, Tr. 2361; Westenbroek, Tr. 993.

202/ Michigan Constitution, Article VII, section 24.
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,

providing, however, the consent of any pre-existing power
203/ <

supplier is obtained first. |-

l

The municipal systems actually now serve only their !

204/>

respective cities and small areas beyond. In 1972, the
, ,

municipals had 146,744 retail customers who bought 3,031,364 |

Mwh of electric energy, the equivalent of 14 percent of
205/

Consumers' retail sales that year. The largest municipal

system is the City of Lansing's. Lansing sold 1,758,422 Mwh of

203/ Michigan Public Acts 1974, Acts No. 174 and 157 amend-
ing M.S.A. 855.1534 and 5.4083. (The Constitution
allowed change of the 25% limitation by statute.) A
municipal system may continue to serve any cities or
townships in which it was distributing retail power at
the time of this statutory change even though they are
not contiguous to its boundaries. Ibid.

The effective dates of the above statutes were respec-
,

tively June 20 and June 23, 1974, Ibid.; the record
was closed June 23, 1974. The parties are in dispute
as to whether these statutes should be considered by
the Board.

204/ Michigan franchise law is apparently applicable to muni-
cipal systems when they serve areas beyond their city
limits. See Bay City Plumbing & Heating Co. v. Lind,
235 Mich. 455 (1926). The record indicates, however,
that only Lansing has franchises for areas in which it
operates beyond its boundaries. Brush, Tr. 2248. The
record suggests,- however, that there are instances
where h,th Consumers and the cooperatives operate in
areas where they are not franchised. Croy, Tr. 1547;
Paul, Tr. 7864; D. J. Exh. No. 110. In such situations,
the local government could, if it so desired, require
the non-franchised utility to remove its electrical
facilities. See City of Detroit v. Detroit United
Railway, 172 Mich. 136, 137 N.W. 645, affirmed, 229
U. S. 39 (1936).

205__/ C. P. Exh. No. 11,302 and No. 11,307; D. J. Exh.'No._21.
.
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electric energy to 70,000 retail customers in 1972; its
206/

peak load (for 1973) was 373 Mw: and its total gene-

rating capacity, 628 Mw. The system's facilities were then,

comprised almost entirely of fossil fueled steam units,
207/the largest having a 160 Mw generating capacity.

The next largest municipal system is that of inter-

venor Holland. Its system, about one-eighth the size of

Lansing's, sold 220,182 Mwh of energy at retail in 19.72;
209/its peak load that year was 44.5 Mw. . Holland operated,

five generating units with a total generating capacity of
210/81.5 Mw, the largest having a capacity of 31 Mw.

The remaining intervening cities, Grand Haven, Traverse

City, Coldwater and Zeeland, had retail sales in 1972 of

119,944 Mwh, 106,588 Mwh, 81,549 Mwh and 42,503 Mwh respec-
211/

tively. Their peak loads that year were 23 Mw, 17.2 Mw,

12.5 Mw and 8 Mw, bb and their generating capacities 38.6 Mw,

2_0 / C. P. Exh. No. 11,307; Brush, Tr. 2299, 2327.
20}/C. P. Exh. No. 12,008, page E-2.,

2 0 8/ C. P. Exh. No. 11,307.

2_q/ C. P. Exh. No. 11,111, Supplemental Agreement No. 4,
Exhibit A.

2,1 9/ I b i d .

2_l}/ C. P. Exh. No. 11,307.

213/ D. J. Exh. No. 108 (1971 statistics).

!

_ . - - . _ _
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!35.6 Mw, 16.6 Mw and 14 Mw. Only the City of Cold-
-

water needed to supplement its generating capacity with

wholesale power, which it purchased from Consumers Power

214/
Company.

The remaining 17 municipal systems' 1972 retail sales

ranged from Union City's 10,897 Mwh to Bay City's 141,280

Mwh. Of these 17, only 3 systems generate their entire

firm bulk power requirements; seven others buy all their

firm bulk power requirements ; and the remaining eight

satisfy their needs partly by self-generation and partly

215/
through wholesale power purchases.

Because municipal systems serve compact areas, their

need for transmission facilities for intra-system bulk

power transfers is minimal. Only Lansing, which operates

27 miles of 138 KV lines, has transmission lines greater

than 69 Kv. Among the intervening municipalities,

213/ D. J. Exh. No. 109 (1970 statistics).
2,14/ C. P. Exh. No. 11,307.

215/ C. P. Exh. No. 11,307.

216/ Brush, Tr. 2325; D. J. Exh. No. 109.

.
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only Traverse City operates any transmission facilitieu
,

*

and these are limited to two miles of 69 KV lines. I!3

Several of the other municipal electric systems do operate

transmission lines but all are 69 KV or less. !

.

c. Investor-owned systems. Alpena Power Company

and Edison Sault Company (the latter serves Michican's
upper peninsula) are the only small investor-owned util-

ities located within or adjacent to Consumers' general
service area. The two are of course subject to the same

e

State franchise and PSC regulations as Consumers. Alpena

Power Company serves about 12,000 retail customers who
219/. purchased 245,117 Mwh of electric energy in 1972. Its

peak load that year was 57 Mw, which it met by generating
7 Mw itself and buying the remainder at wholesale from
Consumers. Alpena operates 38 miles of power lines with

voltages of 40 Kv or less and 11 miles of 138 KV transmission -
lines.221/

.

217/ Wolfe, Tr. 1706; D. J. Exh. No. 109.

218/ See D. J. Exh. No. 109.
219,/. Fletcher, Tr. 4255; C. P. Exh. No. 11,307.

_

220/ Fletcher, Tr. 4256 (1973 statistics).
{ 221/ D. J. Exh. No. 108; Fletcher, Tr. 4285.
!

L
|

!

!

!

|

|

'
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Edison Sault Company serves about 14,000 retail cus-

Mwh of electric energy. 22/2- - tomers who in 1972 bought 314,225

This demand, coupled with bulk power supplied to a distri-

bution cooperative operating in the upper peninsula, gave
223/

it a peak load that year of 73 Mw. Edison Sault either

owns or has the right to draw upon 73 Mw of generation,

224/
47 Mw of which is produced by hydroelectric units. It

supplements this generated power with wholesale purchases

from Consumers. 25/2

d. Summary. The total 1972 retail sales for the

small utilities as a group was approximately 4,500,000 Mwh,
226/roughly 20 percent of Consumers' retail sales that year.

Their total generating capacity was approximately 800 Mw,

which supplied approximately 70 percent of their own firm
4

bulk power requirements; the remaining 30 percent they

obtained by buying firm bulk power at wholesale. Consumers

Power sold slightly more than half of the wholesale power I

bought by the small utilities, roughly 16 to 17 percent of
f

2.22/ Kline, Tr. 4376; C. P. Exh. No. 11,307.
223/ Kline, Tr. 4376-78 (1973 statistics).

22_4/ D. J. Exh. No. 89.

123/ D. J. Exh. No. 80; C. P. Exh. No. 11,307.
227 C. P. Exh. No. 11,307; Pace, Tr. fol. 7239 at Attach-
-~ ment.JDP-2, D.J. Exh. No. 109.

___ - -
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227/
the small systems' total firm bulk power requirements.

--

Except for limited transactions between some of the smaller

'

systems themselves, Consumers supplied the total wholesale

power requirements of small utilities located inside its

geographic service area. '
;

3. The parties' coordination arrangements. Consumers'

. coordination practices with the small utilities form the,

-d primary focus of this proceeding. Coordination and Con-

sumers' coordinating policies re therefore discussed at
'

length elsewhere in this opinion. For reference, however,

we briefly enumerate here the existing coordination arrange-

ments to which Consumers and the small utilities are
228/,

parties,

a. Consumers' coordinating arrangements. Consumers

has entered into coordinating arrangements with its large
neighboring utilities. The first such agreement, the

Michigan Pool. Agreement,29/was entered into by Consumers2

22 7/ . Ibid. Most of the small systems located near another
-- large-utility bought their wholesale requirement from

that utility rather than Consumers. Ibid. Also see.
I D. J. Exh. No. 19.

i 228/ Detailed discussions of their terms appear in Parts V
and VI, infra.

- 229/ A pooling agreement is simply a comprehe sive coordi-n
nation arrangement. See fn. 297, infra.

_ _ _ _ ._ -..- ,_
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Power Company and Detroit Edison Company in 1962.30/2
In

i

1972 the combined peak load for Consumers and Detroit Edison

was 10,475 Mw; their combined generating capacity was 12,239-

i

Mw.- 1/ (In 1973, the 1962 Michigan Pool agreement was23
-

superseded by a new coordination agreement between the two

utilities. )
e

In 1966, Consumers and Detroit Edison jointly entered
233 /into coordination agreements with Toledo Edison Company f---

Indiana & Michigan Electric Company, Commonwealth Edison+

235/ 236 /Company and Northern Indiana Public Service Company

230 / D. J. Exh. No. 71 (Electric Power Pooling agreement
between Consumers Power Company and the Detroit Edison
Company). Some coordination had been taking place
between Consumers and Detroit Edison since 1928. See
D. J. Exh. No. 66, page 1.

[11/ Mosley, Tr. 8469; C. P. Exh. No. 11,104.
232 / D. J. Exh. No. 67 (Electric Coordination Agreement

between Consumers Power Company and the Detroit Edison
Company).

233 / C. P. Exh. No. 11,108 (Operating Agreement Among Con-
sumers Power Company, the Detroit Edison Company and
the Toledo Edison Company).

11L/ C. P. Exh. No. 11,109 and D. J. Exh. No. 78 (Operating
Agreement Among Consumers Power Company, the Detroit
Edison Company and Indiana & Michigan Electric Company).

2 35_/ D . J. Exh. No. 76 (Area Coordination Agreement Among
Consumers Power Company, the Detroit Edison Company,
Commonwealth Edison Company, Northern Indiana Public
Service Company, the Toledo Edison Company and Indiana
& Michigan Electric Company).

alL/ Ibid.
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to the south and west. The physical interconnections to
'

implement these agreements, however, were not completed

! until 1970. See fn. 163, supra. Also in 1966, Consumers

and Detroit Edison entered into a coordinating arrangement
237/

with the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario.

In addition to the coordinating arrangements with

its larger neighbors, Consumers has entered coordination
,

agreements with some of the small utilities within its
,

238/ 239/
general service area: Lansing (1964), Holland (1967)

.

237/ C. P. Exh. No. 11,106 and D. J. Exh. No. 73 & 23A
(Interconnection Agreement Between Consumers Power
Company and Detroit Edison Company and the Hydro-
Electric Power Commission of Ontario). The agreement
in evidence was executed in 1969 and superseded an
earlier agreement entered into in 1966. Id..at page 1.

In addition the two Michigan utilities in 1967 joined
the East Central Area Reliability Group (ECAR) . This
is not an actual coordination arrangement; rather, the
purpose of this organization is to develop criteria
and procedures for bulk power coordination among the
signatory utilities which come from an eight state
region. D. J. Exh. No. 77; Mosley, Tr. 8522.

238/ D. J. Exh. No. 91 (Agreement for Electric Service
Between Consumers Power Company and the City of Lansing).
Some coordination had been occurring between Lansing
and Consumers since 1941. See D. J. Exh. No.~66,
p. G-6.

2 19 ,/ C. P. Exh. No, 11, 111 and D. J. Exh. No. 100. (Agree-
__

ment for Electric Service Between Consumers Power
Company and the City of Holland) . Some coordination
between Holland and Consumers had been taking place
since 1955. See D.J. Exh. No. 99 and D. J. Exh. No.
66, p. G-7.
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and the "M-C Pool," comprised of Northern Michigan,
'

240/
Wolverine Electric, Traverse City and Grand Haven (1973).

Consumers' agreements with Lansing and Holland were super-

seded by broader agreements executed respectively in 1970

and 1974.242/

b. Coordination among the small utilities. Only

Northern Michigan, Wolverine Electric, Traverse City and

Grand Haven among the smaller utilities in question have

coordination agreements with one another. In 1968 these4

four formed the Michigan Municipals and Cooperatives Power

240/ D. J. Exh. No. 105 (Interconnection Agreement between
the Consumers Power Co. and Wolverine Electric Cooper-
ative Inc., Northern Michigan Electric Cooperative,
Inc., the City of Grand Haven, the City of Traverse
(Members of the Michigan Municipals and Cooperative
Pool) ) .

241/ C. P. Exh. No. 11,112 and D. J. Exh. No. 92 & 92A
(Interconnection Agreement between Consumers Power
Company and the City of Lansing, Michigan) .

242/ C. P. Exh. No. 12,024 (Interconnection Agreement
between Consumers Power Company and the City of Holland,
Michigan). This agreement was executed subsequent to !

the close of the record. The agreement is essentially '

identical to the interconnection agreement between
,

Consumers and the M-C Pool and accordingly we will take |

official notice of it, as consumers has requested, |
'

under section 2.743 (i) of the Commission's Rules of
Practice. 10 C.F.R. 92.743(i).

i

i

1 |

|

|

|
I

|

w
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|

Pool (MMCPP), the ''M-C Pool" mentioned in the preceding
i- 243/
. paragraph. In 1971 the combined peak load for the four

..

] member utilities was 160 Mw; their combined generating
,

capacity was 192 Mw. The record discloses no other -

coordination agreements among the smaller utilities located

|. inside Consumers' service area. Neither does it reflect
!
'

, any coordination agreements between these small utilities

i and any large utility aside from the ones mentioned with
i
~

Consumers itself.

:

|

|

| l

!

243/ D. J. Exh. No. 104A (Michigan Municipals and Cooper-
atives Power Pool Agreement between Wolverine Electric
Cooperative, Inc., Northern Michigan Electric Coopera-
tive, Inc., Grand Haven Board of Light and Power, and
the City of Traverse) . Previously,-Northern Michigan

!- and Traverse City had a coordination agreement dating
back to 1958. D. J. Exh. No. 240.

244/ Steinbrecher, Tr. 1287, 1115-17,

i

.

!

.
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V

THE RELEVANT MARKETS

A. Geographic Market.

For reasons previously set forth, the relevant market

must be analyzed in terms of its geographic and product
245/

dimensions both. With respect to the former there is

little controversy. The parties have essentially accepted the

Licensing Board's determination that it embraces the

territory currently served by Consumers Power Company plus

those areas which the company could reasonably serve, sig,,,

"all of the lower peninsula of Michigan except the eastern

section served by the Detroit Edison Company and the southwest

section served by the Indiana and Michigan Electric Company

and the Michigan Gas and Electric Company, * * *" 2 NRC.

at 45. In light of the characteristics of electric power

generation and distribution in the lower peninsula (described

in Part IV, above), we agree that this adequately delineates

the " area in which the seller operates and to which the pur-

chaser [s] can practicably turn for supplies," and therefore

246/corresponds to the relevant geographic market.

111/ 9ee pp. 53-53, supra.

lig/ United States v. Philadelphia National Bank, supra, 374
U.S. at 359, quoting from Tampa Electric Co. v. Nashville-
Coal Co., 365 U.S. 320, 327(1961).

f
t-
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!. Consumers further contends that this overall geographic

market must be divided into retail and wholesale bulk power

' submarkets, each with different boundaries. The Licensing

Board, however, rejected those two product markets as not
s

in the case. In its judgment, only a product market for

'
" coordination services" was before it for consideration. The

Board based that conclusion on its~ reading of an agreement

i among all the litigants,. Consumers Power Company included.,

See p. 14, supra. Consequently, before we undertake to'

'
determine whether the company is correct in its view that

I the actualities of competition require the geographic market

to be broken down into appropriate wholesale and retail power

submarkets, we must first decide what product markets are

.in this case. We turn now to that preliminary question.,

B. Product Markets.
i

1. The Coordination Services market.

a. The " agreement" that the only relevant
,

i

product market is for coordination services. In determining

the product market, the Board eschewed the traditional market
,

analysis. It concluded instead that the only relevant

product market was one for " coordination services"247/

because the parties had agreed that the matters in contro-

versy had focused on these. As a direct consequence

247/ The nature of these services is described briefly at
pp. 14-15 above and' discussed more extensively below
-at pp.121-30.

*
;

|

. .. . , , - - - - ._. .- .- ,. . ..
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the Board below refused to consider as relevant markets
those for retail power or wholesale bulk power. 2 NRC at

40, 45. Justice and Consumers take sharp issue with the
i

Board's action in this regard and challenge the premise on

which it rests. Both parties contend that wholesale bulk

power and retail power are relevant product markets for this

proceeding (They disagree, however, about whether those

markets are in addition to or in in lieu of the coordination

; services market; Justice taking the former and Consumers

the latter position.)
'

Justice maintains that the basic thrust of its case

"is and always has been that (Consumers] has the power to

grant or deny meaningful access to coordination and has

i exercised this power with the purpose and anticipated effect

of monopolizing the wholesale for resale firm power market." 248/

According to Justice, by " agreeing to the relevant matters

in controversy, the parties only intended to limit the

scope of evidence concerning (Consumers'] efforts to preserve

its alleged monopoly position in the relevant markets,"

and did not intend to stipulate the product market to be

solely one for coordination services.

24g/ Justice's Reply Brief on Appeal, p. 9; see also Justice's
Prehearing Brief, p. 38.

249/ Justice's Opening Brief on Appeal, pp. 39-40.
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Consumers sides with Justice on this point. It, too,
'

stresses that the " Board's holding (concerning the relevant

matters in controversy] referred only to a limitation as

to.the evidence which would be adduced concerning the Com-

pany's conduct, not to the parameters of the relevant

product market". A review of the record convinces us that
Consumers and Justice are correct; there was in fact no

inter-party agreement about the relevant product markets.51/2

250/. Consumers' Appeal Brief, pp. 154-55.
,.

'
251/ The staff supports the. Board's product market delinea-

tion. Its support rests not on the " agreement" of the
parties, but on the staff's analysis of the electric
utility industry in-lower Michigan and on its under-
standing that the Board's " coordination services" market
is equivalent to its own proposed " bulk power services"
market.

In their appellate briefs, Joint Intervenors assume the
existence of relevant product markets for coordination
services and for' supplies of wholesale and retail power.
But their briefs lack any analysis of the record support-
ing the correctness of those assumptions. Because
relevant market delineation is essentially a factual
question, the absence of that analysis renders inter-
venors' relevant market arguments of little use for our
purposes.

,

;

!

I

|

|
,

1 -
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(i) The Board dealt with the relevant matters in

controversy in its.first prehearing conference order. This
4

,

in'itself was not' improper because an express purpose of

that conference was the establishment of issues to be con-,
,

sidered in the forthcoming hearing. 10 CFR 52.751a(a) (1)4

$!
and (d). Justice -- which took the lead among the pro-

! ponents of license conditions -- accordingly set out for
consideration at that conference its theory of the case.253/

In.the course of doing so the Department represented, inter:
.

alia, that it saw the situation in violation of antitrust'

: principles as Consumers' maintenance of the power to grant"

1

or deny [the small utilities] access to coordination" and i

,

; its use of that power "in an ar.ticompetitive fashion against

[them]." Justice described this as "[ forming] the basic

thrust of [its] case"; it made no reference to relevant

.

252/ Indeed, in ordering an antitrust hearing in Midland,
the Commission expressly instructed the Licensing;

Board i

to establish on as timely basis as possible, |
'

a clear and particularized identification of ,

those matters related to the issue in this
proceeding which are in controversy. As a
first step in this prehearing process, the

i
Board shall obtain from the parties a detailed
specification of the matters which they seek

- to have considered in the ensuing hearing.

37 Fed. Reg. 7726, 7727 (April 19, 1972) .
,

253/-See Tr. 47-66.

.
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i

markets.254/ When questioned explicitly, Department

t counsel announced his intention to base Justice's case on
i
i relevant markets and submarkets in both " bulk power supply

and retail distribution".255/ In short, in representingi
4

that Consumers' coordination practices formed the basic-
.

1

i thrust of its case, Justice was describing the means by
1
- which it intended to show how Consumers had monopolized,
4

not the market in which it had done so.

The terms of the Licensing Board's prehearing order,

which purport to adhere to Justice's representations, portend
no more. (See page 54, stora, for the order.). The first

two matters paraphrase Justice's charges against Consumers;

the third questions whether that conduct is sufficient to. .

show the existence of a situation inconsistent with the
antitrust laws that licensing Midland would maintain. None

of the three defines the relevant markets to be considered
in making that determination. We find nothing on the. face

,

* 254/ Tr. 59-60. Also see 2 NRC at 41-42.

255/ Tr. 80. Also see Tr. 50-51 where, in reply to a ques-
tion concerning the legality of Consumers' acquisition
of its present market position, Justice represented that

* * * the greater part of our case will
consider whether or not even if the dom-'

inance and the market structure was lawfully;
'

obtained, whether it is unlawfully using
that monopoly power to obtain and extend
its monopoly both in bulk power supply and
in retail distribution market.
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~ ,

of that prehearing order that should have alerted counsel

that the Board meant it to serve that purpose.>

Even accepting that all the material issues in contro-

versy were related to coordination practices, the Licensing |

|

Board's reasoning that the relevant product market was

thereby limited to that for coordination services is

faulty.256/ As we indicated, monopolization consists of
,

two elements requiring separate analyses. The first

involves identification of the relevant market and a deter-
mination whether the respondent possesses monopoly power

in it. See pp. 47-56, supra. The second looks to whether

the respondent has willfully acquired or maintained that

monopoly position. See pp. 56-59, supra. Proof of the

second element, monopolistic intent, is frecuently estab-

lished by showing that the accused party has engaged in
57/anticompetitive conduct. The link between the two

256/ See 2 NRC at 45. Also see 2 NRC at 40 (emphasis
supplied) where the Board stated:

In the areas of the southern peninsula of
-Michigan in which [ Consumers] is franchised
[ Consumers] is by far the largest utility
whether measured by generation capacity or by
sales of firm power, or any other reasonable
yardstick. Impressed with these facts, the
Parties have attempted to define the relevant
market in terms of electric power as a relevant
product. Such attempts ignore the material

,

issues in controversy which are all concerned*

with coordination.

257/ See pp. 283-84, infra.

, - . - - . . . . _ _ . _ _ _ - .- . - -
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'

is'whether that conduct affected a relevant market..

Because conduct may have a detrimental impact in more
.

I

than one . marketplace, the same actions may have monopolized |
8/a number of markets. Consequently, where monopolization ;

is charged, proof of anticompetitive conduct alone does

not automatically define the relevant market and therefore

the fact.that Justice's charges all involved Consumers',

coordination practices did not perforce limit the relevant |

market to that for coordination services. Rather, the

relevant market or markets might be any in which Consumers'

practices facilitated the company's acquisition, maintenance,-

or extension of monopoly power -- including (of course)

the coordination services market.

A review of the evidence confirms our judgment. The

record makes clear that, by accepting the Board's definition

of the relevant matters in controversy, the parties neither
stipulated the existence of a relevant product market for

coordination services nor agreed that it was the only i

relevant market. As described, throughout this proceeding

258/ See, e.g., United States v. United Shoe, supra, 110
F. Supp. at 302 (dictum) ; Lu_ria Brothers and Co., 62
FTC 597 (1962), affirmed sub nom. Luria Brothers v.
FTC, 399 F.2d 847 (3rd Cir. 19TF); cr., Brown Shoe Co.
.v. United States, supra, 370 U.S. 23T.

i

-
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Justice consistently proposed two relevant product markets --

retail power and wholesale power -- in addition to one for
!

coordination services. On its part, Consumers just as
,

uniformly argued against a separate market for coordination'

services and that these belong in the bulk power market.260/

Both parties introduced considerable evidence, including

expert testimony, 61/ to support their respective views.
And each elaborated its position in proposed findings of

fact and conclusions of law, and bolstered them with exten-

62/sive briefs. Manifestly, neither would have followed

that course had it believed that acceptance of the Board's

definition of the matters in controversy was acquiescence

in one relevant product market limited to " coordination

services."

(ii) Thus the question of the relevant product market

or markets was not settled by the Licensing Board's order

259/ Justice's Prehearing Brief, pp. 29-31.

260/ Consumers' Prehearing Brief, pp. 98-109,

261/ See e.g. Mayben, Tr. 2538-2805; Wein, Tr. fol. 3979
and Pace, Tr. fol. 7239.

262/ See, Consumers' Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclu-
sion of Law, pp. 29-40, 85-97; Consumers' Opening
Brief Below, pp. 79-145; Justice's Opening Brief
Below, pp. 36-86 and Justice's Proposed Findings of
Fact and Conclusions of Law at pages 258-67 of its
Opening Brief Below.
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defining the relevant matters in controversy; its contrary
conclusion is simply mistaken. Of course, that the Board

below erred about the parties' agreement that coordination

services was a relevant product market does not eliminate

that market from the case. Justice and intervenors contend,

that it is a proper market; whether they are right or not
!

is a question of fact. Fortunately, the issue was the
,

subject of extensive litigation at each stage of the pro-
ceeding below With the result that a sufficient record

263/was developed to enable us to resolve the matter.

Accordingly, we undertake the required analysis.4

The four parties propose essentially three different
relevant product markets: (1) coordination services;

(2) retail firm power; and (3) wholesale bulk power.
There was no unanimity, however, about whether all three,

are appropriate or indeed exist. And among those who agree

to their existence, there is neither consensus about what

is properly includable within each nor concurrence about
.

whether some further division into submarkets is called for.
We consider each proposed market in turn.

233/ Niagara Mohawk Power Corp. (Nine Mile Point, Unit 2),
ALAB-264, 1 NRC 347, 354 (1975); Public Service Co.
of New Hampshire (Seabrook Station, Units 1 and 2)
ALAB-422, 6 NRC 33, 4I (1977) .

.

{
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b. Coordination services as a relevant market. It
:

is accepted antitrust law that product markets are not

limited to goods or commodities transactions in a tradi-

tional mercantile sense. Relevant markets and submarkets

may also be comprised of services or even " clusters of

products and services."264/ Whether " power coordination

services" (to use Justice's term) qualify as a separate

product market under those tests is a factual question,

the answer to which calls for an appreciation of the

function and nature of those services in the electric
power industry. We begin by sketching these briefly.

(i) Benefits of coordination arranaements. The

usefulness of coordination is traceable directly to the
nature of electricity and the preferences of consumers.--

For utilities that generate and distribute electric power,
both factors cauce difficult, costly problems. The Board

below observed and no one disputes that "[mlost customers

| 264/ United States v. Philadelphia National Bank, supra,
'

374 U.S. at 356 (commercial banking services); accord,
United States v. Grinnell, supra, 384 U.S. at 572
(central station alarm services); Cass Student Adv.,
Inc. v. National Ed. Adv. Service, Inc., supra, 516
F.2d at 1092 (solicitation of advertising) ; Credit
Bureau Reports, Inc. v. Retail Credit Co., 358 F.
Supp. 780, 789-90 (S.D. Tex. 1971), affirmed on the

i opinion below on this point, 476 F.2d 989 (5th Cir.
1973) (insurance reports and credit reports); United
States v. Tidewater Marine Service, Inc., 284 F. Supp.
324, 328-31 (E.D. La. 1968) (Waterborne transportation
of supplies and equipment) .

1

!

i

L !
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of electric energy need or desire firm power." 2 NRC at

36.265/ " Firm" power is essentially a utility commitment

to supply electric energy to a customer on demand for as

long as needed. One contracting for firm power (whether

at retail or wholesale) is buying not merely energy, but

assurance that (barring some extraordinary unforeseen

occurrence) the utility will make that power available

without interruption when called for.266/

It is an acknowledged fact of life in the industry

3 that the demand for firm power " fluctuates significantly

from hour to hour, day to day, and season to season."267/

Unfortunately, it is not practicable to generate electricity

in slack periods and store it for use in times of peak demand.
;

265/ Applicant's economic witness, Dr. Pace, confirmed
that "The ultimate objective (of any utility) is to
come out with something they can turn around and sell
to a customer as firm power." Tr. 7543-44. See also
Tr. 7560.

266/ EEI. Glossary, p. 63; See also Tr. 1132, 1741, 2076,
and 2573-74; FPC, 1970 Electric Power Survey, Pt. 1,
at I-24-3. Consumers' witness testified that whole-
sale power is firm power in bulk. Mosley, Tr. 8459.

| 267/ Gainesville Utilities v. Florida Power Corp., 402
U.S. 515, 517 (1971).'

|

|
1'

,

'
I

|

|
|
!

.
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Utilities in the business of distributing electric power
must therefore have access to generating facilities capable,

of satisfying firm power demands on their systems during
those relatively few peak hours. And this means they need

!

to have at hand a margin of " reserves." Reserves are, as

we noted,268/ generating capacity above and beyond that
i needed at peak times to which resort may be had when gen-

erating units are down, whether in an emergency or simply
'

for routine overhaul and maintenance. / In short,
3

the nature of the industry is such that to meet firm
a

268/ See p. 15, supra, fn. 21.4

269/ "The industry distinguishes between various types of,

' reserve' requirements. Since time is required to
start up equipment that is not operating, a certain
amount of equipment must be maintained in such a state
that it can begin generating power immediately. Ther-
industry calls these instantaneous or ' spinning'
reserves, and they must be available to meet load
variations and breakdowns of equipment as they occur.:

A utility must always maintain ' spinning' reserves
equal to the size of the largest generator currently
in service producing power, in order to protect against
a breakdown of that unit. As ' spinning' reserves are
called upon a utility must start up more equipment in
order to maintain ' spinning' reserves at an adequate
level. These reserves are called ' quick' start' or
' ready' reserves and must be available on short notice --
usually 10 minutes or less. Both spinning and quick-
start reserves are collectively referred to as 'oper-
ating' reserves, in contrast to ' installed' reserves.
Installed reserves refers to the remaining generatingcapacity of a utility, those generators that are not
ready _to be operated, or in operation. Accordingly,

t

the expense associated with ' reserve' requirements
-includes both capital expense -- building the necessary:

'

' installed' reserve generating capacity -- and operating
expense -- running the necessary ' spinning' reserves
and maintaining the readiness of 'guick-start' reserves."
2 NRC at 37-38, quoting from Gainesville, supra, 402 !;- U.S. at 518, fn. 2. Also see Mosley, Tr. 8465-67; 1Mayben, Tr.- 3879-82, 87-88. '

|
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power demand, a utility must have available considerablet

amounts of surplus generating capacity, which capacity is by
,

necessity often idle.

The amount of excess generating capacity that-

an isolated utilityEUI must maintain is directly related to
the size of the generating units in use on its system. Ai

! rough rule of thumb is that such a utility must have reserves

at least equal to its largest unit in operation to insure a

!
continual flow of power to its customers if that unit fails.

'

Large generating units produce electricity at sig-
4

nificantly lower costs than small ones. This is particularly
I

true with respect to "baseload" units, generators operated

steadily to supply the constant portion of the demand

270/ An isolated utility is one that is not interconnected
with any other utility and thus must depend entirely
on its own resources to meet its customers demands.
See Gainesville Utilities v. Florida Power and Light
Corp., suprg, 402 U.S. at 518.

271/ See the Initial Decision, 2 NRC at 36. Also see
Mayben, Tr. 2548-49, 2553-54; Mosely, Tr. 8530. The
largest unit criterion for calculating reserves is

.

only valid for small systems. As the number of gen-
' erating units increase the utility would have to carry
I more reserves to cover the possibility that two units
' may fail at once. Mayben, Tr. 2577-78. Consumers

calculates its reserves level by probabilistic methods.
| Mosley, Tr. 8272-73. Also see FPC 1970 National Power

Survey, Part II, pp. II-1-41-46. The method of calcu-,

! lating reserves will be discussed more fully in Part
VI, infra.

t

'

:
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!on a utility's system. The cost per kilowatt hour of

electricity generated by such units is inversely proportional to

272/ Generating units are classified, depending on their
function, either as baseload, intermediate or peaking.
Chayavadhanangkur, Tr. fel. 5090 at 6-8. This division
results- from the fact that customer demand for electric
power fluctuates significantly as a function of time.
In approximate terms, only 50 per cent of a utility's
daily peakload is constantly experienced; demand for

t the remaining 50 percent is intermittent. FPC, 1964
National Power Survey, Part I, pages 119-20; FPC7 IF70
National Power Survey, Part I, pages I-3-1 to 3-3. Mosley,
Tr. 8617. "Baseload" units are designed to run continu-
ously (except for maintenance) to meet that constant.

portion of the utility's load. Intermediate and peaking
units are utilized to meet the intermittent demand, with
intermediate units generally being used to meet demand
that is continuous for 12 or more hours and peaking
units being used to meet demand that is less than 12 hours
in duration. Wolfe, Tr. 1676; Mayben Tr. 2556; FPC,
1964 National Power Survey, Part I, pp. 119-20; FPC,
1970 National Power Survey, Part I, pp. 3-1 to 3; Int.
Exh. No. 1005, pp. 22-24; Chayavadhanagkur, Tr. fol.
5090 at 6-8.

Because baseload units are operated continuously,
they are designed to produce electricity as economically
as possible. Wolfe, Tr. 1676, Mayben, Tr. 2556; Keen,
Tr. 4483. Such units usually are nuclear and fossil
fueled steam generating units designed for efficient
operation.Mayben Tr. 2558. With peaking units other
considerations, such as capital cost and ease of

- startup and shutdown,are more important. Keen, Tr. 4483;
FPC, 1970 National Power Survey, Part I, p. I-8-1.
Typical peaking plants are gas turbines, conventional
and pump storage hydroelectric units, specially designed
oil or gas fired steam units and diesel fired units.

.

(Intermediate units are often former ts taload units
which have been replaced by newer, more efficient
facilities). FPC,1964 National Power Survey, Part I,
_pp. 119-129; FPC, 1970 National Power Survey, Part I,
pp. 5-8, 7-4 to 6, and 8-1 to 7, Also see D.J. Exh.
No. 236, pp. 5.2-2 to 7.

:
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the size of the unit.273/
Thus, in planning its system, a utility must balance

the economies of scale attainable with larger generating

units against the increased amount of reserve capacity that

their use necessitates.274/ Not unexpectedly,then, all

electric utilities strive to plan and to use their gener-

ating capacity as efficiently as possible. Each seeks to

reduce its need to maintain surplus capacity and each also
;

tries to meet growth on its system by building new facil-

ities that attain economies of scale without requiring

unreasonably large reserve margins. For reasons which will

become apparent, no utility system can accomplish these

things in isolation as effectively as it can in conjunction
,

!

| with others. As the Board below recognized, " coordination",

i

| " coordinating services", or " coordination arrangements" are
|

shorthand terms in the electric power industry for contractual
|

arrangements among utility companies to achieve economies

5/in their overall power supply operations.

273/ Wolfe, Tr. 1677; Mayben, Tr. 2558. Economies of scale.

in baseload geceration are attainable up to the,800 to
1300 Mw range. Mosley, Tr. 8697-98. Corresponding
economies are ordinarily not achievable in peaking units.
Wolfe, Tr. 1677; Mayben, Tr. 2557-58. ' ; wever , pump
storage hydroelectric units are one exception. Ibid.

274/ The size generating unit that any system can econom-
ically build is also related to that system's load
growth. Mr. Mosley testified that "[ilt is not uncommon,
and it's generally good economics, that you can put a
unit in a system that is not greater than two years'
anticipated load growth". Tr. 8531. Also see Id. at
8616-19; Mayben, Tr. 2649-50, 3694; Wein, Tr. fof. 3979
at 64-65.

275/ 2 NRC at 34-35; see also, FPC, 1970 National Power Survey,
Part I, at I-24-2.

m
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(11} Coordination transactions. Coordination may be !

broken down into two broad classifications: operational i

and developmental.276/ The former is essentially a con-
,

tractual arrangement among two or more utilities to exchange

surplus-power and associated energy; the contract terms

vary depending on the operating conditions of their respec-<

,

tive systems. These arrangements generally provide for a
'

host of differing types of surplus power transactions which

| serve to increase the efficiency and often the reliability

f of the respective utility's bulk power supply operations.277/
Developmental coordination,on the other hand, is understood

in the indut ' ry to embrace the joint planning and construc-

tion of new bulk power facilities, in particular new base-
,

load generating units, in an endeavor to achieve economies

of scale.278/ There is, however, no magic formula after
i

276/ Wolfe, Tr. 1599-1604; D. J. Exh. No. 167 (Edison-

Electric Institute, Principles of a Coordination Agree-
ment). Also see FPC,-1970 National Power Survey,
Part I, Ch. 17.

t

277/ Ibid.

278/ There are usually two methods by which utilities coordi-i

nate construction of new generating plants; joint
venture and staggered construction. See D. J. Exh.
No. 167, pp. 15-18; D. J. Exh. No. 234 (Edison Electric
Institute, Methods of Owning and Selling Generating

_ Capacity). In a joint venture, as its name implies,
- the utilities jointly own and finance a facility large

enough to meet the imediate power needs of all. In
staggered construction, one utility will "be elected

.or will choose to build a generating unit that is larger
than [it] immediately needs" and it "will sell the
surplus [ power in excess of its system's needs] to
(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)

- , - _, .,. ~, -,_. , . _ . ..,..~m .~m.. -m. .
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which coordination agreements are patterned. Rather, 6ach

reflects the needs, resources, and manaaerial views of the
,

particular contracting utilities.279/

Normally a key step in operational coordination is a
,

0/contract to share reserves. We need not draw up our

own hypothetical to illustrate how reserve sharing permits
,

lowered operating costs by allowing more efficient use

.
of generating capacity. Rather, we follow the lead of

j the Board below and use for this purpose the Supreme

278/ (FOOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE)
the other part[ies) until such time as [it) needs"
that unit's total power output. "It is then
implied and expected" that at a later time the buying
parties will construct plants larger than their needs
and supply a similar type cf service to the original
selling party. Mosely, Tr. 8499; also see Mayben,
Tr. 2649-50; Brush, Tr. 2137. Power transferred under
such arrangements is reffered to as " unit power", the
party being entitled to receive power only when that
unit is in operation. Accordingly, the rates for
such power are based solely on the capital and oper-

,
ating costs of the particular unit. And because the

! selling utility is under no contractual obligation
to deliver power when the unit is down, either due
to forced or scheduled outages, the buying utility
must have available alternate sources of bulk power.
See Mosley, Tr. 8505-06; Slemmer,.Tr. fol. 8838 at
20; D. J. Exh. No. 234 at 25-29. By utilizing either
joint ventures or staggered construction utilities
can build generating units with substantial economies
of scale while at the same time avoiding capital
investment in electric plant that would not otherwise,

| be needed for a considerable time into the future.

|
See fn. 274, supra.

,

279/ FPC, 1970 National Power Survey at I-17-1.
i

| 280f See 2 NRC at 66. Also see Wolfe, Tr. 1609-10.
;

- _
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Court's example in Gainesville, supra, 402 U. S. at 519,

fn. 3:

!

| Assume that four electric systems operate in,

isolation and that each has an annual peak load
i of 500 mw served by several generating. units the

largest of which is 200 mw. At a minimum each
system would have to provide 700 mw of installed

! generating capacity (500 mw to cover the annual
peak load plus 200 mw of installed reserves ecuali

to the largest unit). If we assume further that
, each system operates its 200 mw unit near capacity

i | throughout the year,. spinning reserves equal to
the output of that unit would constantly be

. required. If the four systems are to be inter-
'

connected pursuant to the Florida Operating
~

-

committee formula, total generating capacity need
,

not exceed 2300 mw (total annual peak load -- plus
operating reserves of 300 mw, i.e., 1-1/2 times
the largest generating unit). This 2300 mw
capacity requirement would be met by requiring

'

each system to maintain generating capacity equal
to 115 percent of its annual peak load. Each
system would thus have to maintain only 575 mw>

of generating capacity -- 125 mw less than would
be required if operating in isolation. The inter-
connected system as a whole would require the
constant maintenance of 200 mw of spinning reserves
and 100 mw of cuick-start reserves; each system's
pro rata share of operating reserves would amount
to only 75 mw. Thus, interconnection of the four
systems would result in substantial capital
savings by reducing installed generating capacity4

requirements and substantial operating savings by
reducing operating reserve requirements.

.

The conclusion nurno-ted. by the examnle is clear: "To the

extent that the utility may rely upon the interconnection to

' supply this deficiency [in reserve generating capacity] the ,1

utility is freed of the necessity of constructing and nain-

taining its own equipment for the purpose." Id. at 520.'

1

. _ . ___ _ __ . _..
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It is also manifest that "[sluch coordination results in

!substantial cost savings in furnishing reserves, * **"
.

, --

281/ Meeks, Concentration in the Electric Power Industry,
supra, 72 Colum. L. Rev. at 102. Professor Meeks
offers a similar example of the cost saving and
other advantages of reserve sharing. Id. at 103:

To illustrate, consider a system with ten generators
and a total capacity of 1500 megawatts, the largest
unit being 300 Mw. The system,1f operating alone,
must have spinning reserves of at least 300 Mw
to cover the largest unit should it fail. If
the 300 Mw unit and another unit should go out at the
same time, the system could not continue to serve all its
customers if it 'had on1y 300 MW spinning reserve. On the

~ ~

other hand, the probability that several units will go out
at the same time is less than one will fail. If the system
just described were to pool its spinning reserve with a
neighboring system that also had a total capacity of 1500
MW in ten units, the largest being 300 MW, the unlikeli-
hood of both 300 MW units going out at the same time might
lead the systems to decide that their reliability standard
would be sufficient if together they provided 500 MW of
spinning reserve. Thus, operating separately, each system
would have to provide at least 300 MW reserve, whereas
together they could attain the same degree of reliability
with less idle capacity. Although this is a highly sim-
plified illustration, the point to be emphasized is that
the more units involved, the less spinning reserve as a
percent of capacity will be needed to achieve the same
degree of reliability. In addition, the more generating
units that are interconnected, the creater will be the
system's transient stability -- its ability, due to the
inertial effect of the combined generators to absorb
temporary instability in some 6f its component units.
(Footnotes omitted. )

Consumers' witness agreed that interconnected operations
lower the overall costs of its bulk power supply. See,
Mosely, Tr. 8516.

I
i
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In short, under a reserve sharing agreement, the
contracting utilities " pool" their respective

reserve capacities, thereby reducing the overall level of

282/,

reserves that must be maintained for emergency purposes.,

Because each utility in the pool is thus relying partially
on the reserve capacity of the others, the parties to the,

agreement may be called upon to supply power to a pool

member that has a temporary generating deficiency because

of an unexpected outage. Their obligation to supply that
'

power, however, is not firm. These are "if and when
available" arrangements. No utility is obliged to supply

power where doing so would jeopardize " service to [its]
own customers. " 2 83/

Power transferred among utilities pursuant to such

arrangements is referred to in the industry as " emergency"
284/power. Emergency power -- like al'1 power furnished

under reserve sharing arrangements -- is not provided free of
charge. Rather, the supplying utility is paid for the

energy transfered at a rate specified in the governing
coordination contract or agreement.285/ Most common

282/ Wolfe, Tr. 1635; Mosley, Tr. 8467.

283/ Mosley, Tr. 8462; Wolfe, Tr. 155,4. Also see for
example C.P. Exh. no. 11,109 , . Service Schedule A
(Coordination agreement among Consumers Power Co. ,
the Detroit Edison Co. and Indiana & Michigan Electric
Co.).

284/ Wolfe, Tr. 1554; Also see Mayben, Tr. 2697-98.
|285/ Mosley, Tr. 8462-62A.
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(and illustrated by agreements in evidence here) is a charge

.that covers the "out-of-pocket cost" of the supplying
286/

*

utility plus 10 percent of that cost.
,

.

Reserve. sharing in emergencies is but one type of

; coordination service. There are literally thousands of

such arrangements reflecting the need (or desires) of

287/
the particular utilities concerned. Examples involved

'

! in this case include agreements to purchase and sell

" maintenance power," "short term power", " seasonal power,"

j " economy energy", " dump energy", " diversity power",
i-

"off-peak power" and " unit power." All fall under the

coordination service rubric. For purposes of this appeal we
;

'

231/ See, e.g., C,P. Exh. no. II,108, Service Schedule A,
(CoorEInation agreement among Consumers' Power Co.,
the Detroit Edison Co.and the Toledo Edison Co.).
Several of the contracts provide, at the option of

- 'the supplying utility, for return of equivalent energy
in kind to that utility. Ibid. Also several of
the contracts not only have a charge based on the out
of pocket costs of the supplying utility but also in-
clude a capacity charge. See, e.g., D.J. Exh. no. 105
Supplement B (Coordination agreement between Consumers
Power Co. and the M.C. Pool); D.J. Exh.no. 67 Supplement
D (Coordination agreement between Consumers Power Co.
and the Detroit Edison Co.) Capacity charges ane
discussed at pp. 147-54, infra.

2t2j/ "There are thousands of arrangements among systems
from'all-segments of the industry providing for'

various. degrees and methods of electrical coordination.
These variations reflect differences in load density,,

characteristics of generating resources, geography,
and climate. They are also a product of managerial
views with respect to planning, marketing, competition,
and retention of prerogatives. FPC, 1970 National

,

' Power Survey, at I-17-1.

|
i.
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need describe them only summarily in the margin below.280/

All are in essence variations on one leitmotif: the

utilities' attempt to reduce their production,

288 / Maintenance power, short term power and seasonal power
all involve the sale, over a limited time period --
be it a week, month or generating season -- of power
and energy by a utility with a temporary surplus of
generation to one with a temporary generating deficiency.
In such instances "the surplus party *** will contract
to deliver, for a given period of time, a given number
of kilowatts of power with associated energy." Mosley,
Tr. 8497-98 (Mr. Mosley referred to power exchanges of
this general nature as " supplemental" power transactions).
Maintenance power is specifically contracted for, usually
in weekly periods, to cover (as its name implies) generating
deficiencies created by scheduled maintenance outages.
Utilities often jointly plan their scheduled maintenance
outages and sometimes -- but not always -- arrange for
power received by one to be repaid in kind when the
other utility undergoes its scheduled maintenance; differ-
ences, however, in actual power and associated energy i

exchanged are compensated by cash payment. See Wolfe,
Tr. 1617-18; C.P. Exh. No. 11,109, Service Schedule B;
C.P. Exh. No. 11,108, Service Schedule B; C.P. Exh. No.
11,106, Supplement M (Coordination Agreement between
Consumers Power Co., The Detroit Edison Co. and the
Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario); D.J. Exh.
No. 105, Supplement C. "Short term" power and " seasonal !
power" may be contracted to cover temporary generating |
deficiencies due to any cause, be it unexpectedly high <

customer demand, delay in bringing a new generating plant
on line or an extended emergency and corresponding
maintenance needs. See Mosley, Tr. 8497; Wolfe, Tr.2062;

.

C.P. Exh. No. 11,106 Article V, Sections 2 and 3, C.P.
Exh. No. 11,112, Article 4 Section 2 and Service Schedule
B ,1 (Coordination agreement between Consumers Power Co.
and the City of Lansing). These are usually cash transactions.
See e.g., C.P. Exh. No. 11,109 Service Schedule D; D.J.
Exh. No. 105 Supplement A. The rates for short term and

(Footnote continued on'next page).
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costs by either purchasing or selling " surplus" power. or,

to put it more accurately, power from the surplus generating,

288/ (FOOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE)
seasonal power both consist of a capacity charge and
an energy charge. Ibid. Also see resley, Tr. 8498.
The difference between the two is explained at pages
147-48, infra.

Economy energy transactions differ from those described
above. They are not used to cover a temporary genera-' ting deficiency but are a means by which coordinating
parties arrange to use their most efficient generating
units. In such a transaction, a utility generating
electricity with a unit whose operating costs arei

'

higher than one its neighbor temporarily has'in re-
serve, will shut down the costly unit and receive.

power from its neighbor's economical unit. The
receiving utility pays the supplier's operating costs
plus half the difference of the operating costs of
the two units, thus splitting the savings 50-50 between
them. Economy energy, too, is supplied only on an
"if available" basis and "the supplying utility can
retract the service on an instant's notice." Mosley,
Tr. 8495-97; Wolfe, Tr. 1590-92. See e.g., C.P. Exh.No. 11,108 Service Schedule C; C.P. Exb. No. 11,106
Supplement E; D.J. Exh. No. 67, Supplement E.

" Diversity power," " dump energy" and "off-peak power"
are surplus power transactions with particular charac-
teristics. Diversity power is exchanged between'
utilities whose peak loads do not coincide. For
example, a utility with a winter peak load may during
that season obtain power and associated energy from
a utility with a summer peak load; vice-versa in
the summer. Differences in actual power
(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)

.
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289/
capacity inherent in the industry. This brings us directly

(Footnote continued from previous page), ,

1

288/ and energy exchanged are compensated in cash. See'

Slemmer, Tr. fol. 8838 at 16-17; C.P. Exh. No. 11,106,

Supplement D; D.J. Exh No. 76 Service Schedule C (Area
Coordination Agreement Among Consumers Power Co., The

" ''
Detroit Edison Co. , Commonwealth Edison Co. , Northern
Indiana Public Service Co., The Toledo Edison Co. and
Indiana & Michigan Electric Co.); D.J. Exh. No. 167,
p.ll. " Dump energy" refers to surplus hydroelectric
energy that must be produced because of the generating
characteristic cf the facility; it is priced below the
operating costs of other generating facilities. Mayben,

j

Tr. 2702-03; D.J. Exh. No. 167, p. 11. See D.J. Exh.
No. 80, section 11 (contract for electric service between
Consumers Power Co. and the Edison Sault Electric Co.).
"Off-peak" power is, obviously, power and associated
energy sold in non-peak hours, e.g. 10:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.
See C.P Exh. No. 11,109, Service Schedule E.

We have already described how unit power transactions
are utilized by utilities who agree to stagger the
construction of their new generating facilities. 9ee fn. 278

;

; supra (The original Michigan Pool agreement, D.J. Exh.

7L provided in essence for unit power transactions'

No.
in conjunction with_a program of staggered construction.
Mosley, Tr. 849N In addition, however, unit power trans-
actions may occur outside a staggered construction program.
See Mosley, 8505-06. An example of this in the record is
Consumers' sale to Commonwealth Edison of a portion of its
share of the Ludington pumped storage plant (a joint ,

venture between Detroit Edison and Consumers ). The sales J
agreement which is 15 years in duration, provides that.

during the first 10 years Commonwealth Edison is to purchase
one-third of Consumers' share; during the last five years
of the agreement Commonwealth will buy one-sixth of Consumers'
share.. C.P. Exh. No. 11,118 (Agreement for sale of portion
of generating capability of Ludington Pumped Storage Plant
by consumers Power Company to Commonwealth Edison Company).
Also see Mosley, Tr. 8506-07.

289 Certain aspects of coordination obviously serve to--

increase system " reliability," and these transactions are
,

entered into'for that~ purpose also. But it remains the I

case that an isolated system may be just as " reliable"
as an interconnected one; however, "the cost would be
. astronomical." Meeks, aupra, 72 Colum.L. Rev. at 102,

j

|
|

L
'
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to the question we must answer: whether these purchases and

sales of surplus electric power and energy -- transactions
in coordination services -- comprise a relevant market or-

submarket for antitruct purpcses.

(iii) Market analysis. Consumers Power Company,

denies the existence of a discrete product market for
290/electric power provided under coordination arrangements.

It considers that power simply one part of an overall
4

market for bulk power. The company's position rests on a

line of cases beginning with the Supreme Court's duPont-,

291/
Cellophane decision. It reads those cases to lay down

the rule that products which have " reasonable interchange-
'

ability" are part of the same relevant product market for
antitrust purposes. The company asserts that small utilities
within its general service area can satisfy their bulk
pct;er needs three ways: (1) resort to self-generation;
(2) wholesale power purchases from Consumers (or others);

or (3) power available under coordination arrangements.

The particular source (cr scurces) to which any individual

utility will turn for its bulk power - .according to Consumers
-- depends simply on the relative cost of power from the
source available. This analysis inplies that these three

- 290/ See Consumers' Appeal Brief, pp. 154 et seg.
291/ United States v. E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co., 351U.S. 377 (1956).

!

!
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sources of electric power are functionally interchangeable
and therefore in one and the same relevant product market

; under the duPont rationale, a conclusion Consumers urges
92/upon us.

;

Justice takes issue with Consumers on this point.s

The Department sees coordination services and wholesale

power as forming quite separate markets. The wholesale

power market, it asserts, is one "in which producers of
I

firm electric power sell [ firm] power in bulk * * * to
electric distribution systems." Coordination power and

associated services are, in Justice's view, but " factors

of production or inputs" in producing firm bulk power. 9/
Because they are thus only an element of firm bulk power,
they are not " reasonably interchangeable" with it and

accordingly are not in its product market under the duPont

test, which requires " price, use and qualities" to be con-
sidered when characterizing the market.294/

292/ Consumers' Appeal Brief, p. 164.

293/ Justice's Opening Brief on Apoeal, p. 43; also see
Justice's Opening Brief Below, p. 63.

294/ United States v. E. I. du Pont, supra, 351 U.S. at 404.
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In support of its position, Justice relies principally
9

on the testimony Dr. Harold H. Wein, its economic
295 /

expert and a university business school professor.

Dr. Wein testified that, in addition to retail and whole-

sale markets for firm electric powen there is a third

separate relevant market, a

bulk power exchange market between [ generation
and transmission) utilities sometimes called the
regional power exchange market. The " Michigan
Pool" consisting of Consumers Power (CPCO) and;

Detroit Edison (DE) is an instance of this market.
This pool is also connected with a larger
grouping including large private utilities in
Indiana, Illinois, and Ohio, and also Ontario-
Hydro in Canada via connections of CPCO and DE.

295/ Dr. Wein is a professor at the Graduate School of Business
Administration at Michigan State University, a position
he has held since 1959. From 1961 throuch 1963 he was
on leave while serving as Chief Economist and Head of
the Office of Economics of the Federal Power Commission,
Thereafter, with the aid of Mr. Aymond, Chairman of
the Board of Consumers, and others he established the
Institute of Public Utilities at Michigan State Univer-
sity in 1965. Before becoming a professor at Michigan
he was Associate Professor of Economics and Industrial
Administration at the Carnegie Institute of Technology,
a consulting economist for industry, principal econo-
mist of the antitrust division of the Justice Depart-
ment (where he also served as special advisor to the
Attorney General on antitrust problems'inLthe steel
industry) , principal. economist in the Of fice of Price
Administration, a senior statistician with the Army
Air Forces, a principal economist in the War Production
Board and a junior economist in the U.S. Commerce
Department. He holds a masters degree in economics

|
from Columbia University and a Ph.D. in economics
from the University of Pittsburgh. Tr. fol. 3979 at 1-7.

|

|
i
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!

Various kinds of purchases and exchanges of
bulk power occur in this market such as short
term firm power exchanges, emergency and

; scheduled maintenance exchanges resulting from
i outages of particular units, seasonal exchanges,
!

.}
economy energy and energy from shared pool units
under the earlier Michigan Pool Agreement [O.J.

; Exh. No. 71] and wheeling services 296/

After describing Consumers' coordination transactions

within this market and in particular its contractual

relationships with the Detroit Edison Company in the Michigan
Pool, Dr. Wein explained that (Tr. fol. 3979 at 61) :,

A " pool" is, thus, a market because energy flows
to and from the members are in fact paid for
according to predetermined agreement between the
members. It is the market which I have previously
referred to as the bulk energy exchange market,
or the regional power exchange market. Thisharket" is a very special market; it is not entered
to sell electric power to the other members for
the purposes of making a profit thereon, but
rather for the purposes of reducing the costs
of generation for each pool participant in order
thereby to effectively compete in final electric
power markets. It is a method of enabling each
company to optimally combine the factors of pro-
duction, which without this " market" would result
in higher costs of operation and higher capacity
Costs.

296/ Tr. fol. 3979 at 54-55.
297/ Id. at 57-60. A " pool" agreement is a comprehensive

coordination arrangement between two or more utilities,
usually encompassing both' operational and developmental
coordination, whereby the utilities essentially planand operate their system as one. Id. at 60.

_ - , , - - -- -
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Consumers rebuts Dr. Wein's position with the argument,
298/

succinctly presented by its_own economic expert, Dr. Pace,

that

The Department's attempt to differentiate
- between firm or wholesale power and nonfirm

or coordinating power ignores the substitut-
ability that actually exists in the market.
By definition, firm power results from the
electrical interconnection of a series of
nonfirm sources of power. The mutual emergency
support available from an interconnection with'

an adjacent system, for example, is identical
in function to the emergency backup provided
by the installation of a new gas turbine gen-
erating unit on one's own system and, to be
acceptable, the terms of any interconnection
arrangement must be competitive with the cost
of installing additional generation. Similarly,

, firm wholesale purchases are substitutable and
therefore must be competitive with the power
that could be obtained from the combination
of several nonfirm sources.299/

For the reasons which follow we find the Department's

position the one soundly based. We therefore conclude, as

Justice would have us do, that electric power supplied
.

211/ Dr. Pace is an economist and vice president of National
Economic Research Associates, Incorporated (NERA), con-
sulting economists. He joined NERA in 1970 after earning
in that year a Ph.D. in economics (specializing in the
areas of industrial organization and public utility
economics) from the University of Michigan. Since join-
ing NERA, Dr. Pace has directed or assisted in projects
dealing with competition and regulation in the electric
utility industry. Tr. fol. 7239 at 1-2.

299/ Tr. fol. 7239 at 33._

-
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I
'

rnder coordination acreements is distinct from firm bulk
:

(i.e., wholesale) power and comprises a discrete product
300/

narket of its own.
s

-|

300 / The staff pressed but one relevant product market on
the Ecard below, that for '' bulk power services" con-t

'

sisting of .(but not necessarily limited to) :

1. bulk power or energy at wholesale for resale;
2. bulk power or energy for coordination of

expansion of generating capacity; .

3. coordinated planning;
4. coordinated operations;
5. interconnection and coordination of reserve

capacity levels; and
6. transmission services including " wheeling".

The staff argues that it is appropriate to group these
various transactions in one narket because each "has
one, and only one function, i.e., to produce firm power"
Staff's Proposed Findings and Conclutient, pp. 32-33

Except for its inclusien of bulk power sold at whole-
sale, the staff's proposed market is essentially
identical to the " coordination services" market urged
by Justice. However, as we explain in the following
pages, wholesale pcwer and power obtained under'coordi-
nation arrangements do not fall within the same product
market. Accordingly, we reject the staff's proposed
bulk power service market. Our main point of 6isa-
greement is that the raison d'etre for wholesale
power transactions is not, as the staff suggests, "to
produce firm rower", wholesale power is firm power

)in bulk. See fn.266, supra.

o

|
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_(a), Functional differences. We have no quarrel with

'

the' relevant product market tests that Consumers would have

us apply. DuPont, supra, is, as the company says, the lead-

ing Supreme Court decision in the area. It holds in essence

that after due consideration has been given to their " price,

use and qualities", products belong in the same market where

they have " reasonable interchangeability." 351 U.S. at

404. Put another way by the Court, the " [dl etermination
,

of the competitive market for commodities depends on how

different from one another are the offered commodities in

character or use (and] how far buyers will go to substitute

one commodity for another." Id. at 393. Our difficulty

with Consumers' position centers not on the test but in

its application.

No one disputes that electricity is fungible; a

user cannot distinguish between electricity generated by,

a nuclear power plant and that generated by a facility whicl-

burns a fossil fuel. Nor does any party assert that the

recipient of power delivered in bulk can tell by its physical

characteristics whether it has been furnished under a

coordination arrangement or a wholesale power contract. What

distinguishes the latter two are 'the terms under which

|
.

|

L_
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power is supplied. This is the consideration that is
!significane for relevant market purposes.

The product marketed by electric utilities to their

. l wholesale (and for that matter to their retail) customers
'

is " firm power". As Dr. Pace, Consumers' principal econo-

mic expert, expressed:it: "the product really being |

demanded by the electric utilit[ies] is firm power to turn

around anc~. sell to [their] customers". Tr. 7543. We,

observed earlier that " firm power" has a specific meaning
in the industry. It refers to a dependable, uninterruptible,

long-term supply of electric power; " wholesale power" is
302/

firm power in bulk. And Consumers' vice-president

for electric planning, Mr. Mosley, testified that a commit-
,

ment to supply wholesale power " involves an obligation and

responsibility to provide uninterrupted service to the extent

that it is practicable, just as * * * to any retail customer."

301/ We note in passing that identity in physical character-
istics does not preclude products from being in differ-
ent antitrust markets depending on their price and use.
See, e.g., Bergjans Farm Dairy Co. v. Sanitary Milk
Producers, 241 F. Supp. 476, 478-79 (E.D. Mo. 1965),
affirmed, 368 F.2d 679 (8th Cir. 1966) (raw milk for
retail fluid purposes forms one market; the same
milk wholesaled for ranufacture into cheese or otherdairy products forms another) .

302/ See p. 85 supra.

.

.
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Tr. 3452, 8459.. A. supplier of wholesale: power consequently
'

plans and operates its system to insure that a continuous
303/

flow of firm power in bulk is available to the buyer.

For this reason a uti]ity serving retail customers may rely

entirely.and' confidently on purchases of wholesale power

for its needs.

Electric power: furnished under coordination agreements,
i i
'

levever, is supplied under conditions such that a utility

may not rely on it exclusively -- or even in large measure,

-- to satisfy the power demands of its customerr. This is

inherent in the nature of coordination agreements. These

generally oblige the supplying utility to deliver power if

it has power surplus to its own needs but impose no duty on

the supplier to insure the. availability of such a surplus.

For example, both emergency power and economy power (types

of coordination services) are supplied solely on an "if and

when available" basis; to the extent either is available
.

303/ See Paul, Tr.' 7940-41; Aymond, Tr. 6065; Brush,
Tr. 2076.

304/ As we pointed out.in Part IV, nine of-the small
utilities within the relevant geographic market
rely entirely on-purchases of wholesale power to
meet the sum power demands of their retail cus-
tomers. See p. 92 and fn. 193 supra.

.

____m._ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___._. _ _ _ ___ _ _
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.

a purchaser may have them -- but there is no guarantee that

either will be available at any specific time.305/ Short

term power, maintenance power and seasonal power -- also

under the coordination services rubric -- are contracted
,

'

for on a relatively short-run basis. The selling utility

will agree to make such power available only where, in its

own judgment, it believes it will have surplus capacity

temporarily available on its system and usually reserves

the right to terminate the service where unforeseen events

06/eliminate that surplus capacity. Mr. Mosley confirmed

305/ See p. 125 and fn. 288, supra.

306/ See, e.g., C.P. Exh. No. 11,108, Service Schedule D;
C.P. Exh. No. 11,112 Article IV, Sections 2 and 3;
D.J. Exh. No. 105, Supplements A & C. Also see Mosley,
Tr. 8497-98.

Short term power is on occasion referred to as _.. ort
"

term firm power". See, e.g., Mayben, Tr. 2698, Wein
Tr. fol. 3979 at 55. It is firm power in the sense
that a utility will not enter a contract to deliver
short term power unless it has at the outset the nec-
essary surplus capacity beyond its system's needs to
provide power on a continual basis during the contract
period. See Mosley, Tr. 8497. It thus differs from
emergency power and economy energy transactions; under
these the supplying utility makee no such commitment
and accordingly can essentially stop service on an
instant's notice.
(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)

*
- . . -
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this important distinction. He agreed that coordination

arrang'ements did not obligate utilities to supply power

306/ (FOOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE)*

'
Most coordination contracts, however, allow the supply-
ing utility to limit delivery of short term power even
after it has been contracted for, where conditions not
reasonably foreseeable (such as an emergency), arise
which would make it " burdensome" for the supplying
utility to continue delivery. C.P. Exh. No. 11,108,
Service Schedule D: C.P. Exh. No. 11,109, Service
Schedule D; C.P. Exh. No. 11,106, Article V, Section 3;
C.P. Exh. No. 11,112, Article IV, Sections 2 and 3; ,

D.J. Exh. No. 105, Supplements B and C; C.P. Exh. No. '

3

12,024, Supplements B and C. Thus short term power is
contracted on a more limited and less reliable basis
than wholesale power.

Seasonal power, as its name suggests, is contracted for
a winter or summer generating season. Among the coordi-
nation agreements in evidence, seasonal power transactions
are included only in those which impose a reserve respon-
sibility for one or more of the parties. See pp. 358-62,
infra.

These agreements provide that if a utility does not
have generating capacity, or other sources of power
sufficient to meet its reserve responsibility for the
forthcoming season, that utility must either obtain
power from outside sources or buy seasonal capacity, if
available from the other party to the coordination agree-
ment.

The supplier party then undertakes the responsibility
for that generating season to deliver the power con-
tracted for when called upon by the temporarily defi-
cient party. D.J. Exh. No. 105, Sections 2 and 3; C.P.
Exh. No. 12,024; D.J.Exh. No. 67, Article III, Section 2;
D.J. Exh. No.-104A, Article 8, Service Schedule A. Thus,
seasonal power transactions are in essence a means by
which the contracting parties buy and sell reserve
capacity on a seasonal basis, dividing the capacity
costs for the group's reserves according to the reserve
responsibility of each. Short term power transactions

.'

are used in these agreements to divide capacity costs
on a weekly basis. See, e.g., D.J. Exh. No. 67, Article
III, Section 3; D.J. Exh. No. 105, Supplement C; C.P.
Exh. No. 12,024.
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307/
on a' sustained basis.

,

'
The point we are' driving at is this. An obligation

i

to supply power under coordination arrangements is of a
i
'

substantially lesser magnitude than an undertaking to supply
-

wholesale power. The latter is a firm commitment upon

which the purchaser can rely to meet the demands of its
,

customers; the former is no more than one factor of pro-

duction in the makeup of firm power (p. 161, infra),
i

but is by no means the functional equivalent of that power.

,

307/ Mr. Mosley testified (Tr. 8461) that in operational
coordination arrangements "there are three major kinds
of power transfers * * * mutual emergency support,
economy energy, and supplemental power." The amount

. of emergency power that a party tc a coordination
2

contract will deliver when requested capends on what
" [it] can make available at the time without
jeopardizing the service to Ets] cnni customers."
Tr. 8462. He also stated that (Tr. 8496) " [ Economy
energy) is not a firm transaction. The arrangements
involve a privilege that the supplying party can
retract on an instant's notice." With respect to
" supplemental pouer" transactions [e.g.,.short term power,
maintenance power and seasonal power], he explained
that (Tr. 8497-98) "one party may find himself in a
generally surplus condition for some period of time.
That usually will be for a week, or a month or a few
months, and another party, . an interconnected party
is temporarily deficient, possibly for such causes as
new generation being delayed or by an extensive main-
tenance program.. And the surplus party then will
contract to deliver for.a given period of time, a
given number of kilowatts of power with associated
energy."

:

I

,

!
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There is no serious dispute about the fact that a

utility without any generating capacity of its own -- the

situation of nine of the smaller utilities in this case --
cannot rely on coordination power to meet its customers'

firm power demands. Indeed, with commendable candor

Consumers' witness Dr. Pace, on cross-examination by

counsel for the Department of Justice, acknowledged "there

would be no point" for such a utility to contract for coor-
308/dination power and associated services. That utility,

until it acquires its own generating facilities, has no
choice but to satisfy its bulk power requirements by pur-
chasing' wholesale power. Coordination power services are

not useful to it and for its purposes are not functionally
interchangeable with wholesale power. In short, given

the nature of coordination power, such buyers literally
cannot substitute coordination power for wholesale power as

a long term source of firm electric power. Consumers does

308/ (Tr. 7547):
'

O. [By Justice's counsel] *** Now if I'm full-.

requirements distribution system would I be!

! interested in purchasing economy energy or
i emergency power?

A. [By Dr. Pace). Well, you're getting that through!

the wholesale purchase.

Q. No sir. Would I go around looking for a contract
for the supply of emergency power or economy
energy?

A. There would be no point.<

| 309/. Mayben, Tr. 2679, 2697-98. Also see Pace, Tr. 7544, 7547.

!

_-
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310/
not dispute the noirt.-~~

;

j Of course a utility with some generating capacity

of its own can make use of coordination arrangements.'

I

j This is because, as we describe shortly, power delivered

' under coordination arrangements is -- or can be used as --

an element in producing firm power. But it does not follow
i

; even in this situation that coordination power and wholesale

i
power are " reasonably interchangeable" in the sense that'

the term was used by the Court in duPont. The reason why not
1

| is cost.

Manifestly a long-term source of firm bulk power --

i.e., wholesale power -- is physically substitutable for a

relatively short term,_interruptable supply of bulk power --

i.e. coordination power. From purely a functional standpoint,

a utility could cover outages with a reserve of wholesale

power in lieu of emergency power or some other suitable

form of coordination arrangement. But while one could

conceivably carry coal in Cadillacs, prudent businessmen
,

31v "Of course, a system cannot rely upon coordination
--

power exchanges independent of self-generation and/or
wholesale [ power] for the purpose of providing firm

__

power to retail customers -- the ultimate product in
this industry." Consumers' Appeal Brief, p. 162, fn. 233.

.

I
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~normally'.do not do so. To be in the same market, products

must-not only be functionally interchangeable, they must
!be reasonably so. And case law (and common sense)

,

teaches that the relative cost of the different products

plays is a key-factor in determining that reasonableness.

United States v. duPont, supra; also see Brown Shoe Company

v. United States, supra, 320 U.S. at 325.312/ -We therefore

examine what the record shows about the costs of wholesale
versus coordination power.

-(b) Price differentials. We have already described the

differing terms on which wholesale power and coordination
power are contracted. Because these differences have direct

effect on their respective prices, we rehearsa them briefly
here.

.

311/ Both Justice and Consumers cite United States v.
Charles Pfizer & Co., 246 F. Supp. 464 (E.D. N.Y. 1965)
as a leading case. There the court pointed out that
two questions must be answered in determining whether,
under the duPont test, two products are competing in
the same market: first, whether the two are function-
ally interchangeable -- i.e., "whether they can be
used for the same purpose" and, if so, whether they
are reasonably interchangeable -- i.e., the "willing-
ness or readiness (of purchasers] to substitute one
for the other".- 246 F. Supp. at 468.

312/.Even if there is some overlap, products with signif-
icant1 economic disparities belong in distinct sub-

~

markets. . United States v. Tidewater Marine Services,
Inc., 284 F. Supp. at 330 (crew boats capable of carrying
relatively small amounts of cargo form a different
submarket than utility boats which can carry personnel,-
but are capable of transporting hundreds of times the
amount of cargo). -Also see United States v. Grinnell,
supra, 384 U.S. at 574.
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In a wholesale arrangement the selling utility under-

takes a contractual obligation, normally for a period of
4

3 to 5 years,313/ to meet some or all of the firm bulk;

$ power requirements of its' wholesale customer and the seller

must plan and operate its bulk power system accordingly.314/.

;

!

The seller thus must not only allocate a sufficient amount

of its baseload, intermediate and peaking generating

capacity to meet its wholesale customer's fluctuating power

demands but, as described, must also have sufficient reserve

capacity on hand to cover forced or scheduled outages of

313/ Mr. Paul who, among other duties, is Consumers' General
Supervisor for wholesale sales (Tr. 7805-06) testified
that the majority of Consumers' wholesale contracts
run for an initial time period of three to five years.
Tr. 7948. See, e . g'. , C. P. Exh. No. 11,309, section
10 (contract for electric service between Consumers
Power Co. and the City of Charlevo.ix dated 1973) ;
C. P. Exh. No. 11,310, Section 11 (contract for
electric service between Consumer & Power Co. and the
City of Coldwater dated 1972). (Mr. Paul testified
that these two contarcts are representative of Con-
sumers' wholesale agreements. Tr. 7939.) After the
initial term expires the agreements are automatically
renewed.on a yearly basis unless either party gives

,

written notice to the other, normally 24 months prior
to the date it desires termination of the contract.
See C. P. Exh. No. 11,310, section ll; C. P. Exh.
No. 11,309, section 10.

314/ Consumers' wholesale contracts specify the amount of
power contracted for delivery. This is referred to
as a " capacity reservation". Paul, Tr. 7940. See,
e.g., C. P. Exh. No. 11,309, section 1. The company
plans its system on the basis of this capacity reserva-
tion (Paul,Tr. 7940-41), but it will permit an increase
in the capacity reservation if it has the power avail-
able. See e.g., C. P. Exh. No. 11,309, section 1.

I
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these plants. In short, as alluded to by Dr. Pace, a

purchaser of wholesale power is buying a " package of

services", of which coordination power is but a segment.315/

In a coordination agreement, on the other hand, the

utilities are not contracting to buy and sell power on a,

long-term, firm basis. Rather it is an arrangement whereby

the parties agree to buy (or to sell) energy from surplus
generating capacity on terms designed to reduce the overall
cost of production to both of them. The seller's production

.

cost is reduced by its ability to make use of (and charge

for) some of its surplus generating capacity; the buyer's
by satisfying part of its power needs at surplus prices.
In these arrangements there is obviously no duty on the

seller to insure continual availability of surplus power.

These differences between the terms under which coordi-
nation power and wholesale power are marketed are reflected

in the prices charged for each product. Wholesale power

rates are generally based upon the supplying utility's

system wide average costs, each wholesale buyer paying a

share of the selling utility's total cost of production

315/ Pace, Tr. 7543, 7547 (see fn. 308, supra).

_-- =_ -- _
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and, accordingly, all the capital and operating costs
associated with the selling utility's bulk power facilities
(generation and transmission) are included in the wholesale

rate calculation.316/ Coordination power rates, on the

other hand, tend to reflect in large measure the supplying
utility's out-of-pocket or incremental costs.317/

Typical of the industry, Consumers' wholesale rates
:,

i are comprised of two components: A " capacity" or " demand"

charge based on the maximum power demand (i.e., kilowatts)
i

that the buying utility places on Consumers' system, and
an " energy" charge based on the actual amount of electric
energy (i.e., kilowatt-hours) delivered.318/ The energy

'

charge is designed to recover actual production costs,
e.g., fuel, labor and maintenance. It is calculated on

the number of kilowatt hours of energy that Consumers !4

l

316/ See Jefferson, Tr. 8287-95. Mr. Jefferson is Consumers'Executive Director of Rates, Research and Data Control
Cr. 8274). The departments under his direction are generally
responsible for formulating Consumers' wholesale and !

,

retail electric rates, Tr. 8275, but not the rates
used in coordination agreements. Tr. 8333-34.

317/ See p. 150, infra. Also see Brush, Tr. 2086.

318/ C. P. Exh. No. 11,003 (Consumers ' wholesale rate
schedule which became effective June 7, 1973, Jeffer-
son, Tr. 8430). Also see Jefferson, Tr. 8311 and
Wolfe, Tr. 1755-56. Consumers files with the Federal
Power Commission a wholesale rate generally applicable

|to its wholesale customers. Jefferson, Tr. 8310-11.
!

|
|

I
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|
t

delivers to the buying utility.319/ The capacity charge-

serves another purpose. It is designed.to recover that

portion of Consumers' capital investment in electric plant

necessary to supply the buyer's power needs. Because

Consumers must have generating capacity to meet the buyer's

demands at all times, Consumers bases the monthly capacity

|
charge on the maximum power. demand (called the " billing

-
,

demand"320/) that the buying utility places on Consumers''
.

f system in that month. There is one important exception,
| I

however,.known in-the industry as the " ratchet clause."

Under the ratchet clause, "a customer's billing demand [for

any particular month] can never be less than 60 percent

of the highest billing demand wh,ich [it] created in the

previous [ eleven] months."321/ The -ratchet clause has a

| purpose; it serves to insure that the wholesale customer
i

pays some portion of Consumers' continuing investment costs

in the electric plant that the company must maintain to

serve the_ purchaser's intermittent power needs on a firm
,

319/ See'C. P. Exh. No. 11,003.

320/ The billing demand is the "30-minute period of maximum
use in the billing month". C.P. Exh. No. 11,003.

321/ Jefferson, Tr. 8309-12.

!

|

|

|.

!
!
,
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22/power basis. (Apparently similar in purpose is the

" minimum charge" provision included in Consumers' whole-

sale contracts 3 23/. ) For a wholesale customer obtaining
i

i all its bulk power needs from Consumers, the ratchet clause
t

is normally of little practical consecuence. Such a

system's power demand in any given month will most likely
,

exceed 60 percent of its highest demand for the preceding

i eleven.324/ The situation is likely to be otherwise, how-

ever, where less than all bulk power needs are purchased.325/

322/ Ibid. Ratchet clauses, though common in the industry,
are not universal. Id. at 8407.

323/ See C. P. Exh. No. 11,310, section 6 (A minimum
monthly charge of $10,000) ; D. J. Exh. No. 64,
section 6 (contract for electric service between
Consumers Power Co. and Northern Michigan Electric
Cooperative, dated 1967; minimum monthly charge of
$5,000). The capacity reservation (see fn. 314,
supra) in both contracts was 10 MW.

In Consumers wholesale rate schedule filed with the
FPC which took effect in June 1973, C. P. Exh. No.
11,003, Consumers' PP-1 rate (the wholesale rate
offered to utilities which buy only part of their
firm bulk power requirements from Consumers) sets
out a standard formula for calculating the minimum
charge for partial requirements customers. This
charge is computed by applying the capacity charge
to the capacity reservation in effect. Thus if a
utility contracted for 10 MW of power from Consumers,
it would,_using the 1973 rates, pay at least $26,140
per month.

324/ Chayavadhanangkur, Tr. 5212-13.
325/ It is possible for a utility to purchase wholesale

power and coordination power simultaneously, the
former in lieu of self-generation to meet a portion
of its firm power requirement, the latter to supple-
ment its own generation by which it meets the rest of
its firm power demands. This possibility is explored ;
below, pp. 345-50.

l

,_-
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-Charges under coordination arrangements vary depend-

ing-on the particular coordination contract and the type

of transaction. involved. Some power exchanges are normally

compensated for solely on the basis of an energy charge.
;

,

] Examples of such exchanges are economy energy (see fn. 288,

supra), dump energy (ibid.) and emergency power. (As indi-

cated earlier, the charge for emergency power is often

based on the supplying utility's out-of-pocket cost plus

10_ percent. See pp. 125-26, supra, and fn. 286.) Other
'

i

coordination arrangements, maintenance power, short term

power and seasonal power, for example, usually carry both

a capacity charge and an energy charge.326/ Because these

transactions are short term, however, a utility may contract

for generating capacity for the specific period in which

it expects to be deficient, be it a week, a month or a

generating season, thus avoiding the ratcheting effect of

capacity charge for succeeding periods. See fns. 306 and

307, supra. Again, the energy charges for these transactions

are most often calculated as cost plus 10 percent of the

27/supplying utility's out-of-pocket costs.

326/ Mosley, Tr. 8498. Also see fn. 288, supra. Unit
power is also comprised of a capacity charge and an
energy charge both of which are based on the cost of
the particular unit. See fn. 278, suora.

327/ See e.g., C. P. Exh. No. 11,108, Schedule D; C. P.
Exh. No. 11,109, Schedule D; D. J. Exh. No. 105,
Supplements A & C.

.
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The cost difference between wholesale and coordination

power stems principally from the wholesale " capacity charge"
i

and the " ratchet clause" associated with it. Coordination'

i

agreements have either no capacity charge or one limited

to the period when the excess capacity is actually needed.

Not so under wholesale power agreements. Consumers' wholesale

rate schedules, for example, include capacity charges based;

-l
'

on the largest demand during a given month and 60% of thati

charge for the next eleven months. That capacity charge

must be paid each month if no wholesale power were supplied
,

by Consumers during those succeeding months. This " ratchet

clause" imposes an enormous cost on a buyer who'needs, let

us say, only 10 Mw of power for a limited time to cover an

emergency outage and is restricted to using wholesale power
for this purpose.

To illustrate thirt, assume for the moment that a
4

utility's reserve capacity is 10 Mw shy of that needed to~

!

cover the loss of its largest generating unit, that the,

unit is down for a week, and that the utility is so

interconnected that it may either (a) rely on a reserve

sharing agreement with some other utility or (b) purchase
wholesale powerLfrom Consumers. Whether it takes option

(a) or (b), the cost of the. energy delivered to it --
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the energy charge -- would be roughly the same.328/ With
.

regard to the capacity charge, however, the picture changes

dramatically. Under the reserve sharing arrangement

(option (a)), the utility would incur a capacity charge at

29/a rate-of $5,000 per week for one week, or $5,000.

328/ Under Consumers' wholesale rate schedule (PP-1 rate)
the energy' charge would be $12,600 if the 10 MN of
power were utilized for the entire week. C.P. Exh.
No. 11,003. Under most coordination arrangements the
energy charge would be 110 percent of the supplying
utility's out-of-pocket costs. Using the coordination;

agreement between Consumers and the MC pool (which has
a minimum energy charge), the cost of energy would be
at least-$13,440.

329/ Strictly speaking, most of the coordination agreements
in evidence limit the supplying utility's obligation;

: to provide emergency power to 48 hours, and for this
. period impose no capacity charge. Thus, under most of
the' coordination agreements in evidence, the utility
would pay no capacity charge whatsoever if it were able
to repair generation and thus quit drawing emergency

j power within 48 hours. It would pay-only an energy

|
charge for the energy actually delivered.

Under these coordination arrangements, if the emergency
continues beyond 48 hours the utility with the emergency
may contract for short term power (or its equivalent)

i assuming the supplying utility has excess power avail-
able. Normally this power is contracted for on a weekly
period, and involves a weekly capacity charge. See
C. P. .Exh. No..ll,112, Article IV, sections 1 and 2 and
Service Schedule B-1; D. J. Exh. No. 105, Supplement B ;
C._-P. Exh. No. 11,109, Service Schedule A; C. P. Exh.
-No. 11,108, Service Schedule A; C.P. Exh. No. 11,106,
Article V, Sections 2 and 3. Also see Wolfe, Tr. 2062;
Gutmann, Tr. 4702-03.

In general terms the actual capacity charge per kwh
per unit of time provided for in the coordination agree-
.ments.in evidence appears to be roughly 15 to 25 percent
less than that in Consumers' wholesale rates. Compare
D..J. Exh. No. 105 Supplements A, B & C; C. P. Exh.
No. 11,112 Service Schedules B & C, and C. P. Exh. No.
12,024 with C. P. Exh. No. 11,003 (PP-1 rates) . Also
compare'C. P. Exh. No. 11,106, Supplement S; C. P. Exh.
No.-11,108, Service Schedule D; C. P. Exh. No. 11,109,
' Service Schedule D, and D. J.'Exh. No. 76, Service
-Schedule.D with D. J.'Exh. No. 64, section 6.
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But under option (b), the wholesale contract with Consumers,

the buyer would have to pay a capacity charge for a full

month figured on the highest power demanded, some $26,140.330/'

.

Additionally, even if the receiving utility never demanded

I
- another kw under the wholesale power agreement with Con-

sumers, the ratchet clause in the agreement would add ar

capacity charge of $15,860 for each of the next 11 months,

!
| or some $200,600 in total. The cost disparity is,

obviously, substantial. Our conclusions in this respect

i

329/ (FOOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE)
The capacity charge in the example above was calculated
on the basis of the highest weekly capacity charge in
these coordination agreements, which is $0.50 per kilo-
watt of capacity per week. See D. J. Exh. No. 105,
Supplement B; D. J. Exh. No. 92, Service Schedule B.
Thus 10,000 kw of power bought at this rate would cost
$5000.

330/ Under Consumers' wholesale rate schedule for those
customers that buy only part of their firm bulk power
from Consumers, the monthly capacity change is $2.77
per kw for the first 2200 kw of the billing demand
(see fn. 320 supra) and $2.57 per kw for demand above

4 2200 kw. Applying this rate to 10,000 kw demand gives
a monthly capacity charge of $26,140. C. P. Exh.
No. 11,003 (PP-1 rate) .

331/ As we noted above, the ratchet clause results in a
wholesale customer's billing demand for any month
never being less than 60 percent of the highest bill-
ing demand it created in the previous eleven months.
See page 148, supra. Thus, given that the utility
drew 10 'Ime during the month -that the emergency occurred,
its billing demand in each of the next 11 months would
be at least 6 mw. Applying Consumers' wholesale rate
to this amount (see fn. 330, supra) yields a

; capacity charge of $15,860 per month for each of the
eleven months following the emergency. C. P. Exh.
No. 11,003 (PP-1 rate) .

, -
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are confirmed in the testimony of Mr. Mayben, Justice's
,

principal expert witness on bulk power supply pra;tices.

i He used a different but analogous example to illustrate

the cost difference between wholesale power and coordina-

'
tion power. He assumed a forced outage for one hour of a

25 Mw unit. In an approximate calculation using earlier

rates, under Consumers' wholesale contract the capacity

charge would have been $300,000; under a coordination

arrangement, $1,750. 32/ No responsible utility would

invoke option (b) (wholesale power from Consumers) to make

up a temporary generating deficiency in circumstances where

option (a) (the reserve sharing arrangement) was open to
,

'

it; the former simply costs too much. And similar cost

disparities exist between most other kinds of coordination

331/ (FOOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE)
Moreover, if the utility in our example has entered
a wholesale contract with Consumers for 10 MW as
standby to cover the possible failure of its genera-
tion, it could not avoid that $26,000 cost. Under
Consumers' minimum charges it would have to pay
$26,140 per month regardless of whether it even drew
upon the 10 MW of power. See fn.'323 supra. In our
example, we utilized the ratchet provision because
some of Consumers' wholesale customers generate part
of their firm bulk power requirements and the wit-
nesses' testimony from which this example is drawn
utilized the ratchet clause by way of explanation.
Mayben, Tr. 3838-43. Also see Wolfe Tr. 1564-73;
Munn, Tr. 4071-72.

332/ Mayben, Tr. 3838-43.
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power arrangements on one hand and wholesale power on the

other.333/"

We do not mean to imply that the seller of wholesale

power in'our example, whether it be Consumers or any other

j. utility, is necessarily overreaching or gouging the buyer.

As we explained before, in terms of obligation placed on

j the supplier, wholesale power is a vastly different animal

! than coordination power; the price differeEbial is intended

to reflect the cost of meeting that higher obligation. Our,

I |
j- point is, rather, that wholesale power and coordination

i power are two different products. A-buyer with needs that
;

i could be satisfied by power supplied under available coordi-

nation arrangements would scarcely be likely to contract

for wholesale power ~for that purpose. It makes little

sense to lease a furnished apartment for a year to accom-

modate an unexpected visitor where renting a motel room'

-|

for a week would suffice.
,

'333/ For example, both economy energy (which involves only
an energy _ charge equal to half the incremental differ-
ence of the operating costs of the two units involved)
and dump energy (which involves sale of- surplus hydro-
electric energy) are manifestly less expensive than
wholesale power. See fn. 288, supra. One exception,
however, may be unit power. As indicated in fn. 278,
supra, the charge for unit power'is based on the

| capital and operation costs of the particular' unit.
For a new unit this may be higher than the system's
average' cost which would include plants of older
vintage. See Jefferson, Tr. 8293. However,
assuming that the purchase were for the life of the
unit,-this would change. See Aymond,'Tr. 6352-53.
Moreover,-with respect to purchases in a staggered;

' construction arrangement, it must be kept in mind
,

L that-the utility is also benefitting by deferring.the
L Lcostly construction of a generating facility of its

own; see fns. 274 and 278, supra.

;

<

- _ . _ ,_ ~ _
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In sum, this substantial price disparity is another
'

indication -- and we think a compelling one -- that these

products are not in the same market. "To ignore price in,

determining the relevant line of commerce [i.e., product

market] is to ignore the single most important, practicale

value in business." United States v. Aluminum Company of

America, 377 U.S. 271, 276 (1964).334/

4

. 334/ The Court in that case held a 50 percent price differ-
| ential between aluminum conductors and copper con-

ductors to place them in separate antitrust markets.4

It reasoned in full as follows (ibid. ) :

The choice between copper and aluminum for over-
head distribution does not usually turn on quality
of the respective products, for each does the job
equally well

-

vital factors are economic
considerati is said, however, that we.c

should put p,.ee aside and [ United States v. Brown
Shoe, supla] is cited as authority. There the
contention of the industry was that the District
Court had delineated too broadly the ' relevant
submarkets -- men's shoes, women's shoes, and
children's shoes -- and should have subdivided
them further. It was argued, for example, that,

men's shoes selling below $8.99 were in'a differ-
ent product market from those selling above $9.
We declined to make price, particularly such-

small price differentials, the determinative,

factor in that market. A purchaser of shoes
buys with an eye to his budget, to style, and
to quality as well as to price. But here, where
insulated aluminum conductor pricewise stands
so distinctly apart, to ignore price in deter-,

mining the relevant line of commerce is to ignore
the single most important, practical value in
business.

Accord, Avnet, Inc. v. FTC, supra, 511 F.2d at 77;
Reynolds Metals Co. v. FTC, 309 F.2d 223, 229 (D.C.
Cir. 1962) ; A. G. Spalding & Bros., Inc. v. FTC,
301 F.2d 585 (3rd Cir. 1962).

1

i

!
1
1

1

__
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(c)' Commercial practices. Consumers cites two occa-
'

sions on which the smaller utilities allegedly chose not

to exchange coordination power but to rely exclusively on

self-generation and wholesale power. The company would

have us conclude from them that "the record clearly estab-
i
'

lishes that coordination power is also reasonably inter-
1

changeable with wholesale purchases and self-generation.",

k

j The instances to which Consumers points are not persuasive;

none of the utilities involved turned to wholesale power,

where the option of engaging in coordination transactions

was available.

The first involves "the municipal systems of Hart,

Zeeland, Lowell and Portland" which, the company says,

" desired to continue their existing purchase agreements

with Wolverine rather than become ' full-f3(4ged partici-
:

!pants' in the [M-C] Pool". But that is not the true

picture. Article XII, section 12.01, ci the M-C Pool

Agreement (D.J. Exh. No. 104A), indicates that the pool

members do engage in coordination transactions with Lowell,

Hart and Zeeland. The transactions, however, are accounted

for under the agreement as transactions between the cities

as " associates of Wolverine" and Wolverine.

335/ Consumers' Appeal Brief, at 162, .fn. 234. The
M-C Pool is described at pp. 103-04, above.

I

1

1

._ --
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t .

j The second instance is Traverse City's 1967 search'

|
for a " stronger interconnection to support its own genera-

| tion".336/ With this in mind, the City entered negotiations
. i

with the Northern Michigan and Wolverine cooperatives and| 4

-l
'

|
the City of Grand Haven which led eventually to formation

' ! When the discussions were fairly farof the M-C Pool.

advanced, Traverse City asked Consumers about an " inter-
.

connection agreement". The company responded by offering

its standard wholesale partial purpose (PP-1) rate and an
,

interconnection arrangement based on the " Holland formula.";

i (See pp. 358-59, infra.) Traverse decided that the M-C

" power pooling arrangemene' and additional generation

"* * * was the most economical and best alternative for i

the city,"338/ and rejected wholesale power pJrchases from

Consumers as an alternative. These examples thus confirn

rather than undercut the l'ack of reasonable interchange-

ability between coordination services and wholesale power.339/

336/ Wolfe, Tr. 1561.

337/ Tr. 1562.
338/ Tr. 1563-64.,

! 339/ Indeed, the record shows that three years earlier
Consumers' divisional manager for the Traverse City
area wrote Consumers' vice president "that it is most

,

useless to try and sell the City of Traverse City a
' wholesale contract while this condition exists", the
condition being a coordination agreement between
Northern Michigan and Traverse City to exchange
emergency energy. D. J. Exh. No. 175. Also see
Wolfe, Tr. 1552; Steinbrecher Tr. 1956-59; D. J.
Exh. No. 240.

. -. ._
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consumers''own coordination practices afford
,

further support for the view that power acquired under
'

wholesale contracts is not considered a substitute
for power under coordination agreements. During the years

1970-73, for example, Consumers was deficient in generating

capacity because of delay in bringing new plants on line

and because of extended outages at its Palisades plant.

Consumers did not buy long-term wholesale power to cover

that deficiency. Rather, it invoked the terms of its own

i coordination agreements to obtain seasonal capacity, short

term power, and other coordination services for itself to

make up that generating shortage. Indeed, in 1973 alone
1

Consumers acquired nearly 20% of its power -- at a cost of

$51,000,000 -- under coordination arrangements with other

large utilities.342/ onsumers points out that this was aC

unique situation and that it does not and never has planned

its system in contemplation of purchasing its bulk power

requirements from other suppliers.343/ But this is precisely

340/ Mosley, Tr. 8500-8503, 8692-94. Also see D.J. Exh.
No. 21, pp. 8-9 and D.J. Exh. No. 21A, p. 4.

341/ C.P. Exh. No. 12,022 at p. 424A-H (Consumers 1973
annual report to the Federal Power Commission) . Also
'see citations in fn. 340, supra.

342/ Consumers'' Appeal Brief, c. 171 fn. 252; C. P. Exh.
No. 12,022 at p. 424-A.

343/ Consumers' Appeal Erief, p. 170.

- _ _
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our point. Coordination arrangements are not looked upon
,

in the industry as a source of long-term firm bulk power,
'

but rather as a low cost means of covering relatively short-

term deficiencies of various types and for other temporary

purposes. In short, because of its different " price, uses

and quantities," power supplied under coordination arrange-

ments is a discrete product and in a different market than

wholesale power.
t

! (d) Industry s tructure. Consumers offers one additional

argument for placing wholesale power supplies and power supplied

under coordination arrangements in the same product market.

Premised on the undisputed fact that " firm power results

from the electrical interconnections of a series of non-firm
sources of power," Consumers argues that because differing

combinations of non-firm sources of bulk power are econom-

ically substitutable for wholesale power, all must be in

the same product market. That product, in Consumers' view,

is " bulk power supplied to elect-ic utilities for distri-

bution and resale to ultimate customers."344/ Justice does

not dispute that self-ceneration and wholesale power are

reasonable substitutes for one another.345/ But it does

not agree that coordination power exchanged among utilities

to supplement their self-generation and reduce their produc-

tion costs is in that same market.
.

344/ Pace, Tr. fol. 7239 at 33; see also Consumers' Appeal
Brief, pp. 152-64.

345/ See Justice's Reply Brief Below, p. 56.

-- ,
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We think Justice is plainly correct not only for the

reasons we have already set forth but for another as well:

. coordination transactions occur at a different level in
|

the electric utility industry structure than wholesale'

power transactions.346/ The final output of any utility

operating generating and iransmission facilities is firm

power in bulk delivered to distribution points -- their own

or their wholesale customers' -- where the power ,is trans-

formed to lower voltages and subdivided for actual delivery

to the retail customer. Exchanges of coordination power

services are surplus power transactions among generating

utilities which go into producing that firm bulk power.

In other words, as Justice's witness Dr. Wein testified,347/

as Dr. Pace acknowledged,348/ and as we stressed before,

coordination power and associated services are factors of

production, not the final product.

In most instances such a distinction, which relates to

the structure of the industry, would automatically place the

two in different markets (e.g., the market for sugar is

different than that for candy). Nevertheless, Consumers'

346/ Cf., Avnet v. FTC, supra, 511 F.2d at 78.

347/ Dr. Wein illustrated this point thus (Tr. 4000):

If you are a particular Company X and you enter
a pool with Y or a set of agreements with Y in
which you engage in reserve sharing and in which
you are engaged in wheeling for each other and
other practices of coordination of that sort, what
you are dealing with then is a set of practices
which allows you to combine the factors of produc-
tion most optimally, so your output then is avail-
able for you at lower cost than a company absent
these privileges would be engaged in, * * *.

See also Mayben, Tr. 3702-03.

348/ Pace, Tr. 7562.

. .
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witness Dr. Pace had doubts whether a factor of production

that functioned solely as one component in the final product

could constitute a separate market.349/ We harbor no such

doubts for the cogent reasons expressed by the Ninth Circuit

in Case-Swayne Co. v. Sunkist Growers, Inc.350/ In that
i

'
case. involving " product oranges" (sold not as fresh produce

but for making juice), the court of appeals explained:

While product oranges may have little, if any,4

value per se, the same is true of many raw>

products. .The market for raw products is among
i

the processors rather than the ultimate customer.
We see no reason why the raw product may not
be the relevant product market, even though it

,

! has litle value in its raw state.

| The fact that coordination power is used to

augment a utility's self-generation in the production of
1

| firm bulk power, which is in turn economically substitu-

| table for wholesale power, does not place all three in the

I same market. Consumers, by defining the product market
|
| to be all " bulk power supplied to utilities for distribu-

tion and resale to ultimate customer," has ignored the

structure of the industry; it has collapsed two different

functional aspects of electric utility operation -- i.e.,

generation and distribution -- into one.

| 349/ Tr. 7562-65.
| 350/ 369 F.2d.449, 457 (9th Cir. 1966) , reversed on other-

-'

; grounds, 389 U.S. 384 (1967) ; also see Union Carbide
'

snd Carbon Corp. v. Nisley, 300 F.2d 561, 585 (10th
Cir. 1961).

i i

I

-

r
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In the electric utility industry as in others, the

manufactured product (here firm electric power) will

eventually be sold to the retail customer. However, as
;

is also true in most industries, there are on one side

manufacturing and wholesale operations and on the other

retail operations. Operators on the retail level seek

sources of wholesale supply -- i.e., firm power in bulk

-- from those at the manufacturing level. This defines

the buyers and sellers of one product market: wholesale firm

bulk power. See pp. 200-12 infra. Because of the peculiar

characteristics of electricity (see pp. 115-20, supra), operators

on the manufacturing level buy, sell and exchange surplus

bulk power and associated services to improvo the effi-

ciency (i.e., lower the cost) and reliability of their own

operations. This delineates the buyers and sellers in

17another product market: coordination services.

Of course, those at the retail level have an alternative

to buying at wholesale -- they can enter the manufacturing

level themselves; viz., become " vertically integrated"

in the antitrust lexicon. And it is true that many if not

most large utilities (including Consumers) are vertically

35y In some instances a utility may utilize both self-
,

generation and. wholesale . power to meet 'its retail'
load. To the extent that it depends on wholesale
purchases it is not a producer of firm bulk power
but solely a buyer in the wholesale power market.
However, such a utility would seek coordination
services to supplement the generation it does have.
Chayavadhanangkur, Tr. 5314. Alst see Pace, Tr. 7558.
Thus, a utility could simultaneously enter trans-
actions in both the coordination services market and
the wholesale power market. See pages 345-50, infra.
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integrated. But this does not detract from the fact that

j the electric utility industry is recognized as structured
;

.I into discrete levels of operation -- production and delivery

of firm bulk power to distribution points, and retail distri-+

352/
, ! bution of power from those points -- with separate

relevant product markets at e3'_h level,

i

352/ "There are three distinct functions in supplying,

;' electricity to the ultimate consumer: generation,
transmission and distribution. These functions corre-

] spond to the manufacture, transportation to market,
and retail distribution of many products, except that-

electricity moves from the point of generation to the,'

point of ultimate use in a continuous flow with the
speed of light, 186,000 miles per second.

" Generation takes place at hydroelectric plants
which transform the energy of falling water into
electricity or at steam-electric plents which gen-
erate electrical energy with heat derived from the
fossil fuels and nuclear fission. Transmission is
the transportation of electrical energy at high
voltage from generating plants to bulk delivery points.
Distribution completes the process of delivery to the
individual consumer at lower voltage.

" Generation and transmission facilities are as a
general rule economically interdependent in that the
choice of location, design, and scale of generating
capacity must take into account the associated costs
of transmission and vice versa. Responsibility for
generation and transmission customarily go together.
Distribution can be, and frequently is, conducted
efficiently as a separate operation from generating
and transmission."

! FPC, 1964 National Power Survey, Part I at page 12.
Also see Wein, Tr. fol. 3979 at 45-54.

' That generation and transmission of firm bulk power is
a function separate from that of retail distribution
is evidenced by the fact that of the approximately 3500

. electric utilities in the United States slightly more
! than two-thirds operate solely at the retail distribution

level.- Wein, Tr. fol. 3979 at 27-8; FPC, 1970 National
Power Survey, pp. I-1-19 to 12.

.

nr , _ _ _ ___ ____ _ _ _
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(e) Coordination as a " bundle of services." As the

Licensing Board recognized, coordination arrangements*

usually comprise several differing types of surplus power
.

transactions and associated services. 2 NRC at 45. For

the reasons detailed at length above, these various power

transactions are not reasonably interchangeable with whole-

sale power. But neither are they necessarily interchange-

able with one another. All, however, serve an essentially.

similar function. That function is facilitating production

of firm bulk power at lower cost and with greater relia-

bility by making profitable use of otherwise surplus gen-
erating capacity. These arrangements constitue a " bundle

of services" which merits recognition as a distinct market

similar to the way various services offered by commercial

banks fall in one and the same product market. United

States v. Philadelphia National Bank, supra, 374 U.S. at 356.

A similar conclusion was recently reached in closely

analogous circumstances in United States v. Hughes Tool Co.,
415 F. Supp. 637 (C.D. Cal. 1976). The court there accepted

as being in the same relevant product market a group of 36

different tools on the theory that they functioned together in
the drilling, completion and working over of oil and gas wells.
Id. at 640-41. Coordination services contracts serve similarly
complementary functions. We find them fairly grouped together

_ _
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in one product market. Accord, United States v. Grinnell,

supra, 384 U.S. at 572 (relevant market comprised of all

j central station alarm services) ; Balfour v. FTC, supra,

442 F.2d at 9-11 (relevant market comprised of all national

college insignia-bearing goods even though members of each
,

fraternity would only buy goods with their insignia) ;

I British Oxygen Co., FTC 3 CCH Trade Reg. Rep.,

Par. 21,063 at p. 20,910 (1975) (relevant market comprised

of all industrial gases), reversed on other grounds, British

Oxygen Co. v. FTC, F.2d (2d Cir. 1977).

Before we leave this area there are some loose ends

to be tied up. One is the parties' disagreement over

whether wheeling is properly considered a coordination

!transaction as Dr. Wein testified. Consumers

agrees that transmission services are a necessary corollary

service to coordination power exchanges, but contends that

a wheeling arrangement as such -- one utility facilitating

a power exchange between two others -- is usually not

included in coordination agreements.354/ The record is to

the contrary. For example,'two coordination agreements in

evidence specifically provide for wheeling services.355/

353/ Tr. 4000.
354/ See Slammer, Tr. fol. 8838 at 21-22.

355/ D. J. Exh. No. 104A, Service Schedule E; C. P. Exh.
! No. 11,109, Schedule G.

|

I
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Moreover, the Edison Electric Institute (an association

of large U. S. utilities) in its document, Principles of

a Coordination Agreement, specifically includes "[t]rans-

mission capacity made available by one system for the
.

interchange of power and energy between or among other
.

systems" -- in other words, wheeling -- among the types

of coordination services.356/ We therefore find wheeling

transactions properly classified as coordination services.

Finally, there is the question of " developmental

coordination," the construction of power plants on a

staggered basis or as joint ventures by two or more util-

ities with the intention of sharing the power generated
,

by them. We find it difficult to conceptualize how a joint

venture project forms part of what Justice describes as a

" market in which producers of firm electric power transact

with one another for the necessary factors of bulk power
.

production", although the purchase and sale of " unit power"

'from such plants is within that market.357/

.

356/ D. J.'Exh. No. 167, p. 11. Also see Wolfe, Tr. 1603.

357/ See fn. 288, supra.
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(f) Geographic market for coordination services.

Our finding that coordination services constitute a separ-!

ate product market answers only half the problem; there
I
'

remains the question of the relevant geographic market

'

for that product. As we discussed earlier, it is in the

i context of that market that we must view the evidence

bearing on the monopolization charges against Consumers.

The Board below noted that the Department of Justice
'

did not attempt to establish exact metes and bounds for the

" regional power exchange market" (as Justice terms the

overall market for power supplied under coordination arrange-

ments). 2 NRC at 107-08. Justice's economic witness,

Dr. Wein, did suggest that the " Michigan Pool" (viz.,

Consumers Power and Detroit Edison) is an example of such

a market. His testimony, however, went on to indicate

| that, through interconnections and agreements with other

| utilities and pools, the bounds of that market might also
|

be viewed as going beyond the immediate service areas of

the two utilities. Tr. fol. 3979 at 54-55.

| The Department took the position that the " regional

i power exchange market by its very nature does not lend

itself to precise geographic market definition. Electric

i utilities with access to this-market range far and wide

|

|
|

'
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in search of useful power exchange transactions; they are

not restricted to specific geographic limits or certain

58/identified utilities with whom they may deal". For

these reasons, Justice argued that it need not establish

the exact perimeter of this entire geographic market to

show monopolization. In the Department's view, it suffices

to focus attention on Consumers' actions in a smaller

economic entity or "submarket" within that broader market.

We agree with Justice's legal position. Where a

discrete submarket exists within an overall geographic
market, monopolization of the submarket is itself an anti-

trust violation. Brown Shoe Co. v. United States, suora,

370 U.S. at 336-37; case-Swayne Co. v. Sunkist Growers, Inc.,

supra,360 F.2d at 455-59; In re Luria Brothers and Co.,

supra, 62 FTC at 612-14. A submarket must correspond to

commercial realities and be economically significant,

Brown Shoe, supra, and its existence is a question of fact

that must be " charted by a careful selection of the market

area in which the seller operates and to which the purchaser

can practicably turn for suppliers." United States v.

Philadelphia National Bank, supra, 374 U.S. at 359.

358/ The passage is quoted from pp. 85-86 of Justice's
Openina Brief Below. See also Mayben, Tr. 2767,
3703-05.

!

;
_.

_.
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.

The record discloses that the area to which the small

utilities may turn for coordination services is limited

to Consumers' service territory and nearby environs, as

'
described above in Part IV. This is because where the

smaller utilities are located, Consumers owns and operates

the only transmission network interconnecting with larger

neighboring utilities. As the Licensing Board found, "[m]ost

of the small utilities in the relevant geographic market

are too remote from" those larger utilities to build inter-

connecting transmission lines of their own at a reasonable

cost. 2 NRC at 108. That Board was consequently led to

find -- correctly in our judgment -- that the small util-

ities could enter bulk power transactions in the broader

regional power exchange market only if Consumers would

wheel power to them (ibid.), a finding that Consumers does

not dispute.

| Manifestly, absent appropriate electrical intercon-
|
| nections between them, utilities cannot engage in coordina-

| tion transactions. The smaller utilities are thus limited
| -

| to (1) coordinating with one another, (2) coordinating
|

| with Consumers Power. Company itself, or (3) using Consumers'

L lines to have coordination power wheeled to them from the
|
:

I
!

;

;

_ _.
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regional power exchange market. The last option Consumers

has so far foreclosed. These being the only choices open

to them, there exists a geographic submarket for coordina-

tion services corresponding essentially to Consumers'
i

general service area, for this is the area in which the

smaller utilities, a significant group of purchasers, are

confined by commercial realities.359/
,

1

359/ Case-Swayne Co. v. Sunkist Growers, Inc., suora,
369 F.2d at 455-58; Denver Petroleum Corp. v. Shell !
Oil Co., 306 F. Supp. 289, 304-06 (D.Colo. 1969); i

Luria Bros. and Co., supra, 62 FTC at 612-13. See '

also Brown Shoe Co. v. United States, supra; United I

States v. Pabst Brewing Co., 384 U.S. 546, 551-52
(1966); United States v. KImberly-Clark Corp.,
264 F. Supp. 439, 455-56 (N.D. Cal. 1967). !

!

1

1

|

I
i

I
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2. The Retail Market

.a. Only Justice and Consumers analyzed the retail

market in lower Michigan. Both agree that the product

involved is firm electric power supplied by distribution

systems to the ultimate retail user. Both parties also

accept the. Licensing Board's determination that the

geographic market encompasses Consumers' present service

area plus those additional areas which it could reasonably

serve. The two disagree, however, about whether that

market should be broken into submarkets reflecting the

" commercial res.lities" of retail power d' .tribution in lower-

Michigan as Consumers perceives them.360/ The company

proposed the existence of "two distinct relevant geographical

markets": One "open", embracing those areas "where purchasers of

360/ Consumers developed this argument at length before
the Licensing Board in its Opening Brief Below at
97-111 and in its Reply Brief Below at pp. 62-70.
Consumers' appeal brief omits a retail market analysis
as unnecessary "because retail sales are far removed
from the question of bulk power supply and coordination
with which this case is centrally concerned." Consumers'
Appeal Brief, p. 179. We disagree. A utility's
bulk power practices can have serious anticompetitive
effects on the retail market as exemplified by the
situation in Gtter Tail v. United States, supra. Justice
presses this ihsue on appeal. Accordingly, we will
resolve it, the parties having fully litigated the
question below.

.
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retail' power presently have.a choice of electric supplier";

the other " closed", covering areas where "no present choice-

, .
1

[of supplier) exists * * * and there is little likelihood

!that such a choice will exist in the foreseeable future'.

This closed market consumers would subdivide into (a) a

" perpetual closed" submarket, consisting of those cities

where the company is the sole supplier of electric power

pursuant to a Foote Act franchise, and (b) a "long-run

closed" submarket of cities and townships served by

Consumers or some other private utility under 30 year

franchises together with most cities served by municipal

362/,

electric systems.

Consumers justifies the division of the retail geo-

graphic market into "open" and " closed" areas on what it

361/ Consumers' Opening Brief Below, pp. 97-111. In the
open market Consumers includes "(1) the municipalities
of Bay City and Traverse City, (2) the areas immediately
surrounding the twenty-three neighboring municipalities
which operate electric systems where the distribution
facilities of these systems overlap or interface with
those of Consumers Power Company, and (3) the areas
where the distribution facilities of the Company and
the cooperatives overlap" -- to the extent tne Michigan
Public Service Commission's regulations, discussed
above, see page 83, supra, permit retail customers
a choice of electric suppliers. Id. at 100-101.

362/ Id. at 103-111. Consumers excludes Bay City and Traverse
City from this submarket. See fn. 361, supra.

.
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perceives as differing " legal and economic barriers" to

competition in each.363/ Consumers says that in lower

Michigan, legal and economic restraints effectively pre-

clude retail competition in the " closed" market and only

in the "open" market is retail competition actually

feasible. Reasoning from those premises, Consumers

arrives at two related but distinct conclusions. The

first is that the relevant geographic area in which to

measure its retail market strength should be limited solely

to those areas it denotes as "open" to competition. The

second, as a corollary of the first, is that the legal and

363/ Briefly, the " legal barriers" on which Consumers relies
.tcr support its position are (1) the statutory require-
ment that a private utility obtain a certificate of
public convenience and necessity from the Michigan
Public Service Commission before, extending its service
into an area 1already being served by a different private

-

utility; (2) the MPSC's restrictions on door to door
competition between private utilities; (3) Michigan
law limiting retail service by a municipal electric
system beyond its incorporated boundaries; (4) federal
law precluding rural electric cooperatives from initi-
ating-service in towns exceeding 1500 in population;
and ' (5) the current franchise laws in Michigan.
(These legal constraints are described in detail
in Part IV abovt. ) The. " economic barrier"
o.'which Consumars rel'ies is the large capital invest-
ment and attendant economic risks associated with enter-
i tq the electric utility business, particular in the
perpetually closed submarket where a newcomer would
be forced, according to-Consumers, to compete at a
door to door level. See consumers' Opening Brief Below,
pp. 97-111; Consumers' Proposed Findings of Fact and i

Conclusions of Law, pp. 12-18; Consumers' Appeal Brief, '

pp. 144-50.

,

-* -------%-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _
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economic barriers to competition in the " closed market"
,
'

preclude any inference that it possesses monopoly power in

that market by virtue of its high market shares -- 77 per-
,

4

cent of the "long-run closed" submarket and of course 100
t

percent of the " perpetual closed" submarket.364/i

Consumers made both these arguments below; in its

appeal brief it presses only the latter.365/ Both, however,; i

t hinge on what Consumers perceives as insurmountable barriers,

.

1 to competition. We discuss here the impact of these

barriers and whether they justify subdividing the geographic,

market for retail power. Discussion of whether those
barrier's also preclude drawing any inferences about Con-

sumers' possession of monopoly power from the size of its

market share we defer to Part VI, infra.

b.; - We have previously set out the judicial guidelines
for fixing the boundaries of geographic markets and there-

I fore need not rehearse them here. As we have noted, Justice
.

and Consumers agree that the area where Consumers now dis-
i

tributes or reasonably could distribute electricity at
i- !

i
i

, 364/ Consumers further argues that state and federal regu-
l' lation in fact preclude it from having monopoly power

in-any market. We discuss this in Part VI, infra.

365/ Compare Consumers' Opening Brief Below, pp. 97-111
! and_136-45 with Consumers' Appeal Brief, pp. 132-51

and 179-84.

|
|

|I

!

i.

!
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retail defines the overall spread of the relevant

geographic retail power market. As we see it, whether

there are submarkets within that overall market depends

-} on acceptance of the thesis that the relevant retail
,

~| market should be limited to areas where the individual
retail customers currently have a choice of electric

supplier. There are few such areas in lower Michigan.

That choice exists principally in Bay City and Traverse

City, where there is door-to-door competition between
Consumers and the city-owned electric systems.366/ The

other areas where a choice of electric supplier may exist

are the regions surrounding the 19 municipal systems

located within Consumers' general service area and the rural

areas where Consumers' distribution lines overlap the coop-

eratives'. The record confirms that door-to-door competition

366/ Aymond, Tr. 6542; Paul, Tr. 7808. Also see D. J. Exh.
Nos. 190-194. Consumers has Foote Act franchises for
these cities.

,
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367/
can, and to a certain extent does, exist in these areas and*

-

367/ We have described in Part IV, supra, the potential
for door-to-door competition between Consumers and the.

small utilities in lower Michigan. To recapitulate,"
the MPSC's single phase rules, issued in 1966, preclude
competition between the distribution cooperatives and
Consumers for existing single phase (residential and
small commercial) customers and place restrictions on
competition for new single phase customers. See fn.
161 supra. No similar restrictions existed at the'

close of the record on competition for existing or
new three phase (industrial and large commercial)
customers. The MPSC apparently does frown on competi-
tion for existing three phase customers, Paul, Tr. 7846,,

'

and it does on occasion express its opinion as to which
utility should serve a particular three phase customer.
See Paul, Tr. 7854-56.

The municipal systems do not fall under the jurisdiction
of the MPSC and thus the MPSC's rules restricting
door-to-door competition do not apply to possible com-
petition between Consumers and municipal systems. How-
ever, the state laws enacted in 1974, which allow a
municipal system to sell an unlimited amount of elec-t

tric energy in areas contiguous to its boundaries,
require the city to obtain the permission of the pre-
existing power supplier before extending service to

! its existing customers. Thus in practice competition
in areas bordering the-municipalities is limited to
serving new customers.

,

We briefly list some of the actual and potential com->

petition that is possible for individual retail loads
in lower Michigan. For example: (1) Prior to the,

'

adoption.of the MPSC's single phase rules there was
significant competition between the cooperatives and,

'

. Consumers for both existing and new single phase
customers. Westenbroek, Tr. 982-87. The MSPC's
single phase rules " virtually" eliminated competition
for existing single phase customers. Westenbroek,

~

Tr. 522; Paul, Tr, 7846.
(FOOZ:0TE CONTINUED ON NEXT PA'GE)

.

|

\
.

#

,~

:
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that in instances it may be vigorous. The total amount of

368/ There is, however, still some competition for new customers.,

Westenbroek Tr. 985, 1039; Paul, Tr. 8180. (2) In regard
to three phase loads, roughly speaking it is economical
for a utility to extend a distribution line one mile
to pick up a retail load of 1000 Kw. See Paul, Tr.
8085-90. Of Consumers' customers with loads over 3000
kw, of which there are 129, 12 are within three miles
of an existing cooperative's distribution line and
located outside a community of 1500, thus making it,

both economically and legally feasible for the coopera-.

tives to serve them. Paul, Tr. 8085-90; C.P. Exh. No. 11,
305. (Mr. Westenbroek testified that larger industrial
loads would help even out a cooperative's load demand,

: which is largely residential, and thus be beneficial
to them. Tr. 952-53, 1034-35.) Also, there were
some 4500 to 5000 new three phase customers who from
1966 to 1971 located in the rural areas where both the
cooperatives and Consumers are franchised to serve.
See Pace, Tr. fol. 7239 at 29-30. (3) There may be
door to door competition between Consumers and a muni-
cipal system in those areas the city has annexed. Paul,
Tr. 7812-18. Further, there is actual competition
outside corporate limits between Consumers and approxi-
mately half of the municipal systems within its general
service area. See Paul, Tr. 7831-33. (4) In regard
to possible competition between municipal systems and
Consumers for new industrial loads, in 1972 for example,
of the "68 industrial plants constructed within [ Consumers]
general service area, * * * 6 were located within or
near municipalities that operated runicipal electric
systems." Paul, Tr. 7836. Also Consumers serves indus-
trial customers within several of the municipalities
that operate electric systems and thus there is the
possibility of competition between Consumers and muni-
cipal systems to serve these loads. See Paul, Tr. 7816,
7829-30, 8018. (5) Finally Mr. Paul testified that there
is competition between, Consumers and cooperatives or
municipal systems to serve new housing subdivisions.
Tr. 8225-26.

This list of actual and potential competition for indi-
vidual retail customers is not intended to be exhaustive.
To summarize, it would appear that the greatest potential
for such competition is with respect to new commercial
and industrial loads and for new nousing subdivisions.

368/ For example, see D. J. Exh. No. 114-19.

,

. , _
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electric power sold in these areas, however, is small in

'!terms of the total power sales in lower Michigan.

Given the nature of electric power this is hardly

surprising. Manifestly, a retail user cannot travel to

different shopping malls in search of electric power.

It is the supplier who must literally bring his product

to the user's door. Moreover, to provide that retail

service, a utility must build and operate a costly

distribution network -- towers, lines, transformers, etc.

Duplicate systems would be inefficient not to mention

unaesthetic. Consequently, as the Supreme Court observed

in Otter Tail, suprs, it is recognized throughout the

electric utility industry that " [e] ach town * * * generally

can accommodate only one distribution system',' thus " making

each town a natural monopoly market for the distribution

and sale of electric power at retail." 410 U.S. at 369.

One would, therefore, generally expect little door-to-door

competition for the sale of electric power at retail and

I

i

3,67 See Pace, Tr. fol. 7239 at 17-19. |
|
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;

that those areas where such competition did occur to be

near the boundaries of the individual natural monopolies.;

It is, however, precisely to those limited areas between'

naturci monopolies (in addition to Bay City and Traverse City)
4

to which Consumers urges that we restrict our attention

in determining the relevant retail market and in measuring

its retail market strength. While we can certainly agree

with consumers that door-to-door competition in such areas

deserves antitrust protection, at least equally deserving

is competition for the right to be the sole distributor

in these individual natural monopolies. We are ineluctably

drawn to this conclusion by the Supreme Court's teachings

in Otter Tail v. United States, supra, which Consumers

apparently would have us ignore.

As detailed in the trial court's opinion in that case,*

the Otter Tail Power Company was a vertically integrated

electric utility providing retail service to 465 municipalities

| in the States of North Dakota, South Dakota and Minnesota

" pursuant to franchise agreements awarded to it by the city

or town. By state law in each of the three states the

franchises [were] nonexclusive and, depending upon the state,
!

j the franchise terms [were] limited to periods ranging from ten to

I
i twenty years." These " franchises customarily [ granted] Otter
i
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Tail the right to construct and maintain electric distri-

bution systems" within the municipality's boundaries.

331 F. Supp. at 57.

i The events that led to the government's Sherman Act

civil antitrust suit against Otter Tail were initiated when

four municipalities decided not to renew that utility's

franchises and to establish their own retail power distri-

bution systems instead. In an effort to prevent its dis-

placement as their sole retail supplier, otter Tail refused

either to sell wholesale power or to wheel power from

outside sources to the four prospective municipal systems.

The district court was thus called upon to determine (inter

alia) the appropriate relevant geographic market in which

to gauge the anticompetitive effect of the utility's

refusals to deal. The court found that market to be the

465 towns that Otter Tail served at retail, together with

the 45 towns in Otter Tail's service area served exclu-

sively by municipal electric systems. 331 F. Supp. at 58-9.

The-Supreme Court upheld that relevant geographic market

determination, observing that (410 0,S. at 369-70) :

The aggregate of towns in Otter Tail's service
area is the geographic market in which Otter
Tail competes for the right to serve the towns
at retail. That competition is generally for
the right to serve the entire retail market
within composite limits of a town and that
competition is generally between Otter Tail
and_a prospective or. existing municipal system.

i

!

-_
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In short, what the courts held entitled to protection

from Otter Tail's anticompetitive practices was not door-

to-door competition between retail distributors, but the

potential competition that exists by virtue of each local

government's right to replace its existing retail power
'

supplier. As the district court in Otter Tail phrased the

point (331 F. Supp. at 64):

Of course, it should be remembered that a
public utility which operates without exclusive
franchises from its customers does not have
a right to be free of competition. Rural
Electrification Administration v. Central
Louisiana Electric Company, 354 F.2d 859
(5th Cir. 1966). This has long been the law
and extends to competition from municipally
owned facilities. Alabama Power Co. v. Ickes,
302 U.S. 464, 58 S.Ct. 300, 82 L.Ed. 374 (1938).

There is nothing startling about this idea. Consumers'

own economic witness, Dr. Stelzer, candidly acknowledged

the existence of such " potential comp,etition" in his
testimony:

Although local distribution remains a
. monopoly service, however, the identity
of the monopolist is, in a number of
instances, open to competition -- which
may become more extensive. This is really
a form of potential competition in that
the utility currently serving a locality
may be supplanted if it * ails to perform
adequately.370/

370/ Tr. fol. 7224 at 16, emphasis in original. Dr. Stelzer
.was testifying about the electric utility industry in
general, not the market situation in lower Michigan.
Also see Paul, Tr. 7994.-

,
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Thus, although most retail electric custerers have'

no individual choice of electric supplier, they may (as |

| in Otter Tail) have that opportunity collectively through i

their local governments. Because that possibility existed, !
;

the district. court defined and the Supreme Court concurred'

in a relevant geographic market embracing all the munici-

palities which Otter Tail could or did serve, though no
,

" door-to-door" competition existed or was likely to

develop.
t

c. Consumers' proposed "open" and " closed" market divi-

s' ions would. require us to disregard any potential competition

to be the sole electric power distributor within each of

the individual natural monopolies. Consumers' position

rests on its perception of legal and economic barriers,

in lower Michigan which it says make changes in electric |

suppliers in its proposed closed r.e.rket remote and unlikely.
,

|

|

|

.

' ~

,, , - - . .
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We decline to follow that course. In those areas in

- lower Michigan where utilities serve under limited term
.

franchises (i.e., Consumers' proposed "long-term closed"

submarket ), we perceive no legal barriers to competition

significantly different from those faced in Otter Tail,

and Consumers points to none.371/ As we have described

(Part IV above), the Michigan Constitution vests cities

and townships with authority to grant, upon approval of

their electors, franchises to public utilities to serve
,

within their boundaries. As in Otter Tail, these franchises

are non-exclusive and of limited duration; the maximum

period for which a local government can grant a franchise

is thirty years. True, this period in longer than the

franchise periods involved in Otter Tail. This is a

distinction without a difference. Its significance is con-

fined to the fact that it limits the occasions when a

private utility is vulnerable to displacement. Sooner or

later, however, that utility must seek renewal of its.

371/ Consumers stresses that the States of Minnesota and
South Dakota did not regulate retail rates in the
period leading up to the Otter Tail litigation. North
Dakota, however, did regulate retail rates.
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-franchises. When it does, a locale dissatisfied with

the reliability, cost or other aspects of the utility's
,

service.may refuse. And as Consumers acknowledges, no*

less than 215 of its franchises will expire by the end of

1985.372/

It-is undisputed that the Michigan Constitution,

empowers a city (with its electors' approval) to establish
"

its own municipal electric system. Thus, as in Otter Tail,

when Consumers' franchise expires, a city may elect to do

just that. Alternatively, a city with a municipal electric

system could at any time decide to discontinue its opera-

tion and substitute a private utility. In other words,

the competitive choices of municipalities in Consumers'

"long-run closed" submarket parallel those of the munici-

pilities in Otter Tail.373/

The situation is somewhat different respecting

372/ C. P. Exh. No. 11,306.

373/ Townships may not substitute their own electric
systems in lieu of the existing supplier, but might
franchise a different private utility, e.g., a
cooperative. (The Rural Electrification Act bars
cooperatives from extending service to cities of~

'

.more than.1,500 population but not to townships.)
See pp. 89-90, supra.

, ._ .. - _ . . , , _ , , - . , . . . ,
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374/
Consumers' Foote Act franchises. Under these, the local

government may not displace a utility by refusing to renew

.its franchise. But Foote Act franchises are not exclusive

and establishment of a retail distribution system in direct

door-to-door competition with the Foote Act franchisee is
.

permissible. (See p. 80, aupra. ) A municipality also

possesses the right to condemn the private utility's distri-

bution facilities. Consumers does not contend that either

route is legally barred. Rather, the company premises its

position on what it deems the sheer unlikelihood of those

!eventualities occurring.

374/ Consumers asserts that Foote Act franchises are per-
petual in duration. Justice contends that Michigan
court rulings on the matter leave open the real possi-
bility that some time limit will be placed on these
franchises. We need not become embroiled in that
controversy. For our purposes we assume that Foote

.

Act franchisec are perpetual.

375/ Consumers' contends that condemnation by a city is
more difficult in Michigan than in most states because
Michigan law does not vest " municipal governments
with unrestrained powers of eminent domain; rather,
before any property can be condemned a jury or inde-
pendent commission must find that the condemnation
is a ' necessity'. MSA 8.20,8.78,5.1858 (fourth class

*

cities) and 5.1432 (villages) . " Consumers' Appeal
Brief, p. 146 fn. 194. Consumers does not, however,
point us to any Michigan case law describing what con- i

stitutes " necessity". Moreover, this does not mean
that condemnation of its distribution system is
impossible, only that the procedures and requirements
for doing so are difficult.
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1

We can agree with Consumers that setting up a reatil i

distribution system in a Foote Act franchise area in

direct competition with the existing franchisee would be

6/risky business. However, if Consumers should fail to

give satisfactory service, or charge retail rates exces-

sively above those which a prospective municipal system

could offer, Consumers' own witnesses did not deny that

the municipality might well consider entering the market

itself.377/ Stated differently, the legal right of the
,

municipalities to elect to compete with Consumers is a

form of potential competition not without influence in

the marketplace.378/

376/ See Consumers' Appeal Brief, p. 149. Consumers cites
testimony of Mr. Wolfe to this effect. Tr. 2039.

377/ Dr. Pace admitted that a significant disparity in
retail rates "might be" sufficient to overcome what
he perceived as barriers to entry in Foote Act franchise
areas. Tr. 7270-71. Also see Paul, Tr. 8064.

379/ See quotation from Dr. Stelzer, P. 182, supra.
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Indeed, contrary assertions in Consumers' briefs not-

withstanding, the' chief executive of Consumers himself

testified that his company was concerned about municipalities

setting up their own power distribution systems in competi-
.

tion with.his company and, eventually, forcing Consumers

to sell out. Mr. Aymond went so far as to testify that

"it is definitely a possibility, and it could happen in

certainly all of the larger communities and the cities that

(Consumers] serve [s] . "

379/ Tr. 6468. Mr. Aymond testified in full, id. at 6465-68:

Q. [By counsel for the Department of Justice] ***

In other words, my cuestion really is: Why is
it that you made this decision to sell out in
Lansing (see fn. 380, infra] but haven't made
the decision to sell out in Bay City and Traverse
City?

A. [By Mr. Aymond, Chief Executive Office of Consumers
Power Company] We have succeeded in Bay City
in maintaining a good share of the business there
despite the lower rates on the municipal system.
Now in the case of Lansing, the differential in
rates was greater, I believe, and our analysis of
the situation was that we would not retain very
much of the business and it would be a losing
proposition for us to try to compete with the City.
If that had been our only business, for example,
we.would have gone broke at it. We couldn't afford
to compete with them. They were underselling us
in the marketplace and we couldn't recover our
costs at our standard rates and, of course, if we
lowered our rates we would still not be recovering
our costs so we had no alternative.

Q. [ Justice's Counsel] Well, if the gap had been
greater, the disparity had been greater in Traverse
City;and Bay City, would that have affected your
decision there as well?
(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)
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In sum, though a Foote Act franchise is certainly

a higher barrier to potential competition than a limited

term _ franchise,'in neither case does Michigan law bar

a municipality from entering into door-to-door competition,

with Consumers or from displacing it through condemnation.-

37W (FOOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE)
' ~~~

A. [.Mr. Aymond] It very well might, because then we
would lose the business and we would have no
return on our investment whatsoever, and the
only thing we could do then would be to bail
out and there would no longer be any competition
in the municipality. They would have all the,

t- business.

Now.one argument against our doing that is once
we do that, that's an open invitation for every
other municipality that we serve at retail
to form their own municipal system. '

'

Q. [ Justice's Counsell Are you concerned with this |
possibility? :

A. [Mr. Aymond] Yes, sir.

***

Q. -[ Justice's Counsel] But are you concerned that
this could happen if they had the ability to
create a considerable gap between their rates

|- and your rates? * * * meaning that your company
would be forced to sell their facilities to;

them from the competitive pressures.

A. [Mr. Aymond] Well, there is a lag, of course. I
kean, after all, between the time that a community
organizes a municipal system and the time it,

gets started in the. business and starts taking
away customers, until the point when we see that
we are going to have to sell out to them, that
could take a period of a few years.
(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)

i
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d. Even though Consumers does not consider its
.

retail market position immutable, and despite the fact |

that in at least one instance business practicalities

forced Consumers to sell out part of its system to a
,

,

municipality, 80/ and notwithstanding that on at least

two occasions since 1960 serious questions arose about
381/

whether the company's franchises would in fact be renewed,
,

379/ (FOOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE)

Q. [ Justice's Counsel] Yes, sir.

A. [;Mr. Aymond] But it is definitely a possibility
it could happen in certainly all of the larger
communities and the cities that we serve.

380/ Lansing annexed what is referred to as the North
School District about 1960. At that time Consumers
was the sole supplier of electric power therein.
Immediately upon annexation the residents petitioned
Lansing to furnish electric service. Rather than
face door-to-door competition with Lansing, Consumers
sold its distribution system to Lansing. (See
fn. 379, supra.) As part or the bargain, Lansing
sold some of its distribution lines in rural areas
to Consumers and agreed to buy wholesale power from
Consumers for 10 years to serve the retail demand in
the North School District. Brush, Tr. 2073-74;
Aymond, Tr. 6461-63; Wein, Tr. fol. 3979 at 73.

381/ Mr. Paul testified that there have been two instances
since 1960 where Consumers' franchises have not been
routinely renewed. "In one case [the company] accepted
an interim revocable franchise and in the other case
[the company was at the time of the evidentiary
proceeding] working with the municipality to resolve
the franchise matter." Tr. 7867.
(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)

i-
'
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it is ~nevertheless true that Consumers has not lost any

of its retail distribution systems to other existing or

382/
t . emerging utilities since 1950.~ The converse, however,

is not true. In that same period (i.e., post-1950),
i

. .

.
Consumers has gained' control of 8 electric utilities, 7'

83/municipal and one privately owned -- three since 1960.

Consumers has also bought outlying distribution lines from>

,' existing municipal systems and since 1960 the company

has attempted, albeit unsuccessfully,to acquire three

/other small utilities. We therefore find
1

f

381/ (FOOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE)
The record does reveal, however, that the City of
Zeeland did in the 1930's, with the aid of PWA funds,
establish a municipal system. Prior to that time

* Consumers had been the only system franchised to,

operate in the city. After the city established its
system, it did not renew Consumers general franchise

| to serve but did allow the company to continue serving
those existing customers who desired not to switch
to the city's systera. Westenbroek, Tr. 938-39;
Pace', Tr. 7257-58; Paul Tr. 7814-15.

,

; 382/ Wein, Tr. fol.3979 at 72; D.J. Exh. No. 12.

383/ Paul, Tr. 7992-93. Also see Westenbroek, Tr.*

: 1025-27.

384/ Consumers formally offered to buy the municipal
systems in Charlevoix (1962) and St. Louis (1965);

,

and to lease Traverse City's system for 30 years
'

! -(1965). D.J. Exh. No. 12; D.J. Exh. No. 188;
C.P. Exh. No. 11,308.

,

s
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the retail market situation nowhere near as stable a

picture as Consumers would paint it. The record indicates

that changes of electric supplier for groups of retail

customers can and do occur -- albeit mostly in Consumers'
.

favor.

e. In sum, legal barriers do not preclude all

retail competition in Consumers' proposed clored market.385/
;

; To the contrary, Mr. Aymond's own testimony confirms that

,

Consumers is itself aware of both actual and potential

!-
4

4

385/ The cases that Consumers cites, United States v.
Marine Bancorporation, Inc. 418 U.S. 602 (1974)1

| and United States v. Connecticut National Bank,
; 418-U.S. 656 (1974) (see Consumers' Opening Brief

Below, p. 110-11 ) to support its divisien of the
retail market into " closed" and "open" areas are

,

inapposite to the factual situation in lower Michigan.
In Marine Bancor? oration state law forbade branch
banking by a ban;c outside the city and unincorporated

i areas of the county in which the headquarters were
located. 418 U.S. at 609-10. In Connecticut National;

i Bank state law specifically barred branch banking by
j a commercial bank in those towns where the main

office of another bank was located. 418 U.S. at
659, fn. 1. (Also both were potential competition

-

cases brought under section 7 of the Clayton Act,
see fn. 465, infra). As we have shown, no comparable
legal bars ekist with respect to prospective municipal
power systems in lower Michigan.

. _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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- retail competition in lower Michigan.386/ Moreover, the

presence of small independent systems in lower Michigan

i 386/ See fn. 379, supra. Also see Tr. 6059-62. There
Mr. Aymond testified that granting the small utilities
either joint venture access or unit power access to
nuclear power or other large baseload units could
provide them.with " artificial and unfair competitive
advantages". Tr. 6059. This testimony prompted the
following colloquy between the initial Licensing
Board Chairman and Mr. Aymond (Tr. 6060-62):

CHAIRMAN GARFINKEL: But, Mr. Aymond, let'

me ask you this question -- and we have
been hearing this term " competition," "com-
petitive advantage," bandied around in this
proceeding, and the Board Chairman -- I am
not speaking for my colleague, Mr. Clark --
is having some difficulties in terms of this
question of competition.

How do you have competition, really, when the
municipal which is franchised has a complete
monopoly [in] its area? Each muni,cipal has a'

monopoly and you have certain -- I am not
saying " improper," now, but certair. monopolies.

So, therefore, does it really make any differ-
ence whether someone gets a better unit price --
whether one municipal obtains a better unit
price -- whether one municipal obtains a better
unit price as against a second municipal? The
prices are passed on to the consumer, let's
say.

(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)

,
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in general exerts a procompetitive influence at the retail

level in the form of " yardstick competition." Dr. Stelzer

'386/ (FOOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE)

But where is the competitive advantage? And the
Board is interested in this area.

THE WITNESS: The competition comes in, Mr. Chairman,
in the way the customer feels about our situation.

For example, Lansing, which is the largest municipal
system, as I referred to, is really in the heart of
our service area, sells power at a considerably lower
rate _than can Consumers. They can do that today with-
out buying from us at below our system cost. They
can do that today just with their tax and interest
subsidies.

Now, this makes our customers unhappy with us, and
this is published in the newspapers; " Lansing has
another great year; rates are 20 percent below
Consumers Power Company" -- or whatever the percentage_ , , .

is. And pretty soon you find that the people in the
environs of Lansing want to leave Consumerc Power
Company and become a part of the Lansing system.

And the Lansing system at this very instant is
seeking to have the law change [d] so that they can
expand beyond Lansing without limit.

CHAIRMAN GARFINKEL: But right now they can't
obtain -- they can't take those customers away
from you, is that correct?

THE WITNESS: Only if they -- and they have done
this on several occ sions -- only if they expand
their corporate boundaries.

Under the law as it now exists, they are limited to
selling only 25 percent of their sales within the
community outside the community, and they are seeking
to have that law changed so that they would have no
limit on tneir expansion.-

So this is one of the things we are concerned about.
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(Consumers' economic witness) explained that the industry

uses this term to describe comparisons of the cost and
i

efficiency of operation of two electric utilities made by

_

regulatory bodies in an endeavor to measure the adequacy

of a utility's performance, and that the existence of such

a " yardstick" generally serves "as a goad to dynamic

efficiency". Tr. fol. 7729 at 7, 12-13. Dr. Stelzer

further testified that " [t] his yardstick competition can

and does exist on the distribution level" and acknowledged
;

that "[ilt may be an important incentive to efficiency for

87/. regulated comoanies." Id. at 16.

387/ Dr. Stelzer went on to point out that subsidies of
the municipalities and cooperatives made a perfect
comparison between private and public utilities
impossible. Id. at 17-18. But he concluded never-
theless that "such subsidized firms do make a contri-
bution, for example, in providing the dynamic pressure
on privately owned utilities, such as Consumers
Power, of yardstick competition and, in general
serving as an alerting irritant." Id. at 18. Indeed,
the Michigan Public Service Commission has asked
Lansing for information about its retail rates.
Brush, Tr. 2359-61. Also see Meeks, Concentration.

in the Electric Power Industry: The Imoact of Anti-
trust Policy, 72 Colum. L. Rev. 64, 77-79 (1972).

The existence of the small utilities thus exerts
a procompetitive influence in the overall retail
market in lower Michigan. Cf., Municipal Electric
Ass'n v. SEC, 413 F.2d 10527 1058 (D.C. Cir. 1969).

. ... .
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This is not to suggest that competition to distribute

electric power in lower Michigan is totally free and open,

or even that major market changes are in the offing. But

because this potential competition manifests itself only

periodically and is more limited than that found in some

unregulated markets, it is not for those reasons less

deserving of antitrust protection. To accept Consumers'

position on the relevant retail geographic market would

in effect nullify that protection. That result is simply

out of line with the recent Supreme Court decisions in

this area.388/

It must also be kept in mind that Consumers was not

born with a-77% or 100%-portion of that retail market.

Rather, it acquired its large share in no small part by--

l

the same slow competitive processes that it now suggests

388/ Otter Tail v. United States, supra. As Justice
Blackmun wrote in Gulf States Utilities Co. v. FPC,
411 U;S. 747, 759 (1973): "Indeed, within the confines
of a basic natural monopoly structure [of the
electric power industryL limited competition of the
sort protected by the antitrust laws seems to have
been anticipated (by the drafters of the Federal
Power Act]", (citing Otter Tail among other author-
ities).

--
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are too unlikely and remots for us to consider.389/

| 389/ As Dr. Wein explained (Tr. fol. 3979 at 50-51, emphasis
'

supplied) , historically

" [t]he early electric company (private or public)
] was a very small generating company distributing
! electricity via direct current at tiny voltages
' to its customers within a small town or to part

of a larger city.
* * *

There followed a frenetic merger and acquisition
progran from the earlier years of the first decade,

through the twenties, and thirties [in an endeavor4

to achieve economies of scale made possible by
i. technical improvement]. It has not yet ceased.

The existing large systems such as Consumers
Power are the results of such mergers and accui-
sition, pursued by astute and farsighted men who
not only recoanized the inherent economies of
large scale generation and transmission and
attandant profits, but also knew how to develop
and attain the financial connections which made
these accuisitions nossible. They recognized,
earlier than others, that the key element in
obtaining these economies was the interconnection
of many separate geographic markets selling retail
power, i.e., the interconnection of many separate
distribution systems."

The Department's proposed exhibits D. J. Exh. No. 16
and 17 list the acquisitions and mergers that have
resulted in Consumers' present market position. The
Licensing Board rejected these exhibits because it.

believed an analysis of that market structure and
Consumers' conduct therein from 1960 was sufficient
to determine whether licensing the Midland facility
would maintain a situation inconsistent ~with the
antitrust laws. Tr. 4012-13. Although urged to do
so by Justice (Opening Brief on Appeal, pp. 55-56),
we do not overrule the Licensing Board!s ruling. We
merely take note of the accepted fact, as-testified
to by Dr. Wein, that large systems today, including
Consumers, came about by merger and acquisitions of

,
many small systems. Consumers does not deny that
this is so and neither the legality of Consumers''

. acquisitions nor its market position as of 1960 is
being litigated here.

l (FOOTNOTE - CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)

|
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We do' recognize that, though not b'arring all competi-

tion as Consumers suggests, the barriers to potential

retail competition in the electric power industry in lower

Michigan are high and vary from area to area, depending on

such factors as whether two or more electric suppliers

serve the same or adjacent areas, and on whether a private

utility is serving the area under a Foote Act or limited

term franchise. In other circumstances, the differences

between these market barriers might justify dividing the

retail market into the various submarkets that Consumers
90/proposes. But, as the Supreme Court has twice stated,

"submarkets are not a basis for the disregard of a broader

line of commerce that has economic significance."391/ This

is especially.true where the charge is that a firm has

monopolized that broader line of commerce. Consumers'

arguments in effect seek to focus our attention on those

389/ (FOOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE)
The point we emphasize is simply that the so-called
legal barriers to c'ompetition that Consumers now
argues preclude a change of electric supplier in its
proposed closed market existed throughout the
period of Consumers' growth, see pp. 81-83 supra,
and yet did not prevent the company from acautring
its present market position.

390/ For example, if a court were analyzing a merger of
two electric utilities for Clayton Act purposes
conceivably it might focus on the existing door-to-
door competition between the two. We note that the
cases on which Consumers relies are all decisions
of that quite different stripe. See fn. 385, supra.

391/ United States v. Greater Buffalo Press, 402 U.S.
549, 553 (1971); United States v. Phillipsburg
National Bank, 399 U.S. 350, 360 (1970).

. _ - -
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areas where door-to-door competition is now taking place

and to have us ignore those areas where the company has
,_

already acquired dominance. To do so would be to manifest,
i

tacit acceptance of Consumers' present market position as'

sacrosanct. This is simply not the case, legally or

factually.392/

We therefore reject Consumers' proposed "open" and

" closed" submarkets. We hold instead that the relevant
4

retail market most appropriate for this case encompasses

essentially the entire area delineated by the Licensing Board

j in its initial decision ( 2 NRC at 45) : "all of the lower

i peninsula of Michigan except the eastern section served by

| Detroit Edison Company and the southvest served by the
393/

Indiana and Michigan Gas'and Electric .ompany". We'

392/ Moreover, accepting Consumers' reasoning would lead
to a-paradoxical result: were Consumers to acquire

i all the small utilities in the relevant geographic
area there would be (according to Consumers) no com-
petition; therefore logically there would be no rele-
vant market, and thus it would be impossible to find

i. Consumers guilty of monopolization even if it had used
predatory means to acquire the small systems. We think
that a relevant market concept that leads to such a

7
'

distorted result is of doubtful validity.

| 393/ Justice would include Edison Sault and Thumb Electric
| in the retail market; Consumers would not. (Both

parties agree, howeve'r, that these two utilities are
within the wholesale market. ) Both lie at the market's

'

edge and there are arguments either way. We therefore
i elect to include them for purposes of geographic
| market unity. " Fuzziness at the boundaries [is] inherent

in any attempt to delineate the relevant geographic
market." United States v. Philadelohia Nat. Bank,
supra, 374 U.S. at 360 fn. 37. Accord, United States
v. Pabst Brewing Co., supra, 345 U.S. at 549; United
States v. Connecticut National Bank, supra, 418 U.S.
at 669-71.

.
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do so because the record shows that it is in this area

that Consumers is faced with both existing and prospective

electric systems competing for the right to serve retail

customers.

3. The Wholesale Power Market.

a. Consumers and Justice are in accord that

wholesale electric power is one relevant product market

in this' case, but they dispute the makeup of that market.

Their disagreement is over two basic points: First, whether

that wholesale market includes bulk power supplied under

coordination arrangements and, second, the extent to which
.,

a vertically integrated utility's own firm bulk power pro-

duction is to be counted in that market.394/ We disposed

of the first controversy earlier in connection with our

discussion of coordination services. For reasons explored

at length, we held that a market for coordination power

exists separate and distinct from that for wholesale power.
~

See pp. 106 fE, suora. We turn here to the second issue,

the proper allocation of "self-generation" used "in-house."

394/ Both Justice and Consumers concur on the geographic
scope of the wholesale market as essentially that~
delineated.by the Licensing Board. See p. 105, supra.
(Compare D.J. Exh. No. 197 with Pace, Tr. fol. 7239
at Attachment JDP-2.) We agree, particularly as
Consumers' Chief Executive testified that it is doubt-
ful his company would seek to sell wholesale power
outside this area. Tr. 6071.

_ _ . __._ . . _ . _, . - __ . . . - .. _
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Some electric power utilities engage primarily in

-manufacturing and wholesale operations and some confine,
,

themselves to retail distribution. (Slightly more than

'
two-thirds of all electric utilities within the United

i States operate only at the retail level. See fn. 352,

supra.) As in other industries, however, some companies

do both and these are described in the economic lexicon as
" vertically integrated." Consumers Power Company and several,

3q of the smaller utilities in this case are vertically inte-

grated entities. In other words, they generate firm electric

power in bulk with their own facilities and then market

that power either via their own " captive" retail distribution

networks (i.e. , use "in-house"), or sell the power at whole-

sale rates for resale over retail distribution networks

of other utilities.

Justice takes the position that the wholesale market

properly includes all firm bulk power production, whether

retained for "in-house" retail purposes or wholesaled "outside"

for independent retail distribution. It stresses that firm

bulk power is the product every utility operating a retail

distribution system must have and, whether purchased at whole-

sale or self-generated, the product is identical. The Depart-
1

ment therefore contends that all bulk power production belongs !

l

in the relevant wholesale power market if a fair picture of |

'~

-.
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the relative market strengths of the various competing

utilities is to be obtained. Using Justice's market

definition, in 1971 Consumers controlled an 85% share

of the wholesale market in lower Michigan with sales of

21,123,360 Mwh; all the remaining utilities accounted that

year for only 3,655,861 Mwh, less than 15% 395/

Consumers does not deny that self-generation and

wholesale power are, if not identical, certainly interchange-

able products. And it agrees that bulk power produced by its

competitors and used in their "in-house" retail operations

belongs in the wholesale power market because it competes

to supply those needs by selling them wholesale power.

Nevertheless, Consumers argues that its own in-house produc-

tion must be omitted from the wholesale market. It reaches

that result on what amounts to a theory of present competition.
The company argues that while it competes to supply the

firm bulk power needs of the small utilities, they do not

ani cannot compete to supply Consumers' needs because the

company plans its operations to satisfy all its "in-house"

needs entirely on its own. This lack of present competition,

Consumers says, places its cwn production of firm bulk

power for "in-house" distribution outside the relevant

wholesale market for purposes of determining its share of
that market,

395/ See p. 242, infra. (1971 statistics),

lif/ Consumers' Appeal Brief, pp.170-73.
,

-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Use of Consumers' definition of the wholesale market

reverses the picture painted by Justice. Instead of.

Consumers controlling 85% of the market, it would control

only 15%, and of a much smaller market.397/ Indeed,

the largest competitor in the wholesale market as Consumers
.

structures it would be the Lansing municipal system

with a 40% market share, 2-1/2 times larger than Consumers'
!own.

A market definition is supposed to reflect commercial

realities. A definition which leads to the conclusion-

-- as Consumers' does -- that the Board of 'ater and Light

of the C,ity of Lansing, Michigan (with b power plants having
a combined generating capacity of 639 Mw) overshadows

Consumers Power Company, the eighth largest in the nation

(29 plants with a combined generating capacity of 4285 Mw),
is manifestly askew.399/

397/ See C.P. Exh. No. 11,307. (1972 statistics).
In its appeal brief (p. 153) Consumers states
that its' market share as it defines the market 1

is 17 percent. This, however, includes the bulk
power requirement of the three small distribution
systems, now part of its vertically integrated
system, that it has acquired since 1960. See
Pace Tr. fol. 7939 at attachment JDP-2. Also
see Paul, Tr. 7878-81. ,

<

398/ If Consumers' production for "in-house" use is
excluded and the smaller utilities included, the
total wholesale market in 1972 would have been !
4,529,282 Mwh, of which Consumers' share would be
718,424 Mwh and Lansing's share 1,758,422 Mwh. See !

C.P. Exh. No. 11,307.

399/ Compare C.P. Exh. No. 12,008, p. 5-2 with D.J. Exh.
No. 228A, p. E-18.
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The~ antitrust law does not force acceptance of any

such lopsided market picture. The proposition that the

"in-house" production of the dominant firm must be

excluded from the whel.esale market is hardly new. The same

arguments were raised and rejected mcre than 30 years ago

by. Learned Hand in United States v. Aluminum Comoany of

America, 148 F.2d 417 (2nd Cir. 1945), the only Sherman

Act Section 2 monopolization case brought to our attention

(or which we could find) that discusses the issue. In that

case, as in this one, the company charged with monopoliza-

tion sought to define the relevant wholesale market to

exclude its in-house use of the wholesale product. In

Alcoa, as here, the company argued that its own use of the

raw product -- there aluminum ingots -- had no effect on

the market for that product and, therefore, its in-house

production was properly excluded from the relevant market.

There,'as here, acceptance of the company's theory would

have reduced its market share beneath the level from which
,

monopoly power might be inferred.400/ The company's arguments
I

|
-

,

400/ The well known quotation from Alcoa is, of course,
Judge Hand's statement that "[t]he percentage we have
already mentioned -- over ninety -- results only if
we both include 'Alcoa's' production and exclude
' secondary.' That percentage is enough to constitute
a monopoly; it is doubtful whether sixty or sixty-five
percent would be enough; and certainly thirty-three
percent is not." 148 F.2d at 424.
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were found wanting. In so concluding, Judge Hand wrote for

the court that (148 F.2d at 424) :

[T]he ingot fabricated by "Alcoa", necessarilya

had a direct effect upon the ingot market. All
ingot -- with trifling exceptions -- is used to
fabricate intermediate, or end products; and
therefore all intermediate,or end, products
which "Alcoa" fabricates and sells, pro tanto
reduce the demand for ingot itself. The situa-
tion is the same, though reversed, as in Standard
Oil Co. v. United States, 221 U.S. 1, 77, where
the court answered the defendants' arguments

x3 that they had no control over the crude oil by
'l saying that "as substantial power over the crude

product was the inevitable result of the absolute
control which existed over the refined product,
the monopolization of the one carried with it
the power to control the other." We cannot,

'
therefore agree that the computation of the
percentage of "Alcoa's" control over the ingot
market should not include the whole of its ingot
production.

The court's reasoning in Alcoa is applicable to the

situation in this case. Indeed, Consumers cites the cuoted

passage from Alcoa as authority for including the small

i utilities' in-house production.401/ Given that Consumers

is unquestionably the dominant utility in the relevant
'

geographic area, Judge Hand's rationale would apply with
J

greater force to Consumers' in-house requirements than to |
|

the small utilities'. We also note that Judge Hand did not

find it necessary (as Consumers would have us do) to focus

on whether there was any competition to supply Alcoa's

.

401/ Consumers' Appeal Brief, p. 160, fn. 228.

1'

y w M y- 3 * ' |
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in-house' requirements. Obviously there was none.402/

As we pointed out earlier, there are two distinct

functional levels of operation in the electric utility
:
'

industry, production and transmission of bulk firm power

to distribution points on one hand and the distribution of

retail power from'those points on the other. Neither

402/ In.any event, there is no magic in the fact that
Consumers plans to supply the firm bulk. power demands
of its retail distribution systems by self-generation;
several of the small systems similarly have planned1

: and structured ~their systems. For example, Grand
' Haven, Traverse City and Holland were self-sufficient

in 1960-1972. Also Lansing, except for buying whole-
sale power as part of the agreement in which it
purchased the North School District, in that time
frame met its firm bulk ~ power requirements by self-
generation. (Lansing's peak load in 1973 was 373 Mw,

i its generating capacity was 628 Mw.) See pages 95-96,
'

supra. Also see C. P. Exh. NO. 11,307. Nor do most
of-the small utilities currently face legal restrictions
that would preclude them from selling wholesale power

i to Consumers. It is true, as Consumers argues, that
Northern Michigan and Wolverine Electric would be pre-

: .cluded under federal law from selling wholesale power
~toLConsumers. However, as Consumers acknowledges
(Appeal Brief, p. 174, fn. 258), recent changes in the
Michigan-law would allow the municipalities to sell
an unlimited' amount of wholesale power for use beyond
their' incorporated boundaries. See pp.'94-95, supra.
Finally, Edison-Sault Company and Alpena Power Corp.

j have never been legally barred from selling wholesale
power to Consumers. Rather, Consumers is unlikely to
turn to the small utilities for wholesale power simply
because of the disparity in size between itself and
:them. As Dr. Wein testified, "given the economies of

| scale [that Consumers is able to achieve, the small
: . utilities) can scarcely hope to do to [ Consumers] what
L it does to them, i.e., persuade [ Consumers] to abandon
i generation or not-increase it." Tr. fol. 3979 at 75.
[ -Also see Pace, Tr. fol. 7239 at 37.
|-
l~

~

L
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Consumers nor any other party offers any technical or

economic reasons that require the two functions to be com-

bined in one company. And, as we have already mentioned,

slightly more than two-thirds of all electric utilities

in the United States engage only in retail distribution.

See fn. 352, supra. Thus, the situation at bar is analogous

to that in Alcoa, and vertical integration, whether on

Consumers' part or on that of the small utilities, reduces

pro tanto the demand for wholesale bulk firm power by

individual retail distribution systems that would otherwise

exist in lower Michigan.403/

403/ We note that the antitrust board in Alabama Power
Company (Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and
2) , LBP-77-24, 5.NRC 804, 890-96 (1977) (appeal pending).
has similarly concluded that a vertically integrated

i electric utility's " wholesale sales" to its captive
distribution systems are properly includable in the
wholesale market. As the Farleg board exclained (id.
at 894) :

* * * the supply of firm bulk power to any retail !

distribution system, even if not transacted at
a money price within a vertically integrated i

business stratification, does encompass two
different and widely recognized functions. The
functional view of the electrical power industry l
is: generation, transmission and distribution. '

Consequently, the shadow price at which bulk firm
power may be supplied to a captive or member distri-
bution system is a wholly different animal from
the shadow price at which say a toaster.without
a cord.is supplied from one employee to the next
one.who attaches the cord to the appliance. This
is a key distinction in defining the market this
way. One must rise to the realm of abstraction
and speculation to imagine a firm selling a

.

toaster without a cord to another firm that I
attaches the cord. One need not rise to such a
realm of abstraction or speculation to imagine
(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE) |

,

|

1

, _ __ -- . ,, , _ . , _ , _ . , , - _ ,
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b. The cases which Consumers cites as authority

for excluding its-in-house production from the wholesale

market do not support its position.. As we mentioned,-the

only monopolization case under the Sherman Act in point,

Alcoa, is squarely against it. Consumers relies

on a series of decisions under the antimerger provisions

of the Clayton Act, section 7. None of them, however,
:

even purports to distinguish Alcoa. Moreover, the prin-

! cipal case Consumers cited to the Board below, International

Tel. & Tel. Corp. v. General Tel. and Electronics Corp.,

has in the interim been reversed on appeal on the very

point.404/ In doing so, the Ninth Circuit held "that

vertical foreclosure in itself does not justify defining

a customer market to exclude ' captive' sales" (518 F.2d

at 931) and ruled that it was more appropriate to focus

on the overall market for telephone equipment that included

the Bell system's in-house production rather than on the

"submarket" the district court had chosen, which had

403/ .(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS T%GE)
two firms selling and buying wholesale power with
eachLother. This happens. So, for one, there is a
functional reason for viewing [ Alabama Power's] sales
to seemingly " captive" entities as constituting whole-
sale sales (see J..Hirshleifer, "On the Economics
of Transfer Pricing," 29 Journal of Business 172 (1956)) .

404/ 351 F. Supp. . 153 (D.' Haw. 1972), reversed, 518 F.2d
913 (9th Cir. 1975).

,
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excluded those " captive sales".405/

We have also reviewed the other lower court and agency

"
cases cited by Consumers. We agree with the Justice Depart-

ment that none of those merger cases justifies -- much less

'

compels -- the exclusion of Consumers' "in house" production

405/In reversing, the Ninth Circuit reasoned (518 F.2d at
930-31):

Acknowledging that the Bell System was the!

" largest single purchaser of telephone equipment"
in the United States, 351 F. Supp. at 1175, the
district court refused to include Bell purchases
in computing the market share foreclosed by GTE
because it viewed the non-Bell -- or " independent
-- market for telephone equipment as constituting
an " economically significant submarket" within the
meaning of Brown Shoe Co. v. United States 370 U.S.
294, 325, 82 S. Ct. 1502, 8 L.Ed. 2d 510 (1962).
351 Supp. at 1180. While the non-Bell market
does display certain characteristics of a distinct
submarket, it is clear that the Supreme Court did
not intend the Brown Shoe concept to be used to
exclude, in all cases, consideration of purchases
by integrated " captive" customers of an approp-
riately defined line of products. In Brown Shoe
itself, the Court computed market share by
including manufacturers' sales to captive customers, i

see 379 U.S. at 301-303, 82 S.Ct. 1502, despite j
the fact that opportunities for " independent"
sales to such retailers were on the decline,
id. at 301, 82 S. Ct. 1502. Similarly, in Ford |
Motor Co. v. United States, 405 U.S. 562, 92 !
S.Ct. 1142, 31 L.Ed. 2d 492 (1972), the court
tacitly approved a market defined to . include i

" captive" pruchases. See id. at 566-569, 92
S.Ct. 1142.

From these cases it follows only that vertical
foreclosure in itself does not justify defining
a customer market to exclude " captive" sales.

The court went on to point out that a government / Bell
antitrust consent decree did not immunize Bell from a
private antitrust suit,and, therefore, concluded that

(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)
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.from the relevant wholesale market in this case.406/

405/ (FOOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE)
" Bell's purported foreclosure of a large fraction of
the telephone equipment market [was] not an immutable
fact of market life." 518'F.2d at 931. The Court of
Appeals did not find it necessary to discuss the
import of the fact that Western Electric had supplied
99% cf the Bell's internal systams needs in the past.

406/ In Elco Corp. v. Microdot, Inc., 360 F. Supp. 741
~~-

(D.' Del. 197'3), and British Oxygen Co., 3 CCH Trade
-

Reg. Rep. Par. 21,063 TFTC 1975), the court and the
FTC analyzed submarkets after determining that the
merger proposed was accepteble in more broadly defined
markets; neither ignored statistically significant con-
centration in the broader markets. It bears repeating
that "[s]ubmarkets are not a basis for the disregard

;.. of a broader line of commerce that has economic sig-
nificance." United States v. Phillipsbura National
Bank, supra, 399 U.S, at 360. United States v. Greater
BuTYalo Press, 402 U.S. 549 (1971), involved a merger
of two wholesale printers of newspaper comic supple-
ments. The Court excluded certain newspapers' in-house
comic production from the relevant market because
technological factors made their competition with
the specialized printers impossible. In the case at
bar, the applicant actively competes at both wholesale
and retail levels with the smaller utilities. If any-
thing, Greater Buffalo Press supports exclusion of the
smaller companies' "in-house" production, not Consumers'.
A similar analysis applies to Avnet, Inc., 82 FTC 391,
541-54, affirmed, sub nom. Avnet, Inc. v. FTC, supra.
The lower court opinion in U.S. v. Associated Press,
52 F. Supp. 362 (S.D. N.Y. 19T3) can be read to support
Consumers' arguments, but it antedates Alcoa. A one-
line statement in U.S. v. ITT, 324 F. Supp. 19 (D.

- Conn. 1970), also favors Consumers' position. If it
be a " holding", we are disinclined to follow it in the
absence of any reasoned analysis and in light of the
other authorities cited. U.S. v. Blue Bell, Inc.,
305 F. Supp. 538 @l . D . Tenn. 1975), involved the merger
of two industrial laundries, neither of which were
. vertically int orated. If relevant to the case before.

us, its rationa.e calls for the exclusion of all "in-
house" production, not just Consumers'.

___
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c. In sum, use of Consumers' ') resent competition"

theory to define the relevant wholesale market leads to
i

anomalous results. To give another example, assume for the

moment that Consumers, a large vertically integrated power

company, acquires a smaller competitor in the wholesale

market having its own generation facilities and then

integrates the acquired company into its own operations.

Under Consumers' definition, the acquired company's pro-

duction is now excluded from the relevant wholesale market
for the purposes of comparing the strength of the utilities

still active in that market. Let us further assume.that,

the acquisition left but one small competitor remaining
independent. Under Consumers' thesis,were that utility

self-sufficient in generation, it would have a 100 percent

share of the wholesale market and Consumers none. This

result follows from the underlying assumption-in Consumers'

theory that it competes to supply the firm bulk power needs

of smaller utilities but not vice-versa. And, finally,

were Consumers to absorb that last competitor, then, under

its definition, the relevant market would disappear entirely.
Of course what really would have happened is just the

opposite; the market would remain but the competition would
be gone.

4
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~

To state the result to which use of Consumers'
market definition would lead is to refute its validity.

Manifestly, no law merits an application antithetical to its
purposes. For the reasons ~given earlier, we accept the

Department of Justice's characterization of the wholesale

power market as consistent with law, logic and common

407/sense.

Determination of the scope and dimension of the rele-
.

vant markets sets the stage for the next important issue

to be faced: whether in any of those markets Consumers

possesses monopoly power. We turn to this in Part VI,

which follows.

407/ We are aware that somewhat different relevant
-~ product markets were found by the antitrust licensing

boards in Alabama Power Company (Joseph M. Farley
Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2, LBP-77-24, 5 NRC
804, 885-92 (1971) (appeal pending) , and Toledo Edison
Company (Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station, Units 1,
2, and 3) , LBP-77-1, 5 NRC 133, 160-164 (1977) (appeal

- pending). It should not be inferred from our decision
in this case, however, that either the Farley or the

'

Davis-Besse Boards necessarily erred. As we have
stressed, delineation of a relevant market is
essentially a question of fact. We have not yet
-reviewed the basis of either the Parley or the
Davis-Besse determinations.
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VI.

MONOPOLY POWER

We discussed earlier why determining that an enter-

prise possesses monopoly power is not tantamount to find-

ing it in violation of the antitrust laws. As we explained,

the principal significance of the determination lies in

the standard of conduct demanded of an enterprise with

that degree of economic control. Firms dominant in the

market place may be foreclosed from business practices

acceptable when undertaken by others.408/ Therefore we

must decide whether Consumers Power Company possesses

monopoly power in any or all the relevant markets before l

we can gauge whether the charges leveled against it are
s

valid.

Our task is not materially assisted by the decision

of the Licensing Board. Although the question of Consumers'

monopoly power was raised before it, that Board purposely

refrained from resolving the question in the mistaken

belief that it was not necessary to do so. See 2 NRC at
|

112-13. We therefore must undertake the analysis ourselves |

and begin by assessing the submarket for coordination
|
;

services.

408/ See fn. 9 2, rupra, and pp. 282-86 infra.

|

|
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A. Coordination services submarket.
...

|

Broadly speaking, monopoly power is the ability |7
,

I
to control prices or exclude, competition when it is desired !

to do so. Its existence can be -- and often is -- estab-
|

lished indirectly, by inference from a firm's predominate
'

share of the market. United States v. Grinnell, supra,

384 U.S. at 571.

The nature of the coordination services market does
;

not, however, lend itself to an easy calculation of

market shares. A utility is both buyer and seller in this

market. Whether in any given time period it is a net

buyer or a net seller is in part fortuitous, depending on

operating conditions in its own and its neighboring power

supply systems. Justice therefore undertook to show

Consumers' possession of monopoly power in this market

directly, by proving that its ' c6ntrol of access to the market

and its domination of power generation and transmission

within it_gives the company that power. This is a valid

approach.N

409f Denver Petroleum Corp. v. Shell Oil Co., 306 F.2d 289,

304 (D. Col. 1969): "the existence of monopoly power"
can be shown "by determining actual ability to exclude

*"; accord, Woodscompetition and control prices, **

Exploration & Pro. Co. v. Aluminum Co. of America, l
I438 F.2d 1286, 1305 (5th Cir. 1971), certiorari denied,
I

404 U.S. 1047 (1972). I
,

-.
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1. As described in Part IV, Consumers operates a

vertically integrated system. That system includes a

9000 mile transriission network within the relevant geo-

graphic market that is in turn interconnected with the

transmission network of all the major nearby utilities. '

We also previously noted our concurrence in the Licensing

Board's finding that, with few exceptions, the smaller

utilities' remoteness makes it uneconomical for them to
build their own interconnections to major utilities out-

410/
side the relevant market. As the Licensing Board found

and Consumers does not dispute, the practical result is that

in order to engage in bulk power transactions with the

utilities (other than Consumers) in the broader regional
power exchange narket, the small utilities must "obtain

wheeling services from [ Consumers]".

Consumers' control of high voltage transmission lines

within the relevant geographic submarket thus enables it, by
refusing to wheel power to them, to preclude the small

410/ See p. 170, supra.

411/ 2 NRC at 108 and Consumers' Appeal Brief, pp. 105-114.
The Licensing Board's opinion refers only to wholesale
power transactions. Obviously the same holds true
for coordination transactions.

.
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utilities from coordinating with the other nearby large

utilities outside that market. This does nel mean thatj

such a refusal to deal cuts off the smaller utilities

entirely from all coordination services. But it does limit

their choice of coordinating partners to (a) one another

or (b) Consumers Power Company (or some combination of the
412'/

two). In practical terms, whether Consumers has the

power to control the " price and output" of coordination'

services to the small utilities turns on whether coordination
,

among themselves is a reasonable substitute for coordinating
with Consumers or with other utilities in the broader regional

power exchange market. If it is not a reasonable substitute,

then the question is whether Consumers can dictate the

economic terms under which the small utilities may enter

this market. If it can, then it may be fairly said that

Consumers has monopoly power in the relevant submarket
413/

for coordination services.

417 The M-C Pool, for example, has a coordination agree-,

ment with Consumers.
' ~

413 A basic controversy in this case is over Consumers'
argument that valid business reasons require

' ~ ~ ~

coordination between large and small utilities to be
on different terms than coordination between two
major utilities. This controversy, however, does not

'

' involve whether consumers possesses monopoly power
in the coordination submarket. Rather, it goes to'

a different question: if Consumers has monopoly
power in the coordination submarket, then has Consumers
used that power unreasonably, i.e., "to monopolize"?
We address this in Part VII, below.
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2. Whether coordination inter sese is a satisfactory

alternative for the small utilities to coordination with

a major utility -- Consumers or another -- is a cuestion

which can be viewed from several perspectives. The best

approach is a practical one, to examine the issue in the

light of a real problem the smaller companies face: their

need to satisfy the steady growth in demand for power on

their systems. The usual industry response is to add

additional "baseload" capacity. But how large e

facility? The optimal answer is that size facility which

will provide the necessary power at the lowest practicable

cost per kuh. In this regard there is no dispute that

the larger the baseload plant, the lower the kwh cost. But

several factors constrain utilities in general and small ones

in particular from building the plants that are most econo-

mical in those terms.

First, such plants are expensive. Years might pass

'before a small utility could use the entire generating

capacity of a large plant on its own system. Until it could,

that utility would have a substantial capital investment

tied up in a generating facility greater than necessary to

414/ See fn. 272, supra, for the definition of a base-
load facility.
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meet its load demands. One reason for coordination is,

|. manifestly, to spread the cost of the large plants among

several utilities, and, by doing so, to reduce this problem
.

to a manageable size for each. See fns. 274 and 273, supra.i

Second, a large plant might necessitate a significant

increar,e in the reserve capacity that must be maintained to
,

insure reliability. A rough rule of thumb calls for an
,

isolated system to have reserve capacity at leas * equal

to its largest generating facility. See p. 118, supra.

Another reason utilities engage in coordination is, there-

fore, to reduce the amount of reserves required to backstop
415/

the operation of large units. The nub of the matter

is that for most utilities to take advantage of the economies

achievable by use of large baseload units, they must coordi-

nate with their neighbors. And, as we shall see, Consumers

is no exception.

415/ See pp. 122-26 supra, in particular the example given
from the Supreme Court's Gainesville decision.

.

i_ .
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3. As the foregoing observations suggest, by reason

of their size, coordination among themselves does not allow

the small utilities to obtain the benefits available by

coordinating with larger systems. Even in combination,

they are too small .to achieve the ma::imum economies

of scale now technologically possible in the industry. By

themselves, they cannot afford generating facilities of the
416/

capacity of the typical modern nuclear power plants ,

although these are among the most economical in terms of

cost per kwh of electrical energy generated.

This can be illustrated by reference to the operations

of the Michigan Municipals and Cooperatives Pool (the

"M-C Pool"), which we have previously touched upon (see
417/

pp. 103-04 supra). This Pool operates under the only'

coordination agreement currently in existence among the

416/ See pp. 224-25, infra.
.

417/ In addition to Wolverine Electric Corp., Northern
Michigan Electric Corp., and the Grand Haven and the

'

Traverse City municipal systems, the pool has three
smaller associane members which participate for
-certain purposes. These have a combined peak load
of 17.6 Mw. We have omitted them from the example
as too small to affect the point being illustrated
in significant fashion. See Int. Exh. No. 1001.

|. -

|

.
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small utilities. In 1971 the combined load of the four

M-C Pool members was 160 Mw; their combined generating

capacity was 192 Mw; and their largest generating unit,

23 Mw. See p. 104, supra. By coordinating their operations,

the M-C Pool member can install larger generating units

than they could on an isolated basis. Nevertheless, because

of the small size of the pool, they still cannot obtain

the significant economies of scale now available in the

generation of electric power.-

For illustrative purposes, assume that in an effort

to take advantage of the economies of scale offered by
larger generating units, the Pool desired to add to its

system in 1971 a 175 Mw unit. While larger and more efficient

than the Pool's existing generating facilities, it is

still small scale when compared to the 800 Mw Midland

Nuclear Unit No. 2. Putting to one side for the moment the

Pool's problem in making capital investment in a plant not

needed until a considerable time into the future, adding

a 175 Mw unit to its system would automatically increase

the Pool's reserve requirements enormously. The Pool

would have had to maintain at least 175 Mw in reserve to

- - _ - _ _ _ _
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backup this plant, a reserve of more than 91 percent.418/

Thus, although the Pool would have increased its overall

generating capacity by 175 Mw, the increase available to

sell to their wholesale and retail customers would be limited
'

to the output of only 32 Mw of additional capacity; all the

rest would be needed in reserve. If, however, the M-C Pool

had been able to join a larger coordinated system in which

each utility maintained reserves of 20 percent -- a typical

reserve level in the electric utility industry 419/ --
the M-C Pool would have needed to maintain in reserve only

418/ The 91 percent reserve figure assumes that the M-C
Pool members sold as much power as possible while
still maintaining adecuate reserves under the single
largest unit criterion to maintain system reliability.
The percentage of reserves that a system is carrying
is calculated by taking its on line generating capacity
in excess of peak load requirements and dividing that
figure by the peak load. For example, in 1971 (with-
out installation of the hypothetical 175 Mw unit)-
the M-C Pool's reserve was (192-160) + 160 = .20
or 20 percent. Immediately upon installation of the
hypothetical plant, the Pool need hold 175 Mw (the
size of the largest plant) in reserve. Thus, the
Pool's peak load could grow only 32 Mw (to 192 Mw
total) under the single largest unit criterion. At
that point the Pool would still be carrying a reserve
in excess of,91 percent -- i.e., (367-192) + 192.

419/ See FPC, :970 National Power Survey, Volume II, !
pp. 1-52, 53, 2-43. Also see fn. 634 infra.

{
i

l
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.
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420/-
62 Mw. In this situation, upon building the 175 Mw

plant the Pool would have had available an additional 145 Mw

of firm power. This 145 Mw would have been considerably

more than that needed by the Pool members to meet their imme-

diate load grc, ?or the next several years -- at that time
..

421/
roughly 25 Mw per year. Thus, access to the regional

power exchange market -- i.e., ability to engage in coordi-

nation services transactions outside the submarket to which'

they were confine- -- would have placed the M-C Pool in a

position to market this excess capacity and associated energy,

for example, on a unit power basis, as short term power, or

in some other type of economy energy transaction. As we have

described, such transactions in the coordination service
,

markets can and do reduce the cost of a utility's bulk

power operations and are regularly entered into for that

purpose. See pp. 121-30 supra.

420/ In arriving at the 62 Mw reserve figure in the
example, it was assumed that the M-C Pool membersi

sold as much power as possible while still maintaining.

at least a 20 percent reserve level -- i.e., their
peak load af ter building the plant could Increase
to 305~Mw, an increase of 145 Mw, and, as their total
generating capacity would be 367 Mw, they would still
have reserves of 62 Mw, 20 percent of their peak
load. Obviously, until their peak load actually reached
305 Mw, they would be carrying reserves substantially
in excess of 20 percent.

421/ See D. J. Exh. No. 200, Schedule No. 6-c.

__ _ _ _ _ _ : __ -
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Thus, coordination among the M-C Pool members is not

equivalent to their becoming associated with a larger

coordinated system. Moreover, even if the M-C Pool were

to interconnect with the Holland and Lansing municipal

systems -- which the Tsicensing Board found to be econom-

ically feasible 422/ -- coordination among the three

422/ On this issue, the Licensing Board found that (2 NRC
at. 98) :

Lansing is only about 20 miles from the M-C
Pool's projected 18 KV line and a less distance
from the M-C Pool's existing 69 KV line. Holland
is only about 10-12 miles from the M-C Pool's
existing-69 KV line and less from the projected
138 KV line [ Exhibits D.J. 18 and 20]. When we
consider the 1182 miles of transmission facil-
ities projected for M-C Pool, these distances
are very short. About all that can be said in
favor of wheeling over (Consumers) system is
that it might possibly be cheaper.

Justice contends that the Board's finding on this
matter is factually erroneous. Our own review of the
record leads us to concur in the Licensing Board's
conclusion concerning the City of Holland as in
accord with the weight of the evidence. See, e.g.,
Helfman, Tr. 3495, and D. J. Exh. No. 200. With regard
to Lansing we are less sure. However, given the rela-
tively short distance between the M-Pool and Lansing
and the relatively low cost of interconnection compared
to their total operations, it would appear to be econom-
ical for Lansing and the M-C Pool to interconnect at
either 69 Kv (or 138 KV in the future) and to engage
in at least small scale coordination. (We note that
the M-C Pool and aansing were at'the time of the hear-
ing having a formal study done to determine the feasi-
bility of interconnecting the two systems. Brush,
Tr. 2335.) Accordingly, wtlle the question is a closer
one, we accept the Licensir.7 Board's finding on this,

point also.

t.
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still would.be on a plane belcw that attainable by access to

| the regional power exchange market. Moreover, even with such

|
an interconnection, the evidence indicates that it still

would not be economically feasible for Lansing, Holland,

!
the M-C Pool and Coldwater to install a 500 Mw unit

without reserve sharing and other coordination arrange-
424/

ments with larger nearby utilities. Indeed, I

423,/ The Licensing Board did not consider whether it would
be economical for the intervenor Coldwatc.: to inter-
connect with the M-C Pool, or indeed whether it would,

be feasible for other small systems to connect to the
M-C Pool because, in that Board's judgment, these systems
were not " capable of coordination". 2 NRC at 98.
We review the correctness of this conclusion
at pp. 340-50, infra. Our own review of the record
indicates tha't it would not be economical for Cold-
water and the M-C Pool to interconnect. Coldwater is at
least 50 miles from the M-C Pool transmission network
and Mr. Helfman characterized an interconnection be-
tween the two as being "very expensive". He went on to
testify that "[I]t would have been so expensive, in fact,
that, by comparison, it would be far cheaper to rely
upon [ Consumers] to wheel power to Coldwater, which
is sold by the M-C Pool to Coldwater * * *. It would
be far cheaper". Tr. 3535. Also see Munn, Tr. 4075.

Several other of the small utilities, e.g., Hillsdale
and "aion City, are in situations similar to Coldwater.
See D.J. Exh. No. 18.

424/ Mr. Mayben testified as follows (Tr. 3700-01)!
_

"Mr. Ross [ counsel for Consumers]3 maybe I can answer
your question with a certain qualification. I believe
yorr question was what forms of coordination would be
required for this intervenor group to be able to in-
s+.all (in 1980] a 500 [Mw unit], and I won't pass any
-;adgments with regard to whether or not 500 [Mw] is
an appropriate level or not.

But again, cne of the forms would have to be re-
serve sharing and mutual support, not only among them-
selves but with the regional utilities to which they
could effect interconnections.

(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)
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absent such a reserve sharing agreement, the three utilities

as a_ group would be. required, upon installation, e.g., of a t

- 500 Mwtunit~in:1980, to maintain-at.least a 50 percent reserve

.425/4

level. (Had such a unit come on.line in 1972, they would

have needed reserves in the 80 percent range.) 426/ This

! 424/ (FOOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE)
,

,.

Again, with a unit that large, coordinated main-
tenance scheduling and maintenance service would be
important. I think when we get units that large,i

certainly economy energy transactions would be a form
of coordinated operation that I would like to see be-,

|- cause they may have some substantial low-cost energy-
producing capability.

Finally, transmission service [ wheeling] would be
,' essential because of the way in which this particular

group is strung out. It would be depending upon inter-
.

1 Lconnections to the company of the vari'ous individual
utilities in order to be able to transmit the power
that would be produced from this 500-megawatt unit.

,

1 In-regard to the need for " wheeling" from Consumers,
; ~ Mr. Mayben was referring specifically to Coldwater.

Tr. 3701. See fn. 423, supra.'

i 425/ The projected peak load, based on 1973 estimates for
~

these utilities as~a group.in~1980, is 1035 Mw. See
D.J. Exh. No. 254, schedules 1, 2 and 3, and D.J.
Exh.HNo. 255.. Also see Tr. 3699.

'

'
Dr.1Wein testified that " [a] system of 1000 Mw with
-aLload. growth of 80 Mw per year could not build a
500 Mw unit economically, both because of its lack
offutilization'and the severe reserve requirement."
.Tr. fol. 3979 at=64.

426/ The 1972 peak load of these utilities approached>

600:Mw.- See pp..93,-96, supra.

i!

1

|
'

|
i

- 'I
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compares to the approximately 20 percent reserve level that

Consumers maintains, see fn. 634, infra, even though it

currently has on line a 700 Mw nuclear-power unit.427/

4. Consumers' ability to maintain a low level of

reserves despite the large size of its generating units

is attributable in no small.part to its coordination

arrangements in the regional power exchange market. The

company's internal reviews confirm this. A 1962 " Prelim-

inary Report on Pool Studies" by Consumers indicated that

the company could lower its reserve level from 24 to 19

percent by coordinating with Detroit Edison, to 15 percent

if Detroit Edison and Consumers coordinated with Ontario.

Hydro, and to 12.5 percent if in addition they coordinated

with the large systems to the south.428/ Further, in 1964,

427/ Studies undercaken by Justice's bulk power planning
expert, Mr. Helfman, suggest that it would be economical
for the M-C Pool, Holland, Lansing and Coldwater to
install in 1980 a 529 Mw nuclear power plant in con-
junction with Dow Chemical Company (Dow's share of the
plant would'be 180 Mw) if these utilities had,-in addi-
tion to wheeling, a reserve sharing agreement so that
the percentage of reserves they maintain was equal to
that carried by Consumers. D. J. Jxh. No. 201. Also
see Helfman, Tr. fol. 3210 at 32-33.

We note also that the record indicates that the M-C
Pool along with Alpena Power Co. and Edison Sault Co.
are considering installation of coal units in the 250-
350 Mw range, See C. P. Exh. No. 12,017. However,
Mr. Fletcher, President of Alpena, testified that the
" primary problem" the group was experiencing in this
regard was a lack of transmission. Tr. 4334.

428/-D. J. Exh. No. 65. Also see Wein, Tr. fol. 3979 at 65-66.

_ _ _ _ _ _ . - _-
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those engaged in planning Consumers' bulk power supply

system found that to install nuclear units in the 500
to 600 Mw range that, "in ordar not to have an adverse

impact on reserve requirements, large third party inter-

connections [were] necessary at [ Consumers' then present]

load levels."429/ (Consumers' peak load in 1964 was

2375 Mw).430/ And Mr. Wall, Consumers' former Vice-

Chairman, acknowledged that if Consumers were to disconnect

itself Bom the utilities in the power exchange market and

operate in isolation, it would have to increase its installed

reserves to support the large scale units projected for

installation on its system.431/ Indeed, without its inter-

connections with these utilities, Consumers would have been

-in an extremely precarious situation from 1970 to 1973
'

because of the extended outage of its Palisades plant and

429/ Int. Exh. 1005, pp. 36-37. (Consumers' internal Memo-
randum quoted in the deposition of Mr. Harry Wall).
See fn. 431, infra.

430/ C. P. Exh. No. 21A, p. 29 (Consumers' 1973 Annual
Report to its Shareholders).

431/. Int..Exh. No. 1005, p. 38. Also see id. at 33.
(Deposition of Mr. Harry Wall, May 307 1973). Prior
to becoming Vice-Chairman in 1972, Mr. Wall had been

,

Vice-President in charge of " production and transmis- )
sion" (1954) andL" senior Vice-President of electric )

operations" (1969). Id. at 4. Mr. Wall was not able |
to testify in the proceeding because of his sudden l
death in December of 1973, prior to Consumers' pre-
sentation of its direct case. See C. P. Exh. No. 21A,
p. 2.

,

h

4 -
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otner unexpected occurrences (see p. 159, supra), particu-

larly so in 1971, when its generating capacity in actual |

operation was less than its peak load.432/
'

- Thus, even though Consumers' generating capacity is i

1

more than four times that of all the small utilities com- I

bined,433/ it still finds coordination power transactions

with the utilities in the regional power exchange market
,

not merely helpful but necessary to produce reliable firm

bulk power at low cost.434/ As Consumers' own Vice President
i

for Electric Planning, Mr. Mosley, candidly acknowledged

in'his direct testimony, "the bulk power supply of Consumers

Power Co. is made available to its customers at a lower cost
and with better reliability because of [its coordination arrange-
ments) than could be done under any other alternative."435/

432/ See D. J. Exh. No. 21A, p. 29.
433/ See Part IV. supra.

434/ Indeed, engineering studies suggest that the percentage
of reserve capacity needed to meet a given reliability
standard is " reduced significantly" until a coordinated
system reaches 40,000 to 50,000 Mw. See Breyer and
McAvoy, The Federal Power' Commission and the Coordi-
nation Problem in the Electrical Power Industry, 46
S. Cal. L. Rev. 661, 682-87 (1973).

435/~Tr. 8516. Later, on cross-examination, Mr. Mosley
reiterated.that "the reason we have [ coordination agree-'

ments] are for two reasons: to enhance the-stability,

. and reliability of our system, and as an economic
thing to do in the development of our power supply."
Tr. 8652.

+
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5. In sum, we find that coordination among the small

utilities alone is no substitute for their coordination

as part of a larger interconnected system. This finding

is not really surprising; the Federal Power Commission,

for one, published a similar conclusion years ago. Its

1970 National Power Survey stated that "[m]ost electric

utilities are too small by themselves to construct and take

full advantage of the largest modern fossil and nuclear

fueled generating units, so they are able to obtain the

economic benefits associated aith large generating units

only by joining with neighboring systems in coordinating

arrangements."436/ And, as the record makes plain, even

Consumers finds it advantageous to do so despite its large

size.

Consumers' strategic dominance over high voltage trans-

mission gives the company control over the small utilities'

access to other large nearby utilities. The'small utilities

are thus forced to turn to Consumers for their needs,

either directly in the form of coordination power and

services, or indirectly to have these wheeled into them

from "outside" utilities. Consequently, Consumers has

monopoly power in the coordination services market submarket,

436/ FPC 1970 National Power Survey, p. I-17-2. Also see
'WeIn, Tr. fol. 3979 at 64.

__ _
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! for it can control the terms by which the small utilities |

|

can obtain these important coordination services. Stated

in terms of the Licensing Board's order delineating the

relevant matters in controversy (see p. 54, supra),
|

|
Consumers "has the power to grant or deny [the small util-

| ities] access to coordination" by virtue of undeniable

dominance in the ownership and control in transmission

! facilities (85% of all transmission lines and 98% of lines
|

| ; 138 kv or higher) and in generating capacity (80%) in the

relevant geographic market.437/

6. One matter remains to be considered. This is Con-
!

| sumers' contention that regulation by the Federal Power
l
.

Ccmmission precludes it from exercising monopoly power in

any bulk power market. Consumers bases its argument on

437/ To be sure, the small utilities are able to derivei

limited benefits from their ability to coordinate
! operations with one another. But, as we described,

these benefits are a far cry from those attainable
through coordination with Consumers or with'some
"outside" utility. Be that as it may, " absolute
success in excluding competition is [not] an essential
element to proving monopoly power under section 2 [of
the Sherman Act]. It is enough that defendants'

i market position is such that they have substantial.
| power to thwart competition." Woods Exploration and

Producing Co. v. Aluminum Co. of America, 438 F.2d
1286, 1307 (5th Cir. 1971), certiorari denied, 404

| EU.S. 1047 (1972). See also, United States v. Aluminum
i Company of America, supra, 148 F.2d at 426.
i

|
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.

section 202(b) of the Federal Power Act, 16 U.S.C.

98 24a (b) . 438/ This provision authorizes'the Federal Power

Commission in appropriate circumstances to order an inter-

connection established between two electric power utilities.

Consumers' argument is unpersuasive.

|430/ Section 202(b) provides:

Whenever the Commission, upon application
of any State commission or of any person
engaged in the transmission or sale of electric
energy, and after notice to each State commis-'

j sion and public utility affected and after
~

opportunity for hearing, finds such action
; necessary or appropriate in the public

interest it may by order direct a public, ,

utility (if the Commission finds that no,,

undue burden will be placed upon such public
|utility thereby) to establish physical

connection of its transmission facilities I

i with the facilities of one or more other
j persons engaged in the transmission or sale ,

of electric energy, to sell energy to or j
exchange energy with such persons: Provided, '

,

That the Commission shall have no authority.

to compel the enlargement of generating |'
-

facilities for such purposes, nor to compel
such public utility to sell or exchange )
energy'when to do so would impair its ability
to render adequate service to its customers.
The Commission may prescribe the terms and
conditions of the arrangement to be made
between the persons affected by any such
order, including the' apportionment of cost
between them and the compensation or reimburse-
ment reasonably due to any of them.

.

.. - . _ - . - - . .. . . .
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.First, it is undisputed that the Federal Power Com-

mission has no authority to force an electric utility

company to wheel power.439/ For reasons we have already

described, unless Consumers will' wheel power to them, the
4

same utilities cannot engage in coordination transactions

with the larger nearby utilities outside the coordination

services submarket. They are literally landlocked in
.

Consumers' service area. Their access to the outside

depends on Consumers' willingness to wheel. The Federal

Power Act does not change that picture.

Second, as Consumers acknowledges, the Federal Power

Commission cannot order developmental coordination under

section 202(b) .440/ That section expressly withholds

authority from the FPC "to compel the enlargement of gen-
I!erating facilities." And, more generally, as the

.

439/ Otter Tail Power Co. v. United States, supra, 410 /
U.S. at 376; City of Paris, Kentucky v. Kentucky
Utilities Co., 41 FPC 45 (1969).

440/ See consumers' Appeal Brief, p. 90.

441/ See fn. 438, supra.
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Federal Power Commission has itself conceded, its "juris-

diction does not extend to-the ' facilities' used for the

generation of electrical energy."442/ As we have just

explained, to take advantage of the economies of scale

inherent in large baseload units above 500 Mw, the small

utilities need either to be part of a joint venture with

a nearby larger utility, or must buy unit power from such

a plant built by a larger utility. Absent wheeling by

Consumers, they can look only to that company for access
,

to large scale baseload generating capacity. The Federal

Power Commission cannot compel Consumers to grant that

access; FPC decisions acknowledge that the agency has no

right "to exercise jurisdiction over the size of nuclear

generating unit [or] to allocate the bulk power generating

therefrom, such unit being subject to the licensing pro-
.

."44 /visions of the Atomic Energy Act, ***

442/ Northern California Power Agency v. FPC, 514 F.2d 184,
186-87 (D.C. Cir.), certiorari denied, 423 U.S. 863 (1975),
quoting the FPC's decision in that case, 45 FPC at
1153 and 1155 (1971).

443/ Ibid. See 16 U.S.C. B824a(b), set out in fn. 438, supra.

!
|

|

|

.
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Third, it is true as Consumers says, that the Federal

Power Commission has power in certain circumstances rnder

i section 202(b) to order utilities to enter into operational

coordination arrangements such as reserve sharing and sales

!of economy energy. But as we have explained, these

involve but one aspect of Consumers' monopoly power in the

coordination services submarket. More significantly, how-
.

ever, in the otter Tail decision, the Supreme Court squarely

; held that the existence of that FPC authority to order

-interconnections does not displace the operation of the

antitrust laws. In that case, the Otter Tail Power Company

argued -- essentially as consumers does here - "that its

refusals to deal should be immune from antitrust prosecution

because the Federal Power Commission [had] the authority

to compel involuntary interconnections of power pursuant

to 8202(b) of the Federal Power Act." 410 U.S. at 373.

In rejecting'the argument, the Court pointed out (ibid.,

444/.Gainesville Utilities v. Florida Power Corp., 40 FPC
1227 (1968), 41 FPC 4 (1959), reversed, 423 F.2d 1196
(5th Cir, 1970) , reversed, 402 U.S. 515 (1971).

.
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emphasis supplied) :
,

The essential thrust of 9202, however is to
encourage voluntary interconnections of power.

*

See S Rep No. 621, 74th Cong, 1st Sess 19-20,
48-49; HR. Rep No. 1318, 74th Cong, 1st Sess 8.

; only if a power company refuses to interconnect
voluntarily may the Federal Power Commission,
subject to limitations unrelated to antitrust
considerations, order the interconnection. The
standard which governs its decision is whether
such action is "necessary or appropriate in the
public interest." Although antitrust considera-

1

tions may be relevant, they are not determinative. '

After reviewing the Federal Power Act's legislative I

history, the Court concluded (id. at 374-75, emphasis
supplied) :

It is clear, then, that Congress rejected
a pervasive regulatory scheme for controlling
the. interstate distribution of power in favor
of voluntary commercial relationships. When
these relationships are governed in the first
instance by business judgment and not regulatory
coercion, courts must be hesitant to conclude
that Congress intended to override the funda-
mental national policies embodied in the anti-
trust laws. See United States v. Radio Corp.
of America, supra, at 351, 5 L Ed 2d 354. This
is particularly true in this. instance because
Congress, in passing the Public Utility Holding
Company Act, which included Part II of the
Federal Power Act, was concerned with " restraint
of free and independent competition" among
public utility holding companies.. See 15 USC
579a (b) (2) .,

Thus, there is no basis for concluding that
the limited authority of the Federal Power,

Commission to order interconnections was intended
to be a substitute for or immunize Otter Tail
from antitrust regulation for refusing to deal
with municipal corporations,

i

I

I

!
r-
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We think Otter Tail is dispositive. There is no doubt

that the terms of coordination agreements are governed in

the first instance by business judgment and not regulatory

coercion. The FPC itself has stressed that there are
literally thousands of different types of coordination
arrangements and that their individual terms reflect the
needs, resources and managerial views of the different

utilities.445/ Apparently in recognition of the precedential
,

force of Otter Tail and other Supreme Court decisions,446/~i

Consumers does not make a bald assertion that its indi-

vidual coordination transactions are exempt from antitrust

scrutiny because of the Federal Power Act. Rather, it

appears to be arguing that simply because the FPC might

someday order it to interconnect with the s.. taller utilities,

ipso facto the company lacks monopoly power. We fail to

perceive how a regulatory scheme that admittedly grants

no immunity from the antitrust laws, by its mere existence,'

445/ See quotation in fn. 287, supra, frou the FPC's 1970
National Power Survey.

446/ Othe- Supreme Court cases in addition to otter Tcil ,

hold that where business judgment is not in the first |

' instance supplanted by state or federal regulatory'

coercion, a firm is held accountable under the anti-
trust laws for its conduct, though its activities may
be subject to the jurisdiction of a regulatory agency.
United States v. Radio Corp. of America, 358 U.S.
334,-350-51 (1951); Cantor v. Detroit Edison Co.,
428 U.S. 579, 596-98 (1977). Also see Goldfarb v.
Virginia' State Bar, 421 U.S. 773, 788-90 (1976).
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alters the character of what is otherwise monopoly power.

Consumers' argument is an attempt to slip in via the back

door a proposition the courts have barred at the front,
i

namely, that regulation for other purposes can attenuatei

the antitrust laws. That argument has been rejected.,

.

Mt. Hood Stages, Inc. v. Greyhound Corp., 555 F.2d 687,

691-92 (9th Cir. 1977); International T. & T. Coro. v.

General T. & E. Corp., 518 F.2d 913, 935-36 (9th Cir.

1975), and cases cited. The best that can be said for it
.

; is that "the impact of regulation must be assessed simply

as another fact of market life." Id,. at 936. We find no

evidence in this case -- certainly consumers cites none --

th'at the responsibility for limiting the coordination
2

between Consumers and the smaller utilities can be laid
!at the doorstep of the FPC.

447/ Moreover , it is settled that even conduct formally
,

approved by a regulatory agency may be the basis of
an antitrust violation where agency approval conveys
no exemption from the antitrust laws. United States
v. Radio Corp. of America, supra, 358 U.S. at 350-51;
' Cantor v. Detroit Edison Co., supra, 428 U.S. at 596-
98; California v. FPC, 369 U.S. 482, 489 (1962); United
States v. PhildelpHIa Bank, sapra, 374 U.S. at 350-52;,

Litton Systems, Inc. v. Southwestern-Bell Tel. Co.,
539 F.2d 418, 422-24 (5th Cir. 1976); City of Mishawaka
v.-Indiana and Michigan Electric Co., supray Almada

, Mall, Inc. v. Houston Power and Light Co., supra, Trade
i Reg. Rep. Par'. 61,4 8 5 (S . D . Tex. 1977).

,

j
'
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In sum, the regulatory authority vested in the FPC'

.

by section 202(b) of the Federal Power Act does not preclude

Consumers from having monopoly power in the coordination

services market. The section gives the FPC no right to
~

order wheeling or coordinated development and, for the

reasons discussed, Consumers' attempt to minimize their

importance as "two among many" viable bulk power supply

alternatives is unconvincing. Nor does the FPC's power

'i to. order operational coordination blunt Consumers' monopoly

power. The emphasis under section 202 (b) is on voluntary

interconnection; business judgment, not regulatory coercion,

governs in the first instance both whether and under what

terms a utility will coordinate. The record before us

confirms this: of the coordination agreements described in

Part IV, none are attributable to FPC insistance. Moreover,

when the Power Commission does elect to exercise its section

202 (b) authority, " antitrust considerations may be relevant,

but they are not determinative." Otter Tail Power Co. v.

United States, supra, 410 U.S. at 373. In the circumstances,

Consumers' monopoly power over the coordination services

submarket is not vitiated by the existence on the statute

books of the Federal Power Act.
!

I

|

- - , , .
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B. The wholesale and retail power markets.

1. In contrast to the coordination services submarket,

both the wholesale and retail product markets lend them-

selves to the traditional market share analysis. In the
,

latter market the product is firm electric power supplied

by electric distribution systems to the retail customer,

the ultimate user of that power. We may determine the

share of the utilities in this market with relative ease

by calculating the amount of such electric energy in

megawatt hours (Mwh) that each sold. Using 1971 as an

index,448/ Consumers that year distributed some

19,874,396 Mwh of electric energy to customers in the

retail market; the small utilities combined, some

3,751,242 Mwh. On this basis consumers held more than

448/ The market shares of the respective utilities do
not vary significantly from year to year. See
D. J. Exh. No. 197.

l
|

|

|

_
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an 84 percent share cf the relevant market for retail

449/power.

For reasons described earlier (pp. 200 ff.), the

relevant wholesale product market embraces not only whole-

sale power sold to other utilities for retail distribution,

but also the firm bulk power that vertically integrated

utilities furnish to their own "in-house" or captive distri-

bution systems. In other words, this market includes the

firm bulk power requirements of all the distribution systems

in the relevant geographic market, whether or not a par-

ticular system is a component of a vertically integrated

utility.

449/ D. J. Exh. No. 197.
Were wo to exclude Consumers' retail sales in its
Foote Act franchise areas (except Bay City and Traverse
. city), Consumers' market share would not be drastically
reduced. In 1971, Consumers sold 10,582,416 Mwh in
areas where it serves under limited term franchises.
Pace, Tr. fol. 7239 at Attachment JDP-1. In addition,
it sold 271,000 Mwh in Bay City and Traverse City.
This places Consumers' sales of power at the retail
level (excluding those Foote Act Franchise areas where
there is no current door-to-door competition) at
10,853,416 Mwh. Comparing this to the 3,751,242 Mwh
that the small utilities sold at retail still leaves
Consumers a 74.3 percent of the retail market.

.

This percentage differs slightly from the 77% market
share that consumers had calculated for itself in its
proposed closed market (see Pace, Tr. fol. 7239 at
Attachment JDP-1) because we included in our calcula-
tion both Consumers' retail sales in Bay City and
Traverse City and those of the municipal systems.
Also Consumers excluded Edison Sault and Thumb Electric
from the relevant retail market systems,which we
include. (See fn. 393, supra)
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I
Because all power delivered to distribution systems

'is, except for distribution losses and certain minor

exceptions, ultimately sold at retail, the wholesale power

' market is essentially equivalent in size to the retail

market.450/ In calculating each utility's wholesale market

share, we look,as we did in the retail market, at the

amount of electric energy it delivers to distribution

systems in the form of firm bulk power. Before making

this calculation, however, we reiterate a point we made

in discussing the coordination services market. Wholesale
4

power is " firm" power in bulk. While it can be generated

by a single utility's own facilities, more often than not

it is now produced to some extent by combining bulk power

from the coordination services market with bulk power

generated internally. Accordingly, when calculating a

utility's share of the wholesale power market, one must

add to (or subtract from) its in-house production of bulk

power the utility's net purchases (or sales) in the coordi-

nation services market. We have calculated the wholesale

power market and consumers' share of it under that principle.

450/ See Wein, Tr. fol. 3979 at 73.

, . _. - -
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In 1971, Consumers generated 18,273,104 Mwh of electric'

energy; it purchased (net) 2,850,256 Mwh additional in*

the coordination services submarket, making a total of

21,123,360 Mwh that it either supplied as firm bulk power

to its captive distribution systems or sold at wholesale

to other utilities serving the relevant geographic market.

The total firm Lulk power requirements for all distribution

systems (including Consumers and the small utilities) for

that year -- the market -- was 24,779,221 Mwh. Thus
.

Consumers' portion of the wholesale firm bulk power market

amounted to somewhat more than an 85 percent share.451/

i
2. Consumers thus controls a high percentage of the

market both at retail (84 percent) and at wholesale (85

percent) . " Percentages of this magnitude", the Justice

Department contends, "' leave no doubt' that [ Consumers]

possesses monopoly power."452/ A review of monopolization
s

cases confirms that the courts have indeed inferred the

existence of monopoly power from market shares of comparable
,

451/ D. J. Exh. No. 197.
452/ Justice's Opening Brief on Appeal, p. 55.

.

L
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dimension. For example, in United States v. Aluminum Co.,

supra, 148 F.2d at 425, the court found monopoly power

from defendant's control over 90 percent of the market;
'

in United States v. American Tobacco Co., supra, 221 U.S.

at 162, from 86 percent; in United States v. United Shoe

Mach. Corp., supra, 110 F. Supp. at 343, from 75 percent;

in International Boxing Club of New York v. United States,

supra, 358 U.S. at 249, from 81 percent; and in United

States v. Grinnell, supra, 384 U.S. at 567, from 87 percent

of the relevant market. Seen in the light of those deci-

sions, Consumers' percentages of sales in the relevant

retail and wholesale markets are certainly well in the

range that permits the inference that it possesses monopoly
power in both markets.

Consumers urges, however, that peculiar character-

istics of the electric utility industry preclude our draw-

ing that inference. It prefaces its argument with the

Supreme Court's " warn [ing] that '[o]bviously no magic

inheres in numbers [ reflecting market share because] the

relative effect of percentage command of a market varies

i

|

- . --
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with the setting in which that factor is placed'".453/
It contends that the Court's warning not to give talismanic

effect to market shares " applies particularly where there

are economic and legal restraints upon competition in the
relevant market", such as those which Consumers says exist

in the electric utility industry.454/ In support of its
,

position Consumers relies principally on three cases:
United States v. General Dynamics Corp., 415 U.S. 486 (1974);

United States v. Marine Bancorporation, 418 U.S. 602 (1974);

.

and United States v. Citizens National Bank, 422 U.S. 86'

(1975). The company contends that in those cases the

Court eschewed reliance on market shares because of legal

and economic restraints on competition and urges us to

follow suit for similar reasons. Consumers' position is,

basically, that to the extent the electric utility industry

in lower Michigan is not competitive, this is attributable

453/ Consumers' Appeal Brief, p. 134, quoting from Times
Picayune Pub. Co. v. United States, 345 U.S. 594,
612 (1953) and United States v. Columbia Steel Co.,
334 U.S. 495, 528 (1948). In both cases, the
defendant's share of the relevant market was roughly
40%.

454/ Consumers' Appeal Brief, pp. 134-35.
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to legal and economic facts of life in Michigan's electric

utility industry. Consumers asserts that those factors,

negate the in"erence that it possesses monopoly power

solely because it controls the lion's share of the relevant

!
'

markets.

a. We need not be long detained by the legal barriers

to competition on which Consumers relies. Our analysis

of the retail market sets out at length the reasons why

that reliance is misplaced.456/ To recapitulate briefly,

those barriers do not cast the present market structure

in concrete. Michigan law allows municipalities and town-

ships to franchise other private utilities in lieu of

Consumers. More importantly, those municipalities may

establish their own electric systems within their recpec-

tive jurisdictions in place of Consumers as the retail and

even the wholesale supplier. And, as we also observed,

these self-same legal barriers did not preclude Consumers

from reaching its present market position by acquisition

455/ See Consumers' Appeal Briel, p. 151.

456/ See pp. 183-89, supra.

_ _ -- _. - - _ _ .
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of other companies; indeed Consumers has acquired three

more utilities since 1960. In short, there is nothing

written into Michigan Law that guarantees the current

market position of Consumers in Michigan. Rather, each

utility's market share is subject to the ebb and flow of
competitive market forces. Those forces are admittedly

periodic and limited in strength, but nevertheless they
exist and are protected by the antitrust laws. Otter Tail

Power Co. v. United States, supra; Cantor v. Detroit
.

Edison Co., supra; City of Mishawaka v. Indiana & Michican

Electric Co., supra.

b. It is true that the economic barriers to the entry

of new competitors in the relevant markets (and in the
electric utility industry' generally) are high ones.AE2.!

For example, to start up its own retail electric system,
a municipality would have to make a considerable capital

investment in a distribution network.458/ A similarly

large capital investment would be required for any existing

retail system to " integrate vertically," i.e., become a

457/ See Wein, Tr. 3993-99.

458/ According to the FPC, 1970 National Power Survey,
p. I-14-1, " distribution systems account for nearly-~~

40 percent of the total investment in electric power
facilities."
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bulk power supplier as well.459/ Simply because of the
'

expense involved, we accept that no municipality would

undertake either step lightly. Before doing so it would,

have to satisfy itself that it would (at least eventually)

be able to provide electric service to its citizens at.

'

: rates significantly below those being offered by the private
utility it would displace.460/

,

But the existence of these high economic barriers to

market entry hardly negates the idea that Consumers possesses
monopoly power. The opposite is true: the presence of

|
4

high entry barriers reinforces -- if not confirms -- the

|
<

1..

.459/ For example, Holland's total electric utility plant i

(generation and distribution) in 1974 was valued at
21 million dollars. Holland's 1974 Annual Report,
Form 1-19, p. 3, line 2 (quoted in Consumers' Appeal
Brief at p. 111).

As we described in Part IV, Holland is vertically
( integrated and is the second largest municipal electric

Eystem in the releyant geographic market. In 1972 it'

served 12,048 customers whose peak power demand was
44.5 Mw. Holland met this demand by operating five
generating units with a total capacity of 81.5 Mw.
See p. 96, supra.

4

460/ Testimony with respect to Foote Act franchises suggests
;

that a. potential rate disparity in the neighborhood j
of 20 percent might be needed before a municipality
would consider establishing a system in competition
with Consumers. See fn. 377, supra.

l.

V |

,
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inference of monopoly power :"ggested by Consumers' high

market shares. The reason for this was cogently explained

in the Federal Trade i k.csion's Golden Grain Macaroni Co.

decision:461/

Under our analysis, it is necessary to consider
the existence of other factors which may either
confirm or rebut the presumption [of monopoly
power] that arises from respondents' [high]

i market share. The most important such factor
in this case is entry barriers. If barriers
to entry are low and unimportant, then the

i existence of numerous potential entrants on the
edge of the market would effectively preclude
respondents' control of price or exclusion of
competition and thus would rebut the presumption
of monopoly power. But in this case, the record
reveals the existence of high and sianificant
barriers to entry into the dry paste market
in the Pacific Northwest, and this fact
strengthens the monopoly power presumption-
based on market share. [ Emphasis supplied].

461/ 78 FTC 63, 180 (1971) (concurring opinion). The
majority agreed on this point:

Barriers to entry * * * would be relevant only
if we found that respondents' market share was
so large that they enjoyed monopoly power. For,e

if the barriers were not high, the potential
entrants would operate as a deterrent to price
increases and demonstrate respondents' incapacity
to exclude competitors (the earmarks of a monop-
olist) . In the same way, if we concluded that
respondents' performance or conduct was that of

( a monopolist, we would measure entry barriers so
| _as to gauge better the market power of respondents.

But since we have found that under none of these
tests (structure, performance or conduct) do
respondents have the ability to exclude competitors
or raise prices, it is not necessary for us to
determine what the record shows respecting entry
barriers. Id. at 163 fn. 9.

.

9

4
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.

To reiterate, low barriers to entry rebut the infer-
I

ence of monopoly power suggested by high market shares

because the ease with which new firms may enter the market

deters the dominant firm from increasing prices and demon-

strates its incapability of excluding competition.462/
In contrast, high entry barriers reinforce the inference

of monopoly power implied by large market shares ;ause,

the difficulty of new firms entering the relevant market

allows the dominant firm greater leeway in raising prices

or excluding competition. Golden Grain Macaroni Co.,

supra; United States v. United Shoe Machinery Corp., supra,
'

110 F. Supp. at 343-44.

The three Supreme Court cases' that Consumers cites to

support its contrary argument are simply not in point.

Marine Bancorporation, General Dynamics,and Citizens National

Bank involved mergers attacked under Section 7 of the Clayton
'

Act, not monopolization challenged under Section 2 of~the

!Sherman Act. The pivotal factor in each was the factual

determination that the merger between two existing companies

462/ See Judge Lacey's recent lucid discussion of the point
in Weber v. Wynne, 431 F. Supp. 1048, 1054-56 (D.N.J.

-1977).
463/ United States v. Citizens National Bank also involved

a charge under Section 1 of the Sherman Act. Consumers ;

does not rely on that portion of the Court's opinion.

!

!

s
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64/
did not substantially lessen competition, actual

.

464/ In both United States v. General Dynamics and United
;

States v. Citizens Bank, the Court found that the
merging companies' market shares were sufficiently
high to support a finding of undue concentration.,

Clayton Act, section 7, was held not to have been
violated because of proof that the merger would in
fact not substantially lessen competition.

In General Dynamics, the Court focused on the coal
industry's practice of selling coal under long-term
fixed price contracts. Because of this, the Court
concluded that the best measure of a coal producer's

; ;

competitive power was the size of its uncommitted4

reserves of recoverable coal. The Court found that
j the acquired company had relatively small amounts>

of coal reserves, most of which were already committed
under long-term contracts, and that it did not have
possibility of acquiring more reserves. Thus, the
Court was led to conclude that though the acquired+

company was at the time a highly profitable and effi-
cient producer of coal, it had dim long term prospects
and therefore no substantial lessening of competition
would result from the merger.

In United States v. Citizens Southern Bank, the Court
'

found that the merger would not substantie.lly lessen
competition because, under a pre-existing commercial rela-
tionship between the merging firms, "no real competition
had developed or was likely to develop." 422 U.S. at
121. (The Court had expressly found that this previous
commercial relationship did not violate section 1 of
the Sherman Act).
These two cases stand for the proposition that factors
other than market concuntration are important when
determining a violation of section 7 of the Clayton
Act. While that principle is applicable also under
section 2 of the Sherman Act, it is not material in
determining the roles that barriers to market entry
play in determining the eristence vel non of monopoly
power.

.

- -
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or potential,465/ the statutory test for proscribing a
a

! 465/ In United States v. Marine Bancorporation, the govern-
ment's case rested on the potential competition
doctrine. Its essence is that fear of the potential
entry of the acquiring firm into the relevant market
previously forced an otherwise oligopolistic market
to function competitively to deter that entry. Upon
merger of the potential competitor with a firm already
in the market, the former procompetitive influence
vanishes. Accordingly, the merger lessens competition
within the relevant market. See United States v.
Marine Bancorporation, supra, 418 U.S. at 623-41; United
States v. Falstaff Brewing Corp., 410 U.S. 526 (1973).
See also Kanniener engnar enrn., 79 PTc 744 (1971) , affirmed ;

sub nom. Kennicott Copper Corp. v. FTC, 467 F'.2T 67 ;
(10th Cir. 1972). Thus, as the Supreme Court observed
in Marine Bancorporation, " ease of entry (into the4

relevant market] on the part of the acquiring firm
is a central premise to the potential competition
doctrine", 418 U.S. at 628. And in that case, the
Court found that state regulatory restraints on branch
banking made the acquiring firm "an insignificant
potential entrant except by merger" and thus,the " pro-

!
competitive influence" the acquiring firm exerted in 1

the relevant market "by standing 'in the wings'" was
minimal. 418 U.S. at 639-40. The Court therefore
concluded that because no potential competition existed,
the merger could not have the effect of substantially
lessening competition in the relevant market.

Manifestly, the rationale of Marine Bancorporation is
not pertinent to deciding whether a firm already within
the relevant market possesses monopoly power. In no
way did the Court hold (as Consumers would have us do
here) that the legal barriers to entry rebutted the
presumption suggested by the market shares that the
relevant market in that case waa oligopolistic. Indeed,
the Court recognized that these legal barriers reinforced
the oligopolistic n *tre of the relevant market.
418 U.S. at 630-32 and 639-42.

-.
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merger under section 7 of the Clayton Act. None of these
,

cases, however, suggests (much less holds) that high " barriers'

to entry" in a market negate the idea that the dominant

firm in.that market possesses monopoly power.466/

Moreover, the testimony of both Consumers' economic

experts supports the validity of the proposition that high
,

; entry barriers enhance, not diminish the likelihood that

}
,

466/ Consumers contends that the " basic natural monopoly"
characteristics of the electric utility industry,
with concomitant barriers to competition, make it
"'hardly surprising' ** * that only one large firm
will be present in a given market area". Consumers'
Appeal Brief, p. 143. Consumers appears to be suggest-
ing that because it is natural (at least from its view-
point) for it to be the only large firm in its own
general service area, it cannot have monopoly power.
To the extent that Consumers is making such an argument
it is in error. Because a firm's monopoly is " natural"
hardly suggests _that it lacks monopoly power. It
merely means that the antitrust law may not penalize
acquisition of that power. See United States v.

-

Aluminum Co., supra, 148 F. 2d at 429-30.

;

I
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an enterprise which dominates the market has monopoly
467/~

power. Consumers' contrary assertions are simply at

t war with accepted economic tenets.468/
!

467/ Dr. Pace, in response to hypothetical questions,
testified that (Tr. 7300, 7302):

If one * * * had 80 percent of the market but
there were substantial competitors standing on
the edge of that market, obviously facing rela-
tively little barriers to entry, the possession
of 80 percent of the existing market by a single
server could be, in fact, consistent with com-
pletely efficient performance.

* * *

[But) if he possesses 80 percent of the market,
he is not regulated, and potential competition
is barred from the market, I would tend to con-
clude he has monopoly power.

Similarly, Dr. Stelzer testified (Tr. fol. 7224 at 16) :

[t]o the extent that [the possibility that a
utility may be supplanted by entry of a new
utility), exists, it reduces the economic mean-
ingfulness of any market share competition since .

given the threat of entry, a firm has to behave
as if his market share were under continuous
threat.

468/ Even if an absolute legal barrier to new entry were
to exist (not_the situation in lower Michigan),
Consumers' proposition would be invalid. For example,
a holder of a patent is protected by law from possible
competitors manufacturing and selling its product --
i.e., an absolute legal barrier to competition in the
selling of that product exists. If no reasonable sub-
stitutes existed for that product, the patentee would
be totally free to set a monopoly price for its product.
In short, he would have unmitigated albeit lawful
monopoly power because of that barrier. Of course,
as long as he does not misuse his patent, he is not
subject to attack under the antitrust laws. But this
does not detract from the fact that he possesses
monopoly power.
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3. In the final analysis, our conclusion that

; consumers possesses monopoly power in the retail and
i

wholesale markets stands on three legs: the permissible;

inference to that cnd from the company's predominant share
,

of those markets; the high market barriers that face any

new entrant to those markets (and serve to confirm the
f

existence of consumers' monopoly power) ; alid, lastly,,

Consumers' strategic dominance of generation facilities

| and, perhaps more importantly, the transmission network

serving those markets. We have already described how this

last factor enables Consumers to curtail the smaller

utilities' access to the coordination services necessary

to obtain economies in the production of firm bulk power --

making them more likely to have to meet their bulk power

- needs by purchases or wholesale power from Consumers. But

it is also manifest that consumers' control of the trans-

mission network enables it, simply by refusing to wheel,

to block other utilities from entering the markets and

,
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competing to serve the smallar company's bulk powar needs.469/
_

This in turn ultimately affects the smaller utiltuies' cost

of producing retail power, again to consumers' cor.petitive

advantage, and discourages potential new entrants in that

market as well.470/

4. Consumers insists, nevertheless, that it does not.

possess monopoly power in either market because of state

and federal government regulation of its rates and other.

activities. We do not agree.

a. To begin with, as Dr. Wein explained, "the

,
fact that [there is] regulatory review of (utility] com-

panies' rates, whether it is on a federal or state level,

is only because these companies do have monopoly power,

i.e., * * * if they had no monopoly power to set the rates

there would be no reason for regulation".471/ The courts

469[jf.,AlabamaPowerCompany (Joseph M. Farley Nuclear
Plant, Units 1 & 2) , 5 NRC 804, 899-901 (1977) (appeal
pending).

470/ We stress again that the question addressed here is
whether Consumers possesses monopoly power. Whether
it has used that power to monopolize, an offense under

i the Sherman Act, is a separate question addressed in
the next part of this opinion.

471/ Tr. 3996.
.
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agree. "(P]ublic utility regulation typically
L

I assumes that the private firm is a natural monopoly and
I

,i that public controls are necessary to protect the consumer

i ' from exploitation". Cantor v. Detroit Edison Co., supra,
i

,
428 U.S. at 595-96.

The effectiveness of rate regulation -- whether it

really precludes regulated enterprises from exercising

monopoly control over prices -- is debatable.472/ The two
4 -

principal economists who testified in this case disputed

the point.473/ With respect to the retail market, however,

we need not become embroiled in debate over the extent
,

of the Michigan PSC's ability to control monopoly profits.

As we have described at some length (see Part V, supra),

at the retail distribution level each locale may be thought

of as a natural monopoly with only the identity of the

monopolist open to competition. The critical question

for purposes of this case is, therefore, whether state
,

) 472/ See for example, Hale and Hale, The Otter Tail Power
Case; Regulation by Commission or Antitrust Laws,
the' Supreme Court Review, 99, 104-14 (1973); Turner,
The Scope of Antitrust and Other Economic Regulatory
Policies, 82 Harvard L. Rev. 1207, 1231-41 (1969);
Posner, Natural Monopoly and Its Regulation,;
21 Stanford L. Rev. 548, 592-606 (1969).

473/. Compare Wein, Tr. fol. 3979 at 31 and Tr. 3993-96,
with Pace, Tr. fol. 7239 at 15-16, 24-25 and
Tr. 7277-78.

.
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or federal regulation precludes Consumers from using

its dominant economic power to foreclose competition'

>

for the right to provide retail service to the individual

communities. As we have already discussed, Consumers'

control over transmission and generation facilities enables

it to prevent potential retail competitors from looking

elsewhere than to itself for wholesale power and coordination

services. It was precisely the existence of this kind

of power -- and its use by an electric utility in analogous

circumstances to foreclose its replacement as the sole

supplier of retail power in several municipalities -- which
,

the Otter Tail Court characterized as " monopoly power" (410

U.S. at 377). And the court did so notwithstanding the

existence of FPC and local regulatory authority.474/ Indeed,

at oral argument, counsel for Consumers acknowledged that

the Supreme Court had found that the Otter Tail Power

474/- The Supreme Court was well aware that the
FPC had in 1968 ordered a temporary interconnection
between Otter Tail and Elbow Lake (one of the cities
involved) and made this interconnection permanent
in 1971, four days after the district court had
entered its decree. See 410 U.S. at 392 fn. 8,

and 40 FPC 1262 (1968) and 46 FPC 675 (1971).

|

1

|

|
|
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Company possessed monopoly power. (App. Tr.127-28.) 475/

The otter Tail decision is thus dispositive and compels

!
our rejection of the argument that government regulation,

!

-precludes Consumers' possession of monopoly power in the

retail market.476/

'

475/ In its appellate brief (p. 89,fn. 54), Consumers
attempts to distinguish Otter Tail by arguing that,

it is not a " monopolization" case but rather (in,

the Supreme Court at least) involved charges of
" attempting to monopolize" an unregulated retail

! market. We have previously rejected that reading
j of the case. See fn. 88, supra. (In any event, an

element of an attempt to monopolize is a dangerous
probability of success.) It is true that Minnesota
and South Dakota did not regulate retail rates at
the time, but North Dakota -- also involved -- did.
This lack of rate regulation is of no significance.
The Supreme Court found that- Otter Tail had monopolized
by anticompetitive uses of its dominant economic
power -- other than its rate structure -- to exclude
competition. See 410 U.S. at 377. Regulation of
its rates would not block a utility company's
exercise of monopoly power in this fashion in any
event.

476/ Consumers also argues in its appellate brief
(pp. 88-89) that because Michigan Law (MSA 22.156)
provides that the state PSC may " order the Company
to deliver power suitable 'for distribution' at'

any appropriate primary voltage in any ' city,
village or township' through which its transmission
lines run", this means the company lacks the ability
to exclude competition. Consumers does not press
the point and makes no mention of any instance in
which it was compelled to furnish power by virtue
of this provision. This is merely another version
of the argument that the existence of latent state
regulatory power exempts business conduct from the
antitrust laws. The point is not well taken. See
pp. 230 ff., supra.

.
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b. Consumers' argument that FPC regulation of bulk

power transactions precludes its having monopoly power in

the wholesale market is no stronger. Indeed, we have

already considered and rejected that same line of reason-

ing when Consumers proffered that argument in connection

with the coordination services submarket. See p. 230 ff.,

supra. Similar considerations call for its rejection here

'
as well. In essence, these boil down to the fact that

Consumers' power to exclude competition by virtue of its

dominance over transmission and generation facilities is

not effectively curtailed by the FPC's regulatory authority.

We therefore find no occasion to discount Consumers'

possession of monopoly power in the wholesale market on

!the basis of such FPC regulation.

477/ While we do not pursue the point, it is worth noting
that the FPC's power to control wholesale rates
apparently does not effectively bar a utility from
exercising monopoly power in the wholesale market
by means of " price squeeze" tactics. These tactics
involve charging municipalities higher wholesale
rates than the utility's own retail rates, thereby
foreclosing the municipalities' competition for its
customers or for new industrial users. See, City
of Mishawaka v. Indiana & Michican Electric Co.,
560 F.2d 1314 (7th Cir. 1977). Indeed, even in
straightforward cost-of-service situations, the
efficacy of FPC procedures to preclude rate-gouging
is problematical. Under the law, the Commission may
only suspend a rate increase for 5 months while
investigating whether it is just and reasonable.
If the investigation is not then complete, the highar
rate becomes effective. Thus, for example, after
(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)

_ .
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| 5. Finally, Consumers argues that the " competitive

' t-
success and comparative financial strength of the Company's,

!
4

| smaller. neighbors" confirms its lack of monopoly power.
'

;

I The logic of this' argument eludes us. Manifestly, every
! !
j company that possesses less than 100 percent of the relevant'

J

; market will have some viable competitors. That they con-

tinue in business.-- even successfully -- does not mean.
,

j . that the dominant enterprise is without monopoly power.

See, e.l., United States v. United Shoe Machinery Corp.,' j,.

1
a

4

477/ (FOOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE),

the Otter Tail litigation had been resolved in the'

Supreme Court, the utility agreed in 1973 to wheel
,

wholesale power to'the town-of Elbow Lake, but only
j after filing a tariff which charged 500% more for

that service than other towns were then called upon'

I to bear. Elbow Lake promptly protested to the Com- ,

J. mission, but the FPC proceedings on that rate filing
are not yet close to completion. See, Alexandria,

v. FPC, 555 F.2d 1020 (D.C. Cir. 1977). If the
higher wheeling rate is held not "just and reasonable,"

! the FPC might eventually be able to order a refund.
2 But see,. Indiana & Michigan Electric Co. v. FPC,
! 502 F.2d 336, 342-45 ('D.C. Cir. 1974), certiorari

denied, 420 U.S. 946 (1975) (FPC without power to
order a refund of charges paid under an initial
rate filing as distinguished from refunding an'

increase over a previously filed rate). Moreover,,

as-the 7th' Circuit dryly observed in City of Mishawaka,,

supra, " Delay, combined with the multiple rate in-'

,

'

1 creases, could mean that the customer has been put
out.of business by his supplier-competitor. You
cannot give refunds to a corpse." 560 F.2d at 1325.

<

i

f
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supra, 110 F. Supp. at 339, 345-46.478/ "IW] e do not think

that absolute success in excluding competition is an essential

eleuent to proving monopoly power under section 2. It is

enough that defendants' market position is such that they

!
have substantial power to thwart competition".

Neither are we able to perceive how certain financing

and tax advantages enjoyed by the municipalities and coop-

eratives negate Consumers' predominant market position and

its control over the strategic transmission lines. Aside

from the fact that anticompetitive conduct cannot be justi-

fled on the ground that a competitor has a tax advantage,

see American Federation of Tobacco Growers v. Neal, 183 F.2d

869, 872 (4th Cir. 1950), those tax and financing advantages

are a matter of f.ederal policy. If Consumers finds them

unpalatable, its remedy lies with the Congress; in the interim

it must take its competitors as it finds them.

478/ The cases cited by Consumers do not hold to the contrary.
United States v. Columbia Steel Co., 334 U.S. 495
(1948); United States v. General Dynamics Corp., supra,
415 U.S. at 502; and Budd Co., 3 CCH Trade Reg. Rep.
par. 20,998 (FTC 1975) , concerned mergers attacked
under section 1 of the Sherman Act or section 7 of
the Clayton Act; the factual situations and legal
questions involved in those cases are not analogous
to those presented here. The Tenth Circuit declined,-
in Cole v. Hughes Tool Co., 215 F.2d 924 (1954) certiorari
denied, 348 U.S. 927 (1955), to accede to the trial
court's inference of monopoly power from Hughes' 75%
share of the drilling tool market. The court attributed
that share to Hughes' legal monopolies under valid
patents and expressed skepticism about the evidence
to the contrary. The court's remark about the con-
tinued sucesssful existence of certain competitors
(who had been held infringing on Hughes' patents)
was a makeweight at best.

479/ Woods Exploration & Pro. Co. v. Aluminum Co. of America,
supra, 438 F.2d at 1307.
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,

VII

I MOMOPOLIZATION

,

] Our determination that Consumers Power Company
,

{ possesses monopoly power in the relevant markets does not
..

end'the inquiry. It is not monopoly power but its willful

use to preserve or extend a monopoly, to foreclose actual

| or potential competition, to gain competitive advantage
t

or to destroy competitors -- i.e., " monopolization" --
,

i
which section 2 of the Sherman Act condemns. (See pp. 56

;

i
ff., supra).

Were this a district court proceeding, the cuestion

would be whether Consumers has monopolized one or more

of the relevant markets in violation of the Sherman Act.

That question is indeed present. But section 105c calls

upon us to answer a further inquiry. 'Even if Consumers'

conduct falls short of a full-fledged statutory violation,

does it run counter to the policies underlying the Sherman

Act so that remedial conditions on the company's nuclear

licenses are called for nevertheless? Before we may reach

those substantive questions, however, there are some

preliminary matters which must be addressed.

I
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A. Preliminary questions.'

1. Matters "beyond" the scope of the controversv.

On the basis of its assumption that the issues

were limited to charges involving coordination (see Part V),

the Licensing Board declined to consider charges that Con-

sumers had monopolized the wholesale and retail markets.

In so doing, it excluded charges that the company had monop-
.

olized those markets by (a) acquiring smaller utilities

within them, (b) entering into agreements not to compete

with neighboring large utilities, and (c) refusing to wheel

bulk power from outside sources to the smaller utilities.

See 2 NRC 40-45 and 104-109. In the Board's view, those

charges were not concerned with coordination and hence were

beyond the scope of this proceeding.

We have already held, as Consumers urged, that the

Board erred in excluding consideration of the wholesale

and retail markets. Consumers now insists, however, that

it would be prejudiced by our consideration of the addi-

tional charges because it had no fair opportunity to defend

against them below. Appellants disagree, contending that

those allegations were fully litigated before the Licensing

.

+

~, - +-
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Board. If they are correct, we may consider those allega-

tions. Niagara Mohawk Power Corp. (Nine Mile Point Nuclear

- |
i Station, Unit 2), ALAB-264, 1 NRC 347, 354-55 (1975).

. ;
'

In resolving this cuestion, whether the allegations

have been formally charged in a complaint or specified'

at the outset in another manner is relevant but not

decisive. In an administrative proceeding the " complaint"
,

'
i

'
.

F

| 480/ The closest document to a formal complaint in this
: proceeding is the_ Attorney General's letter to the

Commission recommending an antitrust hearing. See'

pages 4-5 supra. It was certainly his objections to
Consumers' coordination practices with smaller utilities
that formed the primary basis for his recommendation.

The primary agency document defining the scope of the
proceeding is the Licensing Board's order delineating
the relevant matters in controversy. See 2 NRC at 42.
A fair reading of that order indicates that the " basic
thrust" of Justice's charges of anticompetitive conduct
lev'ied ag'ainst consumers concern the company's
coordination policies with respect to the small
utilities, including their effect on the wholesale
and retail markets. Wheeling is a form of coordi-
nation and thus certainly within the scope of the
Board's order. At the hearing Consumers presented
a general statement concerning its wheeling policies.
It made no attempt to distinguish between wheeling
for coordination and wheeling wholesale power.
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.

need not " enumerate precisely every event to which
481/

[the agency] may finally attach significance." The

crucial factor is whether the )pposing party is given

a reasonable opportunity to know and defend against.the'

,

e case as it unfolds. It is sufficient that such an oppor-

tunity has been provided and the matters have been fairly

litigated and argued. In administrative proceedings,

claims'of prejudicial error are not sustainable on
482/

technical deficiencies in formal statements of charges.

481/ L.G. Balfour Co. v. FTC, 442 F.2d 1, 19 (7th Cir. 1971).

482/ L.G. Balfour Co. v. FTC, supre fn. 481. Accord, Avnet
v. FTC, supra, 511 F77d at 76; Golden Grain Macaroni
Co. v. FTC, 472 F.2d 882 (9'tn C'ir. 1972), certiorari
denied, TI2 U.S. 918 (1973). Rea'Truckina Co. v.-
NLRB, 439 F.2d 1065, 1066 (9th Cir. 1971) Rogers Mfg.
Co. v. NLRB, 483 F.2d 644 (6th Cir. 1973).

i

l

|

. - _ . - . . - . - - - , , , . .
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Our revict? of ' the record satisfies us that the

three allegations supposedly beyond the issues in contro-4 . i

i
'

versy were fully litigated. (Indeed, we note that the

Board below itself purported to resolve them "for the sake
i

j .

of completeress". 2 NRC at 102.) Each was addressed through-
,

! out the proceeding by all the parties, including Consumers.
i
! For example, the appellants sought discovery relating to

these sllegationsA ! and consumers. responded without'

484/
-Siection.-~~~ Moreover, in its prehearing brief Justice

!
specifically made these allegations against Consumers,,

setting forth the particular factual situations that formed

the basis for the charges. And, contrary to Consumers'

contentA>n, Justice and the NRC staff introduced testimonial

_

483/ For example, see First Joint Request of [the appellants],

for Production of Documents from Consumers, July 26, 1972,
requests no. 3 (a) , 3 (d) , 5 (c) , 5f(l), 5f(2), 5f (2) (1) ,
and 6 (a) : Justice's Further Request for Admission and

; Interrogatories, August 22, 1973, requests no. 9, 11,
12, 24,25,26;- Deposition of Mr. Aymond Consumers'
Chief Executive Officer, Intervenors' Exhibit no.
1004, pages 183-190, 193-205,

" 484/ It should be noted that Consumers did raise numerous4:
~-

objections concerning the proper scope of discovery
: but none concerning the relevancy of requests concerning

the three allegations in question. For example, see4

Consumers' Objections to. Document Requests and Motion
for a Protective Order. October 26, 1972.

485/ Justice's Prehearing Brief, 39-42, 47-48, 50-51. Also4

--

see Intervenors' Trial Brief, 17,23, 41 and Consumers'
: Prehearing Brief, pages 158, 186-88.

4

I

i

|

- . . . -. - -. :.. .:-- . . - , .
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evidence in support of their allegatlons. Consumers

did not object and, again contrary to_the representation

in its appeal brief, actually conducted extensive cross-

examination on these matters. See fn. 486 supra. Moreover,

in making its direct case, Consumers itself offered witnesses

who sought in their testimony to contradict evidence on these
487/

questions previously placed in the record by the appellants.

Finally, Consumers filed proposed findings

486/ Testimony concerned with Consumers' acquisition of
small utilities and related matters appears at Wolfe,
Tr, 158 5-89 , cross examination by Consumers, Tr. 1791-
97; Steinbrecher, Tr. 1233-49, cross examination by
Consumers, Tr. 1882-92; Keen, Tr. 4487-88, cross
examination by Consumers, Tr. 4540-49.

l
Testimony related to general wheeling services from '

Consumers appears at Wolfe Tr. 1729, cross examination I

by Consumers, Tr. 1829-32; Munn, Tr. 4073-77, 4136
cross examination by Consumers, Tr. 4209-11; Keen Tr.
4510-15, cross examination by Consumers, Tr. 4529-34;
Fletcher, Tr. 4329, 4354.

Testimony related to wholesale territorial agreements
appears at Sundstrand, Tr. 3890-3917. Mr. Sundstrand
did not testify on any other topic. Consumers chose
not to cross examine. Tr. 3917.

487/. Direct testimony related to Consumers acquisition of
the small utilities appears at Aymond, Tr. 6063-4;
Paul, Tr. 7907-20. Moreover, Consumers ' exhibit No.
11,308 lists both Consumers' acquisitions of small
utilities and its offers to buy small-systems.

Direct testimony related to general wheeling services
appears at Aymond, Tr. 6046-52 and Paul, Tr. 7934-36.
(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)
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of fact and conclusions of law with the Board below covering

each of the allegations it now says were beyond the scope

of the proceeding. Indeed, it did tb without once urging

the Licensing Board to find them beyond the relevant matters

in controversy. 48"'

.

487/ (FOOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE)
~~~

Direct testimony related to wholesale territorial
agreements appears at Aymond, Tr. 6070-71 and Paul,
Tri 7950.

f Consumers cannot contend that its direct testimony
; was entirely in response to evidence introduced by

the appellants for in summaries of testimony prepared
; prior to the' evidentiary hearing Consumers included
: these topics as matters which its witnesses would

address.

For example, in summarizing testimony to be given by
Mr. Aymon& its chief executive officer, Consumers
represented:

Specifically, he will discuss the applicant's
past and current policies, where they exist, with
respect to wheeling power for other utility systems,
sales of power at wholesale, mergers or acquisitions,
and sales of unit power and equity participation
in nuclear plants: He also will discuss the

i company's policies with respect to competition
for wholesale and retail load.

,

Consumers' Summary of Testimony of A.H. Aymond (Emphasis
supplied). See Justice's Reply Brief on Appeal p. 22.

, - 48@ See Consumers' Proposed Finding of Facts and Conclusions
| of Law, pp. 61-68; Consumers' Opening Brief Below pp.

~~

| 185-86, 205-212; Consumers' Reply Brief Below, pp. 128-
i 36, 152-169 and Consumers Supplemental Proposed Findings
! of Fact Attached to its Reply Brief Below.
l

L

I

, i - , - _ . , - . . . . - - . --I
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These circumstances amply satisfy us that Consumers

was afforded reasonable opportunity to defend itself

against the allegations in question and that in fact it

I took advantage of the opportunity at each stage of the

proceedings below. Notwithstanding its current assertions

to the contrary (pressed for the first time on appeal),

the company will not be prejudiced by our consideration

of these allegations.

489/ L. G. Balfour Co. v. FTC, supra fn. 482 and other
cases cited in that footnote.

The case which Consumers primarily relies upon, |

Rodale Press, Inc. v. FTC, 407 F.2d 1252, 1256-
57 (D.C. Cir. 1968), is simply inapposite.
The FTC decided that case on a theory not advanced
at trial and without allowing the parties "the i

opportunity to present argument under the new
theory of the violation". We have no quarrel |

with the case or the result reached there. It i
simply is not what occurred here.

|

|

. _ . . .
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2 Deference due the Licensing Board's findings.

The remaining preliminary matter concerns the

weight to be given the Licensing Board's findings. By way

4 of background, we note that in general practice we accord

licensing board decisions presumptive validity; we do not
,

scan every line of testimony or examine each document in
490/

evidence de novo. But in conducting our review,we are

not in the position of a federal appellate court. A court

of appeals must accept the findings of the trier of fact

(the district court) unless it can fairly say that

they are " clearly erroneous." Rule 52 (a) , Federal Rules

of Civil Procedure. We do not owe that same degree of

deference to the Licensing Board. For reasons elaborated
491/

in Catawba , final responribility for weighing evidence,

making findings, drawing inferences and arriving at an

appropriate decision is vested in the Commission itself,,

not in its subordinate hearing officers. Consequently,

in our role as the Commission's delegate in these cases,

we may substitute our judgment of the facts as well as of

the law for that of the Board below.

4_9p' See Northern Indiana Public Service Co. (Bailly Gen-
erating Station, Nuclear-1), ALAB-303, 2 NRC 858, 866-67
(1975) ; Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation (Nine Mile
Point Nuclear Station, Unit 2), ALAB-264, 1 NRC 34 7,
357 (1975).

491/ Duke Power Company (Catawba Nuclear Station, Units 1 & 2),
ALAB-355, 4 NRC 397, 403 (1976) and cases cited at
402-05,

b
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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In this case, Justice and the staff urge that no

weight at all be accorded those findings which exculpate

Consumers from the charges of anticompetitive conduct.

The claim is made that the Licensing Board improperly

evaluated those charges by considering them individually

rather than as components of a course of anticompetitive

conduct (see pp. 38 ff.) and by neglecting to include

the factor of Consumers' monopoly power when weighing

those charges in the balance. Consumers disputes this.

It points among other things to an express passage in

the Board's opinion which recites in so many words that,

even "[.a] ssuming without deciding that [ Consumers) has

or had monopoly power", the eight anticompetitive situations

" dealt with hereinabove" show no " misuse of such power."492/
. . _ _

493/ This portion of the Board's opinion provides in its
entirety (2 NRC at 112-13):

IV. APPLICANT'S MONOPOLY POWER

At the first prehearing conference, Justice
took the position that Applicant had monopoly
power and that such monopoly, insofar as was
known at that time, was a lawful monopoly.
Justice's case was that said monopoly power had
been used in such a way that it violated the
principles of the antitrust laws [Tr. 60-61].
There is no evidence in the record that any
monopoly possessed by Applicant on January 1,
1960 was other than lawful in and of itself.
As agreed by Justice, we take the Applicant as
we find Applicant on January 1, 1960 [Tr. 621
The only evidence involving situations of
possible unlawful use of or extension of
monopoly power by Applicant in the wholesale

(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)
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Justice acknowledges that passage but insists nonetheless

that the Board improper 1'y measured Consumero' culpability

.
because it failed "to understand the legal significance

}. of its own assumption".
..

j We find some merit in appellants' contentions. For

example, the only product market the Board considered

relevant was that for coordination services. In discuss-

ing that market, however, the Board did not evaluate

Consumers' conduct in light of its monopoly position in
i

that market, much less in the retail and wholesale markets.

-The Board's treatment of the charges involving monopoliza-

tion of those two markets (" situation six," 2 NRC 102-105)

confirms this. Despite finding from Consumers' actions an

intent "to monopolize the retail and wholesale power markets

by destroying competition from a group of healthy, growing,

effective and aggressive competitors" (2 NRC at 104), the

Board saw no situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws

"because the evidence totally fails to show the power to

492/ (FOOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE)
and retail market were dealt with in Situa-
tions 1 to 3 and 5 to 7 hereinabove. The,

,

only evidence involving situations of possible
j .use of monopoly power in the transnission

. field we.re dealt with in Situations 4 and 8
hereinabove. Assuming without deciding that
Applicant has or had monopoly power in thet

relevant geographic market, situations
involving misuse of such power have been
dealt with hereinabove.

- - - _ .
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carry out the scheme" (id. at 105). But " dangerous prob-

ability of success" is material only in an " attempt to mon-

opolize" case. See fn. 88, supra. In contrast, under the

present charge of " monopolization" -- use of existing

monopoly power.to preserve or enlarge market dominance --

the Board's findings (if. correct) could mean only that the

Sherman Act had been violated. See pp. 56 ff., supra.

The opposite determination makes sense only if the Board
'

assumed that Consumers lacked monopoly power and was charged

with attempting to achieve it. That the Board apparently

so assumed indicates that it indeed considered each " situ-

ation" in isolation and neglected to evaluate 'them all in

light of Consumers' monopoly status.

This is further confirmed by the Board's evaluation
..

of Consumers' wheeling policy (situations "four" and "eight").

Although concluding that the company's conduct " amounted

to a general refusal to wheel", the Board saw no adverse

antitrust consequences " arising out of that refusal" because

it found "no evidence" that it "was part of a larger scheme

or conspiracy." Yet it also determined (situation "six")
that " [ Consumers '] goal [was] to acquire all of the small

utilities within the relevant geographic market"., that

this was an "anticompetitive scheme to monopclize" the

" wholesale and retail markets" as " forbidden by Section 2

|

i

1

1
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93/of the Sherman Act." Nowhere did the Board even ques-

tion whether the refusal to wheel was part of the scheme

to monopolize covered in situation "six". This incongruity,

it seems to us, confirms that the Board passed on Consumers'

conduct in each situation in isolation.

The passage in the opinion below relied on by
,

' Consumers -- suggesting that even if the company possessed

monopoly power it had not engaged in anticompetitive con-

duct -- does not persuade us otherwise. As we have indi-
!

cated, the Board's own findings would demand the opposite

conclusion under the correct standard.494/

These considerations do not lead us to conclude that

the Licensing Board's basic findings of fact are worthless

and merit no deference. But they do suggest that the

Board somewhat misunderstood the applicable law. For that

reason the inferences and determinations based on those

findings may well be vulnerable. Accordingly, these will

be given particular scrutiny.

493/ Compare 2 NRC 99 with 104.

494/ Moreover, the structure of the opinion below suggests
that the passage is at best an afterthought; it

,

appears late in the decision, well after the sub-
stantive discussions and, in contrast to them, is
devoid of any attempt at reasoned analysis.

|

|

.

_ ~ . _ .
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B. Refusals to deal.

A principal charge against Consumers is that it wheels
'

power for and coordinates with large electric utility

systems that do not compete with it but declines to do soj

i
on reasonable terms with competing small systems. Appel-

lants contend that Consumers' selective refusals to deal

take unjustified advantage of its small competitors and

demonstrate the company's intent to monopolize.

The. Licensing Board analyzed the charges in light of
.

the parables of the Good Samaritan and of the Rich Man.

'!and Lazarus. The Board concluded that Consumers had

no oblig'ation to coordinate with or wheel power for the

.small utilities because (a) no statutory duty required the

rompany to do so and (b) the refusals to wheel and coordi-

nate had not caused the small competitors economic distress

(although provision of those services might alleviate it) .

On the basis of these holdings, the Board ruled that a

monopolist's refusals to deal are not inconsistent with
|

- the antitrust laws unless proven to be substantial and
i

material elements in a " scheme" to monopolize. See 2 NRC
1

at 72-79.
'

|

495/ "Down through the ages, refusal to assist another
who is in dire distress has been lawful in the absence
of a specific statutory duty to act. Thus, in the
parable of the Good Samaritan (Luke 10:29-37) and of
the Rich Man and Lazarus (Luke 16:19-31), while those
'who failed to help the unfortunate met with divine
disapprobation, there is no indication of the breach
of a legal duty." 2 NRC at 71.

.- . ,
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i
j The Dep0rtment of Justice takes sharp issue with those

j rulings. It alleges that the company's refusals to coordi-

| nate, to share reserves and to sell transmission servicos

i
raise artificial barriers to market entry and therefore'

q'
; constitute exclusionary conduct having the effect of main-

taining Consumers' monopoly market. positions. According

to Justice, evidence of these refusals to deal is therefore

sufficient by itself to estdblish " willfulness", the

element of general intent needed to prove the offense of
,

monopolization.496/ The Department contends that the

" scheme of monopolization," repeatedly adverted to by the

Board below, is a term unknown to the law of monopolization,

but adds that the Board erred if it used the term to mean

that a " specific intent" must be shown to prove monopoliza-

tion.497/
Consumers responds by insisting that the Board below

correctly held it free of any obligation to deal with the

small utilities. Citing United States v. Colaate & Co.,

,

496/ Citing principally Eastman Kodak Co. v. Southern Photo
Materials Co., 273 U.S. 359 (1927); Packaged Programs,
Inc. v. Westinghouse Broadcasting, 255 F.2d 708 (3rd
Cir. 1958); Six Twenty Nine Productions v. Rollins
Telecasting, Inc.; 365 F.2d 478 (5th Cir. 19 e6) ;
Lorain Journal Co. v. United States, 342 U.S. 143
(1951); and Otter Tail Power Co. v. United States,
supra. See Justice's Opening Brief on Appeal,
pp. 27 ff., and Reply Brief on Appeal, pp. 37 ff.

497/ Justice's Opening Brief on Appeal, p. 24 fn.

,
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250 U.S. 300 (1919), the company contends that "it is

i axiomatic that a firm has a right to exercise its business

judgment in choosing those with which it wishes to deal,

absent specific proof of monopolistic intent."498/ Discounting
4

the Department's authorities as no more than "several cases
~

holding that a predatory discontinuance of vital prior

dealings is sufficient to establish requisite specific

intent in attempt-to-monopolize casos", Consumers argues

that "[t] hey have no application here where that motiva-

'' tion has not been established and where there is no allega-
t

tion that Consumers Power refused to provide a.previously-

provided service." In short, Consumers supports the

Licensing Board's ruling with the assertion that "even a

firm with a monopoly share" is not required to deal " absent

' bold' predatory conduct which results in the destruction
500/

of competition."

For the reasons which follow, we hold that the Licensing

Board has miscontrued the law and that Consumers' attempts

.
to. buttress the Board's decision in this area are unavailing.

498/ Consumers' Appeal Brief, p. 205.

499/ Id. at 205, fn. 34.

500/ Id. at 206-07.

.
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(
'

To begin with, there are circumstances in which the

antitrust laws impose an affirmative duty on business firms-

< - to deal with their competitors. As evidenced by decisions

following Colgate, unilateral refusals to deal by a firn
a.

with a dominant market position have regularly been held to
s

constitute either " monopolization" or an " attempt to monopo-

01/lize" in violation of section 2 of the Sherman Act. In

Eastman Kodak Co. v. Southern Photo Co., supra, for example,

{ Kodak violated section 2 by refusing to sell except at retail

prices to the plaintiff, a former retail distributor of Kodak

products.502/ (Kodak, already holding a monopoly of

501/ Our discussion excludes cases arising under section
1 or 2 of the Sherman Act involving conspiracies or
concerted refusals to deal.

502/ The Court's decision is unclear on whether Kodak was
guilty of monopolization or an attempt to monopolize.
The Court was affirming a jury verdict and its dis-

'

cussion was brief. It stated:

although there was no direct evidence --
as there could not well be -- that the
defendant's refusal to sell to the plaintiff
was'in pursuance of a purpose to monopolize,
we think that the circumstances disclosed
in the evidence sufficiently tended to indi-
cate such purpose, as a matter of just and
reasonable inference to warrant the submission
of this question to the jury.

273 U.S. at 375.

.

w
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production and at wholesale, was expanding into the retail
,

03/i market and had purchased other retail outlets in the area.)

In-Lorain Journal Co. v. United States, supra, the sole news-

paper in a town was guilty of an attempt to monopolize by
i;

refusing to sell advertising space to those who advertised

on the town's new radio station. In Packaged Programs, Inc. v.
4

Westinghouse Broadcasting, supra, plaintiff, an advertising
1

agency, averred that Westinghouse, owner of the only tele- ;
-

vision station in:Pittsburgh, was attempting to monopolize
:

! the advertising market by refusing to air commercials pro-
1

duced by the plaintiff. (Westinghouse also produced commer-

cials.) The court held that this complaint stated a claim

cognizable under section 2 of the Sherman Act. In a factual

situation paralleling Packaged Programs , the court in Rollins;

Telecasting, supra, reversed summary judgment for the defendant

television station. And in Otter Tail Power Co. v. United

States, supra, the Supreme Court held Otter Tail guilty of
1

monopolization when that vertically integrated electric

!. utility refused to wheel power for and to sell wholesale

i power to municipalities seeking to displace it as their

retail distributor of electricity.

503/ Two cases similar to Kodak, i.e., a wholesale supplier-
monopolist found guilty of monopolization by refusing
to deal with independent-retailers in favor of an
' integrated system, are Poster Exchange, Inc. v. National
Screen Serv., 431 F.2d 334 (5th Cir. 1970), certiorari
denied, 401 U.S. 912 (1971) and United States v. Klear-<

flax Linen Looms, 63 F..Supp. 32 (D. Minn. 1945). See
also,. Woods Exploration'& Pro. Co. v. Aluminum Co. of
America, 438 F.2d 1286, 1308 fn. 9 (5th Cir. 1971),

[
certiorari denied, 404 U.S. 1047 (1972).

- . . - . .. . _ . - , .
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In a word, as the Second Circuit recently ruled, cases

! are Supreme Courtsuch as Lorain Journal and Eastman Kodak
,.

decisions "which do stand for the proposition that where

a single trader refuses to deal in order to enhance its

monopoly position, a (Sherman Act] section 2 violation may
,

be found." International Railways ~v. United Brands, 532

504/ The common thread running through these and similar-

cases is the possession of a monopoly or a near monopoly
in a relevant market by the company refusing to deal.
Thus, for example, Kodak possessed a monopoly at the
wholesale level; the Journal was the sole newspaper in
town and possessed a monopoly over advertising in Lorain
until the radio station began broadcasting; Westinghouse
Broadcasting and Rollins Telecasting possessed a monopoly --

i via FCC licensing -- in local television broadcasting;
and Otter Tail held a monopoly over retail distribution
of electricity. In each case, through unilateral refusals
to deal, the monopolist had used its dominant economic
power in efforts either to maintain its current market
position (e.g., Otter Tail) or to extend its monopoly
(e.g., Kodak, Westinghouse Broadcasting, Rollins Tele-
casting). In essence, these companies ran afoul of the
Supreme' Court's warning in Griffith that "use of monopoly
power, however lawfully acquired to foreclose competition,
to gain a c'mpetitive advantage, or to destroy a competi-o
tor is unlawful." 334 U.S. at 107. As Judge Wyzanski
cogently observed: "An enterprise that by monopolizing
one field, secures dominant market power in another
field, has monopolized the second field,in violation
of 92 of the Sherman Act." United States v. United Shoe
Machinery Corp., supra, 110 F. Supp. at 346.,

_ _ _ _ .
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F.2d 231, 239, certiorari denied, 50 L.Ed.2d 100 (1976).505/

The decisions relied on by Consumers are not to the

; contrary. They are cases where the court was persuaded
i -

that the respondent business enterprise lacked dominant

market power. See, e.g., Daily Press v. United Press

International, 412 F.2d 126 (6th Cir. 1969) ; Mullis .v.

Arco Petroleum Corp., 502 F.2d 290 (7th Cir. 1974). As
,

then Circuit Judge Stevens noted in Mullis:

Claims that refusals to deal were violative
of 82 have often failed because the plaintiff
incorrectly assumed that proof of the so-called
monopoly which a manufacturer has over his own
product is tantamount to proof of dominance in
an economic market. See e.g., Bushie v.
Stenocord Corp.', 460 F.2d 116, 120-21 (9th Cir.
1972); Cal Distributing Co. v. Bay Distributors,
Inc., 337 F.Supp. 1154, 1157-1159 (M.D. Fla.
1971); South End Oil Co. v. Texaco, Inc., 237
F. Supp. 650, 655-656 (N.D. 111. 1965). On the
other hand, courts which have been persuaded
that such dominance exists have held refusals
to deal violative of 82. See, e.a., Otter Tail
Power Co. v. United States, 410 U.S. 366, 93
S.Ct. 1022, 35 L.Ed. 2d 359; Eastman Kodak Co.
v. . Southern Photo Materials Co., 273 U.S. 359,
47 S.Ct. 400, 71 L.Ed. 684; Poster Exchange, Inc.
v. National Screen Service Corp., 431 F.2d 334
(5th Cir. 1970), cert. denied, 401 U.S. 912, 91
S.Ct. 880, 27 L.Ed. 2d 811.506/

505/ Whether Consumers' refusal of access to its transmission
lines presents a " bottleneck" situation is irrelevant
in our analysis. Such denials may be treated as
instances of refusals to deal. Otter Tail Power Co.
v. United States, supra, 410 U.S. at 371; Mullis v.
Arco Petroleum Corp., 502 F.2d 290, 296 fn. 19 (7th C;r.

, 1974) (per Stevens, Cir. J. ) ; see Note, Refusals to
| Deal by Vertically Integrated Monopolists, 87 Harv. L.
' Rev. 1720 (1974). The Licensing Board's assumption,

supported by Consumers, that bottleneck cases must
involve conspiracies (see 2 NRC at 78) is a misreading
of Otter Tail.;

506/ 502 F.2d at 296 fn. 19.
I
!
!

, _
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Consumers' attempts to distinguish the authorities

on which we rest are unpersuasive. It is not true, as

the company contends, that all those cases rest on the-

" attempt to monopolize" rather than the " monopolization"

clause of section 2. Otter Tail Power Co. v. United States,

for one, is a monopolization case. See #n. 88 supra. Even

'

if those cases all had involved " attempt" situation:. Consumers'

position would not be advanced. If the specific intent

a needed to prove an attempt to nonopolize may be inferred

from a monopolist's " predatory conduct", then a general

intent to monopolize -- the lesser degree of proof needed

where actual monopolization is charged -- may also be inferred

from that conduct a fortiori. As for Consumers' assertion

that all the cases cited involved some discontinuance of a

previously provided service, the short answer again is that

Otter Tail did not. The Otter Tail Power Company neither

wheeled power for or sold wholesale power to the nunicipalities

prior to its refusals to deal with them. Nevertheless, the

07/Supreme Court agreed that those refusals were anticompetitive.
.

Consumera' reading of Otter Tail and the other refusal

to deal caso reflects its general misconception of the

standard for determining monopolistic intent. The company

507/ 410 U.S. at 378.

. _ ,
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asserts as a general proposition that it must be shown to

have " acquired or maintained its position through unfair

or predatory _ conduct" to be found guilty of monopolization
i

and that "research reveals and opposing counsel have cited

no case in which the requisite willfulness was found without
i

a showing of predatory conduct." (Br. pp. 187 and 192).

The company has confused the elements of an " attempt to
s

monopolize" with those of " monopolization". Both are

offenses under section 2 of the Sherman Act. Only where

an " attempt' is charged, however, must a conscious desire

or specific intent to monopolize be proven. Evidence of

anticomp'etitive actions without legitimate business pur-
pose, i.e., " predatory conduct," are often the source

from which that specific intent is inferred.508/ But no

predatory conduct (or any other proof of specific

intent) is required to sustain " monopolization" charges.
(See pp. 56-59, supra.) Indeed, a general intent

508/ See, e.g., Times-Picayune Publishing Co. v. United
States, 345 U.S. 594 (1953); Chisholm Bros. Farm
Ecuipment Co. v. International Harvester Co., 498
F.2d 1137, 1144-45 (9th Cir. 1974), certiorari denied,
419 U.S. 1023 (1974); Hiland Dairy, Inc. v. Kroger Co.,
402 F.2d 968, 975 (8th Cir. 1968), certiorari denied,
395 U.S. 961 (1969). See also E. H. Cooper, Attempts
and Monopolization: A Mildly Expansionary Answer to
the Prophylactic Riddle of Section Two, 72 Mich. L.
Rev. 375, 392-400 (1974).

.

v
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to monopolize may even be inferred from business practices

(sometimes called "exclusionary conduct"5PM/) permissible

to enterprises without monopoly power. As explained by,

1
- Judge Wyzanski in United States v. United Shoe Machinery

Corp., supra, 110 F. Supp. at 344-45, with reference to
4

United Shoe's leasing practices:

They are the sort of activities which would
be engaged in by other honorable firms. And,

i to a large extent, the leasing practices conform
to long-standing traditions in the shoe machinery,

business. Yet, they are not practices which can
be properly described as the inevitable conse-~;

~

quences of ability,. natural forces, or law. They
represent something more than the use of
accessible resources, the process of invention
and innovation, and the employment of those
techniques of employment, financing, production,
and distribution, which a competitive society
must foster. They are contracts, arrangements,
and policies which, instead of encouraging
competition based on pure merit, further the
dominance of a particular firm. In this sense,

'
they are unnatural barriers; they unnecessarily
exclude actual and potential ccmpetition; they
restrict a free market. While the law allows
many enterprises to use such practices, the
Sherman Act is now construed by superior courts'

to forbid the continuance of effective market
control based in part upon such practices.

509/ See Cooper, og. cit. supra, in. 508, 72 Mich. L. Rev,.

at 389-92.

6
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Judge Wyzanski went on to point out that United Shoe's
I monopoly did "not rest on predatory practices." 110 F.

1: Supp. at 345. Consumers' contention that the courts have '

?

never found monopolization without a showing of predatory 1

conduct is simply wrong. We need not prolong our dis-

cussion for the Supreme Court hun settled that predatory
practices need not be proven to establish that a firm'

has monopolized in violation of the Sherman Act. Hanover

Shoe v. United Shoe Mach. Corp., 392 U.S. 481, 495-500 !

(1968), and cases there cited.510/

510/ Consumers' brief points us to cases which have held
that success in a natural monopoly situation cannot
be unreasonable per se, Lamb Enterprises, Inc. v.

-
iToledo Blade Co., 461 F.2d 506, 515 (6th Cir.), |

certiorari denied,, 409 U.S. 1001 (1972) (competition I
for the only cable TV franchise in the town); Union
Leader Corp. v. Newspaper of New Eng. Inc., 284

;F.2d 582 (1st Cir.1960) , certiorari denied, 365 U.S.
|

833 (1961) (two newspapers competing in a town large {'

enough to support only one); and to cases which hold
|that legal and ordinary marketing methods do not con- '

stitute monopolization. Telex Corp. v. International
Business Machines Corp., 510 F.2d 894, 919-28 (10th
Cir. 1975), certiorari denied, 423 U.S. 802 (1975)(IBM had lowered its prices, but not below cost,

* and it had instituted a vigorous advertising and
market campaign.); Travelers Insurance Co. v. Blue
Cross of Western Pennsylvania, 481 P.2d 80, 85
(3rd Cir.), certiorari denied, 414 U.S. 1093 (1973)
(Blue Cross because of its size was able to negotiate
favorable contracts with hospitals). Accepting all
those cases as correctly decided, they do not (and
in light of Hanover Shoe obviously cannot) stand for
the proposition that proof of " predatory conduct" is
required to establish monopolization.

I
1

|

|
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We do not imply that a monopolist must continue (or

enter into) a money-losing line of business to avoid a

Sherman Act violation. The complaining-party has the'

burden of persuading that the refusal to deal in 3ght'

of all the circuhtstances is evidence of a purpose to
,

exercise monopoly power. If the respondent "in fact had

no reasonable business alternative but to abandon an

unprofitable and uncomfortable operation," then its

refusal to deal may be justified. International Railways

v. United Brands, supra, 532 F.2d at 239. We have not

overlooked this possibility in our evaluation of the

charges against Consumers.

!

!
!

!

|

|

|

|

!

l-
I

!
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C. Consumers' acquisitions of other utilities.

We begin our review of the activities assertedly incon-
,

sistent with antitrust law and policy by looking at Consumers'

actual and attempted acquisitions of smaller utilities in

its locale. We start here because the Licensing Boards

expressly found that the company's conduct constituted an

"anticompetitive scheme" intended "to monopolize the retail

and wholesale power markets by destroying competition from
,

'

a group of healthy, growing, effective and aggressive com-

petitors." 2 NRC at 104. The Board's reasons for declining

to hold the scheme inconsistent with the antitrust laws --

that only markets not in controversy were involved and evi-

dance of potential success was lacking (id. at 105) -- are

erroneous for reasons previously discussed.511/ Consequently,

if the Board's assessments are correct, they virtually compel

a finding of a Sherman Act violation.

The Board's findings rest in large measure on facts

that are undisputed: (1) Consumers' acquisitions since 1960

of the three small electric power systems, (2) Consumers'

attempted acquisitions of other small systems, and (3) state-

ments by Mr. Robert Paul, a Consumers official, to the

511/ See pp. 106-114, 273, supra.

,

_ _ - . ._ . - - , , ,
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effect that:

The first goal of our (i.e., Consumers 1 market-
ing activity or program concerning utility'

systems in our service area is, of course, to
acquire these systems. (D.J. Exh. No. 188,
Tr. 8043].

512/It was principally these factors that led the

Board to conclude that (2 NRC at 104) :
i

we are not here concerned with individual
acquisition or with a group of individuali

acquisitions. We are concerned with a goal
or policy to acquire all of the smaller
utilities in the relevant geographic market.
The goal is not really to improve economy or

1 . reliability.of service by retiring small
utilities which are either nonviable or on
the verge of becoming nonviable. The intent
is to monopolize the retail and wholesale
power markets by destroying competition from
a group of healthy, growing, effective and
aggressive competitors. We find as a fact
that constitutes an anticompetitive scheme.
Each acquisition or attempted acquisition
whether or not innocent,-in and of itself,
is a material element and a substantial factor
in such scheme. (Consumers'] goal to acquire
all of the smaller utilities in the relevant
geographic market is an anticompetitive scheme
to monopolize. Such schemes are forbidden by
Section 2 of the Sherman Act. Mr. Aymond's

512/ In reaching its conclusion, the Licensing Board also
referred to Consumers' attempt to block an REA loan
and thereby forestall certain of the cooperatives
from adding new generation. Consumers' actions
regarding the loan bear on the character and purpose
of Consumers' actual and attempted acquisitions. See
pp. 352-55 and fn. 627 infra.

-. .- - , . - -. .-.
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1

(Consumers' Board Chairman and President]
! ' disavowal of the scheme is an assertion that

it never existed. The testimony shows no

~| intent to, abandon an existing scheme. [Tr.
6063]. We find that as matters of fact that thes

I
scheme-still exists and that the matter is not

3
moot.

i

Consumers contends on appeal that it "has never been

(company] policy" to seek acquisition of all the small

utilities within the relevant geographic market. The

company argues, first, that because the three utilities

'
it acquired accounted for only a de minimis share of the

markets, the acquisitions were lawful under secticn 7 of

the Clayton Act. The company argues from this that

the acquisitions cannot be used to support an inference

!of monopolistic intent. But "[ilntent is not a nec-

essary element of a violation of E7 of the Clayton Act,"

United States v. Jerrold Electronics Corp., supra, 187
F. Supp. at 568 fn. 50, and a violation of the Sherman

513/ See Aymond, Tr. 6064; Consumers Appeal Brief, p. 327.

514/ See Consumers' Appeal Brief, p. 322, quoting Brown
Shoe v. United States, supra, 370 U.S. at 329.

515/ "Even acquisitions which would be struck down under
the incipiency standard of [Clayton Act] Section 7
provide no support for charges of monopolization here
where the standards of Section 2 of the Sherman Act
are applicable." Consumers Appeal Brief, pp. 323-24,
citing United ~ States v. Jerrold Electronics Corp.,
187 F. Supp. 545, 566, 568 (E.D. Pa. 1960), affirmed
per curiam, 365 U.S. 567 (1961).

. .- -
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i

Lact may be. predicated on acquisitions that have not been

challenged under section 7.516/'

,

;.
Consumers also urges.this Board to give "little sub-1

j i stantive weight" to the goal espoused by Mr. Paul on the

; ground that it was made in an " informal talk" to company

employees. In its appellate brief the company depicts

Mr. Paul as "a middle-level salesman" who is not charged
, ,

with formulating company policy and whose remarks there-'

f~, fore neither represented company policy nor bound the

,

i

| 516/ United States v. First National Bank & Trust Co. of
! Lexington, 376 U.S. 665 (1964).
; Further, as the district court pointed out in Jerrold,
1 supra, fn. 515, the Supreme. Court:has held that the

specific intent required for a finding of conspiracy
i or attempt to monopolize "need not be proven by direct

evidence but can be inferred from practices of the
i ' defendants." 187 F. Supp. at 567, citing Interstate

| Circuit, Inc. v. United States, 306 U.S. 208 (1939).
The Jerrold court held that Jerrold's acquisitions

3

j could not support such an inference because their
primary purpose was investment. Consumers has mis-:

- applied this determination, which was a factual finding1-

!- -based on the particular circumstances in Jerrold,
i The court's legal analysis th'ere indicates that acqui-

sitions that are lawful under section 7 (which can be,

'
violated even without specific intent, United States

!
'

v. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. 353 U.S. 586, 589
'

(1957)) may, in appropriate circumstances, support a
| finding of a specific intent to monopolize. A fortiori,
i Consumers' acquisitions may support a finding that

' Consumers-has a general intent-to monopolize.

t

n
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17/company in this regard. In support of its position,

l . Consumers refers us to-judicial decisions where the courts ;

.

l purportedly dec1'ined to find " monopolistic purpose" on the.

4

basis of " general statements of subordinate personnel

j j unrelated to actual conduct."518/
;

|

4 L517/ Consumers argues.that Mr. Paul's speech, as an intra-
mural statement from one subordinate company employee

( to another,-"would have been excluded from evidence
'

,

'in a conventional lawsuit." Consumers' Appeal Brief,'

; pp. 327-28. -In support of this conclusion it points
i to a quotation of Judge Wyzanski in United States v.

United Shoe Machinery Corp., 89 F. Supp. 349, 354
(D. Mass. 1950) and to Restatement (Second) of Agency
5287 (1958). Although not arguing that this document
is inadmissible in the context of an administrative
antitrust hearing, it contends that its inadmissibility
in a court proceeding is indicative of the lack of
substantive weight inherent in such' communications.

; In its' reply brief Justice takes issue with Consumers
'

on this point. . It contends that although the quotation
in United Shoe does indicate the general law, a differ-

. ent rule applies in antitrust proceedings. Indeed,
4 Justice points out that Judge Wyzanski noted'this
; difference and held that such documents "were, in fact,

admissible in a conventional antitrust lawsuit."
Justice's Reply Brief on Appeal, pp. 59-60. (Emphasis

p in original). A review of Judge Wyzanski's opinion
reveals that Justice is correct in its characterization
of the~ decision. As admissibility is not an issue
.here, this topic will~not be explored further..

! 518/' Consumers' Appeal'Brief, p. 329. Consumers refers us ,

* -to Dahl, Inc. v. Roy Cooper Co., 418 F.2d 17, 19
| (9th Cir.1971) ; Scott Publishing Co. v. Columbia Basin

|
Publishers, Inc., 293 F.2d 15, 21 (9th Cir.), certiorari j
denied, 368 U.S. 940 (1961) , and South End Oil Co. v. -

'

. Texaco, Inc., 237 F. Supp. 650, 655 (N . D . Ill. 1965).

i

. . . . , - , . . - . . - - - - . . .-
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1. First, Consumers' actual and attempted acquisitions

have not, as the company would have us believe, occurred

on an isolated basis. Rather, the record reflects a con-

tinual pattern of actual and attempted acquisitions that

certainly suggest (if.not compel) the conclusion that it

is a company policy to acquire the remaining small systems

in the relevant geographic market.- As the Licensing Board
t

pointed out, 2 NRC at 103, Consumers acquired municipal

systems in Grayling and Allegan in 1961 and 1968, respec-
'

tively, and in 1967 bought a small private utility that

served the City of Rogers.$ 9! In addition, the company

made formal offers to purchase the Charlevoix and St. Louis

municipal electric systems in 1962 and 1965 respectively,

_
and extended a formal offer in 1965 to lease Traverse

City's system for a period of 30 years.520/ Moreover, the

record indicates other instances short of formal offers in

which Consumers has suggested to a small utility the possi-

bility of selling out its system to Consumers.521/ For

example, in 1970, Consumers' initiated steps toward the

519/ C.P. Exh. No. 11,308. (The exhibit indicates Allegan
was acquired in 1967.)

520/ C.P. Exh. No. 11,308; D.J. Exh. No. 12. Consumers
says its attempt to lease the Traverse system is
shielded from antitrust scrutiny by the "Noerr-
Pennington Doctrine." However, efforts to influence
a government's business decisions, such as this one
was, are outside that Doctrine's protection. See
fn. 627, infra, and Hecht v. Pro-Football, Inc., 444
F.2d 931, 940-42 (D.C. Cir. 1971k certiorari denied,
404 U.S. 1047 (1972), and Geo.R. Whitten, Jr., Inc.,
v. Paddock Pool Builders, Inc., 424 F.2d 25, 31-34

[ (1st Cir.) , certiorari denied, 404 U.S. 850 (1970).
I
i

! 521/ D.J. Exh. No.'141.
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522/
acquisition of the Eaton Rapids electric system. And

i Mr. Westenbroek-testified that in approximately 1960, when

he was manager of the Lowell municipal system, Consumers
, 523/

indicated a desire to purc-ase that system.

- Consumers has also attempted to purchase city street

lighting systems from the cities of Wyoming, Grand Rapids
and Saginaw.524/ Municipalities that operate such s' stemsy

are likely entrants in the electric utility business.;

Indeed, the system operated by the City of Zeeland, which
,

displaced Consumers as the supplier of electricity within

that municipality, evolved from a municipal street light-
ing system. See fn. 381, supra. That Consumers recognizes

this threat is illustrated by the recommendation to

Mr. Aymond in 1966 by Mr. Campbell, vice-president in

522/ Int. Exh. No. 2155 and 2172; the acquisition was not
consummated, however. See D.J. Exh. No. 158; Paul,
Tr. 7913-14. Also, as the Licensing Board noted, the
company in 1969 sought to acquire Southeastern Michigan
Cooperative. 2 NRC at 104. See also D. J. Exh. No. 125.

523/ Westenbroek, Tr. 1025-29. The City had initially'
approached Consumers in order to sell several rural i

lines to Consumers. The Company responded that it '

~

was not interested in purchasing the rural lines but
it did desire to purchase Lowell's entire system.
However, once Tri-County Electric Cooperative expressed
an interest in purchasing the rural lines, Consumers
changed its position and subsequently did purchase
the rural lines from Lowell. Ibid.

524/ Int. Exh. No. 2040; D. J. Exh. No. 111, No. 158 and
Nc. 188.

|
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charge of marketing, that Consumers acquire the Wyoming

street lighting system because "[t]his purchase will elim-
inate another potential municipal electric system."525/

Consumers thereafter made a formal offer to buy that

system.526/

2. .Second, we find Consumers' attempt to minimize

the import of Mr. Paul's speech unpersuasive. Mr. Paul is
,

admittedly not a company officer. His duties and respon-

sibilities, however, encompass far more than those of a

" middle-level salesman." His responsibilities as " General

- Supervisor of Commercial Electric and Governmental

Service"527/ include giving " functional supervision and

direction to the company's programs and activities dealing

with commercial electric sales, governmental gas and elec-"--

tric sales, steam sales, and wholesale to other utilities,

525/ D. J. Exh. No. 111.

526/ D. J. Exh. No. 158, p. 2.

527/ Paul, Tr. 7805. Mr. Paul, who holds a B.S. in

,
electrical ~ engineering, joined Consumers Power in 1949.

|
In 1951 he was assigned to the company's Kalamazoo
Division as a power sales engineer. In 1964 he was

|

|
brought to the company's general office as a general

; power sales engineer; in 1967 he became General Super-
visor of Governmental Sales ~and in 1970 he acceded to!

his current position. -Id. at 7804-05. Mr. Paul
reports directly to Mr. Condon, "who is the Manager
of.the Energy Consulting Services Department" and in
turn reports to Consumers' vice-president in charge
of operations. Tr. 7950.|

t
,
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and related' matters" such as " competition [and] administra-

tion of service area policies."528/ It is also his duty

to keep the consumers marketing personnel abreast of com-

I pany policy in these areas.529/ In short, although Mr. Paul

does not make company policy, it is his job in the company

to be aware of current policy and "to transmit [the] policy

of the company to others in the company."530/

Further, evidence confirms that Mr. Paul played an

important and highly visible role in Consumers' dealings

with the small utilities. Thus it was Mr. Paul who

(1) informed Northern Michigan in 1967 that it did not

meet Consumers " established criteria" for entering a coordi-

nation arrangement;531/ (2) similarly advised Edison Sault

in 1972 that Consumers would not enter a coordination agree-

ment with it:532/ (3) was principal spokesman for consumers,

at least initially in the negotiation of the current coordi-

nation agreement between the company and the M-C pool;533/

528/ Paul, Tr. 7805, 7959.

529/ Paul, Tr. 7959.
; 530/ Tr. 8267-68.

531/ D. J. Exh. No. 49.
|

532/ D. J. Exh. No. 85.
|
|

533/ D. J. Exh. No. 54, 55, 56, 57, 59 and 60.

These' documents are letters exchanged by Mr. Paul
and Mr. Keen concerning the various draft proposals

.

leading to the current coordination agreement between
the M-C Pool and Consumers. These communications
cover a two year span, from 1970 to 1972.

_ _ -
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and (4). was the person to whom several of the intervenors

in this proceeding directed their requests for access to

the Midland nuclear facility.534/ Indeed, in this proceed-

ing Mr. Paul was Consumers' principal witness concerning

the company's competitive relationship with the small util-

ities,535/ and has been a person proffered by Consumers to

testify about the acquisitions that the company has made

or considered making since 1960.

We perceive no reason to doubt that, in delivering

the speech on which the Licensing Board relied, Mr. Paul

was carrying out his obligation to inform other employees

;

of company policy. The speech, according to the outline

6/of it that was introduced into evidence, dealt entirely
'

with Consumers' competitive relationship with the small

534/ D. J. Exh. No. 22, No. 23 and No. 58. Also see D. J.
Exh. No. 28.

535/ Counsel for Consumers represented to the Board that
Mr. Paul would discuss (Tr. 7803):

competition within the municipal limits of muni-
cipal electric systems; service and competition

,

of municipals outside of their permissible limits:'

| competition for new industrial customers; compe-
| tition with rural electric cooperatives --
| REA's --; competition with other investor-owned

| utilities -- IOU's; bulk power supply competition;
! retail franchises; acquisitions; interconnections

with other systems; wholesale contracts -- and the
company's division and general office organization.

536/ D. J. Exh. No. 188.
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utilities. Personal knowledge of t' is area was part of
Mr. Paul's job, as we have just seen. Further, Mr. Paul

represented to the Board below that he made statements on

] company policy only when he believed that Consumers' manage-

{ ment ha;. " enunciated" and " approved" the policy. 37/

The cases Consumers cites as authority for ignoring

Mr. Paul's remarks deal with statements of monopolistic

intent that are either contradicted by other evidence or
unsupported by actions implementing that intent.538/ They

are inapposite in the face of numerous actual and attempted
acquisitions contemporaneous with Mr. Paul's statements of
policy.539/ In context, therefore, Mr. Paul's assessment

537/ Tr. 8268; see also 2 NRC at 102. Consumers now insists
that the Licensing Board merely " felt itself constrained
to ' conclude as a matter of law' that the company is
bound by Mr. Paul's remarks", a conclusion the company
characterizes as " purely formalistic" and " contrary to
the law of agency." Consurders ' Appeal Brief, p. 331.
In our opinion, however, the Board's holding here rests
on a reasoned analysis in accord with the record. In
addition, it is not apparent, as Consumers urges it
is, that the Board accepted Mr. Aymond's disavowal of
the acquisition scheme. See 2 NRC at 102, 104. In
any event, considering Consumers' actual and attempted
acquisitions, Mr. Aymond's testimony is after-the-fact
and self-serving and thus merits little, if any, weight.

538/ See fn. 518, supra.

539/ The Supreme Court observed in two related antitrust
contexts that " knowledge of actual intent is an aid in
the interpretation of facts and prediction of conse-
quences." Utah Pie Co. v. Continental Baking Co.,
386 U.S. 685, 696, fn. 12 (1967) ; Appalachian Coals ,
Inc. v. United States, 288 U.S. 344, 372 (1933). In
other words, an expression of actual intent helps deter-
mine the anticompetitive purpose or effect of related
conduct.
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of Consumers' acquisition policy appears a responsible

statement-of corporate position and intent. The Licensing

Board was entitled to rely on it and we agree that it was

justified in doing so.

3. - We therefore conclude that there is ample evidence

in the record to support the Licensing Board's finding that

it is "(Consumers] goal to acquire all of the small utilities
in the relevant geographic market". We agree with that Board

that this goal certainly suggests that Consumers' " intent

is to monopolize the retail and wholesale power markets".

2 NRC at 104. Before determining whether Consumers has actually

monopolized or engaged in conduct inconsistent with the anti-

trust laws, however, ue turn to the other allegations against

it, the next being the company's wheeling policy and practices.

.
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D. Consumers' refusal to wheel for the smaller utilities.
;

I
Consumers wheels electric power for its neighboring

large utilities. As a direct result of its arrangementsi

to that end, the company can and does engage in coordina-
.

tion power transactions with utilities not directly linked

to it. 2 NRC at 97.540/ Consumers has had a markedly,

different attitude, however, toward wheeling for the small

utilities in its service area. In the succinctly stated
,

finding of the Board below, Consumers' " conduct amounted

540/ Under the Michigan pool agreement, Consumers regularly
transmits power across its transmission network for
Detroit Edison and vice versa. Each is thereby able
to engage in bulk power transactions with utilities
with which it is not directly connected, e.g.,
Consumers with Ontario-Hydro and Detroit Edison with
Toledo Edison Co. and Indiana & Michigan Electric
Company. See C. P. Exh. No. 12,022, p. 434 A-H.
Consumers, although insisting that this is technically
not a " wheeling arrangement", acknowledges that under
the Michigan Pool it can "be said" that Detroit Edison
and Consumers " exchange transmission services." Con-
sumers' Appeal Brief, pp. 296-97. We agree. While

-~

the Michigan Pool transmission provisions differ some-
what from other arrangements, the point remains that
it still is a means by which the two utilities in
effect wheel power for each other and reap the benefits

i of such transactions.

Consumers also has a wheeling arrangement with Indiana
& Michigan Electric Co. This enables the company to
coordinate its operations with Commonwealth Edison Co.
and Northern Indiana Public Service Co.,though Con-
sumers is directly connected to neither. See D. J.
Exh. No. 76 and C. P. Exh. No. 11,109.
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541/,

to a general refusal to wheel." Id. at 99.

As was the case with its evaluation of Consumers' acqui-

sition policy, the Licensing Board's exoneration of these
542/

reftials to deal rests on invalid grounds. Consequently,

541/ Consumers refused to wheel power not only from outside
sources to small utilities within its service area,
but also among th'e small utilities themselves. Ibid.;
see also 2 NRC at 107-08.

542/ The Board below concluded that those smaller utilities
*

with " adequate reserves to enter into a mutual benefit,

agreement" could coordinate without having power wheeled
over Consumers' transmission system. 2 NRC at 98.
Consequently, it held, Consumers "does not have the
power to grant or deny operational or planning coordina-
tion between or among the smaller utility systems capable
of coordination", id. at 99 -- such capability being,
in the Licensing Board's view, a prerequisite to any
obligation to coordinate. In our discussion of Consumers'coordination practices, we reject the Licensing Board's
analysis of a " mutual benefit" requirement see pp. 320 ff.
infra.; we must similarly reject it here.

The Licensing Brard also held that, assuming the afore-
mentioned power existed, Consumers would have to misuse
it as "part of a larger scheme or conspiracy to brino
into being a situation inconsistent with the antitrust
laws"; the Board declined to view Consumers' refusals
to wheel in that light. As with the " mutual benefit"
argument, earlier conclusions compel us to reject this
analysis and determination.

Finally, the Board below dismissed as outside the relevant
matters in controversy the issue of Consumers' refusal
to wheel power to and from the " regional power exchange
market." It suggested, however, that the small utilities
have no right to such wheeling and that their contention
otherwise "is another instance of assertion of a legal
duty to be a good Samaritan." 2 NRC at 108. As we
have already discussed the Licensing Board's analytical
errors concerning the relevant matters in controversy
and the duty to assist competitors, we may reject its
determinations here without further' comment.

- - -. -
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given Consumers' monopoly power and the fact that it would
i

i be compensated for wheeling, the company's conduct is suspect
i

j under the antitrust laws.
! .

Consumers attacks the Licensing P.cerd's finding oni

.! 543/
| several bases. Primarily, the company argues that to
y

find a refusal to deal in an antitrust context there must
first have been a " formal request" to the defendant for

the services in question. We understand Consumers to mean.

that a formal request for wheeling services would be one

asking for transmission. services to facilitate a "particu-

lar" bulk power transaction, as opposed to a general inquiry
544/about whether Consumers would be willing to wheel power.---

1

1

543/ Consumers ' Appeal Brief, pp. 298-304.

544/ Aymond, Tr. 6163.

!

|

l

i

I
'

,

I

l
__ _
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i

According to Consumers, such a request would have to specify,

inter alia, the amount of power to be wheeled and "where

the transmission across (Consumers] system would commence

and where it would terminate".545/ In other words, the

utility seeking the transmission services must spell out

in detail the contractual terms for the proposed wheeling

transaction before Consumers need consider it.546/.

Consumers contends that none of the small utilities

ever lodged an appropriate request with it "for the purchase

of transmission services". The instances referred to by

the Licensing Board, the company argues, were merely " pre-

liminary and generalized inquiries, not concrete demands,"

and, therefore, do not support the conclusion that it had

a general policy of refusing to wheel for those utilities.

1. We find Consumers' insistence on the necessity

of such formalities unpersuasive; to say that an

545/ Consumers' Appeal Brief, p. 304; Aymond, Tr. 6166.

546/ Aymond, Tr. 6167-68. Mr. Aymond acknowledged there
that by a specific proposal for wheeling he was
" talking in terms of contractual relationships where
the terms and conditions [of the proposed transaction]
are spelled out".

l

i
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anticompetitive refusal to deal can be found only if "a

I formal request" was rejected exalts form over substance.

That is particularly true here, where the basic issue is

whether Consumers has had a general policy against wheeling,

,

| power for the small utilities. If Consumers operated

under such a policy -- and the Licensing Board determined

that it did -- one would expect the smaller utilities to

be aware of it and not waste time on useless negotiations

for power from outside sources.

Antitrust jurisprudence does not require us to accept

Consumers' position. The cases on which Consumers relies

involve private antitrust suits for treble damages brought

under Section 4 of the Clayton Act.547/ The plaintiff in

this kind of antitrust action must prove not only a viola-

tion of the antitrust laws but also injury to his business

cnr property "by reason of" that violation.548/ Absent an

547/ Dahl, Inc. v. Roy Cooper Co., 448 F. 2d 17 (9th |

Cir. 1971); Royster Drive-In Theatre, Inc. v.

American Broadcasting Paramount Theatres, Inc., 268
F.2d 246 (2nd Cir.), _certiorari denied, 361 U.S. 885(1959); !
Milwaukee Towne Corp. v. Loew's,Inc., 190 F. 2d 561
(7th Cir. 1951), certiorari dedied, 342 U.S. 909(1952); '

Hamilton Street Corp. v. Columbia Pictures Corp.,
244 F. Supp. 193 (E.D. Pa. 1965).

548/ See Brunswick Corp. v. Pueblo Bowl-O-Mat, Inc.,
429 U. S. 477 (1971).
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allegation of such injury, the private party lacks standing
549/

to sue.- The " specific demand" requirement elucidated

in those cases relates to whether a private plaintiff has

in fact suffered cognizable injury and not to whether an4

550/,

antitrust violation exists.itself. Ttis distinction

is a crucial one. For example, in United States v. Loew's,
551/

Inc., the very arguments put forward by Consumers here

were expressly rejected as a defense to an antitrust suit

brought by the government. The court explained that (109

F.'Supp. at 381) a " demand" as a prerequisite to a finding of

refusal to deal

may well be a rule of law applicable as to the
allowance of danaces in in action in a private
anti-trust action, but it can hardly be laid down
as a rule of law in an action in which the Govern-
ment is seeking an injunction. * * * The Court does
not believe that a specific " demand" is a necessary
prerequisite of a finding of refusal if there is
sufficient other evidence to justify a finding
that there was a refusal on the part of the
[ defendant] to deal * * *.

549/ See e.g., In Re Multidistrict Vehicle Air Pollution
M.D.L. No. 31, 481 F. 2d 122 (9th Cir. ) , certiorari
denied, 414 U.S. 1045 (1973) ; SCM Corporation v. RCA,
407 F.2d 166 (2nd Cir. 1968), certiorari denied, 395
U.S. 943 (1969).

550/ For. example, in Milwaukee Towne Corp. v. Loew's, Inc.,
supra, fn. 547, there was no serious dispute that the
antitrust laws had been violated. 190 F.2d at 565.
Rather the sole question was whether the plaintiff
was entitled to damages. The court disallowed damages
prior to the date of the plaintiff's demand and allowed
damages for the period after the demand.

551/ 189 F. Supp. 373 (S .D. N.Y. 1960), modified on other
grounds, 371 U.S. 38 (1962).
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;

Moreover, the Supreme Court has rejected the notion
i

that a " formal request" must always be established even
;

in a private antitrust action. Continental Ore Co. v..

Union Carbide & Carbon Corp., supra, 370 U.S. at 699. In

| 552/
overturning a Ninth Circuit decision that had relied on,

the line of cases cited to us by Consumers in ruling that

the private plaintiff had failed to show causation of
i
'

damages, the Court held that (370 U.S. at 699, emphasis

supplied) :'

* * * we do not believe that respondents'
liability under the antitrust laws can be
measured by any rigid or mechanical formula
requiring Continental both to demand
materials from respondents and to exhaust all
other sources of supply. *** The cases
rolied upon by the Court of Appeals clearly
do not support any such formula * * *.

.

Che core of the matter is that there is no requirement

in antitrust law that a finding of an anticompetitive refusal

to deal be tied to the making of a " formal request". Perforce

in a section 105c proceeding, where actual violation of anti-

trust law need not be established, such a concrete demand

is also unnecessary. With this understanding we review

the support for the Licensing Board's finding that Consumers

had a general policy against wheeling.
,

552/ 289 F.2d 86.
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!

-j 2. It is common'in the electric power industry for one
~ utility to transmit electri. city across its lines.to facilitate

bulk pcwer transactions between two other utilities not directly

connected. As we mentioned earlier, Consumers' own deal-

ings with its larger neighbors reflect this.

However, it is undisputed that,. prior to the close of the

record, Consumers had never granted the small utilities
1

'i access to its transmission networks. As we pointed out in

- our dis'cussion of monopoly power, without such access the

small utilities are foreclosed from making bulk power trans-
actions with other large nearby utilities. The testimony

of the managers for:the small utilities evidences a
._ 553/

prevalent' desire to enter into such transactions.

The record reflects that they have not sought to do so because

of the' general ~ understanding that Consumers would not provide

the necessary wheeling services. For example, although

at one point Traverse City considered buying wholesale

power from Lansing, Indiana-Michigan Electric Company or

Detroit Edison, it did not actively pursue the matter
because Mr. Wolfe, the City Manager, " felt it was fu~ile"

,

to ask Consumers for transmission services. Y Similarly,

554/ See Munn', Tr. 4073-74; Steinbrecher, Tr. 1217-19;
; " Keen, Tr. 4511-12; Fletcher, Tr. 4333-34; and Wolfe,
| Tr. 1726-28.

| 55d/ Wolfe, 3rr. 1727-29, 1989-91.

|
t

!

,. , . . . . - , - - . - . . - . . . . - _ . . _ . , . - - - . _ _ . - , . . _ . . . - . -._
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Mr. Fletcher, President of Alpena Power Company, testified
i that although he had never heard directly from Consumers

j that wheeling was not available, it was understood that

/such was the case. He indicated that if such services

were available, Alpena would consider alternatives to buy-
ing at wholesale from Consumers. / And Mr. Keen, in

.

.

555/ Q. [By Mr. Verdisco, counsel for NRC staff]
Have [ Consumers' personnel] ever advised you
that wheeling would be out for your system?

A. [Mr. Fletcher]. Well, I don't believe we have
ever heard it directly from any of Consumers'
people that wheeling would be out. However,
inasmuch as we have, in the two men who are
working as superintendent and assistant general
superintendent, some 32 years experience with
Consumers, they have advised us that Consumers
has never wheeled for small utilities.

Fletcher, Tr. 4329. (Alpena's general superintendent
had previously been employed by Consumers for 12 years;
the assistant for 20 years. Fletcher, Tr. 4328).

556/ Mr. Fletcher testified (Tr. 4334):
* ** [T]he primary problem of [ smaller util-
ities located in Northern Michigan) is: "if
we do get together and plan load growth in
Northern Michigan, how do we get the power to
the ultf. mate consumer, not having any trans-
mission service at this time."
So if we did have access, we would have the
alternative of going in with a group of smaller

'

utilities or, I suppose, if we actually had,

true honest-to-gosh wheeling services, that
we could go to Detroit Edison, I&M, anybody,
and ask them for wholesale power.

. . . .- . _ . . . - - - -
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explaining why Wolverine failed to ask Consumers for wheel-
'

-

ing in its 1964 negotiations with tl.a company (see pp. 330-34,'

infra), stated:

IA]s far as wheeling is concerned, I had my
ears chopped off by a Consumers Power repre-
sentative prior to that date and I -- in regards
to wheeling -- and I never asked then again
for the reason of the reaction I had at that
time from the Consumers Power representative.557 /

e

557 / The quotation is from Mr. Keen's deposition. Consumers

introduced it into evidence to show that Mr. Keen had
not requested wheeling in Wolverine's 1964 negotiations
with Consumers. See Tr. 4531-33. In its initial deci-
sion, the Licensing Board relied on this evidence in
concluding that Consumers' conduct amounted to a
refusal to wheel. On appeal, Consumers contends that
the background of the incident referred to -- brought
out in other parts of Mr. Keen's deposition not in
evidence - " involved * * * the company's rejection"
of an offer by Mr. Keen "to wheel over Wolverine's
transmission system for the Com?any and not vice-versa."
Consumers argues that but for tae Licensing Board's
understandable misinterpretation of this as "a prior
refusal to wheel" by Consumers, it would not have
found a general refusal to wheel. Consumers' Appeal
Brief, pp. 302-03.

In oral argument the point was raised whether we
should look at the portion of Mr. Keen's deposition
not in evidence. Intervenors, although not voicing
an objection, pointed out that the intervenors and
Consumers had stipulated what portions of the depo-

- sitions would be entered into evidence (see Tr. 5200)
and represented that certain excluded portions of
the depositions dealt with refusals to wheel.
Thus, intervenors asked us to look at other deposition
material allegedly concerned with the topic
(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)

i

!
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In short, the small utilities were uniformly of the

Empression that it would be a useless gesture to request-

j wheeling from Consumers and thus refrained from proposing
1
'

transactions dependent on access to Consumers' transmission
i

network.
.

.

The instances in the record in which Corsumers was

approached about wheeling confirm that the small utility
i

managers were not mistaken in their judgment. When in 1969.

Southeastern Cooperative broached the topic of wheeling,,

Consumers simply informed it that the Company "[had]

no provisions for wheeling power" -- and that ended

557/ (FOOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE) .

of refusals to wheel if we were to refer to Mr. Keen's
deposition. In the circumstances, we declined to ask
for submission of the remainder of the Keen deposition.
App. Tr. 80; also see 109-15.

In any event, we believe that Consumers misreads the
Board's opinion. The Board did not rely on Mr. Keen's
testimony as a " prior refusal to wheel" by Consumers,
for at the beginning of its discussion the Board
pointed out that there was no evidence in the record
that a small utility had ever formally requested wheel-
ing from Consumers. Rather, the Board relied on this
material to show the belief of the small utilities that
it was futile to request junt wheeling from Consumers.
Regardless of the factual background, Mr. Keen's testi-
mony definitely shows that he believed it to be a waste
of time to ask Consumers for transmission services.
It is only for this purpose that we refer to Mr. Keen's
testimony
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558/

i, the matter.-~~ As Mr. Paul acknowledged, the company

- - intended its response to discourage Southeastern from
~

. .

559/
; taking further action in regard to wheeling.--' And.

in 1971 Consumers declined to discuss wheelina when- .

560/ :

Coldwater request'ad it to do so. In short, the record {

substantiates the Licensing Boards' finding

558/ D. J. Exh. No. .2 5. In its appeal brief Consumers' .

.

attempts to discount this incident as an " isolated,
preliminary and generalized verbal inquiry" and contends
that its " response was truthful if not especially,

enthusiastic". According to Consumers, the burden
:was on Soutneastern to follow up its initial' inquiry

with a " formal request" for wheeling. Wo cannot agree .

'

with Consumers, however, particularly in light of
Mr. ' Paul's testimony (referred to in the text above)
that. Consumers _ expected its " unenthusiastic" response
to kill any further inquiry into wheeling. Further
inquiry manifestly would have been futile in these
circumstances..

559/ CHAIRMAN GARFINKEL: And what was the response (to
Southeastern's inquiry]?

[MR. PAUL'] : Our response was that at that time --
!our response was we didn't have a policy or rate on

wheeling, but that also such wheeling would involve
'other systems over which we had no control.
CHAIRMAN GARFINKEL: Well, let's put it this way.
Could I make an assumption now that you did not intend

j further pursuit with respect to wheeling?

[ (;Mr. Paul]: That's right. We just -- That was our
.

response.
;

: Tr.-7936.
9

560/L D. J. Exh. No. 26; C. P. Exh. No. 12,014; Munn,;.
Tr. 4076-77.'

In its appeal brief, in addition to arguing that
Coldwater's inquiry is not a " formal request", Consumers:

urges that we-give no weight-to this incident because
it was a " litigation letter". (The reason that Consumers
(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)4

9

* & e- * m 2, , ..4 ,...,.,m. , _ _ _ __ _
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1

that whenever the.small utilities approached Consumers

about wheeling, the company brushed them aside.
'

i
' 3. Although' Consumers argues that it has never

j refused to wheel, it has never represented to us (or to the

-}:

560/ (FOOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE);

I gave for not discussing wheeling with coldwater was
because.its wheeling policy had "been raised" as an

.

issue in the instant proceeding. C. P. Exh. No.
L 12,014.) However, Coldwater's request to discuss

wheeling was only one of four topics which Coldwateri

raised in its " litigation letter";_ Consumers agreed '

to discuss the other three. Moreover, several of the;

highly contested matters in this proceeding focus on
events that have occurred subsequent to the initiation
of these proceedings, e.g., the provisions of Consumers' i

coordination agreement with the M-C Pool ~ executed in '

1973 and Consumers' refusals'to grant access to the
j Midland nuclear facility. Thus we believe it is
! proper to'take-Consumers' response to Coldwater's

request as indicative of the fact that Consumers --
prior to this proceeding -- had a policy not to wheel
for the small utilities.

j
i At this point we note that Justice and the staff refer

us to letters from Traverse City (D. J. Exh.. No . 2 4)
'and from the M-C Pool (D. J. Exh. No. 58) requesting,

wheeling services from Consumers. However, these
letters were requests for joint venture or unit power
access to Midland and the wheeling services referred
to therein were ancillary to that request -- i.e.,
the small utilities were only asking for transmission
services to carry power from Midland to their systems.

: We discuss access to the Midland facility later in
this opinion.

L . We-note in this connection, however, that the Coldwater
'

letter to Consumers did not seek access to Midland.

J

v v - , .-..-,,e. , - - ,, , e v.~, , m --~w, 1-+-.s , g
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Board below for that matter) that it would have wheeled

power had it been presented with what it deemed*

a satisfactory " formal request". Rather, Consumers states

that it had no formal provision for wheeling because it

had no need to draw one up in the absence of a specific

request. This line of argument is disingenuous. It may

well be that Consumers had no wheeling policy in the sense

that its Board of Directors had never put it down in a

written resolution. But there are obvious reasons why

they would not do so. We are convinced -- as was the

Board below -- that Consumers in fact has operated under

a policy not to wheel for the small utilities.

It should be kept in mind that we are not called

upon to rule on this question in.a vacuum. As the Licensing

Board correctly determined, Consumers has sought to

acquire all the small utilities in the relevant geographic

market. Refusing to wheel power would certainly aid

Consumers in this quest. Mr. Aymond (Consumers ' chief

executive) himself testified that Consumers would probably

not wheel power where doing so would affect "the ability

561 /'of Consumers Power Company to maintain its present marketsi,
J

56Y Int. Exh. No. 1004, pp. 183-84 (Mr. Aymond's deposition
in response to an inquiry whether Consumers woul)d

.

Thero,
be willing to wheel power from Ontario Hydro or some other
.(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)

__.
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Given the Supreme Court's Otter Tail decision, it is simply
j no longer open to dispute that a utility's refusal to wheel
} in order to protect its monopolistic market position isa

i

j anticompetitive conduct. See 410 U.S. at 378.
!

~ t
{ SGl/ (FOOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE) .
'

entity willing to sell power, Mr. Aymond replied that
before doing so he would want to know

for one thing, whether or not our lawyers felt
we were obligated to do so. For another, * * * for what
purpose the power was being sold and at what
rate * * *, what the receiving utility intended

I to do with it, what impact it would have in the

| long run on the ability of Consumers Power Company
to maintain its present markets.

Q. [Intervenor's Counsel]: Is it fair to say
that your judgment would be based at least in part
on your judgment of the extent to which the
purchase of this power by the municipality or
cooperative within your service territory enabled
it to reduce its rates in competition with Consumers
Power?

A. [Mr. Aymond] : I think that would be a factor.
Q. A large factor?

A. [Mr. Aymond] : I think so.
'

O. Apart from the question of your legal obligation,
are there any other major factors?

A. [Mr. Aymond]: Well, I think the size of the
transaction would be a factor.

Q. Why is that?

A. [Mr. Aymond]: Well, it might be a matter that
all things considered wasn't too significant.'
I think whether the receiving utility actually was
going to use it to invade our present market
area would be a factor. (Emphasis added).

w
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4. Thus, our assessment of the evidence leaves us

in agreement with the Licensing Board that Consumers' " con-i

duct amounted to a general refusal to wheel." There is

also no doubt that Consumers' refusal to wheel has an anti-,

competitive effect. Without access to the company's trans-

mssion network, the small utilities cannot coordinate with

or buy wholesale power from large nearby utilities other
t

i than Consumers. The obvious consequence of the refusal,

as we detail below, is to retain those utilities as
,

Consumers' customers.

5. Consumers' changed wheeling policy " post-hearing".

In the presentation of its direct case, Consumers

introduced a new official company policy on wheeling which

the company had just fornulated. The Licensing Board

refused to consider that policy because it " deemed [the

change] to be timed to influence the Board" thus offering

"little assurance of a permanent change in policy".

2 NRC at 92. The Board's conclusion was the proper one
562/

in the circumstances. We deem it appropriate,

562/ Consvners presented its wheeling policy to the Board
anu other parties through the testimony of Mr. Aymond
on February 12, 1974. Se.e Tr. 6348-58. Mr. Aymond
acknowledged that formulation of the policy had begun
two weeks earlier and that it was not completed until
(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)

. - . .
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!

particularly in light of our dispositionhowever --
,

of this case to comment briefly on Consumers'--

,

'
"new" wheeling policy.

'

In essence, under that new policy Consumers will
i

wheel power for other utility systems if four conditions

are satisfied. The first two concern the technical capacity

'
of Consumers' transmission network and appropriate compensa-

!
j tion. On their face we perceive no antitrust difficulties

!with either. Conditions 3 and 4, however, are quite

562/ (FOOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE)

the day before his testimony. Aymond, Tr. 6156-61.
Further, at that time the Board of Directors had not
seen the policy, much less approved it. Da id . More-
over, the policy actually adopted by the Board of
Directors included an additional condition not part
of Mr. Aymond's original presentation. Compare Tr.
6049-50 with Tr. 8106-07, and see Aymond, Tr. 6093-97.
Against this background, the Board was entitled to
conclude that the policy was timed to influence this
litigation.

563/ The first two conditions are (Consumers Appeal Brief,8

p. 305):
(1) that we have the physical capability on our
existing or projected transmission grid to provide
the desired service, without impairing service to
our existing and projected loads or commitments
or endangering our system reliability;

(2) that we be properly compensated for the service.
Proper compensation means that we recover our costs,
measured by proper allocation of average system
transmission Oosts, so that our other customers
do not subsidize the wheeling customer.

. _ _ . .
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another matter. Condition 3 provides that Consumers will.

wheel only if

provision of bulk power wheeling service will
not result in a significant loss to Consumers
Power Company, directly or indirectly, of existing

load or services areas, with gggulting idle
facilities and social wastes. /

In its appellate brief, Consumers defends this condition

on the ground that the company is " clearly justified" in

preventing wasteful transactions such as "creamskimming".

In the electric utility industry that term " refers to the

practice of one utility, with no general obligation to

serve [an area], competing away only the most profitable

customers ", thereby leaving 'the original supplier with
,

" die obligation to serve a decreasingly profitable group of cus-

tomers" and the need to " charge higher prices in order to earn
565/

a reasonable return". "creamskimming" usually occurs at
566/

the retail level, and whether competition of this kind

is socially desirable has been questioned by authorities

/who cannot be cl.arged with bias for large utilities.

564/ Ibid.
567 Pace, Tr. fol. 7239 at 76. Also see Stelzer, Tr.

fol. 7224 at 21.

566/ See Aymond, Tr. 6099.

567/ See Meeks, Concentration in the Electric Power Industry:
The Impact of Antitrust Policy, 72 Colum. L. Rev. 64,
94-95 (1972).

|

|

|
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However, even assuming that Consumers is justified
,

, in refusing to wheel for that reason, it does not follow

| that condition 3 is permissible policy for an enterprise

with monopoly power. As Mr. Aymond acknowledged, condition

j 3 in terms encompasses more than just avoidance of cream-

skimming. Indeed, he went so far as to indicate th$t the
,

company would probably invoke this condition and refuse to
.

] wheel where a competing utility was seeking to acquire an'

Ientire portion of Consumers' retail service area.
d

Moreover, by adhering to the terms of this condition,

Consumers could also refuse to wheel wholesale power to a

prospective system seeking to displace it at retail. As '

we have stressed before, however, the Supreme Court has held

that the Otter Tail Power Company's refusal to wheel for

precisely that reason violated the Sherman Act. See 410

U.S. at 380. Moreover, under condition 3, Consumers could

refuse to wheel wholesale power from outside sources to
,

one of its existing wholesale customers. In short, condi-

tion 3 offers no assurance whatsoever that Consumers will
refrain from anticompetitive refusals to wheel. On the

contrary, adherence to its terms if anything invites refusals

56v Aymond, Tr. 6099-6102.

|

|
,

, . _ . .. _ _ - . .
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to wheel for reasons unacceptable under the antitrust

O 'Ilaws.

condition 4 poses a similar problem. It provides

that Consumers will wheel power only if

[ p]rovision of bulk power wheeling services will
not result in significant loss to consumers
Power of access to interchange power trans-
actions with third parties. 570/

In contrast to the other three, Consumers does not defend

this condition in its appellate brief. We do not find this
,

surprising. In light of governing antitrust principles,

569/ It should be noted that, since the close of the record,
Consumers has agreed to wheel (presumably pursuant to.

its new wheeling policy) 20 MW of firm bulk power to
the M-C Pool from Detroit Edison. See Consumerd Appeal
Brief, pp. 105, 297, 299, 303, 409. However,

that Consumers has wheeled in this one instance
is no assurance that it has abandoned its previous
anticompetitive wheeling policy.

We also note that Justice questions the terms and
motive of Consumers' agreement to wheel in this instance.
See Justice's Reply Brief on Appeal, pp. 86-88.
Obviously, since it was entered into after the record.

closed, appellants have not had opportunity to present
evidence or cross-examine witnesses concerning this
agreement. We therefore only consider it in conjunction
with Consumers' new statement on wheeling policy, a
statement which,.as we noted, was patently timed to
influence the outcome of this litigation.

570 / Consumers' Appeal Brief, p. 305.

\\
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we can perceive no rational defense for it. It amounts

to a direct statement of policy approved by consumers'

! Board of Directors that the company will exercise its

monopoly power in the coordination services market to

exclude the small utilities from that market when it is
i
'

to its competit3ve advantage to do so. That course of

action exemplifies misuse of monopoly power.,

To conclude, we find firmly imbedded in consumers'

" post hearing" policy the principle that the company will

not wheel power where doing so would erode its market,

position. Although formulated to influence this case,
'

that policy is still inconsistent with the policies underlying
571/ ;

the antitrust laws and quite possibly the laws themselves. i

i
,

57V Because Consumers holds public franchises, possesses
eminent domain authority and has a monopoly, inter- |-~

venors press the further argument that it is a " common |
carrier" with a duty to wheel power for them to the j
extent of its capacity to do so. Intervenors' Reply J

Brief on Appeal, p. 9. By those lights, the Otter |Tail Power Company would also have been a common ;

carrier. A conclusion to that effect would have
offered an easy solution to the wheeling aspects
of that litigation, common carriers having the duty
to serve all who ask. Nevertheless, neither the district
court nor the Supreme Court adopted that ratio decidendi.
We also decline to rest on that disputed ground (see
Consumers' Appeal Brief, pp. 298ff.) and do not reach
the question.

|
|

|
l
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E. Consumers' Coordination Practices.

Justice, intervenors and the staff argue that Consumers

has. exercised its monopoly power over coordination services

in an anticompetitive fashion against the small utilities.

They contend on three specific grounds that Consumers has

refused to coordinate with those utilities on fair and

reasonable cerms, thereby creating a competitive advantage

for itself in the relevant wholesale and retail power

markets. The first charge is that Consumers unjustifiably-

refused to enter operational coordination agreements with

Northern Michigan and Wolverine Electric in 1964, with the

City of Allegan in 1966, with Northern Michigan in 1967

and with Edison Sault in 1972. The second is that where

Consumers agreed to coordinate with small utilities, it

did so only on unreasonable terms, particularly
in refusing to share reserves with them on an equal per-

centage basis. The third charge is that Consumers has

unjustifiably refused to coordinate development of baseload

generation with the small utilities. This final allegation

is based primarily on consumers' refusal to allow or even to

consider participation by members of the M-C Pool in the

Midland facility when that possibility was broached in 1971.
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For the most part, Consumers does not challenge the,

,

facts underlying the appellants' assertions but, rather,

seeks to justify its coordination dealings with the small

{ utilities. A. refusal to deal by one with monopoly power
,

is not a violation of the anti-monopolization clause of*

section 2 of the Sherman Act if there are reasonable grounds

for that refusal. We therefore look first at the standard
,

for measuring the reasonableness of Consumers' coordination

practices.
,

1. The applicable standard.

a. The Licensing Board's decision. The Board

below held that Consumers was bound by law to receive a

" net benefit" in any coordination agreement, ones with

the smaller utilities not excepted. The Board failed to

explain, however, the precise nature and the magnitude of

that benefit. Moreover, that Board's determination rested

not on antitrust principles but on what it perceived as

1 the duty of an investor-owned utility to include only

legitimate expenses in its rate base and not to waste

/corporate assets. We have no quarrel with the Board's

572/ Application of these two legal principles led the
Board to " conclude as a. matter of law, that the manage-
ment of'[ Consumers] is forbidden-from entering into
alleged coordination agreements which said management
believes will result in a net detriment to [the company)."
2 NRC at 66.

i

. . ,. . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . . . . -__ _ - - . .
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analysis of these general principles. We simply do not

believe that they are helpful in answering the ques-

tion at hand. The antitrust laws do not generally

require one company to enter into or maintain an unprofit-

able relationship with another, see p. 286, supra.

Consequently, measurement of Consumers' conduct under

applicable antitrust standards will not result in holding

that company at fault for actions compelled by its duties

to shareholders or customers. The principles expounded by

the Licensing Board are thus the starting point, not the

conclusion, in determining the standard to be applied.

b. The parties' proposed standards. Consumers

professes to have a "long-established" policy of entering

into " coordination arrangements which offer the Company

benefits significantly in excess of its costs, i.e., mean-

ingful net benefits" . 573/ The company contends that its

insistence on receiving a net benefit is a " reasonable and

necessary aspect of its coordination policies" and is

in accord with industry and FPC standards. It further

contends, however, that net benefits can result only if

each coordinating party possesses the " willingness and

573 / Consumers' Opening Brief Below, p.187.

574 / Consumers' Appeal Brief, p. 227.

-_.
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ability to engage in comparable coordinating transactions

on a reciprocal basis" -- that is, transactions which,

over time, will yield a roughly even energy flow between

the parties. Consumers argues that such reciprocity,

' is necessary both because the parties need " incentive"

and because coordination power is generally based on

incremental rather than average costs. A small system

that disproportionately utilized its interconnection would

thus allegedly be " leaning on" Consumers. This, the com-

pany argues, would unduly discriminate against Consumers'
Ywholesale and retail customers.

Justice acknowledges that Consumers "is not obligated

to coordinate with small systems where the coordinating

transactions would result in no' net benefit or in a net

detriment". It contends however, that a "[n]et benefit

(and no net detriment) necessarily results whenever the j

cost (including a reasonable return on investment, i.e.,

profit) is recovered from any given coordination trans- |

action". Moreover, it argues that

i

!

575 / .Id. at 212. I

- 576 / See Slemmer, Tr. fol. 8838 at 8-16; Mosley, Tr.
,

. 8459-60.
i i

577 / See, Consumers' Opening Brief Below, 190-91; Consumers |
*

Appeal Brief, 2B -222; Slemmer, Tr. fol. 8838 at 14.

t

!

L
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In determining whether a net benefit is obtain-
able from a proposed coordinating transaction,
it is clearly inappropriate to weigh in the
balance any potential loss of revenue to the
Applicant (Consumers) that may result because
the small system, once afforded coordination,
would thereafter purchase less wholesale firm, ,

power, or because the small system might obtain
a lower cost power supply through coordination
and then compete more vigorously for wholesale
and retail customers of Consumers. 578/

Intervenors urge essentially the same standard. 579/

The NRC staff, on the other hand, would examine whether
.

a coordination arrangement would place "an undue burden".

on Consumers and make it unable to render services to

its customers. The staff argues that "the net benefits to

be achieved from the transaction are irrelevant" where a

refusal to deal is determined to have an anticompetitive

effect.fdEI

c. Analysis. We agree generally with Justice's

and intervenors' position. The relevant inquiry is whether

coordination with the smaller utilities would enhance Consumers'

ability to produce firm power economically, the usual reason

for coordination arranaements. Accordingly, it is irrelevant

570 / Justice's Opening Brief on Appeal, p. 82.
579 / Intervenors ' Reply Brief on Appeal, p. 81, fn. 1.

,

580 / NRC Staff's Opening Brief on Appeal, pp. 6, 60-64.

,
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whether, as a byproduct of coordination, the smaller util-

ities would be able to reduce their dependence on Consumers
9

for wholesale power or to improve their competitive stance

vis-a-vis Consumers. Indeed, a contrary result would allow

Consumers to exercise its monopoly power in the coordina-

tion services submarket to its competitive advantag'e in

the wholesale and retail markets, at direct odds with

judicial teaching. United States v. Griffith, supra;
;

United States v. United Shoe Machine Corp., supra, 110'

F. Supp, at 346.

Underlying the allegations discussed in this section

is concern with the disparity between the respective

benefits that a small and a large utility receive from

coordinating with each other. There is no dispute that

, in this situation, the smaller utility receives rela-

tively greater benefits. It will most likely be able to

achieve a greater reduction in reserve capacity 581/ and be

581/ Mr. Mayben testified that (Tr. 3744-45):

the value of the benefits to the small utility
can be expressed in, again, the savings in
reserve requirements and that can be trans-
lated into annual cost of capacity, and it
can be sizable.

Again, he may go from 100 percent reserve
requirement to a 20 percent reserve require-
ment, and that does represent a sizable
benefit to that municipal, compared to not
having coordination.

. .
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able to increase the comparative size of its generating

!units to a greater extent than the larger system.

E Any large utility, simply by virtue of size, has typically

achieved some of the economies of scale now attainable in

the electric utility industry. And in this case, in addi-

tion to its own large size, Consumers' existing coordina-

1 tion arrangements with large neighboring utilities have

! opened to it the possibility of even greater economies.

Consequently, the relative benefits available to Consumers

from coordinating with small utilities may well be minimal

from that company's perspective,

i

582 / Mr. Slemmer testified as follows (Tr. 8939-40):
Witness Slemmer: Well, it enables the small system
to increase the unit size to a greater extent than
the larger system, and also the fact that the
increase -- or the decrease in cost as unit size

L goes up, is not a straight line, it's a curve. So
for the same increase, the benefit is more in the
smaller area.

[- Chairman Garfinkel: So by coordinated agreement or
by coming into the pool arrangement, it would enable
the small company, the small utility, let's say co
build larger units; is that correct?

Witness Slemmer: Yes.

Chairman Garfinkel: And that's the normal type --
what normally happens when a small unit joins a

- pool?

. Witness Slemmer: That's what it's all about.

!

. ._.
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Accepting all this, it must be kept in mind that

Consumers possesses monopoly power over coordination ser-

vices within the relevant geographic market. In practical

terms, this means that the small utilities can turn only

to Consumers for such services and their attendant ben--

efits. 58 3/ In a competitive situation where the small

utilities had other alternatives, Consumers might be

entitled to concern itself solely with the benefits it

might obtain through coordination. But we think the case,

is otherwise where Consumers' refusals to deal not only |
:

deny coordination benefits to its small competitors but also

give Co.nsumers an edge over them in other markets. In
!
1such circumstances -- at least where it obtains some ben-

efits from coordination -- Consumers can neither justify

its refusal to coordinate on the grounds that the small

utilities will obtain relatively greater benefits than it

will, nor seek to impose on those utilities terms that

effectively transfer to Consumers a portion of the benefits

!

5R3 / See Part VI, supra,
j
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584 /
they would otherwise-gain. In judging the reasonableness

of Consumers' coordination policies, therefore, we need

focus only on whether Consumers would have benefited at'

all from coordinating with the small utilities.

Finally, we note that " reciprocity" as Consumers defines ~

it is not a prerequisite to the company receiving a benefit

in a coordinating arrangement. The example in the margin
e

involving economy energy transactions exposes the flaw in

; Consumers' proposed standard, for both parties to such trans-

action undeniably receive " net benefits", even though the

584/ Our conclusion in this regard is buttressed by Gaines-
ville Utilities v. Florida Power Corp., 402 U.S. 515
(1971). ~Tbere, in rejecting Florida Power's' argument
that the FPC should have required the City of
Gainesville to pay half its interconnection benefit to
the much larger private utility, the Supreme Ccurt
cheerved (402 U.S. at 528; emphasis supplied):

It is certainly true that the same service or
commodity may be more valuable to some customers
than to others, in terms of the price they are
willing to pay for it. An airplane seat may
bring greater profit to a passenger flying to
California to close a million dollar business
deal than to one flying west for a vacation;
as a consequence, the former might be willing
to pay more for his seat than the latter. But
focus on the willingness or ability of the
purchaser to pay for a service is the concern
of the monopolist, not of a governmental agency
charged both with assuring the industry a fair
return and with assuring the public reliable
and efficient service, at a reasonable price.

|-

t

!

!
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!energy flow between them is not reciprocal. Moreover,

i : Consumers' witness testified that Consumers' reciprocity

standard is in essence a means of dividing equally the

benefits that two utilities achieve under a coordinating

585 / Utilities engage in economy energy transactions in
order to utilize their most economical generating unit.
See fn. 288 supra. Briefly, in such a transaction a
utility generating electricity with a unit whose oper-
ating costs are higher than one its neighbor temporarily

'

has in reserve, will cease operation of its more costly
unit and receive power from its neighbor's more econom-
ical unit. The receiving utility pays the supplier's opera-
ting costs plus have the difference in operating costs
between the two units, in effect splitting the savings
on a 50-50 basis. A prerequisite to such a transaction

. is that the receiving utility have idle generating
'

capacity -- i.e., it cannot' utilize economy energy
for emergency purposes or to meet a general deficiency
in capacity. And as stated earlier, economy energy
is supplied only on an "if available basis" -- i.e.,
the supplying utility can retract service on an
instant's notice.

Under Consumer's reciprocity standard as explained by
Mr. Slemmer, Consumers' expert witness, a reciprocal
net benefit with respect to ecotomy energy transaction
can be achieved only if "over time * * * each partici-

. pating system ha[s] lower generating costs than the
other participants a reasonable amount of time," 'so
that energy can " flow in both directions". Tr. fol.
8838 at 16. However, given the uature of economy
energy transactions, benefits do not hinge on receiving
aimilar service in the future for, by definition, the.

~

eller has profited on each individual transaction.
,

nd because-the receiver has capacity available (albeit
. ore. expensive to operate), it cannot be said to be
' leaning" on.the seller. This is made even more evi-
dent because the supplying utility can stop delivery
any time that it needs the particular generating
capacity for its own use. In short, both the receiving
and the supplying utilities benefit in economy energy
exchanges even where the power always flows in one
direction. See Wolfe, Tr. 1591.

.- - -_ _ _._ . - _ _ _ _ -. _ . _ - _ . .
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!arrangement. This was in effect confirmed by Mr. Aymond's

testimony that Consumers could justifiably refuse to coordi-

nate with a small utility that received "much larger bene-

587 /fits in proportion" than Consumers. For reasons which

we discuss below, the company's proposed standard for reason-

ableness is out of harmony with the governing antitrust

principles when applied to transactions with the smaller

utilities in its service area. '588/

2. Consumers' refusals to coordinate.
,
.

' a. Facts. We turn first to those instances where

Consumers has refused to coordinate on any terms with the

smaller utilities. Since Consumers gives the same justi-

fication for each refusal, we will describe the factual

situations before discussing the parties' positions and

the Licensing Board's determination.

(i) Consumers' refusal to coordinate wii.h Northern

Michigan and Wolverine Electric. In December 1963

Mr. Daverman, the cooperative's power consultant, wrote
;

Mr. Campbell, Consumers' Vice-President in charge of

marketing, requesting that Consumers make alternative
.

586/ Slemmer, Tr. 8860-61, 8929-31.

587/ Int. Exh. No. 1004, p. 266. (Mr. Aymond's deposition).
Also see Aymond Tr. 6262-68.

|

|- 588/ Whether that standard is objectinnable when applied
strictly to transactions between large utilities is
a question we need not and do not ::each.

I

i

s
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proposals - for supplying bulk power to the cooperatives.589 /

At that time the cooperatives were meeting their icad

requirements by both generation and wholesale power pur-

chases.- Northern Michigan had a generating capacity of,

,

22.97 Mw, which it supplemented with purchases of 18.75 Mw

of firm power from Consumers to meet its 30.19 Mw peak

load. 590/ Wolverine then supplemented its generating capac-

ity of 32.96 Mw with purchases of 2.5 Mw of wholesale

I!power from Consumers to meet its peak load of 29.65 Mw.

Mr. Daverman's letter to Mr. Campbell initiated formal

negotiations between the cooperatives and Consumers. These

589 / D. J. Exh. No. 32.
590 / Steinbrecher, Tr. 1411-16. These figures are from

Northern Michigan's report to the Federal Power Com-
mission for the year ending 1964. Ibid. At that time
the largest units on No thern Michigan systems were
two units uith generating capacities of 8.5 Mw each.
Also, Northern Michigan then had a coordination agree-
ment with Traverse City which provided for mutual
emergency support of 4 Mw. D.J. Exh. No. 240; Stein-
brecher,.Tr. 1949-59. As explained in our discussion
on coordination, this would be non-firm power.

,

591 / Steinbrecher, Tr. 1417-21. These_ figures are from
Wolverine Electric's report to the Federal Power Com-
mission for the year ending 1964. Ibid. In addition
to the sources mentioned, Wolverine also received
electric energy from Hart and Lowell. The record
does not reveal if these transactions were on a firm
. power basis. Steinbrecher, Tr. 1418-19.

,

u , - - - - - , - - s- - - - +-
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/extended over the better part of a year. Throughout
,

the negotiations Consumers expressed a definite strong

desire to assume all the future load growth of the cooper-

atives 593' and to this end submitted a wholesale pcwer

proposal running for 15 years.594 / The cooperatives, how-

ever, found the Consumers' offer unsatisfactory because

they considered themselves " established power suppliers";

as a counter to Consumers' wholesale power offer, they

suggested negotiation for "some form of an interchange'

agreement" between the cooperatives and Consumers.595 /

592 / See D. J. Exh. No. 33, No. 34, No. 3 5, No. 36, No. 37,
No. 38, No. 39, No. 40 and No. 41.

593 / D. J. Exh. No. 35, No. 36 and No. 37

Mr. Campbell opened the meeting with general-
ities to the effect that Consumers was not
interested in short term standby arrangements
(such as the present [ wholesale] contract),
that Consumers wanted to obtain all the
Cooperatives' future load growth and that
Consumers would like some sort of policy
expression from the Cooperatives as to their
intended future relations with Consumers.

D. J. Exh. No. 36 (Summary of a meeting held between
representatives of the cooperatives and Consumers,
prepared by Mr. Hodge,an associate of Mr. Daverman).

594/ D. J. Exh. No. 37.

595/ When viewing your proposal in the light of
the existing supply and transmission facil-
ities of Northern Michigan and Wolverine,
including -their interconnections with other
systems, your proposal is not responsive to

(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)

,

i
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In a meeting with the cooperatives, however, Mr. Campbell

! indicated that Consumers "was definitely not interested

in entering such agreements with any small companies at

[that] time" and that "the company was not disposed

6/to pursue this approach further."
.

The cooperatives, however, persisted in their efforts
,

to obtain a coordination agreement with Consumers.597 /

Consumers again rejected the idea, explaining that

.

595 / (FOOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE)
their present needs. We have previously
suggested in correspondence and in meetings
with your people that there might be other
avenues of approach to explore. Northern
Michigan Electric Cooperative and Wolverine
Electric Cooperative as established power
suppliers feel strongly that an effort should
be made to consider the possibility of some
form of an interchange agreement based upon
the general principles of power pooling,
possibly along the lines of your present agree-
ment with the Detroit Edison Company or follow-
ing the pattern of pooling agreements which
have been developed in recent years in other
states.

D. J. Exh. No. 38 (Letter from Mr. Daverman to
Mr. Campbell) . Also see D. J. Exh. No. 39.

596/ D. J. Bxh. No. 39 (Summary of Meeting held May 27
between L'onsumers Power Company personnel and the
cooperative's managers and power consultants, pre-
pared by Mr. Daverman.)

597 / D. J.-Exh. No. 40 (Letter from Mr. Daverman to
Mr. Campbell dated June 30, 1964).

- - . -
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As indicated in [Mr. Steinbrecher's] letter to
Mr. Lee, any interconnection and pooling
arrangement should create similar benefits
for both parties. After careful and con-
sidered review, we conclude there are insuf-
ficient benefits for Consumers Power Company
through such an arrangement to adequately'

protect the best interests of our stock-
holders and existing regular customers.598 /

Failing to obtain a coordination agreement with Consumers,

the cooperatives continued as wholesale power customers

of the company.
!

(ii) Refusal to coordinate with Northern Michigan.

In January 1967, Northern Michigan wrote Consumers seeking

to negotiate a coordination agreement to replace their

existing wholesale power arrangement scheduled to terminate

at the end of the year. Northern Michigan's system peak

load at that time was 43.52 Mw, its installed capacity

45.10 Mw, and the size of its largest unit 23.5 Mw. To

supplement its generation, Northern was purchasing 11.5 Mw

of wholesale power from Consumers. In addition, Northern

Michigan, Wolverine, Traverse City and Grand Haven were

interconnected. Their' projected generating capacity

as a group by late 1967 was expected to be 160 Mw while
'!their projected load was but 100 Mw. (This included

598/ D. J. Exh. No. 41 (Letter dated November 16, 1964).

599/ D. J. Exh. No. 47 (Letter from Mr. Paul to Mr. Daverman).

i

!

i
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three new plants totalling 63 Mw expected to come on line
!in late 1967). Under the interconnection agreements

then in existence among these utilities (this was prior

to execution of the M-C Pool agreement) , Northern Michigan

could receive emergency power from both Traverse City and
!Wolverine.

.

After meeting with the cooperative's representative,
i

Consumers requested, among other things, copies of the

interconnection agreement between the cooperatives and the;

{ municipalities. 02/ Northern did not send the copies but

instead informed Consumers of the general characteristics

of the interconnected systems, e.g., the generating capacity

of each individual system, number of generating units,
and the size of the largest unit. Apparently with no

further communications, Mr. Paul of Consumers wrote Northern

Michigan on July 14, 1967 that it would be unable to coordi-

nate with the cooperative but that it would be glad to

600/ Steinbrecher, Tr. 1441-46. The 23.5 Mw unit was planned
to be in operation by November 1967. C.P. Exh. No.
12,001 (May 18, 1967).

601/ D. J. Exh. No. 48..

602/ C. P. Exh. No. 12001 (Letter dated April 21, 1967).

1

I
.
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continue the present wholesale type of-agreement. His

letter stated in pertinent part:

Consumers Power Company has established
criteria based on established utility practices
for evaluating the relative costs and benefits
to be derived from interconnected systems
and makes available to other utilities inter-
connections based on such criteria. Applying
this criteria to the preliminary load and
generating data supplied by you, we find that
Northern Michigan Rural Electric Cooperative
has insufficient reserve capacity to benefit

.

from or to comply with minimum provisions for+

this type of agreement 403 /

.

603/ D. J. Exh. No. 49.

.

1

+

$ #
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(iii). Consumers' Refusal to coordinate with Edison

Sault. In 1972 Consumers and Edison Sault were renegotiating,

604 /
their existing whole sale power arrangemenE.,

As indicated earlier (p. 99, supra), Edison Sault then had

a peak load of about 73 Mw. From a series of communications

with Consumers' personnel, Edison Sault had received tla

definite impression that it had a choice between a standard
605/

wholesale contract and a coordination agreement.- - Under

the latter, Edison would have been required to maintain

reserves equal to 15 percent of its peak load. It was

Edison Sault's understanding that, to the extent its

generating capacity was less than 115 percent of peak load,

it could make up the deficiency either by installing the,

necessary generating capacity itself or by purchasina the

power from Consumers. At a subsequent meeting, Mr. Paul

_604/ Kline, Tr. 4416,

605/ According to Edison Sault personnel, both Bob Conden~ ~ ~ ~

and Gene Kaiser of Consumers had indicated that the
decision on whether to enter into an interconnection
agreement or negotiate our present wholesale contract
was Edison Sault's to make. D.J. Exh. No. 83
(Edison Sault memorandum of October 16, 1972,
summarizing negotiations with Consumers personnel.)
See also fn. 606., infra.

!

._ _
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7

of Consumers attempted to convince Edison Sault

that a wholesale power arrangement was more advantageous-

; to it than the coordination agreement. Only after

j failing to do so did he advise Edison Sault's representative~'

I that they had misunderstood comments of Consumers' personnel
+

about the availability of the coordination arrangement and

-that, in fact, Consumers would not coordinate with Edison.

! SOG /
'

} Saultr"~ Edison Sault was left with no choice but to renew
t

j. ~

!
| / D.J. Exh. No. 85 (summary of that meeting by Mr. Kline,
j president of Edison Sault) :
'

At this point in the discussions, [i.e. after
failing*to convince Edison Sault ~that a wholesale
power arrangement was more advantageous thar.;

coordination] Mr. Paul advised us that Edison
had misunderstood the comments which had been

|- made by Consumers Power Company representatives
during the various conferences in which we4

' concluded that either a wholesale agreement
i or an interconnection agreement was available
i to us. Mr.' Paul stated that it was the Company's
i policy that if the utility was deficient in

) its base capacity, that they were not entitled
1 to the benefits of an interconnection agreement.

!
! It had been our understanding ahd without question

i throughout our discussions with Consumers Power
Company that an interconnection agreement was.

i available to.us and that where our system was
deficient, we would be required to install capacity
or purchase the reserve capacity equal to fifteen

.

(15%) . percent.

[ In view of the fact'that [ Consumers] had announced
that the' interconnection agreement was not

j available to us, we terminated the conference j

and Mr. Paul stated that they would furnish us
a proposed wholesale contract,that being the
only contract available to Edison at [that] time,

i
1

1

-. . - . _ . .. .
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607 /

its wholesale power arrangement with Consumers.

,

,

607 / In addition to the instances just mentioned, Justice
contends that Consumers refused to coordinate with
the City of Allegan in 1966, an action that assertedly
sv.ung the balance in favor of Allegan selling its
electric system to Consumers, Justice rests its
allegation on Allegan's request in 1966 that Consumers
supply it with either " standby or supplemental power".
The only documentation of this request is an internal
memorandum written by Mr. Paul. D.J. Exh. No. 178.
In its appellate brief (p. 243) Consumers argues that
Mr. Paul testified that "the ' standby power' referred
to there was simply one variety of wholesale service"
and thus A11egan 's request was "not [related] at all
to coordination." This is not entirely correct. See
Paul, Tr. 7979-81. Nevertheless, Mr. Paul did testify
that Allegan's request was one for wholesale
to be used for standby or emergency purposes, power,which the
company subsequently offered. Paul, Tr. 7977-78. The
weight of the evidence in our judgment does not confirm
that Allegan's request was one for coordination.

Justice in its appellate brief (pp. 99-104) also
refers to instances where Consumers refused to coordinate
on reasonable terms with the M-C Pool (1969-1973),
Lansing (1970) and Traverse City (1968). Whether the
terms of Consumers' current coordination agreements
are anticompetitive is considered at pp. 358 ff., i'fra.n

I

{

{
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b. Consumers' position. Consumers acknowledges
,

that it refused te coordinate in the instances described
above. It contended to the Board below, however, that

:those refusals were justified because the small utilities
;

were " deficient" in generating capacity -- i.e., they had

insufficient generation to meet their peak load plus some-

reasonable reserve. level' -- and therefore could not
,

give assurances of " reciprocal emergency power support"

| comparable to that which Consumers would be providing.

Consumers argued that for this reason it would have received

no " net benefit" had it coordinated with the small systems.

The Licensing Board agreed with Consumers, concluding

that "true coordination with benefits to both parties was

not feasible"'in those circumstances. 2 NRC at 94-95. The

Board did not attempt to explain, however, just why a

utilicy partly dependent on purchases of wholesale power

-- firm power in bulk .-- could not be a viable coordinating

partner.

c. Appellants' position. Justice points out that

the small utilities, although lacking sufficient generating

608/ Consumers' Opening Brief Below, pp. 192-94.
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capacity of their own to meet their peak load and reserve

requirements, were buying wholesale power to make up that

difference and therefore had sufficient " firm power" to
meet those obligations. The Department argues that a

'

coordinating partner could rely on the small utilities'-

purchased reserves. It supports its position by pointing

out that Consumers itself was in precisely that situation --

i.e., the company for various reasons has been short of

609/
generating capacity in recent years (most notably in 1971 )

and therefore has been purchasing power under coordination
.

arrangements to meet its required reserve level. The

intervenors support Justice's argument and offer a theoretical
610 /

analysis to demonstrate its soundness.

)

609/ In 1971 Consumers' installed generating capacity was
3,443 Mw; its peak load was 3,667 Mw. See D. J. Exh.
No. 21, pp . 9 , 2 8 .

610/ The intervenors suggest that a non-sufficient utility
can be thought of as two separate systems, one self-
sufficient and the other relying totally upon wholesale
power. They give an example of a system with a 20 Mw

|load, 11.5 Mw of generation and a 15% reserve require- !

ment, the conceptual analog of which is two separate
systems each having a 10 Mw load, one having 11.5 Mw
of generation and the second purchasing 10 Mw of whole-
sale power. The former would meet Consumers' test for
coordination because it would have a 15% reserve to
serve the 10 Mw load. The intervenors assert that the
combined system with the 20 Mw load "shculd be equally
entitled to coordination for the 11.5 Mw of generation."
Intervenors' Opening Brief on Appeal, pp. 160-62; neply
Brief, pp.- 83-86.
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Both Justice and the intervenors argue that Consumers

- would have benefited by coordinating with the small utilities

in the instances described. Consumers' refusals to coordinate,

they contend, were motivated by that company's desire to
2

preserve and extend its monopoly position at both the whole-

sale and the retail levels.

d. Discussion. One who contracts for wholesale power

has the right to demand the amount contracted for at any time.

The selling utility accordingly must have planned its system'

to deliver that amount; in other words, it must have reserves

sufficient to back its wholesale sales.611/ For this reason, a

utility without sufficient generating capacity of its own to
meet its peak load can contract for wholesale power to cover

611/ For example, a utility that operates under a 20 percent
reserve margin must in effect allocate 12 Mw of gen-
erating capacity to serve a customer to whom it sells
10 Mw of wholesale power.

Thus, to the extent that Consumers contracted to sell
wholesale power as reserve capacity to the small util-
ities, it had to maintain sufficient generating reserve
capacity to meet that commitment. In case of a power
outage on Consumers' own system, Consumers would be
able to draw on this capacity absent an emergency on
the buyer's system.

I

L

.- _ ,
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its deficiency and provide the necessary amount of
reserves. This is precisely what the small utilities

I had done in each of the instances described above. For

example, in 1964 Northern Michigan had 42 Mw available

from either self-generation or wholesale contracts to meet

its 30 Mw peak load. It therefore had at its disposal at

least 12 Mw of power which was available to a utility with
an emergency. This is not theoretical. At the time in

question, Traverse City and Northern Michigan were oper-
.

ating under a coordination agreement under which they were

exchanging emergency power. An electric utility that

obtains its firm bulk power partly by self-generation and

partly by wholesale power purchase is, therefore, not

inherently disqualified as a coordinating partner.
This conclusion is buttressed by statements of Con-

sumers' counsel at oral argument. There, counsel repre-

sented to us that "[ Consumers has] never taken the position

that a coordinating partner could not go out and buy firm

power from somebody else, as long as it isn't from [ Con-

sumers]". In other words, according to counsel, a

utility partly dependent on wholesale power purchases is an

612 / D.J. Exh. No. 240; Steinbrecher Tr. 1950-53.

617 App. Tr. 135.

|
|

|
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l

acceptable coordinating _ partner for any other utility except |

the'one supplying the wholesale power. This limitation is

-necessary, counsel argued, because the utility buying at
wholesale from Consumers would not be able to supply power

to Consumers- in the event of an outage on Consumers' own
614/

system.

Assuming arguendo that the reason advanced by counsel

was in fact Consumers' rationale for refusing to coordinate,

we find it self-strving and unpersuasive given the company's

policy against wheeling power for the smaller utilities.
Absent that wheeling, they could not obtain the wholesale

power which Consumers insists is needed to make them viable

coordinating partners. In other words, Consumers was

614 / App. Tr. 135-36. Nowhere in its briefs to this Board
or the Board below did Consumers make the distinction
urged by counsel at oral argument. Rather, as shown
by the argument made to the Board below, Consumers
has' asserted that its refusals to coordinate with the
small utilities were justified simply because these
systems were deficient in generation, apparently
regardless of where they obtained the additional
power to make up for that deficiency. See Consumers'
Opening Brief Below, pp. 192-94.

In its brief below as well as in its appeal brief
Consumers refers to the accepted proposition that a
utility must maintain a reserve of at least 10 to
20 percent of its peak load as support for its posi-
tion. However, in light of counsel's representations
at oral argument, Consumers can no longer rely on
-that proposition, for it does not support the
distinction counsel now urges upon us.
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telling the small utilities-on the one hand that to coordi-

nate with the company they needed to obtain wholesale power

elsewhere than from Consumers, while on the other hand it

i was denying them the use of its transmission network, their
enly access to those outside sources. Thus, if we accept

counsel's explanation, Consumers created the situation that

made it impossible for the small utilities to become " viable

coordinating partners" by Consumers' lights.

At all events, counsel's argument is plainly a post
hgg rationalization. This becomes clear when the actual
negotiations leading up to Consumers' current coordination

agreement with M-C Pool are examined, for there the company
took the opposite position. The negotiations were opened

in 1969 by Wolverine Electric's request to buy 10 to 20 Mw
of power from Consumers and also to coordinate with the

615/
company. Consumers eventually responded with a "Preli-

minary Proposal Interchange and Wholesale Power Purchase"
; agreement. That proposal would have allowed Wolverine to

buy wholesale power from Consumers and for the two utilities
616/to undertake mutual emergency energy power transactions.

1

615/ D. J. Exh. No. 53.

616/ C. P. Exh. No. 12002 and No. 12003.__

>

1

, . - .
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Indeed, it c; the manager of Wolverine Electric, not the

representative, who questioned how the mutualCensun ers

emergency support transactions could be undertaken and

billed when the cooperative was drawing wholesale power.

617/ The company's response, given byfrom Consumers.

Mr. Paul, was the following:

Simultaneous deliveries of firm wholesale power'

to Wolverine and emergency support to Consumers
i Power Company would be treated as though they'

were being handled through two separate connec-;

tions. As an example:

If Consumers Power Company were delivering
10 megawatts of wholesale power to Wolverine and
then Consumers called for 20 megawatts of emergency
support, the net delivery to Consumers would be
10 megawatts. Consumers would pay six mills per
kilowatt-hour for this energy at a rate of 10
megawatts per hour or return it in kind at
Wolverine's option. Wolverine in turn would pay

for that month the standard wholesale rate for
10 megawatts of firm power capacity and the
appropriate energy charge for the net kilowatt-
hour received. Assume again that Consumers is
delivering 10 megawatts of wholesale power to
Wolverine and calls for 5 megawatts of emergency
support. Deliveries to Wolverine would be reduced
to 5 megawatts during this period. Consumers
would pay Wolverine six mills per kilowatt-hour-

for energy at the rate of 5 megawatts per hour,

or return it in kind. Wolverine would pay the
standard wholesale charges that month for delivery i

of 10 megawatts of capacity and the appropriate
energy charge for the net kilowatt-hour received.

If Wolverine were purchasing 10 megawatts of
firm power and at the same time required 20 mega-
watts of emergency support, Consumers would deliver
a total of 30 megawatts, of which all in excess

,

of the 10 megawatts firm purchase would be treated !
and billed in accordance with the interchange pro-

'

visions of the agreement.618/

g / D. J. Exh. No. 54.

618 / D. J. Exh. No. 55.
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Mr. Paul's explanation on behalf of Consumers confirms our
.

judgment that there is no inherent physical or economic
';

barrier to Consumers' engaging in simultaneous wholesale

c and coordination transactions with the same utility. Consumers

itself initiated this proposal to Wolverine; it would hardly ,

have done so were a wholesale-coordination agreement not .

ill/
beneficial to it. {

Under a wholesale-coordination agreement of the type

Consumers offered Wolverine, the small utility would be

required to buy wholesale power both to supply the differ-

ence between its generating capacity and peak load and also

to provide it with a reasonable reserve margin. 620/ Because

619/ Mr. Paul's illustrations, and the derivative conclusion
that Consumers would benefit from the transaction, is

,

true not only with respect to the circumstances exist- '

in 1970. As we subsequently explain, Consumers could l

generally ben 9 fit from coordinating with a " deficient"
utility. Moreover, in the instances where Consumers

! refused to cocrdinate, the small utilities had sub- |

stantial generation and their reliance on wholesale
power was minimal. See "a", supra, at pp. 330 ff.

ggg/ It goes without question that a utility buying whole-
sale power from, as well as coordinating with, consumers
must (assuming no other outside sources of power) buy
sufficient wholesale power to provide it with a reason-

' able reserve margin above its peak load requirements.
Not to require purchases of wholesale power for reserve
purposes would be, to use Consumers' terminology, to
allow the small- system "to lean" on Consumers, for the
buyer would not be paying for the maintenance of gen-
erating capacity necessarf to cover emergency or
scheduled outages of its generating facilities.

1

!

[
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reserve capacity is not used on a continued u- even a daily

basis but is tapped in case.of an unexpected or scheduled
.,*

-t

outage of a generating unit, Consumers can count on that

increment of power as a reserve for its own system. This

is true whether the small utility draws the maximum amount

of wholesale power contracted for from Consumers, utilizes

its own generating capacity as much as possible and draws

wholesale power only when needed, or follows some inter->

j mediate course.521! Thus, while being paid on a firm power

i basis, Consumers can, in an emergency, generally utilize

the power generated by this capacity as though it were

621/ Under a wholesale-coordination agreement, if the small
utility draws the maximum amount of wholesale power,
Consumers could in an emergency reduce its flow of
wholesale power to the small utility, thus forcing
it to operate the generation it is holding in reserve.
(See Mr. Paul's illustration in text above). If the
parties had strictly a wholesale arrangement (rather
than a wholesale-coordination agreement) Consumers
would not be entitled to reduce the flow of wholesale
power to the small system but would be required to
look elsewhere for power to meet its emergency.

Similarly, under a wholesale-coordination type of
agreement, if the small utility as a matter of course
used its generating capability to the maximum, Con-
sumers could rely in an emergency upon that portion
of wholesale power the small utility had contracted
for as reserve capacity, because the utility would call'

for that power only if it experienced'an emergency.

___ _ _ _ _ _
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being produced by the small utility'r cwr generators. This
4

is a clear benefit to Consumers, notwithstanding the

absence of the reciprocal power flow that the company focuses

on. Indeed, the " burden" on Consumers' generation and
.

reserves is less under a wholesale-coordination arrangement

than under a wholesale power contract.dll/

We need not reach here the question of the reserve
3

level a small utility must maintain so as not to burden

Consumers' system. Consumers has defended its refusals,

|
to coordinate on the ground that it could never benefit'

by coordinating with a deficient utility that was also

purchasing wholesale power from it. As we have seen,
. .

622/ For example, assume that Consumers is dealing with
Utility A, a system of the size that Northern Michigan I

was in 1967: peak load of 43.5 Mw, installed capacity
of 45.1 Mw, largest unit 23.5 Mw in capacity. Assume
further that Utility A's largest unit fails during
peak load conditions. Under a strictly wholesale |
arrangement, Conswners will have to deliver 21.9 Mw '

of power to make up for this outage ([ peak load +
largest unit capacity] - installed capacity). In
contrast, under a hybrid wholesale-coordination agree--

ment with a 20 percent reserve requirement, Consumers
will have to deliver only 7.1 Mw of power to Utility A
(.20 [ peak load] [ installed capacity - peak load]).-

The remaining 14.8 Mw (21.9 Mw - 7.1 Mw) would be
delivered only if Consumers had excess capacity avail-
able either on its own system or via short term power
purchases from other systems. Thus, by insisting on
a strictly wholesale arrangement, Consumers assumes

I
an unnecessarily large share of the reserve burden -- '

a doubly unwise course in light of Consumers' own
capacity shortfalls. Of course selling wholesale power
is more' profitable than selling coordination services.
See p. 144 ff., supra.
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623/

that position does not withstand analysis.

623/ Coordination between a utility deficient in genera-
tion and one which is self-sufficient can also lower
the reserve levels each must carry. Assume, for
example, that Utility A has a 200 Mw peak load and
a 200 Mw generating capacity, its largest unit being
50 Mw. Assuming that the " largest unit criterion"
for calculating reserves is valid, Utility A's reserve
requirement before coordination would be 50 Mw, which
it purchases from Utility B under a wholesale power
arrangement. Assume that Utility B has a peak load
of 850 Mw (including the 50 Mw wholesale purchase by'

Utility A) and generating capacity of 1050 Mw, its
largest unit being 200 Mw. Utility B's reserve
requirement before coordination would be 200 Mw.'

Upon coordination the combined peak load of the two
systems would be 1000 Mw (viewing the two systems as

,

one, the 50 FSi wholesale purchased by A would not be
,

part of the combined system's load). Again assuming
that the largest unit criterion is valid, the reserve
requirement for the combined system is 200 Mw, or
20 percent of their combined peak load. If the util-
ities were to share reserves on an equalized basis,
see fn.631 infra, Utility A's reserve requirement
would be 20% of 200 or 40 Mw; Utility B's reserve
requirement would be 20% of 800 or 160 Mw. Thus, both
-could reduce their reserve requirements upon coordi-
nation: Utility A need buy only 40 Mw of power from
Utility B, and B need maintain only 160 bhi of reserves.

Of course, if Utility B could not market elsewhere
. the extra power that it would have available through
! coordination with Utility A, B would naturally prefer
| to continue selling wholesale power to that utility

rather than coordinate.
|

. . . _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ -
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e. Effect of Consumers' refusals to coordinate. Havinc

determined that Consumers could have benefited by coordina-,

d tion with the small systems, we must now consider whether

its refusals to do so were anticompetitive in purpose or
4

- effect.

(i) The extent of competition in the wholesale

power market depends in large measure on the small util-'

i'.ies' ability to obtain firm bulk power at reasonable
'

cost. As the Licensing Board recognized (2 NRC at 108) ,
y

their options in this . case are limited to installing new

generating facilities of their own or purchasing wholesale

power f' rom Consumers.52S/ We have explained, however, that

.

323/ Consumers does not dispute this; indeed, its proposed
wholesale market definition was built around this com-
petition. Mr. Aymond testified that Consumers has
" actively solicited wholesale business from other util-
ity systems in (its general] service area". Tr. 6064.
This is borne out by the record. For example, in 1962
Consumers was actively seeking to sell wholesale power
to Zeeland, Allegan and St. Louis. D. J. Exh. No. 15;
in 1964 to Northern Michigan and Wolverine Electric,
D. J. Exhs. No. 36, 37; in 1966 to Petosky and Holland,
D. J. Exh. No. 188; in 1968 to Traverse City, D. J.
Exh. No. 31; in 1969-70 to Wolverine Electric, C. P.
Exh. No. 12002, 12003; and in 1971 to Portland. Int.
Exh. so. 2032. Moreover, Consumers has been at least
partially successful in its efforts. For example, in
19 62 S t. Louis, Charlevoix and Hillsdale were self-
sufficient; by 1972, however, St. Louis and Charlevoix
were obtaining over 90 percent of their requirements
at wholesale from Consumers and Hillsdale over 30 per-
cent. C. P. Exh. No. 11,307; also see D. J. Exh. 15.
During that period the cities of Petosky, Union City
and Marshall similarly increased their wholesale pur-
chases from Consumers instead of building new power
plants of their own.

-_.,
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the small utilities can construct and operate large, econom-

ically efficient plants without experiencing an unmanage-

able rise in required reserve levels only if they have.

suitable coordination arrangements. Consumers' refusals

| to coordinate with them thus have a two-pronged anticom-

petitive effect: they prevent the small utilities from

building the most efficient (i.e., least costly per Kwh.

produced) new facilities and, as a result, tend to ensure

those systems' ever-increasing reliance on wholesale power
a

purchases from Consumers.
, ,

(ii) We also find that Consumers' refusals to
f

coordinate were purposefully anticompetitive. In 1964,

Wolverine Electric and Northern Michigan had been studying

several options for meeting the new load growth of their

member distribution cooperatives.625/ They considered

expansion of old facilities, construction of a new plant,

wholesale power purchases from Consumers, and a combination

of expanded generation and purchases from Consumers.

As pointed out above, Consumers itself was interested in

supplying the future increased power needs of those coop-

eratives for the next 15 years but through sales of wholesale

625/ Steinbrecher, Tr. 1423-28.

626/ Ibid.
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power. Whan the company failed to convince the G. & T.

cooperatives to accept its offer, it sought to forestall
,

the grant of REA loans to the cooperatives to finance that
new generation.627/ The company hoped thereby to force

.

the cooperatives to turn to consumers for wholesale power.

In so doing, Consumers undertook an intensive public effort

(using arguments based'on cost comparison figures that were,
'

,

.

627/ Consumers invokes the rule protecting the right to
petition the government for the proposition that we
may not take notice of its attempts to influence REA
officials against making the loan. See Eastern R.R.
Presidents Conference v. Noerr Motor Freight, Inc.,
365 U.S. 127 (1961), and United Mine Workers v.
Pennington, 381 U.S. 557 (1965). To begin with, it
is doubtful that the "Noerr-Pennington Doctrine"
applies to actions of the kind involved here. It
protects persons attempting to influence government

.

policy, not those seeking to impede officials carry-
ing out policies previously made. Hecht v. Pro-
Football, Inc., supra, 444 F.2d at 940-42; Geo. R.

,

Whitten, Jr., Inc. v. Paddock Pool Builders, Inc.,'

t supra, 424 F.2d at 31-34. But even w4re the
doctrine applicable to the facts before us, it
would only serve to insulate the attempts to influ-
ence the government officials from forming the basis
of antitrust liability. The fact that such attempts
took place, however, need not be ignored where they
shed light on the anticompetitive nature of other
actions. The Supreme Court itself drew this dis-
tinction in Pennington, observing that evidence of
such conduct may be introduced and considered "if
it tends reasonably to show the purpose and character
of the particular transaction under scrutiny." 381
U.S. at 670 fn. 3. It is for this purpose that we
take the circumstances surrounding the loans into
account.

, .-- .- ,-, _ - . -
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at best, misleading), to show that the G. & T. cooperative

was needlessly increasing the power costs of the distri-
.

bution cooperatives and their retail customers by electing
'

to build new generating plants in lieu of buying wholesale
| 628/
{ l power from Consumers. The record further reveals that

628/ REA t'ill lend money to finance construction of new
--

generating plants only where the proposal constitutes
"che most effective and economical arrangement" for

| meeting increased power demand. (See Part IV, above.)
In an attempt to show that its own wholesale powert

would be more economical than the cooperatives'
installetion of new facilities, Consumers took several

I steps: (1) Mr. Campbell, Consumers' vice president
t in charge of marketing, registered the company's

! opposition to the REA loan with the REA administrator
both by mail and, at least once (in September 1965),

| in person in Washington, D. C. (D.J. Exh. Nos. 143
I and 188; see also Paul, Tr. 7900-05, 8067); (2) in

December IFT5, Mr. Campbell wrote to the manager of
each distribution coopera.tive served by Wolverine
Electric and Northern Michigan (which are generation
and transmission cccperatives), setting forth calculations
purporting to show the relative high cost of plant
expansion over wholesale purchases (D.J. Exh. No. 143);
(3) a few days later Consumers issued identical repre-
sentations in a press release (D.J. Exh. No. 145).
These were culled from a power-cost study by Mr. Paul
that simply compared, for the period since 1950, the.

distribution cooperatives' a'rerage cost per kwh under,

their existing agreement wiP the G. & T. cooperatives
to that paid by Consumers' >aolesale customers. (Paul,
Tr. 8068. See also D.J. Exh. Nos. 143, 145 and 224; the
last is an extension of the study through 1967). The
study's conclusions are misleading: First, according
to uncontradicted testimony, that study omitted the

i costs of transmitting power from points on Consumers'
t system to the cooperatives' load centers (Steinbrecher,

Tr. 1244-45; Keen, Tr. 4487-88, 4540-50), thereby
significantly understating Consumers' actual costs.
See D.J. Exh. No. 45. Second, by using only ast

i costs in his comparison, Mr. Paul unfairly exc u ed
i the capital expenditures that the G. & T. cooperatives

had already made on their existing bulk power facilities
b6.y 1964; the comparison should have been between the

& T. cooperatives' future incremental generating costs
| and partial wholesale purchases.
!
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1

Consumers' goal in seeking to block the REA loan was not
629 /

only to increase the company's wholesale sales, but also

619 The following example shows how Consumers' sales of
wholesale power could be favorably affected by a refusal

' to coordinate. Assume that Utility A's peak load is
43.5 Mw, its installed capacity 45.1 Mw, and its largest
unit 23.5 Mw in capacity. If Utility A relies on
wholesale purchases from Consumers for all additional
power necessary to cover possible outage of its largest
unit, it will have to buy 21.9 Mw of such power:
Utility A's minimum power requirement equals the sum.

| of its peak load plus a reserve equivalent to the capacity
: of its largest generating unit (43.5 + 23.5=67 Mw);
.

because the utility's installed capacity is only 45.1 Mw,
it will have to buy the difference (67-45.1 = 21.9 Mw)'

from Consumers. Under a wholesale-coordination
arrangement that required it to maintain reserves of
20 percent of peak load, however, Utility A would
need only 7.1 Mw of wholesale power. (20% of 43.5,
less the difference between 45.1 and 43.5, or 8.7-
1.6 = 7 ,3 **c.) As a result of Consuners' refusal to
coordinate, Utility A would have to buy an extra 14.8 Mw
of wholesale power at a substantial additional cost.
See pp. 144 ff., supra.

These figures are taken from the statistics for Northern
Michigan in 1967, when officials of that utility sought
a coordination agreement with Consumers but were rebuffed.
The example and result are hypothetical only because
Northern Michigan fortuitously had been able to reduce
in mart its wholesale power needs by interconnecting
WTth Grand Haven, Traverse City and Wolverine Electric.
Even so, Northern Michigan had to contract with Consumers
for 10 Mw of wholesale power, 2.9 Mw more than if it
had been able to coordinate with Consumers at a 20
percent reserve margin. See D.J. Exh. No. 64.

i,
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to prevent further development of an independent bulk power
system within its service area.630/

; Against this backdrop, there can be no doubt that Con-
1
'

sumers was motivated by anticompetitive purposes in dealings
!

with the G. & T. cooperatives in 1964. By refusing to
'

coordinate, the company hoped to head off the development

of an alternative power supply system within its service

area while increasing its level of wholesale sales.i

We find a similar anticompetitive purpose in Consumers'
,

refusal to coordinate with Northern Michigan in 1967 even;

though that cooperative was interconnected with Grand

Haven, Traverse City and Wolverine Electric and the four

630/ That Consumers feared the growth of such a system
is evidenced in Mr. Paul's speech, discussed at
pp. 294-98. He dealt at length with the "real
problem" of the cooperatives " attempting to achievei

|

a completely independent power source", depicting
them as obstacles to Consumers' acquisition of other
small systems in its service area. (D. J. Exh.No. 188).

,
There is further evidence that Consumers entered intoseveral bulk power transactions with small utilities!

in order to' prevent their interconnecting with the
! G. & T. cooperatives and strengthening of their overall

bulk power supply. For example, Messrs. Paul, Moseley
} and Conden recommended to Mr. Aymond that Consumers

negotiate a coordination agreement with the City of
Holland, "[o]ur prime reason being that if Consumers
did not maintain this interconnection undoubtedly
the City and Wolverine Electric Coop. would enter

1 into such an agreement." (D. J. Exh. No. 150. SeeI also D. J. Exh. No. 178.)

;

i
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as a group shortly would have been virtually self-sufficient.

We reject Consumers' defense that Northern Michigan failed

to provide the company with the interconnection agreements:

it requested, thus precluding its assessment of their value.
i

! Northern Michigan provided the company with substantial

information about the four systems and the agreements. See

C. P. Exh. No. 12001. If more was necessary, Consumers

i could have said so instead of flatly refusing to coordinate.

To sum up, Consumers' refusals to coordinate with the

small utilities were both unreasonable and anticompetitive.

That company would have benefited from coordination; by

declining to do so, it sought to enhance its monopoly posi-

tion in the wholesale power market and to impede the growth

of an independent bulk power supply system within its gen-

eral service area. Consumers was at least partially

successful in both endeavors. The anticompetitive conse- ;

quences of its unwillingness to coordinate were compounded
|

by its simultaneous refusal to wheel power for the small |

l
'

systems. That refusal effectively cut off the small systems'

chances of negotiating coordination agreements with some l

large utility, hampering their ability to serve their own

customers and to compete against Consumers.

,
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3. Consumers' refusal to share reserves on an

eaualized percentace basis with the small utilities.

Consumers has entered into coordination aareements

with Holland, Lansing and the M-C Pool. Mone, however,

calls for Consumers and the smaller system to share reserves

on an " equalized percentage basis." Appellants challenge

as unjustified and anticompetitive Consumers' refusal
4

to agree to such a provision; consumers defends its position
as reasonable and in line with FPC and industry standards.

,

a. Backaround. Reserve sharina on an equalized
;

percentage basis neans simply that each coordinating party

maintains in reserve an identical percentage of its peak

load. E _/ In its coordination agreements with Holland and
6

the M-C Pool, however, Consumers insisted on following

what we shall call the " Holland formula", under which the

smaller utility must carry reserves eaual to the sum of

(1) one-half the ceneratina capacity of its largest unit,

631/ Under this system, the amount of total reserve and the
appropriate percentage of peak load are calculated--

in this manner: Assume that utilities with peak
loads of 50 Mw, 100 Mw and 150 Mw respectively agree
to share reserves on an equalized percentage basis.
They would first determine the amount of reserves
that three systems combined must carry to meet their
combined peak load of 300 Mw. See Slemmer, Tr. 8901-02.
Assume that this amount is found to be 60 Mw, which
is 20 percent of the combined peak load. Each system
would then be required to maintain a reserve equal to
that percentage of its peak load. The utility with 50

Mw peak load would thus be responsible for 10 Mw, the
one with a 100 Mw peak for 20 Mw and the one with 150 Mw
for 30 Mw of reserves. See fn. 418, supra.

!
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!

(2) one-fourth the capacity of its second 1r gest unit
6 3/_

and (3) 10 percent of its annual peak load. Using

1 1972 statistics for the City of IIolland as an example,

we find that the smaller utility would have a reserve

requirement of approximately 26 Mw under the Holland formula

,

632/ The coordination agreement between. Consumers and.

the City of Lansing differs in that it requires
. the city to " utilize all reasonable efforts under
| normal non-emergency operating conditions to maintain

a minimum spinning reserve" of 70 Mw through Nov. 30,
1977 and 35 Mw thereafter. (D.J. Exh. No. 92).,

633/ In 1972 Holland's two largest units had generating
capacity of 31 and 24.5 Mw respectively. The city's
peak load for the year was 44.5 Mw. See C.P. Exh.
No. 11,111, Supplemental Agreement No. 4. Applying
the " Holland formula", Holland was required to maintain
reserves equal to (1/2 x 31 Mw) + (1/4 x 24.5 Mw) +
(1/10 x 44.5 Mw) or 26.075 Mw.
In actuality, the reserves that Holland was required
to maintain in 1972 amounted to 25 Mw, not 26 Mw. Ibid.
The formula given in the test above is the one in
Consumers current coordination agreement with Holland,
executed in 1574, see fn. 242 supra, which is slightly
different from the formula in Consumers' 1972 coordi-
nation agreements with Holland and the M-C Pool.

1

%
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but only about 9 Mw on an equalized percentage basis.634/;

1

Although all three aforementioned agreements specify

reserve requirements for the small utilities, none does
'

so for Consumers. Instead, they all merely provide that the

company shall use "all reasonable efforts to provide and main-

includingtain sufficient electric generation reserves * * *

formally executed power purchase transactions * * * to at

all times meet its load requirements including reserves.635/-

i

634/ The calculation in the text is based on a 20 percent
reserve requirement for Consumers; for purposes of
this portion of the opinion, we consider insignificant
the difference between the 18 percent reserve require-
ment that Consumers deemed desirable for the Michigan
Pool (D. J. Exh. No. 236, p. 5.3-1) and the "22 to
24 percent" requirement that is evidently included
in Consumers' current system plans (Mosley Tr. 8488).

We should note here that the M-C Pool's current
reserve requirement, as calculated under the Holland
formula, is 20 percent. As our discussion and find-
ings below demonstrate, however, this is a coincidence
tied directly to the size of the M-C Pool's current
facilities.

615/ D. J. Exh. No. 105, section 3; C. P. Exh. No. 12,024,
section, D. J. Exh. No. 92, Article I, Section 2(d).

i

_ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _
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636/
In contrast, under the Michigan Pool agreement-~~

_.

Consumers shares reserves with Detroit Edison on an equalized

basis. Consumers' coordination agreements with Toledo'

Edison Company, Commonwealth Edison Company, Indiana & Michigan
,

Electric Company, Northern Indiana Public Service Company

and the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario

.

A.

636/ D.J. Exh. No. 71, Article II; D.J. Exh. No. 67, Article
'

III; Mosley, Tr. 8490-92. The 1973 agreement added
a provision requiring each utility to maintain reserves
equal to the capacity of its largest generating unit
if its reserve responsibility as computed under the
equal percentage basis were less than that amount.
D.J. Exh. No. 67, Article III, section 2 (b) (2) . As
Consumers peak load in 1972 was 4090 Mw and its largest
unit planned to come on line in the near future in
Midland Unit No. 2 (815 Mw to be installed in 1980),
this provision does not immediately affect Consumers.
See also our discussion in section F, infra, pp. 402 ff.

.

|

1

l

|

l
_
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contain no rigid formula for calculating reserve require-

ments. Rather, in all these agreements the parties heed
]-

? practical considerations in establishing those requirements.
I

i Indeed, four of the five contracts provide for a joint study

; to determine the adequacy of a system's generating reserves

and transmission facilities if that system has been unable
,

over time to supply emergency service as requested.

I

637/ D.J. Exh. No. 76, Schedule A, Section 3.4; Schedule B,'

! Section 3.5; C.P. No. 11,108, Schedule A, Section 2.4;
C.P. No. 11,109, Schedule A, Section 2.5; Mosley
Tr. 8480. Moreover, the agreements with Indiana &
Michigan Electric Company and Morthern Indiana Public
Service Company provide for a joint system study if
current information " indicates that during a subse-
quent period of four years" one system will not be
able to supply emergency services. If the study shows
that the system's provisions for future capacity will
not be adequate to assure that emergency power "will
be available 90 percent of the tine" whem recuested,
that system must take "immediate steps" to provide
adequate capacity for the future or else enter into
arrangements for " equitable compensation" with other
utilities party to the agreement. C.P. Exh. No, 11,109,
Schedule 7, Section 2.4; D.J. Exh. No. 76, Schedule
A, Section 3.4; D.J. Exh. No. 76, Schedule B, Section
3.4; Mosley Tr. 8480-81.

The agreement with Ontario-Hydro reaches the same
end without a contractual provision, because a planning
committee periodically reviews the adequacy of each
utility's reserves. Mosley, Tr. 8478. See also C.P.
Exh. No. 11,106.

r

<
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b. The Licensing Board's decision. The Board below

decliced to decide whether Consumers' refusals to share

reserves with the small utilities on an equalized percentage

basis contravened antitrust law or policy. Instead, holding

that Gainesville was not controlling and that reserve sharing on

an equalized percentage basis micht (at least theoreticallv)

increase one party's reserve oblications, the Licensing Board
,

ruled "as a matter of law" that it was the Federal Power

Commission's task,not its own, to apply antitrust standards.

to coordination agreements. 2 MRC at 68-71.
.

Appellants challenge that deferral to the FPC, and

Consumers does not defend it. We aaree that the Board erred.

Congress has directed this Commission to explore the anti-

trust ramifications of granting nuclear power plant licenses.

Fulfillment of that responsibility entails an evaluation of

the relationships between a license applicant and its

competitors. It is simply too late in the day to argue that

an electric utility's dealings -- or refusals to deal --
,

with its competitors are exempt from antitrust scrutiny in

the absence of prior FPC review. The courts have decided

otherwise, rciectina the excuses proffered by the Board below.

Otter Tail Power Co. v. United States, suora, 410 U.S. at 372-73;

City of Miskawaska v. Indiana & Michican Electric Co., supra,

|- 560 F.2d at 1338-24.
|

|

|

|

l
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c. Gainesville. All the parties rely to some extent

on the Federal Power Comnission and Supreme Court deci91ons
-4 638 /
1 in Gainesville Utilities v. Florida Power Corp., litigation

i
I that followed the City of Gainesville's unsuccessful attempt

to persuade the utility to share reserves with it.
'

The characteristics of Gainesvilla's electric system

in 196F were sinilar to Holland's in this case. At that
i

| time Gainesville operated an isolated system. It had a

i
i generacing capacity of 108.4 Mw, a peak load of 51.1 Mw,

and a largest unit of 50 Mw capacity. The city's 1970

projections anticipated a 30 Mw increase in its generating

capacity to 138.4 Mw and a 50 Mw increase in peak load to
639/

102 Mw. The projection indicated that in 1970 Gainesville's

installed capacity would be inadequate to meet peak load

with its largest generating unit out of operation. This

left the city two options: to construct additional generating

capacity or to reduce its need for reserves by coordinating

with nearby utilities; it chose the latter.

611/ 40 F.P.C. 1227 (1968), reversed sub nom. Florida
Power Corp. v. F.P.C., 425 F.2d llT6.T5th Cir. 1970),
reversed and remanded for entrv of a judgment enforcing
the Commission's order sub nom. Gainesville Utilities
v. Florida Power Corp., 402 U.S. 515 (1971).

63j9/ See 402 U.S. at 520-21.
_
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After failine to negotiate a reserve sharine agreement
* 640/

with Florida Power, in 1965 the City petitioned the

Federal Power Commission to order the two utility systems

interconnected. (See Section 202 (b) of the Federal Power
Act, 16 U.S.C. 3824a(b).) The matter was referred to an FPC

hearing examiner, before wnom Florida Power argued that the

sole purpose of the interconnection agreement was "to supply
,

instantaneous emergency backup service to Gainesville",

40 FPC at 1256, and that it "neither need [ed] nor want [ed]-

emergency electric service from" the City. 40 FPC at

1252. The utility therefore urged that two conditions be

mad- part of any coordination agreement between it and the

City. The first was that Gainesville maintain a reserve
capacity of 25 percent (as opposed to the 15 percent that

64 Q' Florida Power's 1966 peak load was 1232 Mw and its--

generating capacity that year was 1595 Mw. Its 1970projections were for a 1826 Mw load and a 2114 Mw
generating capacity -- its largest unit in 1970 beine
525 Mw. Florida Pot er at the time was interconnectedwith four other utilities. As a result of this inter-
connection it needed to maintain a reserve capacityof only 15% of its peak load. This amount for 1970
was 274 Mw, less than the generating capacity of Florida
Power's largest unit. Ibid.

. .. ,
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4

Florida Power itself was carrying) to assure that the City

*

would " materially contribute to its own support and not

_ depend entirely on Florida Power for an extended period of
,

I time in the event of a suctained outage of Gainesville's
:
l

largest unit.". 40 FPC et 1257. Company witnesses justified

'
i this condition as "necessary because Gainesville's largest

unit constitute [d] such a high percentage of its summer

long duration peak load." Ibid.'

The second condition demanded by Florida Power was
I

a " standby charge" on Gainesville to compensate the company!

!for providing emergency service. Florida Power reasoned

that this extra payment (above the charge for electric

;- energy actually used) was proper because, in its view, the

benefits of the interconnection agreement all flowed to the City.

I

i

611/ The standby charge proposed was an amount equal
to $3.08 per kw per year, multiplied by the capacity
of the city's largest generating unit (40 FPC at 1256),
which.would yield estimated revenue to Florida Power
from Gainesville of $150,000 annually. See 402 U.S.
at.522.

|

:
,

.'
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The. examiner reiected Florida Power's proposed standby

charge but did recommend that the parties divide eaually
642/

the benefits arising from the interconnection. However,
i

he rebuffed Florida Power's bid to have the City maintain

a hiaher reserve margin than the company, ruline instead

in effect that the City should maintain

the same percentage of reserves that Florida Power did as

a member of the Florida Operating Committee. 40 FPC at

1257-58.
,

The Federal Power Commission adopted the examiner's
,

conclusi.on regarding the City's reserve responsibility,

stating _ (40 FPC at 1234-35) :

[W]e are satisfied that an appropriate basis
has been shown for evaluating Gainesville's
generating resources and for assigning to the
City a reserve responsibility. Briefly, they
are those recuire'aects which apply to Florida
Power as a member of the Florida Operating
Committee, and those which the Corporation
applies to itself by reason of its utility
operating practices.

642/ 40 FPC at 1257. There was no dispute that the inter---

connection would bring creater benefit to Gainesville
by enabling it to defer installation of additional
generation capacity. 40 FPC at 1252, 1256.

,

i

l

|
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The FPC rejected, however, both Florida Power's

argument for a standby charge and the examiner's ruling

that the benefits of the interconnection be divided
equally (40 FPC at 1237-38, emphasis supplied):

The reasoning of both Florida Power and the
Examiner is inconsistent with what we have
determined to be the appropriate analysis of
the basic issues here presented: sharing the
responsibilities of interconnected operations.
As we have explained, that sharing must be based
upon, and follow the proportionate buraens eacn
system places ucon the interconnectea system
networks, not the benefits each expects to
receive. Benefits received in any given
situation may approximate these responsibilities
or they may not. In the course of negotiation
of voluntary pooling arrangements, benefits
received may, on occasion, serve to offset burdens
imposed in determining the appropriate charge
for particular services rendered or facilities
supplied. But where, as here, the cost of crovid-
ing such services and facilities and the accro-
priate charges thereror have equitably been
determined after a careful analysis and ap~ portion-
ment of the burdens anc responsibilities of each
party, there is no basis for any further con.=id-
eration of relative benefits as proposed by the
Examiner.
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The evidence before us shows that Gainesville will
be contributing its proportionato share of instan-
taneous emergency service and installed qenerating
capacity, including reserve capacity.6437

The FPC stressed in particular that "*ne specific,

d

type of demand charge requested by Florida Power, namely,

the imposition of a charge based upon the size of Gaines-

ville's largest generating unit, would discourage future

coordinated planning and operation by reducing the economic

incentive for Gainesville to instal] Jarger and more effi-

cient generatina units." Id. at 1238. The Commission

643/ Earlier in the opinion the Commission had set forth
the following as general criteria applicable to inter-
connection agreements (40 FPC at 1233):

As a general proposition we note that whenever
two electric systems with generating capacity
undertake to interconnect and operate in parallel
it is necessary for them to consider the nature
of their respective electrical resources and
individual system utility responsibilities, both
as a means of evaluating the particular services
to be rendered between the connecting' systems and
in order to ensure that appropriate compensation
is afforded, either through service exchanges or
financial payments. Marked disparities between
two (or more) systems in the reliance placed upon
the network should be reflected in the terms and
conditions of the interconnection arrangement
through appropriate provisions. Each participant
should bear its proportionate share of that responsi-
bility. In our-judgment, a prerequisite to viable
and effective interconnected operations among all
electric systems is an equitable sharing of the
responsibilities of interconnected operation.
Each participant should bear its proportionate share
of that responsibility. In doing so, each inter-
connecting system will meet its utility responsibi-
lities and there will be no economic penalties for i

being the last one on the interconnected network.
|

|

|
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added that "[w]ithout such a demand charge, Gainesville

could participate nore fully in coordinated planning including

stacgered construction with Florida Power and other systems

; in Florida to the mutual benefit of all such systems."

l 40 FPC 1238.

In short, the FPC held that, because Gainesville bore

its eauitable share of the responsibility for the intercon-

nected operation, coordination between Gainesville and

F*.orida Power upon an eaualized reserve sharing basis was

proper and the terms of the agreement should not be drawn
644/

to divide the benefits that the City right receive under it.

644/ The Commission also pointed out that Florida Power
~~

itself received significant benefits from inter-
connecting with Gainesville on an eaualized reserve
sharing basis, observing that (40 FPC at 1238) :

"THe financial benefits are those which could
result from coordinated planning and more intensive
utilization of existing generating resources.
Savings from coordinated planning of new facilities
might involve deferral of future generating units
or revisions in power supply contracts with other
systems. As to the electrical operating benefits,
this record shows that the City will have an addi-
tional 60,000 kva energy source continuously
connected to the City's distribution circuits.
For the Company, the interconnection will add an
additional energy source to its network in a geo-

(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)
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The Fifth Circuit modified the agency's decision on the
645 /

company's appeal. The court held that the interconnection
order failed to " provide Florida Power with the ' reimbursement

reasonably due' it" under section 202(b) because in the court's

opinion only the City obtained substantial benefits and

only Florida Power incurred a substantial burden. This burden,
;

'the court reasoned, would be reflected in Florida Power's

" cost-based rates" and thus eventually borne by Florida Power,

64 9
customers.

647 (FCOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE)

graphic area where the company has a substantial load
(customer demands), but does not have generating
plants of its own. Because of that, the expected
benefit to Florida Power may be very substantial
since the governors have a faster rate of response
setting than Florida Power's. Also of great
importance to Florida Power is the improved system
reliability which the Company will gain through the
proposed intertie. That is shown in studies submit-
ted by staff from engineering analyses of loss of
load probabilities. They establish that the inter-
connection will have the effect of improving the
reliability of Florida Power's system."

Also see 41 FPC at 5-6 (quoted by the Supreme Court, 402
U.S. at 524 n. 5), where the FPC, in its denial of a
rehearing in Gainesville, expanded its discussion of the
ber.efits attained by Florida Power.

6_if 425 F. 2d 1196 (1970).

646/ The relevant part of the court of appeals' opinion is
as follows (425 F.2d at 1203) :

But, although there is no direct cost, Florida Power,
really its customers, will bear a substantial burden.
They must bear the allocated fixed cost represented
by the added obliga. tion imposed under the terms of

(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)

. . -
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The Supreme Court rejected the court of appeals' analysis

and reinstated the FPC's order as amply supported by evidence

in the administrative record. The Court deemed irrelevant

that the benefits to Florida Power would be of less value
than those to Gainesville, observing that (402 U.S. at 527-28,

i emphasis supplied):

Florida Power's emphasis on Gainesville's small
size occurs only when discussing Gainesville's
ability to provide Florida Power with energy.
But Gainesville's small size has relevance in terms
of the amount of power it may, even in emergencies,.

require from Florida Power. What Florida Power
chooses to emphasize is that the availability of a
certain amount of power flowing from it to Gaines-
ville is relatively more valuable to Gaines'rille's
small system than the availability of the same
amount of power flowing from Gainesville to Florida
Power. It is certainly true that the same service
or commodity may be more valuable to some customers
than to others, in terms of the price they are
willing to pay for it. An airplane seat may bring
greater profit to a passenger flying to California
to close a million dollar business deal than to one
flying vest for a vacation; as a consequence, the
former might be willing to pay more for his seat
than the latter. But focus on the willingness or
ability of the purchaser to pay for a service is

non of a governmentaltne concern or ene monopolist, ,
_

agency cnargeu cocn w1cn assuring cne Inuustry a

646/ (FOOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE)

the ordered interconnection. And this burden will be
reflected in their cost-based rates. They are entitled
to not have to carry the entire responsibility for
providing an extremely valuable service.

The Commission's policy of proportionate utility respon-
sibility really works only one vay. The small system
receives high benefits and, because of its size, no
real obligations. The large system, however, receives
no benefit but does incur real, scbstantici responsi-
bilities. Such imaginary equity is not reasonable
compensation.

. _ - . _ . . _
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L
e fair return and with assuring the public reliable

and. efficient service, at a reasonable price. 647 /'

d. -The parties' positions. Justice acknowledges that

j neither the FPC nor Supreme Court decision in Gainesville.

mandates equalized reserve sharing in all situations. However,
,

| ^ Justice, the NRC staff and the intervenors all argue that those

.tuo decisions'are " benchmarks" in determining the reasonable--

,

ness of a reserve sharing agreement. Justice further stresses.,

j that the factual setting in Cainesville is remarkably'similar

{ to that in lower Michigan. The appellants assert that, in ,
.

'

light of Gainesville, Consumers' insistence on the " Holland
^

formula" in its coordination agreements with the intervanors
t
'

is unreasonable.

Consumers differs sharply with the appellants about the
!

implications of Gainesville. The company finds no suggestion
1 i

in either' the FPC or the Supreme Court opinion that the ;
'

:

'| equalized reserves sharing formula approved in Gainesville

j.
,

had applicability in any other setting. Rather,
I t

Consumers emphasizes that, in determining Gainesville's reserve
,

'

level,~theLFPC took into account the attributes of the two

! systems involved, i.e., the " load' characteristics, capacity
1
~

of generation, size of individual generating units, forced i

~

outage rates and scheduled maintenance requirements" of each

647/ . secause suostantial evidence supported the
-

finding of a benefit accruing to Florida Power, the
'

: Court found it. unnecessary to decide whether the FPC was
' correct'in its conclusion that it could order inter-
connection even when one party received no benefits4-

beyond compensation.for services and power actually
exchanged. 402 U.S. at.529.

,

*. -

i
' '

.,,,_,,_-,_..,.-~.m . . , . ,, - . . -, . . . . ~ _ - ,_. _ . . . . . . . , , . _ _ . , _ . , _ , . , ,-
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(40 FPC at 1257-58) . The company argues that it did no less
'

when " establishing coordination terms" for the small utilities
648 /

in order to assure that they would not lean on Consumers.

The FPC's order was affirmed, Consumers contends, because

the Court found substantial evidence in the administrative

record that Florida Power would receive some benefits under'

! 649/
the terms of the agency's interconnection ordet.

The company next urges that rejection of appellants'

miccenception of Gainesville leads to acceptance of its own
,

reserve practices with the small utilities as being in accord
with FPC standards and fundamental system planning principles.

Consuniers notes that both the M-C Pool and Lansing are

currently maintaining reserves in the range of 20 percent,

roughly equivalent to its own. Although acknowledging that

the City of Holland must maintain much higher reserves --

58 percent in 1972 -- the company contends that this "is ,

the direct result of [ Holland's] decision to rely on a 31 Mw

generating unit to serve a system with a peak load less than

twice that amount". According to Consumers, this situation

"affects Holland's system reliability, and therefore its desira-

bility as a coordinating partner, in two significant ways": First,

,

648/ Consumers' Appeal Brief, p. 251.

649/ See fn.647 supra.

i
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" Holland's concentration of generation capacity

in such a large unit means that if the city's single...

largest unit is for any reason out of service at or near

peak load, Holland has insufficient capacity to carry its

load and must look to the Company for assistance." In

contrast, Consumers points out that it " maintains reserves

at least as large as its largest unit so, if that unit is

out of service at the time of the company's peak, it need

not look to Holland for help." second, consumers

argues that in terms of statistical probabilities, " Holland's

concentration of capacity in a relatively small number of

units sharply increases the likelihood that Holland will need

emergency support from the Company." From these circumstances
'

Consumers reasons that for the City of Holland "to provide

reciprocity to its coordination partner, [it] must maintain

a higher percentage of reserves in relation to peak load

than does the Company."650/
,

|
'

Stated another way, Consumers' contention that the

|
" Holland formula" is reasonable hinges on reliability '

l
|problems that it perceives as inherent in small systems de-
|

pending on generating units that are large in relation to their |

peak load. According to Consumers, a small utility system

650/ Consumers' Appeal Brief, pp. 258-59.

)
:
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.

that decides to install larger, more economical units
1

must maintain a higher reserve level in order to assure
,

i

Consumers a net benefit from coordination between them.
-i

i e. The Holland formula measured against FPC standards

clucidated in Gainesville. On the whole, we agree with

the appellants' reading of Gainesville. In light of the

FPC's opinion in that case, the tolland formuld' must fall

as unreasonable. Several paths lead us to this conclusion.'

First, as Consumers argues and Justice acknowledges,

the FPC in Gainesville did not explicitly mandate equalized

reserve sharing as the invariable standard for section
.

202(b) proceedings. It did, however, establish as a general

governing principle for interconnections the notion that

each utility "should bear its proportionate share of [the]

responsibility" of the interconnected operation. In other

words, the terms of an interconnection agreement should be

based on a proportionate sharing of the burdens and not of

the benefits. Adherence to this general rule, the Commission

observed, has the advantace of assuring "no economic penalties
.

|
for being the last one on the interconnected network." See

| fn. 64 3 , supra.

t

| As is made clear by the testimony of Mr. Slemmer
,

(Consumers' own expert,on whose testimony the company bases

|
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!

its argument on this issue), Consumers' proposed standard

conflicts'directly with the FPC teachings in Gainesville.
.

| Mr. Slemmer testified that under the " reciprocity standard"

espoused by Consumers, the last system to join a larger,

interconnected network would inevitably be penalized.

This is the case simply because the others have alreddy
651-/

achieved many of the benefits attainable from coordination.

,

i 651/ See Slemmer, Tr. 8860-61, 8883-84, 8938-42. Through-
out his testimony Mr. Slemmer stated his belief that
-the sharing of reserves should be dono on an equal
reliability basis as opposed to an equal percentage
basis. Under the equal reliability concept, reserves
are apportioned on the basis of the reserves that
each party maintained prior to entering a coordination
agreement. Mr. Slemmer's testimony suggests that
both the Holland formula and Consumers' general theory
of reciprocity are akin to the equal reliability
concept. See generally Slemmer, Tr. fol. 8838 at
23-4, 26-9. Mr. Slemmer acknowledged, howeren that
no engineering reason dictates this method of sharing
reserves. Slemmer, Tr. at 8929-31.

That the equal reliability concept results in penal-,

izing the last system joining a pool is clearly illus-
trated by D. J. Exh. No. 285, prepared by Mr. Lundberg,
one of Justice's experts on coordination, Tr. 9112-16.
One of.the examples in that exhibit assumes that three
identical. utilities, A, B, and C, each operate two
units'10 Mw in size. Prior to any coordination among
them each must maintain 10 Mw in reserves, 100% of peak
load. Assume next that A and B form a pool that sells.
as much power as possible while maintaining adequate
reserves (see fn. 418 , supra) -- i.e., the peak load
equals the combined capacity of three of 'the four
poeled 10 Mw-units (30 Mw), and the fourth unit provides
reserves. equal to the capacity of the pool's largest
unit (10 Mw). The reserve requirement,'although still
10'Mw, is thus reduced from 100% of peak load to 33-1/3%

(FOOTNOTE. CONTINUED.ON NEXT PAGE)

.
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,

Moreover, Mr. Slemmer acknowledged that he perceived the

reciprocity standard as one way of evenly dividing the
f

651/ (FOOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE)

cf peak load. Under both the equal reliability and
equal percentage concepts, A and B would each main-
tain 5 Mw in reserves. If C were to join the pool, ,

the amount of reserves needed would still be 10 Mw,
(again assuming that the pool's peak load was as
large as possible -- five of the six pooled 10 Mw
units). By sharing reserves on an equal percentage
basis, each utility would maintain reserves of
3-1/3 Mw or about 19% of peak load. Under the
" equal reliability" concept expounded by Mr. Slemmer,.
however, the reserves that each utility would main-
tain after C joined the pool would be apportioned
on the basis of the reserves that each maintained
prior to C's joining the pool. Before joining the
AB pool, C maintained 10 Mw reserves and AB
together maintained 10 Mw. Because C's reserves
before joining the pool are equal to AB's after
pooling, C would maintain half the reserves for
the ABC pool or 5 Mw and A and B together the other
half or 5 Mw. This results in C carrying a reserve
of 33-1/3% and A and B 14.3% each.

Manifestly, under the equal reliability concept,
the last system to join the pool would always be
faced with a penalty. If nothing else, this
result is at war with the general standards of
the FPC laid down'in Gainesville.

|

j
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benefits from an interconnection, which he deemed important
~ for incentive purposes.6_51_/ Again, this is at direct odds

with the general principles laid out in Gainesville, where

Florida Power's argument that it should share equally in

the benefits was rejected explicitly, not only by the FPC

but also by the Supreme Court.

Nor does Gainesville stand alone. The FPC has
4

subsequently observed that the case embodies its views on

the appropriate criteria for evaluating interconnection
65y

proposals. And the FPC staff has recently characterized
:

the Gainesville decision (as well as a later one) as setting

out "the well accepted interconnection principle of equalized

reserves (the sharing of reserves must follow the proportionate

burdens each system places upon the interconnection, not the.__

654 /
benefits each system expects to receive)".

In short, although in Gainesville the FPC did not

lay down an iron-clad rule in favor of equalized sharing

652 / Slemmer Tr. 8929-31, 8860-61.

- 653 / Villace of Elbow Lake v. Otter Tail Power Co. 46'
FPC 675, 678-79 (1971), affirmed as modified sub nom.
Otter Tail Power Co. v. FPC, 473 F.2d 1253 (8th Cir.
1973).

654 / ' New England Power Pool Agreement (NEPOOI?, Spinion
No. 775, Docket No. E-7690 (FPC, Septes.L.e ~i0, 1976),
slip op, at 17. For discussion of th'J .pihion, see
fn.656, infra, and accompanying t o c
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of reserves,-it did establish the general principle that
4

each utility should carry a proportionate burden under the
,

agreement. And from FPC jurisprudence to date, this has
655/

resulted in sharing of reserves on an equalized basis..
,

Second, the " Holland formula" has the same failing as
s

Florida Power's proposed standby charge in the Gainesville

case. It fixes a small utility's reserve requirements

according to the capacity of its largest plants, thereby

tending to discourage the small system from building

more economical facilities. The FPC in Gainesville found

fault with Florida Power's proposed standby charge precisely

because it had that effect, noting expressly that this pre-

vented Gainesville from engaging in more sophisticated coordi-

nation with Florida Power to their mutual benefit. 40 FPC

at 1238. In a similar vein, on reviewing the New England Power

Pool agreement, the FPC again struck down a reserve formula that

penalized a utility for depending in large part on one unit,

explaining that provisions of this kind " discriminate against

:

| 655/ We also note that * :a NEPOOL and I*cntucky and Indiana

| Power Pools provide for reserve sharing on an equalized
basis even though each includes r:aall utilities as members.

j See New England' Power Pool Agreement (NEPOOL), supra,
[ fn. 654, and Mayben, Tr. 3/53-b4.
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- the smaller systems".656/ Thus there can be no doubt that

Consumers' insistence on. pegging the small utility's reserve

requirement'to its largest two units runs contrary to7

Federal Power Commission policy.,

Finally, Consumers' seeks to defend the " Holland

formula" by arguing that a small utility's reliance on com-
'

paratively large units in relationship to its peak load
,

' inherently affects its desirability as a coordinating
partner. According to Consumers, such a system must

'

invariably ma_ntain a higher percentage of reserves than'

; its larger coordinating partner to assure the larger system
of receivi'g a net benefit. As we noted earlier, however,n

not only the hearing examiner but the FPC itself rejected

that argument when the Florida Power Corporation made it

in the Gainesville case The Commission further pointed.

_

656/ New England Power Pool Agreement (NEPOOL), supra,
at p. 25. The provision that the Federal-Power Com-
mission struck down was one which provided that any
system ~which obtained in excess of thirty percent

, of its' annual peak load from one generating unit had
to make a pennity payment to the NEPOOL fund. The
provision was applicable'only to generation coming on
line subsequent to 1975, and the Executive Committee
had argued that it was a'hecessary incentive to lessen
the possibility that a participant would abuse the
equalized reserves established * * * by taking an unduly
large entitlement in the'most economic generating
units." Ibid. The Commiesion was unimpressed. It
noted that the larger members of the pool could avoid'

this^ provision "since 30% of their annual peak load"
was greater than-the largest units that NEPOOL planned.
Ibid. Moreover-the Commission noted "gool reliability
would be unimpaired by participants taking entitlements
in individual units in excess of 30% of their annual
peaks. " Id. -at 26; emphasis supplied.

. . _ _ - . . _, -- .
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out that Florida Power would receive significant benefits
.

by coordinating with Gainesville on an equalized reserve

basis, notwithstanding the city's reliance on a comparatively

larger unit.

In short, we harbor no doubts that Consumers' insistence

on the " Holland formula" in its coordination agreements

with the small utilities runs contrary to the principles

laid down by the Federal Power Commission under section

202(b) of the Federal Power Act. Although standards under

that section are not necessarily controlling for antitrust

purposes, they have been formulated by the agency charged

with reviewing and regulating these aspects of electric

utility operation. We therefore accept those standards as

an appropriate guide for measuring the reasonableness of

reserve sharing agreements.657/

657/ The Supreme Court noted in Otter Tail that the
district court could properly consider Federal
Power Commission policies under section 202(b)
in fashioning prospective antitrust relief. 410

-

U.S. at 381-82. Indeed, Consumers argues that the
Court in Otter Tail " expressly recognized the
propriety of evaluating proposed interconnection
arrangements for antitrust purposes under the
' policies erbedied in the Federal Power Act'".
Consumers' Appeal Brief, p. 212, fn. 49.

_. - __ - __
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f. Benefit to Consmners. Consumers would benefit,

albeit less than the small utilities, by sharing reserves

on an equalized basis with them. By doing so, Consumers

could draw on the small systems' reserves in the event of
,

an emergency on its own system. Manifestly, this would be of

some benefit to the company even if the coordination arrange-

ment did not permit it to reduce the level of its own

/reserves. It must be kept in mind that, although a
,

small system's reserves may be diminutive compared to
.

Consumers', Consumers operates large base load units, which

are generally recognized as having a higher forced outage

659/rate. Moreover, because Consumers has more generating
.

units by far than a small system, it is more likely to have

two or more units down simultaneously. Even.with sufficient

reserves-to cover the outage of its largest unit, Consumers

could well, through a series of failures, find itself without

adequate backup to cover its forced or scheduled outages.

In such circumstances, the ability to draw upon the reserves

- of a small system such as Holland would.be beneficial to

it. And, indeed, the record confirms that Consumers has

in fact called upon the City of Holland in the past to

658/ See discussion at pages 122-26, supra.
659/ Lundberg, Tr. fol. 8996 at 9.

.

w +
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60/supply it with a significant amount of emergency power.

Consumers nevertheless argues that it will receive no

benefit if its smaller coordinating partner is a greater
;

user of the interconnection, which Consumers argues will

be the case if reserves are shared on an equalized basis.

As' indicated above, Consumers urges in support of this

argument that, because emergency power is priced on an

incremental (rather than average _ cost) basis, its own

customers will be unduly discriminated against.
4

Even assuming that a smaller utility would draw

emergency power from Consumers more often than the reverse,

61/we are unpersuaded. The Fifth Circuit reversed the

FPC in Gainesville on this ground only to be reversed in

turn by the Supreme Court, for the argument is simply

incorrect. Neither Consumers nor its customers will be

discriminated against unless Consumers is forced to

increase its reserve capacity as a result of the agreement,

an unlikely situation given the disparity in size between

Consumers and the small utilities and the relatively small
,

660/ Rainson, Tr. 3189; Helfman, Tr. 3241.

661/ In this regard we note that Consumers has in fact
relied on its interconnection with the City of
Holland substantially more than the city has.
Rainson, Tr. 3189.

.
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size of the latter's generat'ng units as compared to

!- Consumers'. Each ut ti must maintain reservese

..

h

"

662/ Under the Michigan Pool agreement, Consumers and the
other members jointly plan and operate their systems
as one. Mosley, Tr. 8492-93. In 1972, their combined
peak load was approximately 10,475 Mw and their com-
bined generating capacity about 12,239 Mw. See page
101, supra. At that time or shortly thereafter,
Detroit Edison had four 800 Mw units (Mosley, Tr. 8494).
Large units control system reliability. Lundberg,
Tr. 9106. Indeed, this fact forms the basis for

: Consumers' justification of the " Holland formula".
Thus, in general, interconnecting a small system
(such as the M-C Pool) with small units to a large
system with large units will have little or no effect
on the reserves needed by the large system, see
Lundberg, Tr. 9096, or may lessen that need slightly.
See Mayben, Tr. 3744.

Nevertheless, in its appeal brief (p. 252) Consumers
represents that "[iln fact in 1972 had the Company
agreed to enter into emergency power exchange arrange-
ments under an equal percentage formula with systems
of the size and generation capacity of the MMCPP mem-
bers, and had these systems experienced the same gen-
eration outage record as the Company, the record
demonstrates that the Company would have had to increase
its reserves by 29 Mw over its preagreement level."
As support for this proposition, Consumers refers us
to Mr. Mosley's testimony (Tr. 8469-72) and to one of
its exhibits (C. P. Exh. No. 11,104).

We find Consumers' suggestion unpersuasive. First, 1

larger units generally have a higher forced outage
rate. See fn. 659 sugra. Second, as indicated above,
the Michigan Pool with its.large units.would. dictate ;

the reserve levels of any interconnection between it |
and the M-C pool. Third, the evidence that Consumers i

refers us to is a hypothetical example prepared by
Mr. Mosley to show that, theoretically, sharing reserves
on an equalized basis could result in increasing a 1

utility's reserve requirement. To illustrate his |
point, Mr. Mosley picked two hypothetical systems with j
(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)

1
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that are idle most of the time to assure delivery of firm

power to its customers. Regardless of whether it coordinated

with a'small utility, Consumers would therefore have to,

mainta'in approximately the same reserve capacity and bear

the capital costs of-that capacity. Thus, coordination
,

with a small utility on an equalized basis would force

neither the company nor its customers to foot the bill for

additional generating capacity.

i The "no benefit" argument is similarly flawed with regard

to Consumers' supplying emergency power to a smaller coordinating

partner. Because the charge for such energy is normally at

least 110 percent of Consumers' out-of-pocket costs (see pp. 125-26,

150, supra), providing this power could not burden Consumers

or its customers; to the contrary, by supplying power from

capacity otherwise idle, Consumers would in fact be engaging

in a prcfitable transaction.

662/ (FOOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE)
general characteristics similar to that of the Michigan
Pool and that of the M-C Pool. He stressed, however,
that his illustration was " intended entirely as an
example". Tr. 8469. (Moreover, even in his example
the percentage of increase that the large system exper-
ienced was statistically insignificant). Finally,
Justice introduced an-extensive study showing that
connecting the M-C Pool with Consumers in fact would
not adversely _ affect Consumers' reserve levels. See
Lundberg, Tr. fol. 8996.
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Indeed, Consumers has utilized its emergency tie with

the City of Holland substantially more than Holland has --

which Mr. Rainson, the city's manager, characterized as a
,

"small source of income for [the city]" rather than an

!unfair situation. The profit to Holland is further

confirmed by the testimony of Mr. Helfman, Justice's expert

witness on bulk power supply planning, who testified that
;

at the present time, Holland is selling some
11 million kilowatt-hours a year net to
[ Consumers] at a price of ten mills, for a
total revenue of over one hundred thousand
dollars. And, over and above the cost of
fuel, most of that is profit, because, as I
say, it does not increase their operation
and maintenance one whit.664/

In our judgment, Consumers would benefit by charing

i

reserves on an equalized basis with the small utilities. 1

Moreover, because the small utility is carrying its fair

share of the burden in the interconnected system -- i.e.,

it (and its customers) are paying for the same percentage

of the reserve capacity as Consumers in relation to peak load

-- neither Consumers nor its customers will be burdened or

-discriminated against. 665/ Indeed, requiring a smaller

utility to maintain a higher level of reserves discriminates

IT3/ Tr. 3189.

664/ Tr. 3241. We note that one of the benefits in Gaines-
ville which the FPC foresaw Florida Power receiving was
a " financial [ benefit]" from "more intensive utilitization
of existing generating resources".

665/ Only if the smaller utility carries a lesser percentage of
reserves than the company is Consumers' argument valid.
See 40 FPC at 1233-39.

. - - - - - - - ,
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against the customers of that utility, for they must then

absorb a greater proportion than Corsuners' customers of

the capital costs of the total pool reserve capacity.

g, Summary. On the basis of the foregoing, we

have concluded that Consumers' insistence on requiring the

small utilities to maintain reserves under the " Holland

formula'! is unreasonable. 666/ Moreover, because that policy

discourages the small utilities from installing larger,

more economical generating units, it definitely has anti-

competitive consequences. These affect the wholesale market

directly, because they increase the probability that small

utilities will turn to Consumers for wholesale power purchases

rather than install their own additional generation. And it

has direct adverse consequences in the retail market as well,

in locations where there is door-to-door competition between

Consumers and the small utilities (i.e., Traverse City and

other areas where Consumers' lines overlap those of its smaller

666/ We do not find Consumers' reserve sharing arrangement
with Lansing to be unreasonable. That arrangement essen-
tially requires that Lansing maintain 20 percent " spinning
reserves" through November, 1977, and only 10 percent.
thereafter. It should be noted that although Consumers
carries reserves of roughly 20 percent, not all of those
ere necessarily ' spinning reserves'. A utility normally
maintains only a certain percentage of its reserve require-
ment in that status. (E.g., in Gainesville, Florida Power
carried.15 percent installed reserves and 10 percent
spinning reserves.) Thus 20 percent spinning reserves
may be high. However, the 10 percent spinning reserves
that Lansing is to maintain after 1977 does not appear
unreasonable.

___ _ _ . . _
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competitors). Of ecurse, as the smaller competitors' pro-,

[ - duction costs are forced up, they become correspondingly

j less useful as "yardstickt' for measuring Consumers' own

67/.efficiency.

,
4.- Consumers' refusal to grant the small utilities

access to the Midland facilities.
.

a. In 1971, after the congressional amendments

- creating the prelicensing antitrust review scheme of section4

105c, several.of the small utilities requested that Con-
4

sumers discuss their possible participation in the Midland

nuclear facility via either a joint venture or a unit

68/power arrangement. At that time, Consumers refused to

consider -- much less allow -- the small utilities access

: to Midland. (But see pp. 430-31, infra.) The appellants

' argue that Consumers' denial is an unreasonable refusal to

engage in developmental coordination with the small utilities.
i

!

667/ See Municipal Elec. Ass'n v. SEC, 413 F.2d 1052, 1057-59
(D.C.-Cir. 1969) (applying the yardstick competition
test to the acquisition of stock of a nuclear power
generating company under the Public Holding Company Act
of 1935, 15 U.S.C. 879-79z) ; see also, Meeks, Concen-.

I tration 'in the Electric Power Indu 'iEg, supra, 72 Colum.
L. Rev. at 77-79.

668/ Consumers received written formal requests for negotia-
tions concerning participation in the Midland Nuclear
Facility from Traverse City on May 24, 1971 (D. J. Exh.
No . 2 4) , from Northern Michigan on July 20, 1971 (D. J.
Exh..No. 22) and from Grand Haven on July 29, 1971,

(D. J.'Exh. No. 27). In addition, Mr. Keen-of Wolverine
Electric raised the question of access to Midland in the

: negotiations leading up to current coordination agree-
- ment between Consumers and the-M-C Pool (D. J. Exh. No. 58),

j and Consumers received oral inquiries from Alpena Power
-

Company |and the City of Coldwater. Fletcher, Tr. 4350;
Munn, Tr.- 4141-42.

,

'

e
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Consumers counters that its refusals were justified

because the small utilities did not make their requests

until 1971, four years after the size of the Midland units

was established and planning for the facility was well along.

The company argues that in 1971 the power from the Midland

facilities was committed to meet future growth on its system

and that its accession to those requests would have led to

an increase in its own bulk power generation costs, which
.

costs would in turn have been " borne by the Company's
.

customers in the form of higher rates". Thus, according to

Consumers, "[u]nder these circumstances, having been denied

the prospect of receiving net benefits from the proposed

transaction, the Company was clearly justified in refusing
669/

to discuss participation in the Midland units."

Justice, on the other hand, points to Consumers' refusals

to coordinate with the smaller utilities prior to the sizing

of the Midland units in 1967 and argues:

As long as Applicant denied even the most
basic forms of coordination to the small

'

systems, Lit is hardly surprising that requests
for the more advanced ar,d sophisticated kinds
of coordination (unit power or joint development)
were not forthcoming.j70/

669/ Consumers' Appeal Brief, pp. 272-73.
670/ Justice's Opening Brief on Appeal, p. 136. See generally

Justice's Opening Brief on Appeal, pp. 132-39; Justice's
Reply Brief on Appeal, pp. 94-101.

---

_ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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671/
Because Consumers' own actions " chilled specific requests"

until section 105c was amended, Justice continues, a deter-
,

mination that the 1971 requests were untimely would "[ reward i

672/ i
Consumers] for its persistent course of monopolistic conduct."

Asserting that it has always coordinated with small

systems capable of doing so, Consumers argues in response

that its coordination policies could not have chilled requests

by the small utilities (particularly Holland and Lansing,
673/

- with whom Consumers had coordination agreements in 1967).
!

b. The Licensing Board found in Consumers' favor,

concluding that by 1971 the company had planned its system

to utiliz'e all the power from the Midland facilities to meet |

I
internal demands and that its refusal to consider the small |

4

utilities' " belated inquiries concerning access to Midland" |
I

could therefore not be deemed "i refusal to enter develop- )

mental coordination". 2 NRC at 100-101.

The Licensing Board's conclusion does not square with

the record. Rather, given the cooperatives' unsuccessful

earlier-bids for a reserve sharing arrangement with Consumers,-

,

1

671/-Justice's Opening Brief on Appeal, p. 137.

672/ Id. at-136.

673/ Consumers' Appeal Brief, pp. 275-79. The company also
reiterates here its position that there can be no finding
of refusal to deal without a prior specific demand. We
have already refuted this contention.
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there was no reason to erpect success from a reauest for

more sophisticated pooling transactions involvina access to'

.674/
Midland in 1967 and 1968. Moreover, because as we pre-

viously noted, Consumers ' refusals were notivated hv a

desire to prevent the development of an independent bulk

power supply within its general service area, we have no

hesitation in concludina on this record that Consumers would

have rejected out of hand any, inquiries along that line.

Nor do Consumers' 1967 coordination agreement with Holland
.

and its_1968 offer to coordinate with Traverse City suqqest

otherwise. Not only are the terms of the " Holland formula"

unfairly discriminatory against small systems, in effect

depriving them of many of the benefits of true coordination,

but the " prime reason" (to use Consumers' own words) that the

company coordinated with Holland in 1967 was to prevent the
675/

city from interconnecting with the G. & T. cooperatives.

As for the 1968 negotiations with Traverse City, Consumers

representative, Mr. paul, urged that a wholesale power arrange-

- me't was "the only way the City could benefit from the economies
676/

of scale" inherent in larger generating units. In light

of this, it is bootless to suggest that a year earlier Traverse

City might have received a favorable response to a request
;

| 674/- Consumers refused in 1964 to share reserves with Northern
; Michigan and Wolverine Electric and refused another
| Northern Michigan request in 1967.

675/ See fn. 630, supra.

676/ D. J. Exh. No. 31.
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677/
for participation in Midland.

As Justice argues, the small utilities' request for*

i - access to Midland was not untimely in view of Consumers'

previous anticompetitive refusals to coordinate. When the
,

amendments to section 105c gave them a " reasonable expectation"
s

of obtaining participating in Midland, the small systems

677/ Consumers contends that "[i]n 1967, an officer
of Consumers Power outlined for representatives
of Northern Michigan cooperative, the [.-C Pool]M
engineering consultants, and the staff of the Michigan
Public Service Commission the availability to other
systems of unit power from [the Ludington pumped
storage project]". Consumers' Appeal Brief, p. 269
This, according to Consumers, refutes the chilling
effect argument expounded by Justice. Id. at 275-76.
While it is true that Consumers mentioned the possi-
bility of other systems buying unit power from
Ludington (see C.P. Exh. No. 12,007, Steinbrecher
Tr. 1897-1900, 1929-30; Paul, Tr. 8165-66), the
company did not make a specific proposal to that
cffect. Rather, according to Mr. Paul's summary
of the meeting, Mr. Campbell said "that at an
appropriate time the Company would be willing to
consider a sale of peaking power to the cooperatives
from Ludington.]" C.P. Exh. No. 12,007. We are not
persuaded that this amorphous statement overcame
the effects of Consumers prior unreasonable refusals
to coordinate with the cooperatives, particularly
as the company had refused that year to coordinate
with Northern Michigan. Indeed, the very purpose
of the meeting was to negotiate a renewal of Consumers'
wholesale contract with Northern Michigan, made
necessary by the company's anticompetitive refusal
to coordinate, Ibid.

!
|

!

;

i
|

,

,
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48/
'made their request with due dispatch. See fn. 668, supru.

,

Events subsequent to 1971 confirm that the company's

policy at the time the record closed was to deny the small
utilities access to nuclear power. First, in early 1971, just

before the small utilities" requested participation in Midland,

Consumers' projected peak load for 1980 was 7790 Mw; by

1973 its estimated demand for 1980 had dropped to 7020 Mw;

and by mid-1974 it dropp.ed further to 5870 Mw.679/ Although

in 1971 Consumers may have required use of the entire out-

put from Midland to meet projected load growth on its

system, the outlook changed drastically in a short period

678/ In this regard, fir. Wolfe testified (Tr. 1625-26):

Well, I became aware of the change in the
Federal law which required that applicationc for---

construction of nuclear plants would require a
review by the Justice Department to consider
any antitrust implications about the time that
the law was changed.

But it was not clear at the time what the rights
of the parties like Traverse City or small systems
right be, except there was some speculation in the
industry, I think, at the time. But it was not
until later that -- I think that change in the
law was in 1970, and it was not until in 1971
when the Justice Department made an investigation
of this application that we began to become
increasingly aware of some of the possible rights
that we might have under the law.

Pnd it was at that time that we had considerable
discussion among ourselves and with legal counsel
regarding some of these provisions and rights
and started to attempt to obtain them.

679/ Stafford, Tr. 9170-76.

!
l

!

L
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of. time. Rather than engage in negotiations with the

small utilities for sale of some of the excess planned
t
1

capacity, however, Consumers voluntarily delayed construc-

tion of o'ther generating units originally planned to come,

680/
on line in 1978 and 1982. In other words, the companys

has continued to plan its system as though it never received
681/

the requests from the small systems.

4

680/ Stafford, Tr. 9187-91.

681/ Consumers argues that the company would incur
an additional cost of $57 million over an eight
year period if it sold 220 Mw of Midland's output
to the small systems and $141 million if it sold
440 Mw. Consumers Appeal Brief, p. 272. Also
see C. P. Exh. No. 12018 and Stafford, Tr. 9161-65.
This amount, according to Consumers, " represents
the cost of replacing that portion of the Midland
output which would * * * become the property of
other systems". Ibid.

We find Consumers' argument irrelevant in light
of its delay of additional generation. As we
have recently observed in another antitrust context,
"the need to readjust, on a regular basis, planned
operations and power plant construction schedules
is virtua11y' endemic in the electric utility
industry" (citations omitted). Toledo Edison Company
(Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station, Units 1, 2 and
3), ALAB-385, 5 NRC 621, 628 (1977).
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Second, Consumers did not represent to the Licensing

Board or to this Board that it would seriously consider

allowing the small utilities to participate in future

nuclear generation. Indeed, the company entered into the

record below a policy statemen' that gives every indication

that it will not grant the small utilities access to
682/

future nuclear plants. Moreover, in its argument

concerning appropriate relief assuming an inconsistency

is found, Consumers contends that " wholesale purchases [are]

the most reasonable and equitable form of participation"

682/ The policy statement, Tr. 8107-08, is as follows:

As to unit power sales:

Unit power transactions may be justified as a
~~

| .part of a program of coordinated development where
there are.truly reciprocal coordinated developmenti

benefits derived by each party. [The company does]
not understand that those Intervenors which seek
the right to make unit purchases from Midland are
willing or able to enter into such programs on a
basis that would genuinely reduce Consumers Power's
costs.and, thus, benefit its customers.

As to equity participation:

Equity participation, apart from a genuine,
mutually beneficial program of coordinated develop-
ment, suffers from the same vice as unit power
transactions -- namely, discrimination against whole-
sale, as well as retail, customers which do not
derive the same benefits of discriminatory access
to the. unit. In view of the investment subsidies
possessed by the intervenors, such transactions
could also provide artificial and unfair competitive
advantages to them.
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in Midland. It argues that joint venture or unit power

access to Midland for the small utilities would " unduly
burden the Company's other customers".683/ Given those,

actions and attitudes, Consumers can hardly expect us to

credit the suggestion that it would have seriously con-
' sidered the small utilities' requests to participate in

Midland had they only been received in 1967.

c. The next consideration is whether Consumers'
refusal was a justifiable action taken to avoid an unfair4

'

burden on its customers. Because, as the FPC has observed

(see p. 229, supra), most electric utilities cannot afford

to construct and operate the larger, more economical units

on their own, joint ventures and unit power arrangements

are not uncommon in the electric utility industry; Consumers'
practices reflect this.684/ It is in this context that

683/ Consumers' Appeal Brief, pp. 384-87. But see part IX,
infra.

684/ Under the original 1962 Michigan Pool agreement, for
example, Consumers and Detroit Edison engaged in
staggered construction of new units, allowing them
to achieve economies of scale beyond those justified
by additional growth on their individual systems,
D.J. Exh. No. 21; Mosley, Tr. 8499. Moreover, the
two utilities constructed and currently operate the
Ludington Pumped Storage Hydroelectric Generating
Plant as a joint venture; D. J. Exh. No. 72; C.P.
Exh. No. 11,114, No. 11,115, and No. 11,116; and
Consumers sold a part of its share in Ludington to
Commonwealth Edison for a period of 15 years on a
unit power basis, C.P. Exh. No. 11,118; Mosley, Tr.
8506-07. Finally, Consumers had contracted to sell
processed steam from the Midland Unit No. 1 to the
Dow Chemical Company for.the life of the plant, Mosley,
Tr. 8507. Although this technically is not a joint

(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)
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Consuners' denial of access to Midland must be evaluated.

I

Because of Consumers' past refusals to negotiate with

the small utilities, the amount of power those utilities

seek to obtain from Midland is not precisely established.

.

%

684/ (FOOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE)

venture or unit power arrangement with another
electric utility, the beneficial effect to Consumers
is essentially identical to such an arrangement, Mr.
Mosley testified that Consumers' arrangement with
Dow could be thought of as a " unit steam sale" to
Dow,Tr. 8507. It allows Consumers to obtain the
economic benefits associated with an 800 Mw nuclear
unit although system demand would justify only the

; construction of a.500 Mw unit. As noted above, the
electric power output of Units 1 and 2 is 485 and
845 Mw, respectively. However, the ultimate power
level of-each is identical. Consumers Power Company
(Midland Plant, Units 1 and 2) LBP-72-34, 5 AEC 214,
217 (1972). The sole difference is that rather
than using it to generate electricity, a portion
of the steam produced by one of the units is delivered
to (and paid for by) Dow. Although this may result
'in some differences in~the cost of electricity per
Kwh generated by each (see Staf ford, Tr. 9240),
given the units' identical size, the capital costs
of construction for each would be essentially the same.
And it is capital costs that constitute the major
expenditure for electricity generated by nuclear power.
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,

However, figures in the range of 220 to 440 Mw have been

$!mentioned in this proceeding. Even the lower end of
f

this range constitutes a sizable block of power; and

Consumers could have benefited from allowing the small

utilities to participate in Midland on a unit power or

joint venture basis, just as it benefits from its arrange-

ment with Dow Chemical Company.686/

Indeed, Consumers' own expert witnesses, Dr. Pace and

Mr. Slemmer, acknowledged that Consumers would generally

benefit by having the small utilities participate in a

nuclear facility (at least on a joint venture basis)

685/ See Stafford, Tr. 9164.

686/ Consumers argues that unit power transactions can
be undertaken only as part of a program of staggered
construction. However, its sale of unit power from
Ludington to Commonwealth Edison for a period of 15
years belies this contention. Indeed, Mr. Mosley
testified that a unit power sale could " extend for
a large number of years." Tr. 8506. Confirmation
of this appears in the Farley proceeding, where
Alabama Power Company offered Alabama Electric Coop-
erative long term unit power. access, but not joint
venture access, to the Farley nuclear plant. Alabama
Power Co. (Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant, Units 1
and 2), LBP-77-41, 5 NRC 1482, 1491 (1977) (appeal
pending).

t

4

. _ ,
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687/*

I"when a block of power of that size was involved.

light of the fact that Consumers can actually lower its

generating costs by granting the small utilities access

to nuclear power, we find it difficult to perceive how

Consumers customers would be burdened. To the contrary,
680/

they veuld receive a slight benefit.

d. The remaining question is whether Consumers'

refusal to allow the small utilities participation in

the Midland plant is anticompetitive. The facts compel

an affirmative answer. Consumers has refused to wheel

power for the small utilities. This effectively precludes

them from making joint venture or unit power arrange-

ments with other large nearby utilities that might give

them other access to nuclear power. Consumers has also

refused to enter into reasonable reserve sharing agree-

ments with the small systems. This impairs (if not

eliminates) their ability to construct large baseload units,
,

689 /
coal or nuclear, on their own. In short, by its other

687/ Pace, Tr. 8965; Slemmer, Tr. fol. 8838 at 25-26.

688/ Consumers' argument in this regard hinges on its
perception of the small utilities simply as customers.
Only from this viewpoint can it be argued that their
joint venture or unit power access to Midland would
constitute " preferential treatment". However, these
utilities are not only Consumers' cust'mers; they areo
also independent bulk power producers in their own
right and the antitrust law requires this to be taken
into consideration.

689/ See discussion in Part VI, supra.
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! anticompetitive practices, Consumers has blocked the small

utilities from looking elsewhere to attain those economic

benefits which can be derived from the generation of base-

q load power in large scale units.
>
' Consumers' denial of access to nuclear power from

Midland completes the circle foreclosing the small syste.ns

from economical generation.690/ Their inability to obtain

'
that access increases their power production costs, and

this in turn enhances consumers' competitive position at

both the wholesale and retail levels. In the circumstances

of this case, therefore, Consumers' refusal to allow partici-

pation by the small utilities in Midland will have an anti-

competitive effect in the relevant retail and wholesale

markets when Midland comes on line, and Consumers' monopoly

position in those markets will be enhanced commensurately.

The nuclear industry originated as a government monopoly

developed in great measure with public funds. Section 105c

reflects "a basic Congressional concern over access to power

produced by nuclear facilities" and legislative intent that

nuclear power not be used as a tool to further the monopoli-

zation of elect '; generation. Waterford, supra, fn. 5.

690/ See Wein, Tr. fol. 3979 at 65-66.
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The record in this case reveals that Consumers' refusal

to allow the small utilities access to Midland is cart and

parcel of its monopolization of electric generation within the

relevant geographic market. That refusal thus falls

within the proscriptions of section 2 of the Sherman Act

and is counter to antitrust law and policy.

F. Exclusion of the small utilities from the

Michigan Pool.

In addition to the particular refusals discussed above,

Justice alleges that Consumers "has taken steps to eliminate

the Michigan Pool as a potential avenue by which the small

systems might obtain access to coordination." Specifically,

Justice alleges that Consumers (1) purposely drafted a

provision concerning third party membership to avoid partici-

pation by small utilities in the pool, and (2) , when a

third party membership provision was included upon Justice's

urging, purposefully changed key provisions of pool agree-

ments in order to discourage " pool participation" by the

small systems.

1. Consideration of third party membership in 1968.

In support of the first allegation, Justice refers,

us to internal communications among Consumers' personnel in
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! 1968. The company was then considering revisions to the
1

Michigan Pool agreement, including one draft provision

concerning third party admission to the pool. Mr. Paul

] reviewed this draft and criticized as overly general the

! proposed criteria for joining the Michigan Pool -- i.e.,

the requirement that new members "must provide facilities'

to permit a meaningful and mutually advantageous interchange

of capacity and/or energy between itself and the Pool".

He told the drafters that the criteria "[would] not1

effectively limit future participation by [ undesirable]

third parties", particularly "the group consisting of

Northern' Michigan and Wolverine Electric cooperatives and

Traverse City and Grand Haven municipal systems", which had

"just entered into a so-called new pooling agreement". He

suggested the establishment of " definite minimum standards

or levels of mutual benefits that must be available before

third parties will be considered". After an apparent
691/

redraft, Mr. Paul expressed satisfaction with the criteria.

Althouah a draft provision had been prepared, no new express

policy concerning new members was actually added to the

pool agreement at that time.

691/ D.J. Exh. Nos. 170 and 171.

.

*
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In response to this portion of Justice's allegation,
Consumers emphasizes that no action was taken on this

proposal. Moreover, it defends Mr. Paul's recommendation
692/ The Licensing Board agreed with the

as fully reasonable.

Consumers, viewing self-sufficiency as a prerequisite to

reciprocal benefits and therefore finding "nothing sinister"
in Mr. Paul's suggestion.

We cannot agree with either the. Licensing Board or

Consumers on this point. Mr. Paul made no reference to

the requirement of self-sufficiency; his obvious concern

was preclusion of the newly formed M-C Pool from seeking

membership in the Michigan Pool. As Consumers itself

acknowledges, however, the combined resources of the M-C

Pool members met the self-sufficiency requirement. Indeed,

negotiations began in 1969 for what eventually became the
current coordination agreement between Consumers and the

M-C Pool.

We also find unpersuasive Consumers' defense that
;

Mr. Paul's suggestion prompted no action on the draft pro-
!

vision. The company cannot defend a draft provision designed

i

692 / The company refers to its present policy of self-
sufficiency and implies that this is what Mr. Paul
intended. Consumers' Appeal Erief, pp. 262-64.

.
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to exclude,the small utilities from the Michigan Pool on

the ground that no provision allowing third party membership
,

was formally adopted. The effect is identical, and we

agree with Justice that Consumers' actions are indicative

.| of its anticompetitive intent to exclude the small utilities
693/

from coordination.
'

,

2. The current provision for third party membership,

a. In 1971, the Department of Justice reviewed the

opportunity for third-party participation in the Michigan

Pool in connection with its antitrust review of Detroit

Edison's Fermi 2 Nuclear Power Plant. In order "to obviate

a Department recommendation of antitrust hearing,

Detroit Edisod' agreed "to exert its best efforts" to secure

agreement with Consumers "to modify the third-party member-

ship provisions of the pool agreement so that third parties

who cet reasonable objective criteria would be allowed to
694 /

participate in the Pool". The new Michigan Pool agree-

ment executed by the two utilities in May 1973 did include

69V Consumers may have believed it was better to have
no provision concerning third party admission rather
than one-patently discriminatory on its face. More-
over, had there been a legitimate reason for not
adopting any provision, Consumers could have offered
testimony to that effect. It failed to do so.

694 / Justice's Opening Brief on Appeal, p. 110. Also see
Consumers' Appeal Brief, pp. 260-61 and Tr. 1684-87
(Statement by Detroit Edisor officials to that effect
incorporated into the reccad.)

i
'
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such a provision. However, the new agreement made important

changes in two other provisions of the 1966 agreement by

(1) completely eliminating the provision for pool units
(i.e., developmental coordination) and (2) requiring each~

member utility to maintain reserves equal to its largest

single generating unit if the capacity of that unit is
greater than the member's reserve responsibility calculated

under an equal percentage basis. Justice asserts that

these changes effectively. eliminated the advantages the
smaller utilities.could have obtained from Pool membership'

and were but another manifestation of Consumers' intent

to monopolize. Consumers argues that legitimate business

reasons, as opposed to anticompetitive purposes, prompted'
695/

these changes.
.

The Licensing Board dealt with this allegation simply

by stating its finding "as a fact that the requirements

for membership approved by Justice and incorporated in the

existing Pool agreement are fair and reasonable," and its con-

clusion as "a matter of law that they are not anticompetitive".

695/ According to Consumers, the two utilities had been
discussing the need for these amendments since 1970
and 1967,respectively, long before the Justice Depart-
ment review in 1971. The company also makes much of
the fact that the provision for admitting third parties
was adopted at Justice's behest. It characterizes
"the Department [as] the author of the Pool's admission
standards" and contends that Justice found "no cause
for complaint" with the new provision when it con-
sidered Detroit Edison's application for the Greenwood
facility in 1974. Consumer' Anpeal-priaf, pp. 261,264.
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2 NRC at 97. It discussed neither the purpose nor the

consequences of the major changes that were made in the

pool agreement when the new third party admission provision
a

was adopted.

b. Contrary to both Consumers and the Licensing Board,-s

no significance can be attached to Justice's role in the

adoption of the current third party admission rules. The

heart of Justice's allegation in this proceeding is that

Consumers Power and Petroit Edison have negated the impact

of this provision by simultaneously taking more subtle

steps to remove any incentive for the small utilities to

join the pool. Thus, whether the third party admission

rules were approved or authorized by Justice -- which in
696/

fact they were not -- is of no relevance, for Justice

played no role whatsoever in the other changes in the
,

:

Pool agreement. The latter were solely the product of |
Consumers' and Detroit Edison's own business initiative, I

697/
be it legitimate or anticompetitive in purpose. Being

unable to accept the Licensing Board's conclusion, so

summarily reached, we will look into the purpose and impact

'

of the changes effectuated by the 1973 agreement.

,
696/ See, Tr. 1684-87 and 36 Fed. Reg. 17883 (Sept. 4, 1971).

697/ Nor is Consumers aided by the fact that Justice did
not find fault with the new Michigan Pool agreement
in its 1974 antitrust review of the Greenwood Energy
Center. As a result of that review, Detroit Edison a-
greed to accept license conditions that required it, inter
alia, to (1) grant small utilities within its general service,

(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)

-
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There can be no serious doubt that these changes had

the effect of discouraging the small utilities from seeking
698/

participation in the Pool. Flimination of the pool

unit concept precluded the possibility that they could

directly obtain the advantages of large baseload units by

participating in the Pool. And the new requirement

that a member maintain reserves at least equal to its

largest unit eliminated the possibility that the small

systems could, as pool members, build larger, more economical
699/

units and still maintain reasonable reserves. The 1973

changes in the Pool agreement thus undercut most of the

benefits that the small utilities could receive by joining
700/

the Pool.

(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE)
697/ access to new generating capacity including the

Greenwood nuclear facility, (2) share reserves
with these utilities on reasonable terms and (3)
wheel power for them on reasonable terms. See 39
Fed. Reg. 12373 (April 5, 1974). These conditions
gave the small utilities certain access to the
coordination even if they were not members of the
Michigan Pool.

698/ Mr. Wolfe gave considerable testimony to this effect.
Tr. 1684-93; 1697-1702.

699/ Mr. Wolfe explained the result of this provision as
follows (Tr. 1691-92):'

The second item requires that, regardless of the
percentage reserve, that it must be equal to or
greater than the largest unit on the system, which
would tend to make it an undesirable feature as far
as small systems are concerned.

In fact, it could be a penalty because it would
tend to penalize the large unit.

700/ Wolfe, Tr. 1701-02.
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We conclude,after reviewing the reasons given by Mr.
701/

.A Mosley, that the deletion of the peo] unit concept may
well have been based on valid business reasons -- we

will not pursue that matter further -- but its effect was
- plainly anticompetitive. In any event, we cannot excuse

1
'
j the provision concerning minimum reserves even to that
I
'

extent.

: Mr. Mosley testified in essence that this provision

was adopted to insure that members would carry sufficient

reserves on their own systems to back up unusually large
:

units they might install. In fact, the provision had no

such effect; the projected reserve levels and planned
702/

installations for both Consumers and Detroit Edison
703/

demonstrates that the change had no immediate or

70k Tr. 8500-05.
70p Tr. 8669-71. Mr. Mosley testified that Consumers '

"present planning calls for reserve percentages in
the range of 22 to 24%". Applying that percentage
(23%) to Consumers' 1973 estimates for its projected
1980 peak load of 7020 ha, see Stafford, Tr. 9173, estab-
lishes the 1980 reserve level at 1614 Mw. In 1973,

~

however, the largest units planned for Consumers'
system were two 1,150 Mw nuclear units, the first
of which would have come on line in 1982. Assuming
the same percentage of increase in Detroit Edison's
projected load growth in 1973, it would have been
planning its systems to have reserves for 1980 in the
range of 2400 Mw.

703 / Nr. Mosley's testimony suggests that there was an
immediate impact from this change in Michigan Pool
operations. Tr. 8669-71. However, in 1973 Consumers
largest unit was Palisades, which was operating at a
700 Mw level; Detroit Edison had four 800 Mw units;
with respective peakloads of approximately 4000 and
6000 Mw. Thus, even with.an 18% reserve in effect,
see fn. 634 , supra, the provision added in 1973 had no
immediate effect on either Consumers or Detroit Edison.

T ' ~
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prospective impact on either utility. In light of all

the circumstances, only one fair conclusion is possible:

the new provision was artfully designed to discourage

small systems from seeking to join the Michigan Pool.

Even if its purpose were valid, the largest unit /c.

r.inimum reserve requirement is intrinsically unreasonable

under applicable legal precedent. The Michigan Pool situa-
-,

tion parallels that in Associated Press v. United States,

326 U.S. 1 (1945). In that case, the publishers of 1200

newspapers formed a news gathering agency with bylaws

that enabled current members to exclude their competitors.

The Supreme Court held these restrictions violative of the
antitrust laws because of the competitive advantage members

enjoyed over non-members.

Membership in the Michigan Pool enables Consumers to

obtain the advantages of coordination, advantages we have

shown it withholds from the small utilities. A competitively

advantageous arrangement like the Michigan Pool would be

suspect under the antitrust laws absent the national policy,

as expressed in the Federal Power Act, of encouraging

coordination among electric utilities. That Act expresses

709 In his testimony, Mr. Mosley did refer to 2500 Mw units,
but only in passing. His testimony stresses instead
the fact that the industry was seriously considering
going from units 11001Se in size only to units of 1300 Mw.
Tr. 8669-71.

705 / See. Meeks, supra, Concentration in the Electric Power
Industry, 7:2 Colum. L. Rev. at 110-11.

.
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l
no policy to keep small utilities from coordinating;-

j Consumers therefore cannot rely on it as justifying,

'.1 . implicitly or explicitly, any policy to exclude the small.!

|
-! utilities _from the Michigan' Pool. Rather, the Pool must
Il

be formulated and justified according to legitimate

technical or business principles. Associated Press v.
i

United States, supra. Also see United States v. Terminal

Railroad Assn'n, 224 U.S. 383 (1912); Silver v. New York
:i

) Stock. Exchange, 3.73 U.S. 341 (1963); Gamco, Inc. v. Providence,

Fruit & Produce Building, 194 F.2d 484 (1st Cir.),,

certiorari denied, 344 U.S. 817 (1952). For reasons we

have pre'viously discussed at some length, a requirement

that a small utility maintain reserves equal to its

' largest unit cannot be justified on legitimate business
,

or technical grounds, and runs counter to the Federal Power

Commission standards under section 202 (b) of the Federal

Power Act.

3. . Conclusion.

In sum,.we find that (1) Consumers.has purposefully

sought to exclude the small utilities from the Michigan Pool

and. (2)-.the terms of the- present pool agreement are unreason-

able as applied to the small_ utilities. If the smaller

utilities were able to share reserves on an equalized-

percentage basis and engage in developmental coordination

4

'

>

'}

'~
. _ _ _ , . _ _ _ _ - _ . , _ . _ - _ -
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with Consumers, their participation in tne Michigan Pool
.

might well be unnecessary. Because Consumers has consist-

ently refused to coordinate with the small utilities on

. reasonable terms, however, its efforts to prevent the

small utilities' membership in the Michigan Pool constitute,

but another attempt to block the small utilities' reason-

able access to coordination.

G. Other Allegations of Anticompetitive Conduct..

1. Contract Provisions Precluding Interconnections.

'

a. In a number of its coordination and wholesale

powcr contracts with the small utilities, Consumers has

; included provisions limiting interconnections between the
'

small utility and third parties. For example, the company's

coordination agreement with the City of Lansing of May 15,
706/

1964, provided:

9. CONNECTIONS WITH OTHERS INVOLVING INTERSTATE
OR FOREIGN COMMERCE: Lansing agrees that without
the written consent of Consumers it will make no
interconnection with any person, firm, corpora-
tion, government agency or other entity which

I might result in either party hereto becomina
engaged, directly or indirectly, in the trans-
nistion or sale at wholesale of electric energy
in interstate or foreign commerce.

706/ D.J. Exh. 91. Similar provisions are contained in
Consumers' contracts with Northern Michigan (1967
D.J. Exh. No. 64), Edison Sault Electric Company (1966
D.J. Exh. No. 80), City of Holland (1967 D.J. Exh. No.
100), Southeastern Michigan Rural Electric Cooperative
(1967 D.J.' Exh..No. 93), the City of Bay City (1967
D.J. Exh. No. 94), Alpena Power Company (D. J. Exh.
No. 95) and the Village of Chelsea (1964 D.J. Exh. No. 98).

9
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i

Justice argues in general that this provisipn was
1
i unreasonable and had an anticompetitive effect. It points
l

to testimony of Mr. Brush, general manager of Lansing,4

l
M which suggests that in 1968 the City eschewed negotiations

1

i for an interconnection with the M-C Pool because of that
1 707/
|

provision.-

Consumers denies that the provisions had an exclusionary
1

! purpose or effect, averring that they were inserted "to
1

i avoid inadvertently becoming subject to the jurisdiction of
:

i the FPC" and have since been removed from all contracts.

Moreover, the company contends that no small utilities ever

requested or were denied permission to interconnect with a
708/

third party.---

The Licensing Board agreed with Consumers. It also

found "no evidence that an interconnection between any

' two smaller utilities in the relevant geographic market

' would result in the transmission or sale of wholesale
,

electric energy in interstate or foreign commerce", con-

cluding therefrom that " Provision 9" in Lansing's contract

707/ Mr. Brush testified that Lansing " advised" the M-C Pool
"that until [it] "had consummated [ current] negotiations
[ ith Consumers it] didn't see where [it] could pursuew
the matter very far in that the existing contract that
[ Lansing was] working under, the 1964 agreement pre- I
cluded third party interconnections." Brush 2235; also

,

see Tr. 2090.
|

708/ Consumers' Appeal Brief, p. 286.

.
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"is.a nullity" and "Mr. Brush's interpretation * * * is
- b

- completely unrealistic." 2 NRC at 92-93.
709 /

' b. We cannot agree with the Licensing Board. Our,

review of the record leads us to conclude that Consumers'
actions had an anticompetitive effect and were at 1 cast

in part motivated by anticompetitive purpose.
First, Consumers unquestionably had the power to insist

on the inclusion of this provision in its contracts with

the small utilities; the Licensing Board made an express

finding to this effect. 2 NRC at 92. Moreover, the record

reveals that, in 1966, Bay City sought to have this provision

eliminated from its contract with Consumers and the

company refused.

709 / One must question why consumers would take the trouble
to include such a provision if it were a " nullity.",

i Consumers contends that "the contracts in question
| were long-term and the company had a bona fide interest

in protecting against future expansion which involved!

Consumers Appeal Brief_, p. 285interstate commerce."It is at least problematical that avoidance
I fn. 216.

of_ federal regulation is a bona fide interestr our
finding here obviates consideration of that cuestion,i

however.

Mr. Paul stated:710 / "it appears here that the city may want this elimi-
nated so they could conceivably make an interconnec-
tion with the G. & T.'s for emergency or standby
purposes. Paul, Tr. 8076;-D.J. Exh. No. 94."

See-also D. J. Exh. No. 272. We recognize that Bay City
How-buys all of its power at wholesale from Consumers.

ever, Mr. Paul still apparently perceived this clause
as inhibiting interconnection with the cooperatives.

|
1

i

|'

|

I'
'
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Second, we do not believe that Consumers can avoid
1

antitrust consequences of this clause by claiming that
i

i the.small utilities paid too much attention to it. As

Consumers has sought to preclude interconnection among

the small utilities, it's conduct certainly was not likely
i

to erase their purported false impressions of the clause;

Idr. Brush's interpretation is therefore significant. More-

over, Mr. Paul's summary of Bay City's reasons for seeking

| deletion of the clause reveals that Consumers and the small
.

utilities both perceived this clause as having an inhibiting

effect. See fn. 710, supra.

Finally, in addition to limiting third party inter-

connections, most of the contract provisions in question

limit resale of the electric energy that Consumers furnished

thereunder. In particular, Consumers' 1967 coordination

agreement with the City of Holland (D.J. Exh. No. 100)

provides in part:

It is agreed that the electric energy to be
supplied by Consumers Power to Holland here-

,

under shall be used solely to meet a part of
the requirements of Holland in the operation
of its electrical system located in the State
of Michigan.

In other-words, Holland was precluded from reselling

the energy it received from Consumers. This is

especially noteworthy given that Consumers' professed

.
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" prime reason" for entering the 1967 agreement with
-

Holland was to avert the city's possible interconnection
,

with the G. & T. cooperatives. Consumers therefore not

only took away the city's incentive to interconnect with

the cooperatives but also contractually barred the city

from doing so without accepting similar restrictions on its

own use of the electric energy it received from Holland.

Consumers cannot argue that the above restriction is in any

way related to a desire to avoid FPC regulation.

2. Reverter provisions in deeds disposing of Consumers'

old hydroelectric facilities.

Consumers has had a policy of including in deeds dis-

po. sing of its obsolete hydroelectric facilities restrictive

covenants prohibiting their future use for electrical
712/

generation. According to Mr. Aymond:

[W]e.were disposing of these on the grounds that
they were no longer economic for us to operate,
and we were disposing of them for a very nominal
consideration, perhaps $1 in most instances.

711/ Other agreements containing similar limitations are
Consumers contracts with Northern Michigan, Edison
Sault, Southeastern Michigan, Lay City, Alpena
Power and Chelsea. See fn, 706, supra, and fn. 737, infra.

712/ As noted earlier, the Licensing Board did not
consider this matter.
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i

And apparently our lawyers felt that it would.
'

be unfair for those to wind up in the hands of
a competitor for that nominal a consideration.7137

,

i

It suffices for us to agree with Justice that, although,

I consumers certainly need not give away old hydroelectric

facilities to competitors, its insistence on a restrictive

covenant of this nature is one more manifestation,'if a
714/

minor one, of its monopolistic intent.,

t

3. Wholesale Territorial Agreements.

Justice charges that Consumers had informal

" gentlemen's agreements" with its major neighbors limiting

wholesale competition, which in effect blocked the small

utilities' access to alternate sources of firm power. The

Licensing Board found as a " matter of fact" that there was

"no substance" to Justice's evidence on this charge.

2 NRC at 105-07. Justice challenges that finding as erroneous.

There is some evidence of agreements not to compete

among the larger utilities. For example, in a letter to
.

Mr. Campbell in 1960 concerning the possibility of selling3

713/ Tr. 6433-34.

714/ Consumers' argument that Justice failed to show why
these facilities would be economical for the small
utilities -- as Justice noted they had been for Alpena
Power Co. and Edison Sault -- misses the point that
Consumers took no chances of these facilities being
useful to actual or potential competitors.

.__
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wholesale power to the Village of Constantine, an employee

~

of Consumers stated:

We realize, of course, that we do not want to
offend the Michigan Gas & Electric Company by
serving customers in their area. However,
since the Village of Constantine has always
been unhappy with Michigan Gas & Electric,
maybe there could be a mutual agreement worked
out whereby we could serve Constantine.715/

And in late 1962 and early 1963, the Village of Paw

Paw, which was being served by Michigan Gas & Electric,

sought unsuccessfully to purchase wholesale power from

the applicant. Mr. Sundstrand, attorney for the village

testified that he was advised by Mr. Paul that Consumers

refused the city's offer because of a " gentlemen's agreement"
7.1. 6/

between Consumers and Michigan Gas & Electric. And

as additional support for its position, Justice points to

an internal company memorandum where Mr. Paul stated in part:

they [ Paw Paw officials] are expecting to point
out that the gentlemen's agreement not to
infringe on_other power company's territory
even when no franchise or contract exists, is
an act of undue restraint of trade.717/

715 / D.J. Exh. No. 157.
716 / Mr. Sundstrand testified to the existence of "more or

less of a gentlemen's agreement that so long as one
company wanted to serve a municipality that the other
company would not compete with it." Tr. 3903.

- 717 / D. J . Exh. No. 235. Consumers denies the existence
, of a gentlemen's agreement. The reason for its deci-
| sion not'to serve, Paw Paw, it claims, was due
!

| (FOOTNOTE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)
!

!

._,
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However, the record also contains evidence pointing
the other way. For example, in 1966 Paw Paw again sought

wholesale power service from Consumers, and in October of
i'

that year the company made an offer that would have saved,

i

j Paw Paw $50,000 per year. American Electric Power, which

was in the process of acquiring Michigan Gas & Electric,

made a counter offer that was substantially better than
| Consumers'. Paw Paw accepted the latter offer, and Consumers'

accordingly withdrew its offer. Also in 1966 the Southeastern,

{ Electric Cooperative turned to Detroit Edison in lieu of

Consumers as its major source of wholesale power.

Thi's concrete evidence of competition is more persuasive
than the . testimony that secret gentlemen's agreements

prompted Consumers to refuse service. In effect, therefore,

we agree with the Licensing Board that the weight of the
evidence in this case does not support Justice's allegation
concerning restrictive agreements.

,

717 / (FOOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE)

solely to the fact that " service by the Company
would have. required a significant investment in
transmission facilities", and that "there was some
legal doubt as to the Company's right to serve
without MPSC approval." Consumers Appeal Brief,
p. 313.

!

. . ..
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VIII

" NEXUS"

Fe have detailed our reasons for concluding that

Consumers Power Company has monopolized the relevant markets

for coordination services, wholesale electric power and

retail electric power in violation both of the letter and
the spirit of Section 2 of the Sherman Act. The Nuclear

Regulatory Commission's antitrust responsibility, however,

is not plenary; authority to remedy the anticompetitive
situation is limited to the right to impose conditions on

73n/
Consumers'~ license to build and operate the Midland plant.

And we may do so in the case now before us only if we find

that "the activities under the (Commission] license would
* * * maintain a situation inconsistent with the antitrust
laws". 42 U.S.C. 52135 (c) (5) and (6).

We have no' difficulty in making the requisite connection

. on the basis of this record. One reason we have written

at length -- perhaps prolixly -- is precisely to demonstrate

i that nexus between the existing anticompetitive situation
i

I
|

21gf See Houston Lichtinc &. Power Co. (South Texas Project,
Unit Nos. 1 and 2), CLI-77-13, 5 NRC 1303, 1312 fn.8,
1316 (1977) (appeal pending) .

m / See also pp. 41 f_f., supra.
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{ and the introduction of the Midland generating capacity.

Without repeating our findings chapter and verse, fair access

to efficient, dependable and. economical baseload generation

.; is at the heart of the competitive situation before us. In
1

| .the modern era of-generating technology, this means resort
t

to power plants of a size only dreamed of a genera, tion
,

ago. These plants, because of the economies inherent in'

s

j their large scale operations, are efficient to use but costly,

2 -i-
i to build.

L -j And there is the rub. The small utility systems isolated
:

in Consumers' service area are not in a practical position
j to build such plants. In part this is undeniably a product

of their limited' financial resources -- but not wholly-

so. The record amply demonstrates that Consumers' refusals

to coordinate with them on reasonable terms insures their
inability to construct a large plant economically, because
building one would necessitate their building another to be
held in reserve. And Consumers has compounded the smaller,

,

;.

systems' problems by refusing to wheel power in to them,.

f

-effectively eliminating their ability to coordinate with or

even buy cheaper power from outside sources. Finally,-
.

i .

.

|

I
,

- . . - .. - . . . _ - .-.
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Consumers has-(thus far) refused to allow any of

. those smaller utilities to join with it in developing new

large-scale baseload generating units.
These actions by Consumers have effectively prevented

.

the small systems -- Consumers' competitors in many instances

-- from turning to the most economical sources and making
'

the most efficient uses of baseload power. The result is

j

to give Consumers a competitive edge over the small utilities
!

-- an edge attributable not to that company's efficient
operations but to its' exercise of monopoly power.

,

I

Now Consumers. wishes to increase its efficiency by

installing large nuclear powered generating units. Manifestly,

I this will exacerbate the anticompetitive situation. What we

said at..the beginning of this opinion bears repeating at

! the end: the tremendous costs of developing the technology
?

underlying nuclear plants was borne by the Treasury and,
;

as the Commission emphasized in Waterford, Congress did'

not intend that public expenditure to benefit only the
~

,

few; one of the reasons for its amending section 105c to'

its.present form was the desire to prevent the foreclosing
;-

of the advantages of nuclear power to all but the very
720/

largest electric utilities. But unless we step in,

720/ . Waterford I, supra, 6 AEC at 48; Waterford II,
supra _, 6 AEC at 620.

I

I
.

4

|

., , .. ._ ._. _. - - - _ _ - - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ .
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. that is precisely what will happen in this case: Consumers

I will have successfully used its monopoly power to retain
!

} the benefit of nuclear-powered baseload generation for it-
1

self, ts the disadvantage of its " landlocked" smaller com-

petitors.
.

We stress that we do not rest our conclusion that the,
,

necessary " nexus" exists solely on the fact that Consumerr

I is large and its competitors small. But Consumers' size

; is a relevant consideration. The Supreme Court has warned

; in antitrust cases that "... size carries with it an

opportunity for abuse that is not to be ianored when the
721/

opportunity is proved to have been utilized in the past."

Having held that Consumers has previously used the "opportu-

nity for abuse" that its' size affords, we cannot turn a blind

eye to the further opportunity it will have to do so through

its activities under the Midland licenses. That possibility

', is heightened by the fact that the Midland units represent
i

721/ United States v. Swift & Co., 286 U.S. 106, 116
"

(1932) (Cardozo, J. ) .

,

i

i

i

i

-x - e ,
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substantial growth in Consumers' size and overall capacity.

We recognize also the applicability of certain

timely truths about the electric utility industry. As

we_said, the' record is replete with evidence of the impending

unavailability of fossil fuels and the increasing expense

of utilizing those that remain; it also contains repeated

referencon to the unique status of nuclear power and to

*'/ Statistics. compiled by Justice indicate that the 1300
Mw of power to be generated by the Midland units will

,

equal 16 percent of Consumers' total generation
.

capacity as of the time those units are installed and
will increase to 36 percent the portion of Consumers'
power generated by nuclear facilities. The Midland
units' vill operate almost full-time and are expected

Justice'sto provide the cheapest available power.
Ooenina Brief on Appeal, pp. 142, and Stafford, Tr.
T.60, 9166, 9240. We acknowledge that the characteri-.

zation of nuclear power as relatively low-cost was
not universally accepted in this proceeding. Criti-

zing its. adversaries' evidence as "a potpourri of
outdated and off-the-record date", Consumers stren-
uously contends that current information (dealing
with rising costs for financing, construction and
fuels) provides no " economic support for the view that
nuclear generation provides unique advantages to its
owners". Consumers Appeal Brief, pp. 114-120. In

our judgment, however, the record -- including testimony
by some-of Consumers' own witnesses -- bears out the
assertion that nuclear generation is comparatively
cost-effective. We conclude that, despite its irre-
futable ' capi tal intensiveness, nuclear power will
ultimately oe the most economical available form
of baseload power. See. e.a., Aymond, Tr. 6351-6353;
Brush; Tr. 2480-2485, 2496 Ys02: Stafford, Tr. 9240.2
We should :sote particularly that, contrary to Consumers'

; . contention _ (Consumers Appeal Brief, pp. 115-16),
Mr. Brush (Lansing's system manager) "in no way con-'

- ceded that the nuclear-and non-nuclear bulk power'

alternatives were comparable from a cost standpoint."
See Justice's Reply Brief on Appeal, pp. 127-30.

tty / See, e.g., Steinbrechar, Tr. 1225-27; Mayben, Tr.

2807; Brush, Tr. 2502-2504; Chayavadhanangkur,
Tr. fol. 5090 at 17.

_ __
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| Congress' intent that access to it not be limited to a

small number of large utilities.22A Consumers criticizes

its adversaries' insistence on such factors as
!

i simply another incarnation of the simplistic
'

theme that nuclear generation is inherently
-! the " wave of the future" and therefore must be

i made available to smaller systems whatever the
economic realitites of the market place and o,f

nuclear generation and w/ithout regard to therequirements of law.725
i

j We think Consumers' assessment is an inaccurate character-
1

{ ization of critical facts. Far from reciting simplistic

f themes, appellants are pinpointing essential issues. In

the present setting of monopolization by Consumers, the

already significant issues of fuel cost and availability

take on even greater urgency. For if traditional fuels

become scarce or_ prohibitively expensive, and if the Midland

licenses do not reouire Consumers to grant the small utilities

fair access to a new source of available energy, then
this nuclear plant represents far more "than a routine'

,

addition of generation capacity". It represents a means;

' of perpetuating a monopoly and a threat to the continued

existence of competitors. That situation amply satisfies

. .

' -724/ See, e.g. Joint Committee Hearings at 9-11, 128.
see also Justice's Opening Brief on Appeal, pp. 134-
ITE; Justice's Reply Brief nn Appeal, pp. 113-114;
Staff's Opening Brief on Appeal, p. 66, n. 95. This
point was also emphasized in our decision in Wolf
Creek I, stipra , 1 NRC at 565.

_

725/ Consumers'Aopeal Brief, p. 355.

.
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the needed link between the activities sought to be licensed

and the situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws.

Consumers nevertheless denies the existence of a proper

nexus on the basis of an assertion it makes repeatedly

^

in other connections: that the benefits derived by the

small utilities from access to wholesale power -- whether

,from Consumers or other utilities or from nuclear or fossil

fuel plants -- are comparable to those they would derive

from proper coordination and access to the Midland units.
From this contention (among othersi Consumers would have

us conclude that "the smaller systems' failure to

obtain unit power sales from, or ownership interest in,
the Midland Units will not affect, or in any way jeopardize*

their continued financial and competitive viability" and

that, therefore, the reauisite nexus is nonexistent.

Consumers is simply wrong about this. We reiterate

that " wholesale power" is an amalgam of all types of power

generated by a utility's system, including peaking and
:

! reserve power, and its cost reflects all the costs on

the system. The power to be generated by the Midland

|

726/ See, Consumers' Appeal Brief, p. 359.

|

|

!

|
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units, on the other hand, is baseload power. The evidence
i

1 demonstrates that a substantial price differential
'1

| normally exists between wholesale power and coordination
727/+ power. congress was aware of this. cost disparity:

-1
1 and, as we already noted,this knowledge contributed to the

!formulation of section 105c22A . On the basis of the legis-
i

; lative history, the statutory provisions and the record

before us, wa hold that access to a nuclear facility's

i output via wholesale purchases alone does not constitute
I

fair and adequate access and does not counteract the'

maintenance of a situation inconsistent with antitrust

law or po'licy. On the contrary, keeping in mind our findings

of monopolization, we agree with the Department of Justice that

The advantage accruing to Applicant from its
ability to integrate low-cost nuclear genera-
tion with its system is manifest. Its averaae
cost is reduced and to the extent Applicant

i

.

i

4

1

727/ As we concluded in the course of analyzing the
relevant markets, wholesale power and coordination
power are not reasonably interchangeable, although
they may be physically substitutable for one another.
Wholesale pcver entails a greater obligation on the
part of the seller than does coordination power, and
the selling prices of the two types of power reflect
this difference. The price gap is therefore a
characteristic of the industry rather than, by itself,
an indication of anticompetitive conduct or intent.
See pp. 136-56, supra.

121/ see, e.g., Joint committee Hearings at 109-110, 128.

--
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is able to do this while denying its com-
petitors the same advantage,,its competitive
position vis-a-vis these systems improves. 729/

Finally, that excerpt highlights an error of law

which Consumers makes in its nexus argument. The com-

p pany contends that the construction and operation of the

Midland units will not " change, or have any impact what-

ever, upon its competitive or coordinating relationships
730/

with any other system." Even assuming arguendo that

i this were so and that the wholesale / coordination cost dis-
parity is irrelevant, Consumers is pressing the wrong

point. As Justice notes,
i

If the small Michigan utilities could achieve
power costs identical to those Applicant enjoys
from the Midland Units, Midland would neverthe--

less contribute in a significant manner to .
the maintenance of the situation existing in Michigan

[T]his is all that Section 105(c) requires.731/. . .

For all the reasons elucidated, we find it reasonably
732/

probable that Consumers' activities under the Midland

licenses would maintain the present situation inconsistent

with the antitrust laws.

729/ Justice's Reply Brief on Appeal, p. 124.

730/- , consumers' Appeal Brief, p. 357 (emphasis added).

731/ Justice's Reply Brief on Appeal, p. 127 (emphasis added).

732/_ See pp. 26-27 and 65-66, supra.

.
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1 IX

REMEDIES

The Joint Committee on Atomic Energy instructed, in

its report on the bill enacted into section 105c, that a

finding of a nexus between an anticompetitive situation

and a proposed nuclear plant calls for " Commission-imposed'

conditions [on the nuclear license] to eliminate the con-
Icerns entailed in (that] finding". Significant develop-

ments following the close of the record below, however,;

make manifest that in this case the proper course is a

remand to the trial Board for formulation of those condi-

tions.734/ Specifically, Consumers' willingness to sell an

ownership interest in the Midland plant to the intervening

utilities has undergone a notable change.

As recently as 1976, Consumers was insisting that

requiring it to convey such an interest "could unreasonably,

burden the Company", that the resultant cost to consumers
.

.

?

733/ Joint Committee Report, supra, at 31. In subsection
(6), section 105c calls also for an evaluation of
other factors, including "need for power in the
affected area", that may bear on the formulation of
those conditions. The Joint Committee emphasized,'

however, that "except in an extraordinary situation",
the license conditions should normally be able to
harmonize any such factors and the antitrust con-
siderations. Ibid.

734/ Cf., Alcoa, supra, 148 F.2d at 445-48.
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might be "as high as $141 million", and that imposition of

a license condition requiring such a conveyance would be

" inappropriate and contrary to the public interect". See

Consumers' Appeal Brief at 279 and 388-89. We were there-

fore surprised to learn, in the course of our review in

another proceeding involving Consumers, that the company

is now (and has been for some time) actively negotiating

the sale to Northern Michigan and Wolverine electric coopera-

tives -- intervenors in this case -- of "an undivided interest
,

735/'

in the [ Midland] plant not exceeding 12 percent". Though

that representation was not made by antitrust counsel, we

have no reason to doubt its accuracy.
!

We are well aware that conditions can change rapidly'

even in the public utility industry. We do not find it

hard to imagine legitimate reasons why Consumers would not

care to sell an interest in Midland a few years ago but

desires to do so now. Be that as it may, our point is

735/ See pp. 101-103 of the transcript of oral argument of
--~

Hovember 17, 1977, in Docket Nos. 50-329 and 330,
Consumers Power Company (Midland Nuclear Power Plant,
Units 1 and 2) (on motion to suspend construction
pending completion of judicially-remanded proceedings.)
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simply that this change cautions against drawing up licens-
.

ing conditions on a stale record. Accordingly, we will

! refer that task to the Board below with instructions that
I

it allow the parties to supplement the record with evidence,

1

concerning the proposed sale and any other significant6

changes that have occurred since the record closed.

In fashioning a remedy, we offer the Licensing Board

one further caution. We believe that no type of license

condition -- be it a requirement for wheeling, coordination,

i unit power access, or sale of an interest in the plant

itself -- is necessarily foreclosed as a possible form of

relief. Section 105c imposes no limits in this respect; it

gives the Commission " authority ...to issue a license with

such conditions as it deems appropriate."737'/ But as broadly

736/ On June 15, 1977, the Licensing Board hearing the
remanded Midland construction permit proceeding for-
warded three exhibits in that case to us. Two appear :

to be excerpts from contracts between Consumers and
, Dow Chemical Corporation for the sale of electricity
,

and steam from the Midland plant. These contain
clauses restricting Dow's resale rights. The other,

i

dated 1976, is a copy of confidential minutes of a
meeting between officials of Dow and Consumers con- ;

firming the existence of that restriction.
'

We have not relied on those exhibits and we draw no
inferences from them now. However, the Licensing
Board may consider them in drawing up appropriate
license conditions after giving each party opportunity
to demonstrate their relevance, if any.

737 / See Wolf Creek I, supra, 1 NRC at 571.
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as.it is framed, that discretion is not carte blanche. The

authority to act may not be divorced from the purposes of
'

the legislation. The congressional goals as we understand

them are these: to insure the smaller utilities a fair

access _to nuclear power under conditions which permit them

a reasonable opportunity to make effective use of its poten-

tial, and to see that activities undertaken pursuant to

Consumers' licenses neither create nor maintain an anticom-
.

petitive. situation.

'
Section 105c is one provision in a statute that regu-

l'ates the use'of nuclear power. Nothing on the face of the

section or in its legislative history suggests that, excapt

as reasonably necessary to achieve the goals just outlined,

it may be employed as an implement to restructure the

electric utility industry. In formulating " appropriate"

license conditions, the Licensing Board should proceed

accordingly.

Reversed and remanded.
:

! It is so ORDERED.

- FOR THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING
APPEAL BOARD

.

t

Ronthyne M. 'SYrutski''

Secretary to the
Appeal Board

b
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